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…we have learned that the challenges facing the world require a much
broader conception and application of national power than just military
prowess. The government and the Department of Defense need to engage
additional intellectual disciplines—such as history, anthropology,
sociology, and evolutionary psychology. …Too many mistakes have been
made over the years because our government and military did not
understand – or even seek to understand – the countries or cultures we
were dealing with.1
-Robert M. Gates, Secretary of Defense, 2008

Abstract

The objective of this dissertation monograph is to provide U.S.-Japan Alliance managers,2
scholars and analysts, and the general public with a more detailed and reliable understanding of
the nature of the Okinawan public’s perceptions, policy preferences, and cultural attitudes
regarding the problems and benefits associated with the U.S. military in Okinawa (USFO). To
achieve this objective, a mix of qualitative and quantitative anthropological and statistical
methods were used to analyze prefecturally-representative survey data obtained from the
Okinawa Prefectural Government and ethnographic data collected during field work in Okinawa.
More specifically, this research explores the Okinawan people’s broad public policy priorities,
examines their satisfaction with ongoing efforts to address base problems, identifies and
describes the most salient and important problems and benefits they associate with USFO, and
highlights some common misconceptions, miscommunications, and other cultural insights
related to those problems and benefits. These findings are intended to make public relations and
impact mitigation programs, policies, and communications more culturally relevant and
responsive. Doing so should not only improve relations between U.S.-Japan Alliance
representatives and the Okinawan public, but also organically increase political support for
USFO among the broader Okinawan populace, political support that may be necessary to ensure
the political feasibility of U.S. basing rights in the future.

1

Excerpt from a speech delivered by former Secretary of Defense Robert M Gates, Washington D.C., April 14,
2008. The full speech may be found here: http://archive.defense.gov/Speeches/Speech.aspx?SpeechID=1228.
2

For example, political representatives, base commanders, diplomatic communicators, public relations staff, etc.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Despite the prominence of the U.S.-Japan alliance in America’s overall
strategic posture in the Asia-Pacific region, local concerns about the U.S.
military presence on Okinawa have challenged the management of the
alliance for decades. …The Japanese islands serve as the most significant
forward-operating platform for the U.S. military in the region. With the
United States pledging to rebalance its defense posture towards Asia, the
uncertainty surrounding the medium and long-term presence of American
forces on Okinawa remains a critical concern for national security
decision-makers.4
-Congressional Research Service, “The U.S. Military Presence
in Okinawa and Futenma Base Controversy,” 2016.

§1.1 Research Questions
The overarching objective of this research is broad, too broad for one dissertation
monograph. Obtaining a comprehensive and reliable understanding of the nature and intricacies
of the Okinawan public’s perceptions, policy preferences, and cultural attitudes sufficient to
improve relations and build broad public support for USFO in Okinawa would require a full
research team and multiple monographs. In light of this, I scoped this dissertation to just a few
foundational and policy-relevant research questions which should aid alliance managers in at
least beginning to formulate programs, policies, and communications that more directly address
the Okinawan people’s concerns.
§1.1.1 Overarching Dissertation Research Question
How does the general Okinawan public5 think about the problems, benefits, and “solutions” 6
associated with the U.S. military in Okinawa?

4

Excerpt from page 1 of Chanlett-Avery, Emma and Ian E. Rinehart. 2016. “The U.S. Military Presence in Okinawa
and Futenma Base Controversy.” CRS Report No. R42645. Washington, DC: Congressional Research Service.
5

The “general Okinawan public” refers to Okinawan laypeople, the masses, all citizens. This includes, but does not
necessarily focus on the academic, military, media or political elite; similarly, this includes, but does not focus on
anti- or pro-base interest groups.
6

“Solutions” in this context refer to specific programs and policies associated with mitigating problems (e.g. crime,
noise, perceived discrimination, etc.) and increasing benefits (e.g. cultural exchange, economic support, etc.) related
to the U.S. military in Okinawa.

1

§1.1.2 Supporting Research Questions by Chapter
This monograph is structured based on the following “supporting research questions” which back the
“overarching dissertation research question” presented in §1.1.1.

Chapter 3: Okinawan Public Policy Priorities
1. How do Okinawans rank base problems among other domestic policy issues?
2. How does base problem prioritization vary across demographic groups?
Chapter 4: Okinawan Satisfaction with Efforts to Address Base Problems and Priority
“Solutions”
1. How satisfied are Okinawans with ongoing efforts to address base problems?
2. How does this satisfaction vary across demographic groups?
3. What specific “solutions” do Okinawan residents seek most?
4. How does “solution” preference vary across demographic groups?
Chapter 5: The Okinawan Public’s Perceptions of U.S. Military Problems
1. What is the range of USFO problems that Okinawans residents identify?
2. Which problems are most salient to the Okinawan public and which do they consider
most severe?
3. How do Okinawan residents generally think about (define, describe, and categorize) the
identified USFO problems?
Chapter 6: The Okinawan Public’s Perceptions of U.S. Military Benefits
1. What is the range of USFO benefits that Okinawans residents identify?
2. Which benefits are most salient to the Okinawan public and which do they consider
most valuable or beneficial?
3. How do Okinawan residents generally think about (define, describe, and categorize) the
identified USFO benefits?
Chapter 7: Summarizing Empirical Findings and Policy Recommendations
1. Across the DOTMLPF-P spectrum, 7 what can U.S.-Japan Alliance managers and
stakeholders do or change to improve relations with the Okinawan people, foster
goodwill, build trust, and garner broader public support for the U.S. military in Okinawa?

7

DOTMLPF-P is a DoD acronym used to describe acquisition requirements and evaluation criteria for future
defense programs. Besides formal acquisitions, it is a useful framework for ensuring a wide range of options
(doctrinal, organizational, training, materiel, leadership, personnel, facilities, and policy) are considered before
committing to a new solution for a given problem. It is used as an organizational framework for this dissertation’s
conclusions and recommendations.

2

§1.2 Introduction to Okinawa and U.S Forces, Okinawa (USFO)
§1.2.1 Geography, Demographics, and Force Distribution
The Ryukyu Arc is a chain of islands that stretches approximately 650 miles between Taiwan
and Kyushu, the southernmost island of mainland Japan. Within the Ryukyu Arc lie the Okinawa
Islands and the Sakishima Islands which are both politically part of Okinawa Prefecture.8
Okinawa Prefecture is about 880 square miles (2,280 square kilometers) large and is home to
approximately 1.43 million residents (Japan’s GIA 2015; Japan’s MIC 2015). Okinawa Island,
the primary subject of this dissertation monograph, is the eponymous demographic, political, and
cultural heart of Okinawa Prefecture. Usually referred to simply as “Okinawa,” Okinawa Island
contains just over 50% (about 466 square miles) of Okinawa Prefecture’s total land area and its
1.33 million residents constitute just over 92% of the prefecture’s total population (OPG 2018;
Japan’s MIC 2015). Although Okinawa Island is relatively large within Okinawa Prefecture,
Okinawa Prefecture itself is quite small within Japan—it ranks 44th out of 47 prefectures in land
and 25th population and (Japan’s MIC 2015).
Figure 1. Okinawa Island Relative to Mainland Japan,

SOURCE: Adapted from Google Maps (2017).

8

The Amami Islands are also part of the Ryukyu Arc, but are part of Kagoshima Prefecture. These islands are
outside the scope of this monograph.

3

Okinawa Island and its people host a large and strategically critical U.S. military presence.
Currently, U.S. Forces, Japan (USFJ) consist of roughly 54,000 active duty service members
(with about 42,000 dependents), 8,000 DoD civilian employees, and 25,000 Japanese workers
dispersed among 85 facilities (USFJ 2018). 9 U.S. Forces, Okinawa (USFO) consist of
approximately half of these USFJ personnel, 36% of all USFJ facilities, and roughly 75% of
USFJ-exclusive facilities (Chanlett-Avery and Rinehart 2016, 1; OPG 2016). Furthermore, the
Okinawa Prefectural Government (OPG) reports that 31 USFJ-exclusive facilities use about 18%
(approximately 87.3 square miles) of Okinawa Island’s total land area, although this figure does
not take into account the partial return of the Northern Training Area in December 2016 (OPG
2016). Approximately 15.4 square miles of land were returned to Okinawan administration and
reduced the total land use to about 15.4% (U.S. DoS 2016).10
Figure 2. U.S. Military Base Presence on Okinawa Island

SOURCE: OPG (2016).

9

Due to the associated security risks, USFJ stopped publicly releasing exact personnel numbers around 2011.

10

It’s possible the OPG is not considering this return fully complete until the GoJ has fully completed
environmental assessments (Stars and Stripes 2017)

4

§1.2.2 History
The disproportionate distribution of USFJ in Okinawa is deeply connected to Okinawa’s
continued legacy as a geopolitically strategic island for military operations. In fact, the U.S.
military has had a continuous presence on Okinawa Island since the first amphibious assault
forces stormed Okinawan beaches on April 1st, 1945—L day for the what would become known
as “The Typhoon of Steel,” a bitter three-month battle to take Okinawa island during WW II.
The fighting led to an estimated 40,000-150,000 local islanders being killed, committing suicide
(some forced), or going missing, along with the death of some 12,000 American soldiers and
75,000-100,000 Imperial Japanese Army troops (Appleman et al. 1993; The Cornerstone of
Peace 2017). In an illustrative quote, diplomat and historian George H. Kerr wrote “no prefecture
contributed so little to the preparation for war and its prosecution through the years, but none
suffered as much in widespread misery, in loss of human lives and property, and in ultimate
subservience to military occupation” (1958, 362). Understandably, this bloody battle is deeply
and painfully engraved into the history and culture of Okinawa. In fact, it continues to fuel much
resentment toward the GoJ and by association, the U.S. military. Anti-base activists often cite the
Battle of Okinawa as the foundational example of GoJ’s willingness to “sacrifice” Okinawa for
the good of mainland Japan, drawing parallels to the battle and stating that the GoJ continues to
“sacrifice” Okinawa by continuing to arrange basing rights for USFO (Sanders 2000, 161-162;
Chanlett-Avery and Rinehart 2016, 7).11
Despite this bloody and inauspicious start, the U.S. military presence in Okinawa has
persevered to this day. In the wake of the Battle of Okinawa, the U.S. military began repurposing
and expanding Imperial Japanese Army bases for their own use. 12 In fact, the U.S. implicitly
expressed interest in retaining post-war control of Okinawa as early as the 1943 Cairo
Declaration and expressed the same by omission in the Potsdam Declaration of 1945: “the terms
of the Cairo Declaration shall be carried out and Japanese sovereignty shall be limited to the
islands of Honshu, Hokkaido, Kyushu, Shikoku and such minor islands as we determine”
(Potsdam Declaration 1945). Intent to control Okinawa was confirmed by Joint Chiefs of Staff

11

For the sake of brevity and topical relevance, I begin this brief historical introduction to Okinawa with the Battle
of Okinawa. Nonetheless, Okinawa has a long and complex history which is important to know if we are to fully
understand some of Okinawa’s core cultural narratives and strains of anti-base rhetoric. Its origins are lost in the
annals of history, but Okinawa began as an independent kingdom in the 12th or 13th century; it established tributary
ties to the Ming and Qing dynasties of China in 1372; it was conquered by Satsuma (a Japanese feudal domain) in
1609 after which it became a quasi-independent kingdom ruled by Japan, but still closely associated to China by
trade; it was officially annexed by Japan in 1879. For more information on the history of Okinawa before World
War II, please reference George H. Kerr’s seminal 1958 monograph titled Okinawa: The History of an Island
People.
12

Okinawa was initially taken to serve as a staging ground for U.S. military attacks on mainland Japan, but just a
couple weeks after the Battle of Okinawa ended, the U.S. military dropped atomic bombs on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. This shortly led to Japan’s surrender and eliminated the need to use Okinawa as a staging ground for the
attack of mainland Japan.

5

(JCS) paper in October of 1945 (“all Japanese mandated islands and Central Pacific islands
detached from Japan, including the Bonins and the Ryukyus, will be brought under exclusive
U.S. control”). This claim was justified in a 1946 JCS memo which described Okinawa as “a
springboard from which to exercise some stabilizing influence over the area around the Yellow
Sea” (JCS 570 and JCS 1619, cited in Shiels 1980). With the growing communist threat of
Russia and the triumph of communism in China in 1949, Okinawa would serve as a critical point
in the United States’ containment strategy throughout the Cold War (Sandars 163). In fact, in his
State of the Union Address in 1953, former general and then President Dwight D. Eisenhower
recognized the criticality of Okinawa and clearly stated “we shall maintain indefinitely our bases
in Okinawa” (Eisenhower 1954).13
In conjunction with the signing of the Treaty of San Francisco which promised the return of
Japanese sovereignty, the U.S. and Japan signed the original U.S.-Japan Security Treaty in 1951
which gave the U.S. “the right … to dispose United States land, air and sea forces in and about
Japan.” The justification for this clause contained three elements: (1) “to contribute to the
maintenance of international peace and security in the Far East,” (2) “to the security of Japan
against armed attack from without,” and (3) to provide “assistance given at the express request of
the Japanese Government to put down largescale internal riots and disturbances in Japan, caused
through instigation or intervention by an outside power or powers” (Acheson and Yoshida 1951).
This treaty was superseded by the 1960 Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security between the
United States and Japan which eliminated the right to intervene in internal affairs (the third
justifying element in the original treaty), but continues to legally and politically underpin U.S.
basing rights in Japan to this day.14
Although the Treaty of San Francisco returned Japanese sovereignty on April 28th, 1952, the
U.S. retained administrative control of Okinawa under the governance of the “U.S. Civil
Administration of the Ryukyu Islands” for 20 more years. Freedom of operation (due to
administrative control) of the forward-deployed forces quickly paid dividends in the Korean and
Vietnam Wars. Being 600-700 nautical miles from the Korean peninsulas, Okinawa served as
one of the main staging points for U.S. forces in the Korean War. It was not until the Vietnam

13

Although it is important to add that not all Americans (experts and laypeople) were as enthusiastic as President
Eisenhower. To illustrate this point, one 1954 political science study concluded that “the present statelessness of the
Ryukyus is bewildering and degrading” (Ralph Braibanti, American Political Science Review, December 1954; cited
in Sandars 2000, 164). Furthermore, the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations demanded a study on the future of
Okinawa in 1959 and another study was presented to President Kennedy in 1961 (Sandars 2000, 164).
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This arrangement was agreed upon because the post-war Japanese Constitution did not permit Japan to maintain a
military force and Japan’s economy was in dire straits. As such, then Prime Minister Yoshida Shigeru and U.S.
leadership agreed that Japan would rely on the United States for its security needs so that Japan could focus on its
own economic recovery. This grand strategy came to be known as the Yoshida Doctrine and has guided much of
Japan’s foreign policy since. Of course, this is only part of the whole story. For a starting point on additional details,
please see: Iokibe, Makoto. 2001. “Fifty Years of Japanese Diplomacy.” Japan Institute of International Affairs.
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War, however, that Okinawa’s strategic position was truly leveraged. Having had time to build
up its facilities, the U.S. stationed roughly 40,000-50,000 troops in Okinawa throughout the
Vietnam War. These soldiers were employed in ports, repair and rebuild facilities, supply and
weapons depots, airfields (especially Kadena AB, from where many B-52 bombing raids on
Vietnam were undertaken), hospitals, and other U.S. military facilities that were being built up
since 1945 (Havens 84-106). Overall, the island served as a key transport and logistics hub for
major combat operations in Vietnam and as such, Okinawa earned the nickname “The Keystone
of the Pacific” during this time. Admiral Ulysses S. Grand Sharp, Commander-in-Chief of U.S.
Pacific Command 1964-1968, put it quite bluntly: “without Okinawa we couldn’t continue
fighting the Vietnam War” (Havens 1987, 85).
By the mid-to-late 1960s however, it grew increasingly apparent that U.S. administrative
control of Okinawa was no longer politically viable.15 Control began faltering when both
Japanese and U.S. demonstrators began protesting President Johnson’s decision to send 3,500
U.S. Marines directly from Okinawa to Vietnam in 1965 and degraded further after his
announcement to send an additional 50,000 troops to fight. These antiwar protests escalated as
the United States’ direct and Japan’s indirect involvement in Vietnam and Cambodia gradually
came to the public’s attention (Havens 1987, 192). Against the backdrop of massive
demonstrations in Washington and Tokyo (protesting not only for the reversion of Okinawa, but
more broadly against the Vietnam War), President Richard Nixon and Prime Minister Eisaku
Satou met and agreed to return administrative control of Okinawa to Japan as long as the U.S.
military presence was maintained (Nixon-Sato Joint Statement 453, 1969).16
Okinawa reverted to Japanese administration on May 15th, 1972. With it, 61 base sites were
closed or consolidated and 29 square miles of land were returned. Although welcome, the
Okinawan public’s attitudes toward the GoJ or the U.S. military remained far from friendly. The
number of base sites in Okinawa relative to mainland Japan remained disproportionate, the
painful memories of the atrocities of the Battle of Okinawa continued to smolder, and the
colocation of operationally active U.S. military bases and thousands of young U.S. service
members with Okinawan citizens did little to improve relations between the people of Okinawa,
the GoJ, and the U.S. military. The unavoidable proximity produced a multitude of Okinawan
grievances including crime, aircraft accidents, environmental pollution, noise, traffic, among
15

Some scholars and historians might also argue that decision to return Okinawa was also desirable for the U.S. and
in line with America’s newly emerging grand strategy given Richard Nixon’s July 1969 Guam Doctrine (also known
as the Nixon Doctrine). At the time, President Nixon was arguing for keeping U.S. treaty commitments, but
increasing partnerships (rather than dependencies) with American allies and urging these allies to take greater
responsibility for their own defense (Nixon 1969).
16

Loss of administrative control, led to a loss of some operational freedom because the reversion agreement brought
Okinawa under the purview of 1960 treaty. This has two major operational impacts. First, it meant that nuclear
weapons could no longer be stored on Okinawa without the consent of the GoJ. Second, it meant that any combat
operations launched directly from Okinawa required the consent of the GoJ (Sandars 2000, 165).
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other problems.17, 18 As will be discussed in the following subsection, alliance managers have
been able to ensure continued basing rights thus far primarily through material compensation and
emergency impact mitigation initiatives, along with limited public relation efforts. Figure 3
shows the steadily decreasing amount of land and number of facilities used by USFJ in Okinawa,
but despite these efforts, public dissatisfaction and anti-base sentiments remain high.
Figure 3. USFJ-Exclusive Land Returns and Facility Closures/Consolidations in Okinawa

SOURCE: Japan’s MoD (2017, 291).

§1.2.3 Impact Mitigation, Compensation, and Public Relations Efforts
Although relations between the Okinawan public and the U.S.-Japan Alliance have almost
always been tense, they did not seriously threaten the sustainability of the U.S. military presence
until the rape of an Okinawan schoolgirl by three U.S. service members in 1995 catalyzed
massive anti-base protests. Pent-up grievances and public dissatisfaction with the continued
disproportionate concentration of American forces and other problems led an estimated sixty to
eighty-five thousand Okinawans to rally in Ginowan City (location of MCAS Futenma) to
protest the U.S. military presence (Figure 4 below) on October 21st, 1995 (Lee 1995).
Emboldened by the public support, Governor Masahide Ota took a hardline stance and refused to
renew approximately 3,000 leases for lands used by U.S. military bases until Okinawan
grievances were heard and concessions were made (Kristof 1995). This is one of the first
instances in which domestic actors had significant impacts into the politics and management of
the U.S.-Japan Alliance.
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As Kent E. Calder found in an extensive comparative base politics study, there is a “strong, cross-national
correlation between high population density and base frictions” (Calder 2006, 242).
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A comprehensive identification and definition of all these problems is one of the goals of this dissertation
research.
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Significant concessions were indeed ultimately needed to resolve this impasse: the GoJ and
the USG convened the Special Action Committee on Okinawa (SACO) in November 1995 and
by December 1996, produced the SACO Final Report which promised massive land returns
(including all bases south of Kadena), major adjustments to training and operational procedures,
along with noise reduction initiatives and changes to SOFA (Japan’s MOFA 1996). In the words
of base politics researcher Christopher Sandars, “for the United States, concessions on Okinawa
were an exercise in damage limitation” (2000, 175).
Figure 4. October 21st, 1995 Anti-Base Protests

SOURCE: Okinawa Peace Network of Los Angeles (2018).

Disagreements between the Okinawa Prefectural Government (OPG), GoJ, and USG
domestic have made implementation of the 1996 SACO Final Agreement concessions,
particularly the land returns and personnel re-distributions, very challenging. The USG initiated
the Defense Policy Review Initiative in 2002 to aid in consolidating, realigning, and reducing
U.S. facilities, along with adjusting U.S. military operational procedures to reduce the impact on
local communities (GAO 1998; GAO 2016, 6). More specifically, this initiative promised the
relocation of approximately 8,000 Marines from Okinawa to other regions in the Asia Pacific.
After years of negotiations, these major realignment initiatives were solidified in the 2006 U.S.Japan Roadmap for Realignment Implementation (this roadmap included concrete plans to
relocate MCAS Futenma to FRF Henoko), but still faced heavy criticism, disagreement, and
difficulties in implementation (e.g. local politicians creating legal roadblocks, protestors
disrupting construction or environmental surveys, etc.).19 The Roadmap was most recently
adjusted in an April 2012 joint statement that delinked the relocation of the III Marine
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For examples, see: Johnston, Eric. 2015. “Okinawa moves to block U.S. base construction at Henoko.” Japan
Times website. Accessed [June 11, 2018]. https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2017/07/12/national/okinawa-movesblock-u-s-base-construction-henoko/; Fifield, Anna. 2016. “In Okinawa, protesters dig in as work proceeds to
relocate U.S. Marine base.” Washington Post website. https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/inokinawa-protesters-dig-in-as-work-proceeds-to-relocate-us-marine-base/2016/02/06/82d05264-c481-11e5-b93331c93021392a_story.html.
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Expeditionary Force (the 2002 promised personnel redistributions) and the relocation of MCAS
Futenma (Japan’s MOFA 2006; U.S. DoS 2013). The fallout of the 1995 Okinawa rape incident
make it clear that U.S. basing rights are dangerously vulnerable to domestic politics and thus,
poor community-base relations are extremely expensive in the long-run.
Figure 5. SACO-related Land Returns (left) and DPRI-related Marine Redistributions (right)

SOURCE: Left-Japan’s MoD (2017, 291); Right-GAO (2017, 9).

In conjunction with impact mitigation (land returns and personnel redistributions above), the
GoJ and U.S. military have long engaged and continues to engage in what base politics research
refers to as “compensation politics” in order to secure U.S. basing rights in Okinawa. This is
essentially a set of material incentives aimed at not only addressing Okinawan grievances, but
also securing Okinawan acquiescence to the U.S. military presence through financial
compensation. In fiscal year 2018 alone, the Japanese government allocated a total of ¥362.8
billion (~$3.28 billion) for measures to mitigate impacts and compensate base-hosting
communities.20 This includes funding measures to relocate bases and personnel (impact
mitigation), but also more direct compensation such as community development funds directed
to the prefectural and municipal governments (e.g., infrastructure restoration, public welfare
facilities, medical cost subsidies, etc.), residential sound proofing and other compensatory
payments, industry subsidies (e.g. fisheries), USFJ employee salaries and benefits,21 and lastly,

20

For scale, this compensatory fund annually encapsulates approximately 6-8% of Japan’s total defense
budget! For instance, in fiscal year 2018, the budget for compensation payments constituted $3.28 of the $48.5
billion defense budget.
21

As of November 2017, USFJ employs 9,002 Japanese citizens in Okinawa through the Labor Management
Organization (LMO 2018, 18).
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but certainly not least, direct rent payments to base land owners (43,000 private landowners22)
(Japan’s MoD 2018, 21-22).23 Many of these funds are directed to specific purposes, individuals,
or organizations, but many are also left to the discretion of the local governments or other
semiautonomous arms of the GoJ such as the Labor Management Organization (LMO) and
Okinawa Defense Bureau (ODB, formerly the Defense Facilities Administration Agency; the ODB
is the representative of the GoJ in Okinawa and the disburser of many compensatory payments
pending verification and reviews of grievances). The theory and problems associated with
reliance (arguably over-reliance) on impact mitigation and compensation politics will be
discussed in later sections.
The U.S. military, USG, and the GoJ also make some public relations (PR) efforts in
Okinawa, but compared to impact mitigation and compensation initiatives, these efforts are very
limited. Each U.S. military service and the State Department (through the Consulate General
(CG) in Naha) have public affairs or public relations offices; the ODB has a small press section.
Military community relations (COMREL) units and staff organize programs and occasional
events to facilitate exchange and improve relations between service members and Okinawan
residents (e.g. open-base events and festivals, volunteer events, English language programs, etc.).
The program and event agendas of these COMREL units, however, are relatively random (no
comprehensive PR strategy). Military media relations (MEDREL) units and staff are tasked with
publicizing these community relations efforts, along with communicating important U.S.military related news to the Okinawa public. Nonetheless, these MEDREL units are severely
hampered by their limited connections with and reach into the Okinawa media. 24 Their primary
outlets of information are social media (mainly Facebook and Twitter), radio (the American
Forces Network), and a few military newspapers and magazines such as the Stars and Stripes,
WindJammer, Big Circle, and the now discontinued Okinawa Marine (although none of these
printed resources are officially or systematically distributed outside of bases). Military PR
offices also handle relations with local community leaders and most have a some formal process
through which community leaders can submit formal grievances and request sit-down meetings
with base representatives.
One of the top priorities of the Consulate General (CG) in Naha is the sustainment of the
U.S. military presence. In line with this priority, the CG’s Public Affairs (PA) Section also
advocates for the U.S. military and U.S.-Japan Alliance by engaging in similar activities as
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The importance of compensation politics in Okinawa is further highlighted by the fact that almost 90% of baserelated lands are owned by the national government on mainland Japan, compared to Okinawa where only about
35% are owned by the national government, while 30% are owned by municipal governments, and about 33% are
owned by private citizens (OGO 2013, 137).
23

In addition to these funds disbursed by the GoJ, local businesses also benefit from service member expenditures.

24

Expressed by several PR staff at U.S. military bases during site visits in July-August 2017.
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military COMREL units, organizing and coordinating community occasional relations events,
but on a smaller scale. The CG PA Section does not have a regular publication, but does publish
occasional informational releases
Lastly, the GoJ’s Okinawa Defense Bureau (ODB) is the primary legitimating mediator
between the Okinawan people and the U.S.-Japan Alliance. Although it is primarily focused on
determining, negotiating, and disbursing compensations, it does have a small Press Section (PS).
The ODB’s PS does not have a regular COMREL publications, but does have frequent
information and press releases (usually related to its compensatory activities). As the primary
disburser of compensatory payments, the ODB is also the primary recipient of local grievances.
This means that when confronted with a USFO-related problem, most local citizens turn to the
ODB. Based on site visits and informal interviews with ODB staff conducted in July-August
2017, the ODB does not have a day-to-day working or information-sharing relationship with
U.S. military PR sections. Given this information gap between the ODB and the U.S. military,
ODB staff often have difficulty answering the immediate concerns of local citizens and
accomplishing one of their primary missions: mediating the U.S. military-Okinawa relationship.
There are a few high-level coordinating bodies (e.g. Okinawa Area Coordinating Committee,
Okinawa Area Field Office, etc.) that officially bring together alliance leaders, but there is littleto-no formal or day-to-day coordination between the working staff of U.S. military PR offices,
the Consulate General PA Section, and the ODB’s Press Section. Coordination occurs in an adhoc manner and is usually administrative in nature (rather than day-to-day information sharing or
partnered planning). The only current, official operational coordinating mechanism between
these PR units is a quarterly “Communication Symposium” in which military, ODB, and
Consulate General staff (and sometimes even other local organizations) come together to discuss
PR strategies, lessons learned, among other subjects of interest. This was initiated in the fall of
2016, but day-to-day coordination between the ODB, the CG, and U.S. military PR units remains
limited.
Despite all of these impact mitigation, material compensation, and PR efforts, the anti-base
movement in Okinawa remains strong. Besides daily media and news publications critiquing
bases, I was able to observe and even obtain physical evidence of the anti-base movement during
my field work: anti-base posters from a semi-permanent protest camp in front of FRF Henoko
(see Figure 6 on the next page). Although the anti-base slant in Okinawa is clear, its extent or the
reasons for it are not nearly so. The current literature makes it easy to jump to platitudes such as
“Okinawa’s difficult history and complex relationships with the Japan and the U.S., ongoing
grievances, along with cultural norms of pacifism and environmentalism have coalesced into a
vocal anti-base movement in Okinawa.” Although this statement has elements of truth, it is
imprecise and incomprehensive. It is based on scattered observations and anecdotal evidence,
and is thus not practically useful in guiding a tangible strategy to counteract the anti-base
movement and narrative that is so prevalent in Okinawa. As such, one of the goals of this
12

research is to more systematically identify, describe, and define the Okinawan public’s attitudes
beyond these generalities.
Figure 6. Posters Obtained from Protestor Camp in front of FRF Henoko

SOURCE: physical posters obtained outside of FRF Henoko (August 2017).
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§1.2.4 Framing the Policy Problem—“The Okinawan Knot”
Part this monograph’s title and one of the foundational ideas behind this dissertation research
stems from a description of this policy issue put forth by the former Deputy/Assistant Chief of
Staff, G-7, Government and External Affairs for Marine Corps Installations Pacific (MCIPAC),
Robert D. Eldridge (2012):
…the Okinawa problem is in fact very much like a knot. The “base
problem” is one of the many strings—the others are economic issues,
social issues, historical issues, and a host of other problems—making up
this knot. If one yanks on the string labeled “base problem,” the knot will
only get tighter. As when untying a knot, all of the issues should be
carefully separated, studied, and appreciated. Comprehensive solutions,
based on objective data and un-emotional considerations, are needed, not
simply tugging on the string.
I prefer the term “Okinawan Knot” over the “Okinawa Problem” or the “Okinawa Base
Problem” for its illustrative power.25 Simply put, the Okinawan Knot is a catch-all label to
describe the wide-range of issues that exist between Okinawa Prefecture, the U.S. government,
and the Japanese government due to the U.S. military force presence in Okinawa.
Metaphorically, the Okinawan Knot is akin to the Gordian Knot; it is representative of a
seemingly intractable problem, a knot so complexly tangled that no obvious solution exists.
Unfortunately, the metaphorical analog to the Gordian Knot breaks down because while
Alexander the Great “solved” the Gordian Knot by simply cutting it, a solution so direct and
simple does not appear to exist in the case of the Okinawan Knot.
Part of the reason for this is the fact that Okinawan Knot has three actors, each with different,
and sometimes even diametrically opposed, interests and incentives—the U.S., mainland Japan,
and Okinawa.26 It is this diversity of self-interests and actors that makes the Okinawan Knot so
difficult to define, let alone “solve.” For many Okinawans, “cutting the Okinawan Knot” would
likely be a drastic reduction or even the total removal all U.S. military bases, a solution that is
unacceptable to the U.S. and Japan. For Japan and the U.S., “cutting the Okinawan Knot” would
be equivalent to Okinawans quietly accepting the U.S. military presence as the status quo and

25

I also grew to prefer the term after finding that some Okinawan’s consider the term “Okinawa Problem”
accusatory, as if the overall problem is somehow caused by Okinawa. Instead, many Okinawans prefer to use the
term “base problems” to describe the overall issue.
26

In this dissertation, “mainland Japan” refers to any Japanese territory outside of Okinawa Prefecture. Its position
in the Okinawan Knot is politically represented by the central government in Tokyo (e.g. PM Abe, Ministry of
Defense, Ministry of Foreign Affairs) and the Okinawa Defense Bureau (a semi-autonomous arm of the GoJ
operating in Okinawa). Politically, “Okinawa” refers to Okinawa Prefecture and geographically, to Okinawa Island,
unless otherwise specified. Okinawa’s political interests are mostly represented by its governor, prefectural
government, and municipal governments. In this dissertation, the United States’ political interests are primarily
represented by the Federal Government, particularly the Department of State and the Department of Defense.
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reducing anti-base activities that encumber the U.S. military mission and the Japanese
administration of the U.S. presence, a solution that is unacceptable to most Okinawans.
A disproportionate presence and a tumultuous history riddled with misunderstandings,
misrepresentations, and misinterpretations has left the Okinawan Knot an emotional,
intimidating, and seemingly intractable issue. This has led many to hold polarized and
fundamentalist views (and thus, an unwillingness to negotiate or compromise), while others are
paralyzed from finding practical and mutually-acceptable solutions for fear of disturbing the
precarious, but seemingly stable status quo. Overall, the Okinawan Knot has grown tighter and
more complex since the U.S. first arrived in Okinawa in 1945 and that trend is not likely to
reverse. Rather than “cutting the Okinawan Knot,” a solution that likely does not exist as it has
evaded the brightest and most motivated leaders and activists for decades, the tangle of threads
that make up the knot need to be carefully and systematically separated and studied so that we
may find mutually-acceptable ways to address them.
Figure 7. Satirical Cartoon of the U.S.-Japan-Okinawa Relationship

SOURCE: Heng Kim Song (2012).
NOTE: Another way to phrase the goal of this dissertation is to uncover and more clearly understand the
contents of the backpack that “Okinawa” is carrying in this drawing.
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The Okinawan Knot can also be visualized by imagining each thread that constitutes the knot
as one of the multitude of social, economic, environmental, security, cultural, and other problems
and benefits related to U.S. military forces in Okinawa. For instance, one of the threads may be
crimes committed by U.S. service members, another noise pollution from aircraft, a third crosscultural exchange, a fourth being deterrence and the defense of Japan, and so on. Next, the
lengths of the threads can be imagined as the spectrum of available “solutions” to each problem
or benefit (“solutions” here mean reducing the problem or increasing the benefit). The visible,
loose-ends of the threads are polar solutions to each issue; they are easy to find and tempting to
yank, but they are one-sided, self-interested, and only tighten the knot when pulled. For example,
one end of almost every “problem thread” is the “solution” to remove all U.S. military bases.
The other end of most “problem threads” is the absolute disregard of anti-base sentiments and a
resulting apathy toward addressing grievances. Neither “solution” is feasible and both would
serve to tighten the Okinawan Knot. For “benefit” threads, the “end of the thread solutions”
would be one-sidedly beneficial, say paying land owners a million bucks annually or paying
them nothing. Neither is feasible and both would only tighten the Okinawan Knot
At the risk of stretching this metaphor a bit too far, we lastly imagine that somewhere deep
inside the tangled knot, in the middle portion of each thread, there must exist more neutral,
mutually-acceptable, and if we are lucky, even mutually-beneficial solutions. Currently, these
solutions are being obscured by emotional, polar, and uncompromising rhetoric, the equivalent to
yanking on the loose ends of threads. This obfuscation and “yanking on loose ends” has had a
paralytic effect on the policy debate. In order to see the obscured solutions, we must carefully
and systematically separate and study the threads—the USFO problems and benefits that
constitute the Okinawan Knot. By doing so, we can begin to pull the knot apart and discover
solutions that were previously covered by the intense tangle of threads. This is one of this
dissertation’s primary objectives: to shed light into what problems and benefits make up the
Okinawan Knot, what they mean to the Okinawan people, and what tangible steps might be
taken to begin untangling them.
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§1.3 Policy Relevance and Contribution to the Literature
§1.3.1 The Importance of Overseas Basing and USFO
The U.S. global security system consists of the largest network of foreign military base sites
around the world. Although constantly shifting and difficult to define (base sites range from
sprawling airfields, to tiny special operations outposts, to equipment depots), this network
consists of approximately 270,000 DoD personnel stationed across 600-800 Department of
Defense base sites in allied foreign countries and territories (DoD 2015, 6; Vine 2015, 4).
Outside of the Middle East, the largest concentrations of foreign base sites are in Germany
(approximately 181 sites), Japan (approximately 115 sites), and Italy (approximately 49 sites)
(DoD 2015, 70-79). The primary benefits of overseas basing have been identified as “improving
operational responsiveness to contingencies, deterring adversaries and assuring allies, and
facilitating security cooperation with partner militaries” (Lostumbo et al. 2013, xix). Overseas
basing is a major part of what allows the U.S. to achieve its variety of geographically and
politically far-reaching objectives and protect its vital interests at home and overseas.27 Although
the debate about whether the costs of overseas bases outweigh the benefits is alive and well,
most scholars agree that this global security system is a major part of what allows the United
States to maintain its preeminent position as a world power.28 These are the primary reasons why
the sustainment of military base sites overseas is a vital U.S. security interest.
Among its foreign base sites, few are as critical to the United States’ national (and allied)
interests as those in Japan, and more specifically in Okinawa. U.S. forces stationed in Okinawa
(USFO) visibly demonstrate the U.S. commitment to security in the region. They allow the U.S.
to fulfill its obligations29 laid out in the 1960 Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security
between the United States and Japan by serving as a deterrent to foreign aggression and as a
fighting force capable of rapid response should deterrence fail (MOFA 1960). Okinawa is critical
in this regard because “Okinawa’s proximity to potential regional trouble spots promotes the

27

As support for this argument, the 2018 National Defense Strategy of the United States (2018, 4) outlines several
“defense objectives” which could not be effectively achieved without an overseas military presence: “maintaining
favorable regional balances of power in the Indo-Pacific, Europe, the Middle East, and the Western Hemisphere,”
“defending allies from military aggression and bolstering partners against coercion,” “preventing terrorists from
directing or supporting external operations against the United States homeland and our citizens, allies, and partners
overseas,” “ensuring common domains remain open and free,” among others.
28
For a comprehensive cost-benefit analysis of U.S. military overseas basing see Lostumbo et al.’s “Overseas
Basing of U.S. Military Forces: An Assessment of Relative Costs and Strategic Benefits” (2013). For additional
arguments against overseas basing, see David Vine’s Base Nation: How U.S. Military Bases Abroad Harm America
and the World.
29
(1) the defense of Japan (Article V) and (2) “the maintenance of international peace security of the Far East”
(Article VI)
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early arrival of U.S. military forces due to shorter transit times and reduces potential problems
that could arise due to late arrival” (GAO 1998, 3). This proximity is demonstrated in Figure 8.
Figure 8. Okinawa’s Geographically Strategic Location

SOURCE: Adapted from Google Maps (2017).

Aside from response to military contingencies, USFO have also been demonstrably
critical in humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HADR) operations such as Operation
Tomodachi following the 2011 Touhoku earthquake and tsunami (Wilson 2012). Ultimately,
Okinawa’s strategic location, along with vital U.S., Japanese, and other allied security interests,
have led Okinawa to become the critically important U.S. military stronghold it is today. Despite
this strategic importance of these forces for the U.S., Japan, and other allies, however, preserving
U.S. military basing rights in Okinawa has always been a challenge for alliance managers.
§1.3.2 Base Politics
Most overseas base sites, to include those in Japan, are made available to the United States
through a bilateral or multilateral agreements which allow the United States to lease land for
military use as long as the negotiated conditions are met and host nations continue to renew the
agreements.30 Put differently, overseas basing, a vital national security interest of the United
States, remains unavoidably dependent on the approval of host nation governments. Given the
voluntary nature of foreign basing rights, how has the U.S. been able to maintain a relatively
stable military presence in a traditionally (at least since WW II) anti-militarist Japan? And even

30

For an excellent historical review of what the author calls “America’s leasehold empire,” see: Sanders,
Christopher. 2000. America’s Overseas Garrisons: The Leasehold Empire. New York, New York: Oxford
University Press.
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more impressively, in a deeply pacifist and environmentalist Okinawa?31 Despite the serious
policy implications, there are only a few recent, data-driven and policy-oriented attempts to
answer this question.32
A review of the existing base politics literature suggests that depending on cultural, political,
and economic context, stable basing rights (initial and continued foreign basing agreements)
have been achieved through the use of three primary policy tools—coercion, material
compensation, and emphasis of mutual benefits (Sandars 2000; Calder 2007; Cooley 2008). The
same research finds that in the case of Okinawa material compensation,33 or what Calder calls
“compensation politics,” have been the dominant means through which the U.S. has been able to
maintain its large military presence in Okinawa (2007, 129-137; Marten and Cooley).34 While
most impact mitigation initiatives fall under material compensation (e.g. sound-proofing
equipment, local development grants, rent payments, etc.), I argue that the aforementioned land
returns and personnel redistributions are a fourth policy tool, concessions, that have been used in
Okinawa and can only be used a limited number of times in order to cool spikes in dissent.
Interestingly, the emphasis of mutual benefits is almost unmentioned in the base politics research
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For scholarly work highlighting these cultural trends, see: Stronach, Bruce. 1995. Beyond the Rising Sun:
Nationalism in contemporary Japan. 1995. Westport, Connecticut: Praeger Publishers; Saaler, Sven. 2016.
“Nationalism and History in Contemporary Japan.” The Asia-Pacific Journal, 14 (20): 1-17; Sannosuke, Matsumoto.
1971. “The Significance of Nationalism in Modern Japanese Thought: Some Theoretical Problems.” The Journal of
Asian Studies, 31 (1): 49-56; Berger, Thomas U. 1993. “From Sword to Chrysanthemum: Japan’s Culture of Antimilitarism.” International Security, 17 (4): 119-150.
32
Surprisingly, the U.S. military presence in Okinawa (and even more so, Okinawa itself) has historically been, and
by my estimation, continues to be an understudied subject (note I say under-studied, not under-reported as there are
plenty of sensational news, media, “journal,” and even full-length book publications which are based on polarized
reporting and anecdotal evidence rather than data-driven and policy-oriented research). The already small pool of
publications focusing on this subject is further cut down by the unfortunate presence of highly sensationalized,
opinion-driven, or emotion-guided work (for example, see the work of a popular journalist Jon Mitchell). Even in
1980, less than a decade after Okinawa served as a critical asset for U.S. operations in Vietnam, scholar Frederick L.
Shiels observed that “Ironically, between the quieting of the guns in 1945 and the end of the Cold War decade in
1960 only two English language books dealt with the subject of the occupation there at all, and these only
tangentially... During the 1960’s a small stream of articles emerged … yet only two book-length works appeared in
English… Three works much more focused on American policy have been produced in the 1970’s…” (1980, 1).
Unfortunately, 2-3 major works (and not all practically-oriented) per decade have been about par in more recent
years as well. The subject is ripe for study by scholars in a variety of fields such as political science, international
relations, national security, anthropology, history, psychology, and others.
33
34

Interestingly, public trust in the utility and mutual benefits of the U.S.-Japan Alliance plays significantly greater
role in ensuring U.S. military basing rights on mainland Japan than in Okinawa. For example, regional security
public opinion survey results which are presented in §6.4.1 reveal that a significantly higher proportion of mainland
Japan’s residents recognize the utility of the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty in securing Japan’s peace and security than
do Okinawan residents. Furthermore, the different proportions of private base land-owners (i.e., 90% of base lands
owned by GoJ on the mainland, where only about 35% of base lands are owned by the GoJ in Okinawa) discussed in
the previous section is another data point evidencing the larger role of compensation politics in Okinawa compared
to mainland Japan (OGO 2013, 137).
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related to Okinawa, while coercion is only occasionally mentioned when discussing the thorny
relationship between Okinawa and the mainland Japan.
Given the material benefits discussed in section 1.2 (i.e., 6-8% of Japan’s defense budget
directed to Okinawan prefectural and municipal governments, landlords, USFJ employees, local
businesses, contractors, etc.), it is not too surprising that Tokyo has been able to, one way or
another, secure sufficient political support to renew U.S. military basing rights thus far. As
Cooley and Marten eloquently put it, “material incentives, properly targeted at the micro level,
have overcome the prevailing antimilitarist norms and become the primary source of political
interests in the base discussions. Using an elaborate set of both public goods and selective
incentives, the Japanese mainland government has secured Okinawa’s [political] majority
acquiescence to the continuing U.S. presence” (2006, 568). Even the U.S. Congressional
Research Service references alliance managers who argue that “the U.S. bases would not be
sustainable without these [compensation] payments to areas affected by the U.S. military
presence (Chanlett-Avery et al. 2017, 24).
§1.3.3 Negative Perceptions & Threats to Basing Privileges
Although the U.S. military has been able to maintain a relatively stable military presence in
Okinawa since 1945 largely thanks to compensation politics, there are several easily imaginable
developments which may thwart this trend. I argue that going forward, this “stable” military
presence is more precarious than history suggests. The Congressional Research Service voiced
similar concerns in a 2017 report titled “Japan-U.S. Relations: Issues for Congress,” “the
attitudes of native Okinawans toward U.S. military bases are generally characterized as negative,
reflecting a tumultuous history and complex relationships with “mainland” Japan and with the
United States. Because of these widespread concerns among Okinawans, the sustainability of the
U.S. military presence in Okinawa remains a critical challenge for the alliance” (Chanlett-Avery
et al. 2017, 21).
While it has been effective, overreliance on compensation politics in Okinawa has created
systemic risks that pose a threat to the long-term political sustainability of the USFO. To be
specific, continued reliance on compensation politics, coupled with the pre-existing antimilitarist and environmentalist cultural values, has coalesced into a general lack of goodwill and
trust between many Okinawan laypeople (the public) and the U.S.-Japan Alliance. 35 This has led
to a dangerous dearth of public political support at the popular, grassroots level as seen by the
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Lack of goodwill is evidenced by the ever-present anti-base activities and rhetoric seen in Okinawan society,
media, governments, universities, and many other forums, with little public counterbalance from the neutral or probase groups; lack of trust in the utility of the U.S.-Japan Alliance in guaranteeing Japan’s and Okinawa’s security is
evidenced in Okinawan government survey results which are presented in §6.4.1 and also expressed in several
interviews I conducted in which a re-emerging theme was skepticism at USFO’s willingness and ability to defend
Japan, and even more skepticism at USFO’s willingness and ability to defend Okinawa specifically.
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successive elections of anti-base governors and in almost every public base-related referendum
held in the last decade. This consequent lack of public political support poses a threat to the longterm sustainability of the U.S. military presence in Okinawa because in the event compensation
politics fail, the continued annual extension of U.S. military basing rights through standard,
public democratic political processes is improbable.
Compensation politics may “fail” in the sense that compensatory payments are no longer
sufficient to ensure U.S. base leases are renewed. This may occur if Tokyo’s budgetary priorities
shift and compensation payments are reduced; it may occur if compensated constituents shift due
to base relocations and politically critical constituents are no longer co-opted; it may occur if the
efficacy of compensation initiatives are eroded by general Okinawan economic development; or
it may occur for a multitude of other unpredictable reasons. Furthermore, even if compensation
politics remain effective, the lack of public political support leaves the U.S.-Japan Alliance
vulnerable to catalytic events that spark large scale anti-base movements such as those seen
following the 1995 Okinawa rape incident in which the U.S.-Japan Alliance managers had to
make massive concessions (concessions which couldn’t be made again because there are only so
many bases that can be returned and personnel that can be relocated before the operational
effectiveness of USFO is unacceptably degraded).
Base politics theory suggests that compensation politics works well only when two
conditions are sustained: (1) resource flows continue unabated to target constituencies, and (2)
no ambitious base relocation efforts are pursued (Calder 2007, 246). The risk to sustained USFO
presence arises from developments that threaten these two critical conditions. First, although the
GoJ has been able and willing to sustain its compensation payments thus far, their long-term
continuance is not guaranteed. Second, planned base reductions and relocations to less populated
areas are already occurring in accordance with SACO and DPRI and may even lead to the loss of
“politically critical” constituents who have vested interests in maintaining existing U.S. bases,
but not necessarily replacement bases.
To address the first claim: although unlikely, economic, political, and social changes in Japan
have the potential to disrupt the steady compensation payments that have flowed from the GoJ to
Okinawa for decades. It is unlikely because though the compensation budget is an objectively
large portion of the total defense budget, 6-8%, it was only 0.35% of the GoJ’s total FY2018
$926 billion budget (Japan’s MoF 2018, 3). Furthermore, decades of consistent fiscal transfers
from the GoJ to Okinawa Prefecture do not imply any forthcoming change in Tokyo’s strategy
for securing U.S. military basing rights.36 While unlikely, however, gradual changes in
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Transfers from Tokyo to Okinawa have continued and steadily increased since Okinawa’s reversion in 1972.
Total development subsidies between 1972 and 1999, for example, topped $45 billion (Cooley and Marten 2006,
572).
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economic, political, security, or social conditions can easily change these seemingly stable
trends.
Japan’s “government debt relative to GDP is the highest ever recorded in the OECD area,
which poses serious risks” (OECD 2018). Mounting debt coupled with an aging population and
low birth-rates portend economic difficulties in the future. These difficulties may manifest in
budget changes that lead to re-prioritizations in the GoJ’s budget and thus, reductions in
Okinawan compensation (Kajimoto 2018). Other changes such as the election of a less hawkish
prime minister, a reduction in tensions with North Korea or China (which reduces the
justification for high defense spending), domestic pushes to increase welfare spending (i.e.,
health care and social security for the elderly which could eat a the defense budget), or even a
surge in Japanese antimilitarism (prompting reduced defense spending) or nationalism
(prompting less reliance on the U.S. military), all have the potential to interrupt the flow of
compensation payments that have thus far secured Okinawan acquiescence for USFO.
The second condition required for effective compensation politics, limited base relocations,
is already under threat. As previously noted, SACO and the DPRI have initiated several major
base relocations and consolidations in populated urban areas (bases south of Kadena AB) which
have already inflamed base politics and are likely to cause further complications (e.g. MCAS
Futenma, Camp Kuwae, Naha Port, major parts of Camp Foster, etc.).37 The relocations of these
long-standing bases destabilize and undermine several of the economic incentives which have
constituted the foundation Tokyo’s compensation politics. The ongoing and planned relocations
undermine the economic interests (and thus political support) of not only the land-owners who
will be losing steady rent income, but also local business owners who benefit from service
member expenditures, municipal governments that receive burden-easing funds from the OPG
and GoJ, individuals living near bases who receive compensation payments from the ODB (as a
result of a verifiable grievance stemming from USFO), companies with U.S. military contracts,
and local workers directly employed by bases (Cooley and Marten 2006, 573-575; Kakazu 2007,
7). These just a few of the materially co-opted constituencies which may change if compensation
regimes change.
While these relocations may reduce the impact bases have on local communities, base
politics theory paradoxically suggests that they will also reduce overall political support for the
remaining bases since the co-opted supporters lose their economic incentives to continue
supporting base presence. The loss of political support from these politically-critical clusters,
along with the aforementioned lack of goodwill, trust, and political capital at the grassroots level,
may spell disaster for Tokyo’s and Washington’s long-term hopes to maintain a U.S. military
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For the state of progress on land returns and estimated timelines for the return of facilities south of Kadena AB,
see Reference 31 and 33 (page 480-483) in the Japan’s MoD Defense of Japan 2017.
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presence in Okinawa. This suggests the need for more effort toward building organic public
support for U.S. military bases in Okinawa.
Another potential development worth considering is Okinawa’s gradual economic
development and diversification. This natural economic phenomenon may lead to decreased
dependency on U.S. military-associated income and consequently, decrease the co-opting
efficacy of compensation payments. The CRS and GAO observed this risk as early as 1998:
“discontent among the people of Okinawa about the impact of the U.S. presence on their land has
been rising for years, particularly as the economic benefits of the U.S. presence have diminished
and the people of Okinawa became relatively more prosperous, according to the CRS” (GAO
1998, 16). The logic is that as wages, jobs, and living conditions steadily rise, the importance of
compensation payments relative to other economic opportunities decrease. As importance
decreases, previously co-opted supporters of USFO may decide that the financial incentives are
insufficient to continue their political support of an entity which they are culturally or morally
against.
Another risk factor to consider is Okinawa’s growing tourism industry. Tourism is
Okinawa’s leading industry which has “expanded five-fold since reversion in terms of income
derived.” Tourism development is a risk because of (1) general economic development (logic
discussed above), (2) increased competition for land (e.g., building tourist accommodations), and
(3) increased international visibility (Kakazu 2012, 7). Competition for land may rapidly increase
rents and land costs (costs that the GoJ would have to bear) and also, may lead to additional calls
for land returns in “prime tourist spots.” International visibility is important because it is likely to
increase transnational activism and increase the probability of protest success.
Several other risk factors also contribute to the argument that the U.S.-Japan Alliance’s
overreliance on compensation politics has eroded Okinawan public support to the point that the
long-term sustainability of USFO is woefully vulnerable to anti-base movement catalysts. First,
rising global interconnectedness (via the internet and social media) increases the probability of
protest success as transnational activists and media are likely to join in to support Okinawan
pacifist, environmental, and/or anti-base causes, as was seen in the case of Vieques, Puerto Rico
in the early 2000s.38 Though many of the same material compensation efforts that currently
create relative stability in Okinawa were also prevalent in Vieques, the accidental killing of a
Puerto Rican civilian employee in 1999 was sufficient to trigger a sustained transnational antibase movement that ultimately lead to the closure of a small naval artillery range in 2003 in
Vieques and even spilled over to provide local interest groups with enough political leverage to
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Some other instructive historical examples include: the Philippine Senate’s rejection of a treaty to allow Subic
Bay Naval Station and overall U.S. military presence in 1991, the end of U.S. military presence in Panama in 1999
and rejection of re-introduction in 2008, and the Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa Delgado’s refusal to renew
lease for Manta Air Base in 2009.
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force the closure of Roosevelt Roads Naval Base, the Navy’s largest base on the main island of
Puerto Rico, in 2004 (The New York Times 1977; Baruffi 2002; Calder 2007, 175-183; James
2004).
The anti-base movement in Vieques had gained so much national and international (activists
in the U.S., Guam, Okinawa, South Korea, and other areas hosting U.S. bases) momentum that
even a petition signed by over a quarter of the islands inhabitants (likely economic beneficiaries
of the bases) was insufficient to change the ultimate outcome (Calder 178, citing The New York
Times). In a somewhat emotional analysis of the Vieques movement, Pedro Caban attributes
activists’ success to their “ability to develop and coordinate the activities of dozens of
organizations, to effectively employ a variety of informational sources to internationalize the
cause, to work with solidarity networks nationally and internationally, to marshal substantial
political support from elected officials, and to establish strategic alliances that transcend the
limitations of partisan politics” (2002, 32). The takeaway is this: in an increasingly
interconnected world, even economically co-opted political supporters in Okinawa may be
insufficient to overcome popular, sustained, and internationally-supported protests.
Another historical incident that should remind alliance managers of the potential danger of
pent-up public dissatisfaction in Okinawa is the Koza Riot of 1970. The incident began with an
unfortunate, but not unheard-of incident—a drunken service member struck an Okinawan
resident with his vehicle in Koza (now Okinawa City). The combination of alcohol (the incident
began at 0100 on a road near the red-light and entertainment district outside of Kadena AB) and
pent-up political tensions quickly escalated the incident to a riot involving approximately 5,000
Okinawans. By the time the rioting calmed around 0730, approximately 80 cars had been burnt,
60 Americans were injured, 82 Okinawans were arrested, and Kadena AB had been infiltrated by
some 400 Okinawans who razed and set fire to several buildings (The New York Times 1970;
Inoue 2007; Aldous 2003). Since the incident was before the 1972 reversion, the island was still
under U.S. Government administration and so despite the violence, the U.S. was able to contain
fallout. Surprisingly little has been published regarding how the U.S. military, the GoJ, or the
USG handled the public and international reaction regarding the incident. If such an event were
to occur today, however, it is probable that containment would be much more difficult and
fallout much larger.
Although it may seem farfetched, there is no reason to doubt that a similarly violent and
largescale anti-base protest, or even riot, can occur today. Pent-up frustrations and anti-base
sentiments are no less potent and violent ideation is present (although I do cannot comment on
the extent of violent ideation). Figure 9, for instance, presents scans of two posters I obtained
from a protester camp in front of FRF Henoko that evidence threatening and violent ideation
among some Okinawan anti-base protesters.
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Figure 9. Scans of Anti-Base Protestor Posters Evidencing Violent and Threatening Ideation

SOURCE: physical posters obtained outside of FRF Henoko (August 2017).

I argue that the risk to U.S. basing privileges is increased even more by the fact that the U.S.
may have already used its ‘conciliatory silver bullet(s)’ in the aftermath of the 1995 Okinawa
rape incident. Against the backdrop of massive protests and then Okinawa Governor Masahide
Ota’s refusal to renew approximately 3,000 base land leases,39 the GoJ and USG were essentially
forced to concede significant land returns (about 21% of total U.S. base lands), training and
operational procedure adjustments, noise reduction initiatives, and SOFA changes (GAO 1997,
3; Sandars 2006, 174-176). Some elements of these concessions have been implemented, but
several many remain unfinished two decades later.40 Furthermore, while almost two decades of
planning have served to mitigate the negative operational consequences of these concessions, a
2017 GAO study funded to “study the realignment initiatives in the Asia-Pacific region” still
identified several infrastructure risks, potentially inaccurate cost estimates, and significant
capability deficiencies associated with these concessions.41
Given the glacial pace of implementation (at least to the average layperson) and
undercurrents of dissatisfaction with the USG and GoJ concessions,42 it is unlikely that a modern
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Governor Ota was compelled to renew the leases by the Japan’s Supreme Court (Japan’s Supreme Court 1996).
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For the most up-to-date status of progress SACO and DPRI agreements and estimated timelines for the relocation
of personnel and return of facilities south of Kadena AB, see Reference 31 and 33 (page 480-483) in the Japan’s
MoD Defense of Japan 2017. Relocation progress has also been slow. As of now, no Marines have been relocated,
but the move of approximately 3,500 marines to Iwakuni is expected to be complete in 2019 (although this estimate
should also be interpreted as tentative given the historical delays). Relocations to other areas such as Guam, Hawaii,
and Australia do not yet have exact estimates for completion (GAO 2017, 12).
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Capability deficiencies include: “DOD has not fully resolved the operational challenges related to moving Marine
units to Guam; limited training facilities in Iwakuni, Hawaii, and CNMI; the runway length at the Futenma
Replacement Facility; and challenges for operating in Australia” (GAO 2017, 17).
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Chapter 4 will show that a small minority, only 12.7%, of Okinawans are “satisfied” with ongoing efforts to
address base problems. This includes satisfaction toward the SACO and DPRI. Additionally, I asked several
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anti-base movement like the one seen in 1995-1996 could even be placated by a new round of
conciliatory land returns or personnel redistributions. If they could be placated, however, it is
unlikely that the U.S.-Japan Alliance would agree to them because there are still unresolved
capability deficiencies and planning issues associated with the 1996 concessions, as highlighted
by the GAO. Thus, it is also improbable that the U.S. would even be willing or capable of
offering additional concessions since further land returns or personnel relocations may be
operationally infeasible (USFO may no longer meet mission requirements laid out by the GoJ
and USG). Whether it is the unwillingness of Okinawans to accept new concessions or the
inability of the U.S. and Japan to make new concessions, one thing is fairly certain: it is
improbable that the U.S. military presence in Okinawa could survive another massive anti-base
movement catalyzing incident without serious fiscal and political costs.
§1.3.4 Improving Relations & Mitigating Risks to Basing Privileges
Given the risks associated with the loss of basing privileges in Okinawa, U.S.-Japan Alliance
managers43 should strive to improve public opinion and increase political support for USFO
among Okinawa citizens by focusing resources on mitigating/explaining the most severe
grievances, increasing/emphasizing the most valuable benefits, and addressing the most common
negative perceptions and misperceptions. Properly prioritized and targeted efforts such as these
would improve the effectiveness of impact mitigation and PR efforts. While material
compensation is clearly necessary and effective, it is an insufficient policy tool for a politically
resilient alliance. Japan’s MoD recognizes this fact in their annual Defense of Japan report: “for
USFJ facilities and areas to fully exert their capabilities and be genuinely accepted by the
Japanese citizens, it is vital to reduce the impact of the facilities and areas as much as possible
and secure the understanding and cooperation of the local communities...” (2017, 286). This
suggests increased emphasis on the following two policy tools: impact mitigation and public
relations (PR).44

Okinawan laypeople what they thought of the ongoing and planned land returns and personnel relocations during my
interviews and almost unanimously, they replied with some combination of “too slow” and “not enough.”
Additionally, several respondents noted that they felt “fooled” by the U.S. and Japanese Governments because they
expected land returns, rather than land replacements (returns contingent on replacements).
43

In the context of my research, the phrase “alliance managers” refers to any and all individuals and organizations
involved in mediating the relationship between the Okinawan people and the U.S. military. This involves U.S.,
Japanese, and Okinawan individuals and organizations across several levels of society—private, government, public,
and military. This includes, but is not limited to, political representatives, diplomatic staff, military service members
(all, from commanders to [strategic] corporals), PR staff, policy analysts, government employees, among others.
44

In his base politics research, Calder strongly supports the PR approach by finding that “where urban and suburban
locations are unavoidable [as they are in Okinawa] or actually desirable, public affairs strategies become
especially important. The appearance of transparency and openness to contact—to the extent that it is consistent
with operational realities—can significantly improve base relations” (2007, 245).
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Although U.S.-Japan Alliance managers already engage in both impact mitigation and PR,
efforts are often haphazard, ad hoc, and uncoordinated. I argue that if stakeholders hope to build
goodwill, trust, and public support, they must address the most important issues voiced by
Okinawans. Their programs, policies, and communications must resonate with the Okinawan
public. They must be culturally-relevant. Executing this is no easy task because it requires
nuanced and reliable information on the Okinawan peoples’ culture, customs, perceptions,
attitudes, and preferences regarding the U.S. military. Unfortunately, the complexity of the issue,
the plurality of opinions, and the polarized rhetoric dominating public narratives has led to lack
of reliable, accessible, and practically useful information on these matters. This is the area where
this dissertation research hopes to contribute.
This research is a mix of descriptive and prescriptive policy analysis. Furthermore, this
research takes an anthropological, a human-centered, approach to policy analysis and problem
solving and thus focuses on the people, the voting citizens, of Okinawa. The intention is to
provide alliance managers with the tangible and reliable understanding necessary to at least
begin planning, negotiating, and implementing policies and programs that will be culturallyrelevant. This approach is directly supported in Calder’s Embattled Garrisons: “intensified
efforts to understand the subtleties of local cultures, to win the trust of local people, could also
help stabilize relations with host nations…” (Calder 2007, 243) and is aimed at avoiding a bad
habit of the U.S. military identified in Christopher Sandar America’s Overseas Garrison’s:
“…lack of sensitivity to host nation concerns, customs, and cultures caused many citizens of
these countries to consider the American global security system as little different to the
traditional colonial empires” (2000, 323).
While there may be a day when the U.S. and Japan find an alternative to U.S. military basing
in Okinawa, 45 it is important to note that a foundational assumption of this research is that for
the foreseeable future, at least some part of the U.S. military will remain in Okinawa and during
that time, sustaining presence will remain a vital national security interest to the U.S., Japan, and
its allies. There are many means to improving the likelihood of continued base lease renewals
and as evidenced in the preceding subsections, the GoJ and the USG have already initiated and
are actively committed to large-scale impact mitigation and material compensation initiatives
that are aimed toward that end. Given this, land returns, personnel redistributions, and material
compensation are not the foci of this dissertation. Furthermore, this is not a cost-benefit analysis
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For example, a Pentagon spokesman proclaimed that a new aim of overseas basing is to “lighten U.S. foreign
footprints to reduce friction with host nations” and avoid offending “host nation and regional sensitivities” (U.S.
DoD 2009, 6 cited in Vine 2015, 299). This is what Vine calls a shift toward a “lily pad” strategy (small, covert sites
scattered around the globe). Despite this desire to shift, there is little indication that this shift will occur any time
soon (e.g. a new base at Henoko is currently being built, along with no public plans to reduce large bases in
Germany, Italy, or other locations).
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of U.S. overseas basing, it is not study on U.S. global force posture, and thus I do not intend to
evaluate or make recommendations regarding base relocations or service member redistributions.
Ultimately, the results of this dissertation research are intended to provide U.S.-Japan
Alliance managers, mediators, scholars and analysts, and the general public with a more detailed
and reliable understanding of the nature of Okinawan public’s opinions, policy preferences, and
cultural perceptions regarding the problems and benefits associated with USFO. This
understanding should facilitate more culturally-responsive and relevant impact mitigation and PR
programs, policies, and communications at all levels of alliance management and mediation.
Aligning impact mitigation and PR efforts with the Okinawan public’s priorities and perceptions
is a more efficient allocation of limited resources and will result in improved outcomes.46
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As an aside, the ethnographic portion of this study can be used as a model for a low-budget and rapidlydeployable methodology which can be adapted by students, policy analysts, and other researchers to gain a reliable,
detailed, and practically useful understanding of foreign cultures.
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Chapter 2. Data Sources, Research Design, and Analytic Methods

The careful measurement, generalizable samples, experimental control,
and statistical tools of good quantitative studies are precious assets. When
they are combined with the up-close, deep, credible understanding of
complex real-world contexts that characterize good qualitative studies, we
have a very powerful mix.47
-Matthew B. Miles and A Michael Huberman,
Qualitative Data Analysis, 1994

§2.1 Overview
This dissertation is a mixed-methods study that combines various qualitative and quantitative
anthropological and statistical methods to explore Okinawan public opinion, policy preferences,
and rationale regarding the U.S. military force presence in Okinawa (USFO). The analyses led to
results which describe the Okinawan public’s concern with U.S. military base problems relative
to other domestic policy issues, satisfaction with ongoing efforts to address base problems, along
with base problems and benefits that are most salient and important to the Okinawan public. The
results stem largely from a pool data obtained in Okinawa: semi-structured interview transcripts
(n=62), free-lists (two separate free-lists, each n=62), site visit and expert interview field notes
(n=~20), and Okinawa Prefectural Government (OPG) Okinawan Attitudes Survey (OAS) data.
I began this research study with a literature review of Okinawan history and culture, U.S.
overseas basing, base issues in Okinawa, the U.S.-Japan Security Alliance, along with social
science research in national security studies in order to define the policy problem and provide the
context and motivation for this dissertation. Through the initial literature review, I identified a
critical lack of empirically-grounded and operationally-relevant (objective and practical)
research on the Okinawan public’s opinions of the U.S. military. Given this lack of existing data,
I decided to collect my own: I created a semi-structured interview protocol designed to elicit
Okinawan laypeople’s attitudes toward U.S. military’s mission, bases, service members, and
policies in Okinawa, to include two free-listing activities on perceived problems and benefits
associated with USFO. This protocol was used for a total of 62 interviews. I personally
conducted 31 interviews and had three Okinawan research assistants carry out 31 additional
interviews during a 40-day field research trip to Okinawa Island in the summer of 2017. During
the same research trip, I also visited approximately 20 stakeholder offices where I conducted
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Excerpt from page 42 of Miles, Matthew. B. and A. Michael Huberman. 1994. Qualitative Data Analysis. 2nd ed.
Thousand Oaks, California: Sage Publications.
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relatively unstructured interviews with a variety of subject matter experts (SMEs). Furthermore, I
was able to work with the OPG to obtain the raw data for the 9th OAS during the trip. More
specific details on these data sources are provided in §2.2 below.
The results and policy recommendations stem from various analyses of these data. More
specifically, I conducted standard exploratory and descriptive statistical analyses of the OAS
data, followed by deeper analyses into the demographic variability of response patterns. I then
conducted cultural domain analyses48 on the cultural domains “USFO Problems” and “USFO
Benefits” using the transcripts, notes, and free-list data I collected through 62 semi-structured
interviews with Okinawan residents. Lastly, the field notes from the site visits and SME
interviews supplemented the systematic data and made policy recommendations made more
concrete. Like the Miles and Huberman note in the opening quote of this section, a mixedmethods approach like the one I used is a “powerful mix” for understanding complex, real-world
contexts such as community-base and media relations in Okinawa. The combination of
qualitative and quantitative data and analyses provide deeper insights into the policy problem
than would any single method individually. The methods introduced here will be explained in
further detail in §2.3 below.
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Although explained further in this chapter, cultural domain analysis is “the study of how people in a group think
about lists of things that somehow go together” with the purpose of understanding “how people in different cultures
(or subcultures) interpret the content of domains differently” (Bernard 2004, 299). It is an empirical study of cultural
domains from an emic perspective, that is from within the cultural group (Okinawans), rather than from the
observer’s (researchers, the author) perspective (Borgatti 1993, 261; Kottak 2007, 47).
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§2.2 Data Sources
I gathered the majority of the data used in this study during a 40-day field research trip to
Okinawa Island in the summer of 2017.49 The data I acquired during that trip consist of 62 audiorecorded semi-structured interviews and associated data (i.e., demographic information and freelists), field notes from approximately 20 site visits, and raw data for the 9th Okinawan Attitudes
Survey (2015) and a Regional Security Survey (2015) conducted by the OPG.
§2.2.1 Semi-structured Interview Free-lists and Transcripts50
Semi-structured interviews are one of several ethnographic techniques that are valuable when
attempting to understand cultures. Simply put, an interview is a “conversation between two
people in which one person tries to direct the conversation to obtain information for some
specific purpose” (Gorden 1992, 2). Semi-structured interviewing is an exceptionally useful data
collection tool because it facilitates the study of cultural domains from an emic perspective—
allowing informants, rather than the researcher, to describe their cultures in their own way and
their own language. This ensures the research actually captures the breadth of knowledge and
beliefs of the groups being studied and guarantees the cultural-relevance of the cultural
domain(s) under study (Weller and Romney 1988, 10). For this dissertation, I created a semistructured interview protocol that that began with a general “grand tour” discussion and
proceeded to more specific questions and tasks (Spradley 1979). These types of interviews are
typical of ethnographic research and are meant to help build rapport, cover potentially sensitive
topics, and collect a wide range of data on a particular subject (Bernard, Wutich, and Ryan 2017,
76).
The full semi-structured interview protocol I used may be found in Appendix 1. The semistructured “funnel” interviews began with an open discussion about what the informant generally
“thinks about the U.S. military in Okinawa.” The interviews then proceeded to a discussion of
what the informants thought “the mission or purpose of the U.S. military in Okinawa” was and
how they obtain information about the U.S. military in Okinawa (news sources). This initial
portion of the interview finished with questions on U.S. military and Japanese Self-Defense
Force service identification and differentiation. These initial “grand-tour” discussion questions
were intentionally broad and inexact in order to let the informant warm up to the topic, speak
freely, and build rapport since the topic of discussion can be sensitive to many (Bernard, Wutich,
Ryan 2017, 76; Spradley 1979).
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“Majority” because I also incorporated subject-matter expert insights obtained through follow-on correspondence
into the study.
50

For those interested, please reference Appendix 1 to see the entirety of the actual semi-structured interview
protocol I used.
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Following the initial grand-tour discussions, the interviews moved into the free-listing
activities. I will discuss the actual free-lists in §2.2.1.3 below, but for the sake of this section’s
clarity, it is only important to know that I asked informants to write a list of all the problems they
associated with USFO. After they created their list, I asked informants a series of follow-on
questions for each item on their list: (1) please explain in more detail what you meant by what
you wrote; (2) besides simply removing the base, what actions do you think stakeholders could
take to solve or alleviate this problem; and for items where it was applicable, I also asked who or
what the informant thought was (3) primary source of the problem and the (4) primary “target”
of the problem (who or what suffers most). After asking these questions for each item on their
problem free-list, I asked informants to create another list of all the benefits they associated with
USFO. Similarly, I followed-up on each item by asking: (1) please explain in more detail what
you meant by what you wrote; (2) what actions do you think stakeholders could take to increase
or propagate this benefit; and for items where it was applicable, I also asked who or what was the
(3) primary source of the benefit and the (4) primary target of the benefit (who or what benefits
most). The interview sample and actual data that flowed from the interviews are described in the
following subsections.
§2.2.1.1 Interview Sampling and Reliability
Sampling for these interviews was non-probabilistic because the purpose of this dissertation
is to explore the range and describe the tendencies of the beliefs, values, and cultural models that
exist within Okinawan public perceptions and culture, rather than estimate any parameter or
proportion of interest. In a paper titled “Sampling Strategies for the Collection of Cultural Data:
An Extension of Boas’s Answer to Galton’s Problem,” anthropologists W. Penn Handwerker and
Dannielle F. Wozniak showed that while only a simple random sample accurately estimated
known population parameters for life-experience data (information on concepts that have a “right
answer” and may be measured independently between respondents such as age, gender, race,
etc.), both a simple random and a non-probabilistic convenience sample yielded identical,
accurate estimates of known population parameters for cultural data.51 This allowed them to
validate the practice of sampling knowledgeable informants or convenient individuals or groups
for cultural domains where no clear set of rules or answers exist and everyone can be considered
an “expert.” They concluded that “efficient sampling strategies for cultural data should therefore
focus on the selection of knowledgeable informants whose lives encompass experiential
variability that may influence the studied meanings, track levels of agreement, and expand
sample sizes and sampling criteria consistent with levels of agreement and identified cultural
boundaries” (Handwerker and Wozniak 2004, 875).

51

Cultural data is defined as information on concepts that are socially constructed, do not have a “right answer,”
and thus cannot be measured independently between respondents such as intellectual and emotional associations,
labels, perceptions, and so on.
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In line with these findings, I began sampling by seeking out a few “knowledgeable
informants” on USFO Problems and USFO Benefits (the cultural domains of interest) and then
sampled additional Okinawan residents for maximum “experiential variability.” In practical
terms, this meant that I initially interviewed a couple of professors at University of Ryukyus
(professors that are deeply knowledgeable of the U.S. military in Okinawa and the anti-base
movement, professors that can be considered highly knowledgeable informants) and other, older
Okinawan residents that have a lifetime of experience living in Okinawa. Following these initial
interviews, I sampled for maximum variation in gender and age because those factors are
externally evident and are likely to be correlated with the “experiential variability” that
Handwerker and Wozniak suggest is best for collecting cultural data.
More specifically, I combined elements of snowball, quota, and haphazard sampling to
maximize the variety of informants. As long as the individual met the inclusion criteria—citizens
of Okinawa Prefecture over the age of 18—they were eligible for sampling. I was introduced to
some informants through mutual friends. I used these initial informants to reach additional
informants. In addition to these “snowball informants,” I approached some informants
opportunistically, oftentimes at random public venues such as cafes, parks, or stores. I
approached other informants purposefully—to explore an un- or under-explored demographic
(men vs. women, student vs. worker vs. pensioner) or emerging specialty groups (e.g. anti-base
activists, legal experts, government employee, etc.). Ultimately, this sampling strategy led to a
diverse sample population which ensures that the forthcoming results encompass the wide range
of beliefs, values, and cultural models that guide Okinawan thinking regarding USFO.
While Weller and Romney suggest that 20 to 30 informants are generally sufficient for
exploring a domain that is coherent, I did not know whether the domains of research interest
(USFO problems and benefits) would be coherent or fuzzy in advance, and so I exceeded these
suggested numbers and conducted a total of 62 interviews (1988, 14). The basic demographic
characteristics of the ethnographic interview sample are presented in Table 1 below.
Table 1. Semi-structured Interview Sample’s Demographic Characteristics (N = 62)
Demographic Variable
52
Gender

Description
Male = 26 (41.9%)

Female = 36 (58.1%)

53
Age

Mean = 39.1 years; SD = 17.8 years
Min = 18 years; Max = 84 years

Years of Education

Mean = 14.8 years, SD = 2.65 years
Min = 6 years; Max 22 years

52

The population of Okinawa Prefecture is 49.2% male and 50.8% female (Japan’s MIC, National Census, 2015).

53

The mean age of Okinawa Prefecture is 42.07 (Japan’s MIC, National Census, 2015).
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54

Married = 32 (51.6%)

Unmarried = 30 (48.4%)

0 children = 29 (46.8%)
1 child = 7 (11.3%)
2 children = 11 (17.7%)

3 children = 6 (9.7%)
4 children = 5 (8.1%)
5+ children = 4 (6.5%)

Working =32 (51.6%)

Unemployed = 30 (48.4%)

Military-related Income

Yes = 17 (27.4%)

No = 45 (72.6%)

56
Region of Residence

South = 28 (45.2%)
Central =29 (46.8%)

North = 3 (4.8%)
Miyako Isl. = 2 (3.2%)

Marital Status
Children

55

Work Status

Distance from Nearest Basea
Frequency of Interaction with
service membersb
Political Partyc

Mean = 8.67 km; SD = 6.58 km
Min = 0.1 km; Max = 300 km
Never = 13 (21.0%)
Rarely = 23 (n=37.1%)

Occasionally = 10 (16.1%)
Frequently = 10 (16.1%)
Daily = 6 (9.7%)

LDP = 17 (27.4%)

Other/None = 45 (72.6%)

Public Base Stance

Support = 10 (16.1%)
Neutral = 27 (43.5%)
Against = 25 (40.3%)

Private Base Stance

Support = 15 (24.2%)
Neutral = 27 (43.5%)
Against = 20 (32.3%)

SOURCE: Okinawan resident semi-structured interview demographic data (2017).
NOTES:
a: respondents from Miyako Isl. (300 km) were omitted for mean and SD calculations
b: through my own oversight, I did not provide standardized response options to
participants; as a solution, I compiled their varied responses and divided them into the 5
categories post hoc: “Never” = never, “Rarely” = every 3-12 months, “Occasionally” =
every 1-3 months, “Frequently” = every month or week, and “Daily” = daily.
c: the “Other/None” category consists of “none” (n= 36), “Japanese Communist Party”
(n=5), “Constitutional Democratic Party” (n=2), and “Nippon Ishin no Kai” (n=2)

Although I intentionally sampled non-probabilistically, as discussed above, comparing the
demographic distribution of respondents in the interview sample with prefectural population
averages ensures that the interview sample is not missing an important sector of the Okinawan
public. As such, Figure 10 below compares the distribution of the interview sample with
prefectural population averages across a few primary demographic categories.

54

Approximately 53% of the population of Okinawa Prefecture is married while the remaining 47% are unmarried,
widowed, divorced, or unknown (Japan’s MIC, National Census, 2015).
55

Of the households with couples living together in Okinawa Prefecture, 32.8% have no children, 28.1% have 1
child, 22.9% have 2 children, 11.9% have 3 children, and 4.3% have 4 or more children (Japan’s MIC, National
Census, 2015).
56

The geographic division of Okinawa’s population is as follows: South (18.1%), Central (43.3%), North (9.0%),
Naha City (22.3%), Miyako Islands (3.7%), and Yaeyama Islands (3.7%) (Japan’s MIC, National Census, 2015).
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Figure 10. Demographic Distribution of Interview Sample Compared to Okinawa Prefecture
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A cursory glance at Table 1 and Figure 10 reveals that overall, the interview sample
sufficiently covered the gambit of basic demographics in Okinawa Prefecture. Although I didn’t
need to and I didn’t sample for prefectural representativeness, the interview sample reflects the
distribution of genders, ages, and regions within Okinawa Prefecture surprisingly well. I
significantly oversampled younger individuals (especially university students and recent
graduates, n=15), but did not miss the viewpoints of middle-aged or older Okinawans. I also
slightly oversampled women, but not enough to miss the perspective of men. Furthermore, most
of Okinawa’s population is concentrated in southern (to include Naha City) and central Okinawa
and as such, my interview sample was heavily weighted toward these regions.
In addition to the demographic information presented in Table 1, I collected some additional
information on participants’ general field of study and occupation. This information is meant to
simply provide additional context for my results. For example, 7 (11.3%) of the interviewees
studied education, 7 (11.3%) studied science, technology, engineering, or mathematics, 13 (21%)
studied social sciences, 7 (11.3%) studied medicine, 4 (6.5%) studied business, 9 (14.5%)
studied law, while 15 (24.2%) had never studied in an institute of higher education. Furthermore,
9 (14.5%) of my interviewees were retired, 6 (9.7%) were unemployed or stay-at-home spouses,
15 (24.2%) were university or graduate school students, 12 (19.4%) were office workers in a
variety of industries ranging from banking to food processing to agriculture to retail, 5 (8.1%)
were on-base employees, 3 (4.8%) were JSDF employees, 4 were university professors (6.5%), 5
(8.1%) were laborers in a variety of industries such as agriculture and manufacturing, and 3
(4.8%) were OPG employees.
Since data collection timing is another means to manipulate or influence data, I want to be
transparent and suggest that the timing of my interviews does not put the reliability of these
interview data into question. As mentioned before, these data were collected in the months of
July and August of 2017. There was no particular reason for selecting this time period for data
collection aside from my personal availability. The most proximate major incident was the rape
and murder of a young Okinawan woman by Kenneth Franklin Shinzato in April of 2016 with
numerous smaller incidents such as car accidents, aircraft malfunctions, and disagreements over
training procedures occurring at regular pace in the interim. Overall, there was nothing unusual
or intentional about the timing of the data collection and as such, should not put the reliability of
this interview data into question.
§2.2.1.2 Data: Transcripts of Initial “Grand-tour” and Free-list Follow-on Discussions
One of the “types” of data that came from the semi-structured interviews described above are
transcriptions of the audio recorded interviews and free-lists. I listened to the interviews and
transcribed select portions of the initial grand tour discussions and the free-list follow-on
discussions into text. These text transcriptions were used for an informal thematic analysis. This
included searching for general trends in response types, tabulating repeated response types, and
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searching for exemplar quotes that typify recurring trends and themes. Since I asked systematic
questions for each free-listed item for both benefits and problems, thematic analysis was simpler
than usual—each listed problem and benefit was a semi-distinct theme which was either
expanded or condensed with other “themes” (other problems or benefits) based on follow-on
discussions. More of this process is described in the analytic methods section.
§2.2.1.3 Data: Free-Lists
The other major “type” of data that came from the interviews were benefit and problem freelists. Among various techniques for eliciting the contents and structure of a cultural domain, one
of the most useful and common techniques used by cultural anthropologists is the humble, but
powerful free-list (Bernard, Wutich, and Ryan 2017, 403). Free-lists are simply lists of items
(words, phrases, or sentences) about a specific topic (the cultural domain) that are obtained by
asking people to list all the items they can think of that relate to the topic, while a cultural
domain is “an organized set of words, concepts or sentences, all of the same level of contrast,
that jointly refer to a single conceptual sphere” (Weller and Romney 1988, 9). In this
dissertation, there are two primary cultural domains of interest: problems associated with USFO
(“USFO Problems”) and benefits associated with USFO (“USFO Benefits”). While I present the
two domains separately in Chapter 5 and 6, the analyses of the free-list data revealed that these
domains are not perfectly distinct as some Okinawan residents perceived benefits that others saw
as harms, and vice-versa.57 These nuances are discussed in further chapters. There was no
temporal limit on the list task, hence the term free-list task as opposed to restricted-list tasks
(Sutrop 2001, 264).
For this dissertation study, I asked each respondent to create two free-lists which provided
for a total of 124 lists. For the first, I asked respondents to “please write as many disadvantages,
problems, and/or grievances that U.S. service members, bases, and/or military force presence
causes for Okinawa.” For the second, I asked respondents to “please write as many benefits,
advantages, and/or benefits that U.S. military service members, bases, and/or force presence
bring to Okinawa.” All of the informants were literate, so they were asked to write their free-lists
in order to make it easier for them to organize their thoughts and create more comprehensive lists
(Borgatti 1988, 9). In addition to the free-listed items, I also asked respondents to add additional
details for each item—severity (for problems) or value (for benefits) ratings, along with broad
conceptual categories (how they thought of the problem or benefit). These additional data
provided additional insights into respondents’ perceptions of their free-listed items and aided in
the informal thematic analysis. The exact format of these free-listing tasks may be seen in the
57

For instance, some Okinawan’s listed the opportunity to learn English from the U.S. military as a benefit, while
others described it as a problem that threatened traditional Okinawan culture and way of life. Another example is
respondents who believed the defense of Japan and/or Okinawa was a U.S. military benefit (“defense of Japan”),
while others saw the U.S. military doing the opposite, inviting attacks onto Okinawa by their presence (“wartime
targeting”).
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interview protocol presented in Appendix 1. The data came in the form of handwritten free-lists,
but I digitized and formatted the data for analysis in Microsoft Excel (Bernard, Ryan, and
Wutich 2017, 415; Borgatti 1996). Average list lengths, frequencies, ranges, salience, ratings,
categorization, and other associated data are presented in Chapters 5 (problems) and 6 (benefits).
§2.2.2 Stakeholder Site Visit Field Notes
Besides interviewing Okinawan laypeople, I also visited numerous offices and interviewed a
variety of stakeholders and subject matter experts (SMEs) that are involved in this policy
problem during my 40 days of field work on Okinawa Island. The visits ranged from 1-3 hours
and I typically met 1-3 people at each office. The variability of the stakeholders and idiosyncratic
nature the SMEs made it undesirable to create a structured or even semi-structured interview
protocol that I would apply at each site visit. Instead I created a simple, short, and standardized
“discussion springboard” reference form which outlined the main points I wished to discuss at
each site. This included questions about the site’s policies, programs, problems, cooperation with
other sites, and information needs. Because recording was usually not permitted, the data from
these site visits and SME interviews currently exist as relatively unstructured, handwritten field
notes. I strongly relied on these field notes when considering the policy implications of the more
theoretical and empirical findings. Below is a list of sites and organizations I visited:
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

18th Wing (Air Force, Kadena AB)
o Public Affairs Office
o Airman and Family Advocacy Center
U.S. Army Garrison Okinawa (Army, Torii Station)
o Public Affairs Office
o Education Office
III Marine Expeditionary Force (Marine Corps, Camp Courtney)
o Public Affairs Office
o Education Center
Marine Corps Installations Pacific (Marine Corps, Camp Butler)
o Okinawa Area Field Office (Joint)
o Single Marines Program Office
o Joint Reception Center (education)
o AAFES Okinawa Headquarters
Okinawa Fleet Activities (Navy, Kadena AB)
o Public Affairs Office
Okinawa Defense Bureau (GoJ MoD, Kadena City)
o Press Section
U.S. Consulate General, Naha (U.S. DoS, Naha)
o Consulate General
o Public Affairs Office
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•

•
•

•

Okinawa Prefectural Government (Naha, Okinawa)
o Department of Planning
o Military Base Affairs Division
o Base Countermeasures Office
Naha City Government
o Peace Exchange Promotion and Gender Equality Office
University of Ryukyus
o Law Department
o International Relations Department
Semi-permanent protester camp in front of FRF, Henoko

§2.2.3 Okinawan Prefectural Government (OPG) Okinawan Attitudes Surveys (OAS)58
While conducting a site visit to the OPG’s Department of Planning this summer, I stumbled
upon a document titled the “9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey Report” (9th OAS). The report
simply happened to catch my eye while I was meandering through the bookshelves in the OPG
library archives waiting for an interview. The official purpose for why the OPG conducted the
survey was:
“to better understand the will, values, changing administrative needs, and
sufficiency of existing administrative policies for a structurally changing
and diversifying Okinawan citizenship, so as to be able to realize the
vision of the future laid out in the “Okinawa 21st Century Vision” (March
2010), help implement the “21st Century Vision Basic Plan” (May 2012),
and to more widely put it to practical use in administering the prefecture in
the future” (9th OAS 2015, 1).59
The survey administrators in the OPG Department of Planning further explained that these
surveys are conducted mostly for internal agenda-setting purposes and they are not translated or
shared outside of the OPG. After learning all of this, I quickly realized that these survey data and
associated analytic reports are potential treasure troves of information on the Okinawan public’s
policy preferences, attitudes, and culture that would be both theoretically and practically useful if
empirically studied and formally presented to western audiences, especially alliance managers
and others involved in mediating the relationship between USFO and the Okinawan people. The
idea being that if the survey was designed to help the OPG understand the Okinawan people’s
will, their policy preferences, and provide guidance for the OPG program and policy agenda,
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A partial translation the 9th Okinawa Prefecture Attitude Survey is available in Appendix 4. Barring a few items,
the 6th, 8th, and 9th Okinawa Prefecture Attitude Surveys are identical which leaves room for future work (change in
attitudes and preferences over time).

59

The 9th OAS purpose, questions, and other information analyzed and presented in this dissertation was translated
by me.
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then then it could be used for the same purposes, but for non-OPG stakeholders (such as U.S.Japan alliance managers, PR staff, etc.) struggling to improve the relationship between the U.S.
military, Japan, and the Okinawan people and media.
I soon requested and received permission to digitize the analytic reports for all iterations of
the OAS.60 The first report dates back to 1979 and the most recent was conducted in 2015. The
reports vary in format, but generally contain the survey questions, simple population-level
response tabulations, and contingency tables for select demographic categories (inconsistent in
which demographic categories have contingency tables). In addition to the analytic reports, I was
able to obtain the raw data for the 9th (2015), 8th (2012), and 6th (2004) iterations of the OAS.
The raw data for these surveys were obtained through a formal application to the OPG
Department of Planning in Naha, Okinawa. I currently have the data in .CSV files.
Unfortunately, resource, time, and space limitations have limited me to only analyze selection
portions of the 9th OAS in this dissertation monograph. This is the because this dissertation is
focused on elucidating current public perceptions and policy preferences regarding USFO rather
than evaluating longitudinal changes in perceptions or opinion.61
§2.2.3.1 9th OAS Survey Design, Sample Representativeness, and Reliability
Public opinion data is notoriously fickle and in the case of Okinawa, it is also very hard to
find. Timing, sampling strategy, response rates, question order, question wording, response
choice order, along with numerous other factors have the potential to drastically influence
results. This is particularly true if the administrating individual or organization has some
partisan or other agenda which they are attempting to further. With this in mind, this subsection
is intended to describe the 9th OPG OAS and evaluate its reliability. Ultimately, I argue that
although the data may be limited in some cases (i.e., limiting question wording and limited
robustness due to inadequate comparable data sources), the 9th OAS data are at the most up-todate and reliable Okinawan public opinion data available to policy analysts today.
A review of existing data and publications regarding Okinawan public opinion and policy
preferences regarding the U.S. military revealed an incredible dearth of reliable, practically-
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The 5th-9th iterations of the surveys were already in electronic form, but I digitized the analytic reports for the 1st4 iterations of the surveys. As a token of my appreciation for giving me permission, I shared the digitized files with
the OPG Department of Planning.
th
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Deeper evaluations, to include longitudinal analyses, of the multiple iterations of OAS survey data are likely to
also provide theoretically and practically useful insights into the policy problem such as how events (e.g. an aircraft
accidents, an election of a pro- or anti-base governor, a new agreement to return land, etc.) affect public perceptions
of the U.S. military (what is the correlation and is there causation?). As such, I do hope this dissertation garners
more interest in the subject matter so that other researchers and research organizations get involved and make use of
OAS and similar data (potentially design and implement conduct their own prefecturally-representative survey that
is even more practically useful). Pending time and resources, I personally intend on conducting additional research
following the defense of this dissertation research.
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useful, and up-to-date information. Outside the OAS, no academic, research, or governmental
organizations have conducted publicly available, transparent, generalizeable surveys that may be
reliably analyzed to understand Okinawan public attitudes. Most of the current public opinion
information available and used by some analysts is based on media polls conducted by the
Okinawa Times, the Ryukyuu Shimpo, or another media organization such as the NHK (Nippon
Housou Kyoukai; Japan’s national public broadcasting organization). These media polls are not
trustworthy sources of information since they rarely even attempt to be generalizable or
transparent in their survey design and data collection and furthermore, many are publicly known
to have political agendas.62 Even the CRS suggested that currently, “there appear to be no
reliable opinion polls that might illuminate the extent of the opposition to U.S. presence across
demographic categories” (Chanlett-Avery and Rinehart 2016, 7); when making this claim,
however, I suspect that the authors of were unlikely to be aware the OPG’s Okinawan Attitudes
Surveys series since it has never been publicized or translated. To my knowledge, there are
currently (as of 2017) no methodologically transparent, large-scale, professionally conducted,
and prefecturally-representative data sources on Okinawan public opinion and policy preferences
regarding the U.S. military besides the 9th OAS.
As noted before, the 9th OAS was developed and administered by the OPG’s Department of
Planning. The purpose of the survey was presented above. Although some may argue the OPG
may have an anti-base agenda, nothing in the stated purpose of the survey, nothing in the survey
methodology, and nothing in my discussions with OPG staff led me to believe that the survey
implementers had a hidden agenda. Furthermore, there is limited information available on the
generation and design of questions and items, but nothing in the wording suggests malintent or
agenda (this does, however, lead to limited practical utility and interpretability in some cases).
The data was collected during August and September of 2015. There is nothing anomalous or
suspicious about the timing of this survey (i.e., it was not carried out immediately following a
major U.S. military incident or following an extended lull in U.S. military activities). The timing
of data collection further supports the idea that the data are reliable.
In implementing the 9th OAS, the OPG’s Department of Planning targeted the large
proportion of politically-eligible residents—individuals living within Okinawa prefecture that
were between 15 and 75 years old. The OPG employed stratified random sampling. First, the
prefecture’s municipalities were divided into six regional strata (north, central, Naha, south,
Miyako, and Yaeyama). The budget allowed for 2,000 respondents and so, the six regional strata
were each allotted a target sample size proportional to population in those regions (though due to
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See: Calder 2006, page 167 (opening quote for Chapter 3); Allen, David and Chiyomi Sumida. 2008.
“Newspapers on Okinawa claim fair reporting.” Stars and Stripes website. Accessed [August 3, 2018].
https://www.stripes.com/news/newspapers-on-okinawa-claim-fair-reporting-1.78670; Eldridge, Robert D. 2015.
“Words to Worry About: The Danger of Media Bias in Okinawa.” Nippon Communications Foundation. Nippon
website. Accessed [March 25, 2017]. https://www.nippon.com/en/column/g00298/.
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the relatively small population of the Miyako and Yaeyama Islands, they were given double their
allotted sample; responses from these regions were consequently half-weighted). Within each
stratum, residences were randomly sampled from a government database of addresses.63
Surveys were distributed and collected in-person. They survey received a total of 1,497
responses. This corresponds to a 74.9% response rate, lower than preferred, but sufficiently high
to provide reliable insights as long as the sample is prefecturally-representative: “response
representativeness is more important than response rate in survey research. However, response
rate is important if it bears on representativeness” (Cook, Heath, and Thompson 2000, 821 cited
in Fincham 2008, 43). As can be seen in Figure 11 below, the OPG’s Department of Planning
went to great lengths to ensure that their survey sample was demographically representative of
broader Okinawa Prefecture. The survey sample very closely follows the distribution of people
across Okinawa Prefecture in age, gender, and region. The response representativeness of the 9th
OAS is very high and thus, non-response bias is minimized. This only further supports the
argument that the 9th OAS is currently the most reliable Okinawan public opinion and policy
preference dataset available.
Figure 11. Demographic Distribution of 9th OAS Sample Compared with Okinawa Prefecture
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For those more technically oriented, this complex survey design required me to establish survey parameters when
conducting statistical analyses: the primary sampling unit (PSU) was Okinawan residents and as such, the PSU is
individual observations in the data (no separate PSU variable); the original data contained a weight variable based
on oversampled regions (Miyako and Yaeyama Islands were given half-weighting); the region variable represented
the strata from which respondents were randomly sampled; no finite population correction (FPC) was used.
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Having found that the OPG’s survey design and implementation meets the standards of
reliable surveys, it is also important to examine the wording and order of the questions and
response choices in order to determine their practical utility and adjust, or at least temper,
interpretations. 64 I will not do so here however. Since I analyze the response patterns to a variety
of questions throughout the monograph, it would be difficult and confusing to present them all
here. As such, I will present and evaluate the wording and order of the questions and response
alternatives in the subsections where the questions are actually analyzed.
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For an example of how question wording can drastically change the results of a public opinion poll, see: Larson,
Eric V. and Bogdan Savych. 2005. “American Public Support for U.S. Military Operations from Mogadishu to
Baghdad.” Santa Monica, California: RAND Corporation, pages 5-8.
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§2.3 Analytic Methods
§2.3.1 Literature Review of Okinawan History and Culture, U.S.-Okinawa-Japan
Relations, the U.S.-Japan Alliance, and Base Politics Theory
As mentioned in this chapter’s overview, I began this research study with an extensive
literature review of Okinawan history and culture, U.S. basing and base problems in Okinawa,
the U.S.-Japan Security Alliance, public opinion research, and base politics research in order to
define the policy problem and provide the context and motivation for this dissertation. I
reviewed, curated, and incorporated relevant literature throughout the duration of the study in
order to add context and support to the analyses.
§2.3.2 OPG Okinawan Attitudes Surveys: Cross-tabulation and Logistic Regression
Given the aforementioned absence of reliable Okinawan public opinion data and analyses
outside the 9th OAS, much of the analyses were initial, basic looks at the relatively
underexplored data. I began by reading through the OPG’s “9th OAS Analytic Report” which can
be found on the OPG Department of Planning’s website in Japanese.65 No public English
translation exists. My contributions regarding this survey are (1) bringing it to the attention of
western scholars (describing the reliability and utility of these survey data, digitizing the older
OAS reports [previously, only the most recent four OPG Analytic Reports were available in
electronic form], and securing the raw data for the 6th, 8th and 9th OAS),66 (2) translating
questions relevant to the objective of this dissertation (i.e., overall public policy priorities [Q12],
overall satisfaction with ongoing efforts [Q4], and base problem solution priorities [Q13], and
(3) additional statistical analyses such as cross tabulations, logistic regression, and pairwise
comparisons of predictive margins of select demographic variables and survey responses. The
results of these analyses are primarily presented in Chapter 3 and 4.
As noted in the “Data Sources” section, my first course of action was to digitize the OPG’s
hereto undigitized analytic reports (the 1st (1979) through the 4th O (1996)). Based on personal
communication with the survey staff in the OPG and various discussions with U.S. military,
USG, and GOJ staff during site visits, the contents of the OPG’s analytic reports on the various
attitude surveys remain almost entirely unknown to non-OPG audiences. For this reason, the first
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See here: http://www.pref.okinawa.jp/site/kikaku/chosei/kikaku/isikityousa.html
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Please contact me if you wish to obtain an electronic copy of any of the OPG’s OAS Analytic Reports (1(1979)
through 9(2015)). I cannot distribute the raw data, but may put you into contact with an OPG employee authorized
to distribute the raw data.
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basic analytic step of my research was a review, compilation, and presentation of relevant parts
of the “9th OAS Analytic Report.”67, 68
In addition to the analytic reports, I obtained the raw data for the 6th, 8th, and 9th iterations
(2004, 2012, 2015) of the OPG’s Okinawan Attitudes Survey. While I also have the analytic
reports for these versions, the analyses reported by the OPG are limited in nature, frequently
consisting of simple population-level descriptive statistics and a few, inconsistent sub-group
analyses. Thus, the second, more major analytic step was more granular descriptive analyses of
relevant survey questions with the purpose of understanding how cultural attitudes, public
opinion, and policy preferences break across different socio-economic and demographic lines.
This involved univariate and multivariate analyses examining the standard measures of
interest—distribution (frequency and range), central tendency (mean, median, mode), and
dispersion (variance and standard deviation) of responses. The results of such demographic and
socio-economic analyses are interesting and useful because they can help guide and focus
program and policy agendas to demographics where they will have the most effect. Appendix 2
contains a description of the 9th OAS’s sampling strategy, the purpose, demographic data
available, and translations of the questions that are relevant to this dissertation’s objective.
Statistical software (STATA in this case) allowed me to efficiently conduct statistical tests of
association and correlation while accounting for the complex survey design (stratified random
sampling) used in the 9th Okinawa Attitude Survey. Before conducting any statistical analyses, I
used STATA’s SVYSET (survey set) command to delineate the complex survey parameters
observed in the OAS documentation (stratified random sampling with regional weights). To
explain why this is important, I borrow from STATA’s survey analysis reference manual:
“To put it succinctly: using sampling weights is important to get the point
estimates right. We must consider the weighting, clustering, and
stratification of the survey design to get the standard errors right. If our
analysis ignores the clustering in our design, we would probably produce
standard errors that are smaller than they should be. Stratification can be
used to get smaller standard errors for a given overall sample size”
(StataCorp LP 2013, 4).
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As noted before, a full review, translation of policy-relevant parts, and analytic extensions (e.g. longitudinal
analyses) of the older OAS reports is not within the scope of this research, but is certainly within the scope of
research that I hope to conduct in the future or research that I hope other interested scholars look into (either on their
own or in collaboration).
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For example, additional research that could bear fruitful and valuable results includes a longitudinal study of
public opinion with an associated search for causal mechanisms for shifting attitudes and preferences (e.g. 1996 rape
incident, 2002 Michael Brown assault incident, 2004 helicopter crash into Okinawa International University, 2010
Prime Minister Hatoyama’s failure to deliver on campaign promise to close MCAS Futenma and resignation, etc.).
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In the case of cross-tabulations, I relied on a designed-corrected F statistic (throughout the
monograph, I will refer to this as either the “design-corrected” or “design-based” F statistic; the
two are equivalent) to test for independence/association between survey questions and
demographic variables. To be specific:
“The test of independence that is displayed by default is based on the
usual Pearson χ2 statistic for two-way tables. To account for the survey
design, the statistic is turned into an F statistic with noninteger degrees of
freedom by using a second-order Rao and Scott (1981, 1984) correction.
Although the theory behind the Rao and Scott correction is complicated,
the p-value for the corrected F statistic can be interpreted in the same way
as a p-value for the Pearson χ2 statistic for “ordinary” data (that is, data
that are assumed independent and identically distributed [i.i.d.])”
(StataCorp LP 2013, 143).69
This widely used statistical test provides a rigorous and reliable measure of whether the
association between the two categorical variables is statistically significant or not, but it does not
provide a systematic measure of the strength of association. Furthermore, since this is public
opinion survey data and not experimental data, we cannot make causal claims (although we can
propose hypotheses for the trends seen in the data). Given the limited scope and resources of this
dissertation research, most interpretation I is limited to simple interpretations of the associations
and reasonable hypotheses that may explain the observed associations and trends, hypotheses
that future research can more reliably test. In a few instances throughout the dissertation,
however, I do evaluate the individual cell contributions to the design-based F statistic (by
examining the observed and expected counts, along uncorrected Pearson χ2 statistic of individual
cells) in order to get a rough sense of which categories’ observed frequencies are most deviant
from the expected frequencies and consequently, roughly evaluating which cells contribute most
to the statistical significance of the association (a process described in more detail in McHugh
2013, 143-149).
In the case of logistic regressions, I relied on STATA’s preset test statistics for accounting
for the complex OAS survey data. STATA reports the F statistic (and associated p values) for
evaluating statistical significance of the overall model and t statistics (and associated p values)
for evaluating the statistical significance of individual predictors. When using non-complex
survey data, STATA typically reports a χ2 statistic and an associated p value to evaluate overall
model significance and reports z values and associated two-tailed p values for evaluating
individual predictors. Despite these transformations (for both two-way cross tabulations and
logistic regressions), however, the p values for the design-corrected statistics are interpreted in
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In simpler terms, this statistic can essentially be thought of as the standard Pearson χ2 test of
independence/association, but adjusted for the complex survey design.
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the same way as p values for uncorrected statistics using data that are independent and
identically distributed (which, based on the survey design documentation, is assumed for the
Okinawa Prefecture Attitude Surveys). Simply put, if we find that the p value is below our preselected 0.05 significance level, we reject the null hypothesis. If the p value is above the 0.05
significance level, however, we cannot reject the null hypothesis. More on the specific
commands and test statistics used can be found in the in the STATA Survey Data Reference
Manual (StataCorp LP 2013).
Overall, I translated and presented relevant and useful parts of the OPG’s existing results and
then conducted more detailed analysis of the raw data to provide policymakers with statistically
significant results that supplement the ethnographically-grounded findings from my free-list and
interview data. To improve understanding, I will provide just one example of an analysis I
conducted and how I used the OPG’s Analytic Report in conjunction with the OAS raw data in
this paragraph. Question 12 in the 9th OAS asks respondents to rank their top 3 priority policy
areas. One of the policy areas was “facilitating resolutions to bases problems.” While the OPG
analytic report provides a population-level tabulation of how many people ranked this policy
area first, second, or third, it goes no further. Thus, I present the OPG’s cumulative tabulations,
but also extend their analysis by creating a binary variable representing whether or not
respondents listed this policy area in their top 3 priority lists and then conduct several crosstabulations and a logistic regression to test the association between prioritizing base problems
and a variety of demographic variables that are available in the data. Again, more detailed
analysis such as this may offer insights into what programs and policies would be most desired
by different Okinawan demographic groups and could help guide agendas for impact-mitigation,
PR, and other relation-improving programs and policies.
§2.3.3 Cultural Domain Analyses on USFO Problems and USFO Benefits Free-Lists
A major goal of this research is to secure a better understanding of the cultural models that
guide Okinawan thinking regarding USFO so that alliance managers plan and implement more
culturally responsive and relevant PR and impact mitigation programs and policies. What does
the phrase cultural model really mean though? While a consistent definition for the concept has
yet to be accepted by the social science community, enough commonality exists that I borrow a
definition from a well-cited study published in American Anthropologist: “a cultural model is a
highly schematized, skeletal representation of some cultural domain, including the elements,
structure, associations, and processes with that domain. A cultural model is first and foremost
constructive, in that it defines the elements that constitute some domain. There is then a
representation of the associations among those elements, how those elements relate to one
another, and how the domain ‘works,’ so to speak” (Dressler and Bindon 2000, 246).
This definition suggests that one must conduct a cultural domain analysis in order to
understand the “elements, structure, association, and processes” of a cultural domain and thus,
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construct a cultural model that represents that domain. Given the novelty and resource limitations
of this dissertation, my ambitions fall short of a fully descriptive “cultural model.” Nonetheless,
this research will be a strong, foundational start at (1) uncovering and defining the elements that
constitute the cultural domains USFO Problems and USFO Benefits (2) describing some of the
associations of the elements within these domains, and (3) providing auxiliary detail to each
element such as cognitive salience and perceived importance. It is with these goals that I
undertook a cultural domain analysis. As will be mentioned in later chapters, these three results
above are practically useful for policymakers, but they are also intended to be a foundation for
further research into Okinawan cultural models.70
Before I move on to explain cultural domain analysis, it is also important to understand what
Dressler and Bindon refer to when they use the phrase cultural domain. Cultural anthropology
pioneers Susan C. Weller and A. Kimball Romney, most known for their development of cultural
consensus analysis, define cultural domains simply as “an organized set of words, concepts or
sentences, all of the same level of contrast, that jointly refer to a single conceptual sphere” (1988,
9). Thus, cultural domain analysis (CDA) is “the study of how people in a group think about lists
of things that somehow go together” with the purpose of understanding “how people in different
cultures (or subcultures) interpret the content of domains differently” (Bernard 2004, 299).71 To
summarize, CDA is a study of a domain’s “elements, structure, associations, and processes”
which, as noted in Dressler and Bindon’s definition above, are the foundations for constructing
cultural models that offer insights into a culture’s general though processes and behaviors.
Besides purely academic interest, what is the value in studying cultural models? I cite
Dressler and Bindon again to provide the answer: “In deciding what to do in any given situation,
or in deciding what the behaviors of others mean in any given situation, we draw on our
understanding of the world as that understanding is structured by our cultural models” (2000,
246). This is what gives this initial study of Okinawan cultural models its practical significance
and operational relevance. Since cultural models guide thinking and behavior, a conceptual
understanding of them can be used by stakeholders to better comprehend a culture’s will and
anticipate its public support for, or opposition to, proposed programs and policies. This is critical
if the U.S. and Japan wish to improve relations with Okinawan communities and media.72
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Although I present these domains separately, there are several findings that indicate these domains are not entirely
distinct from one another (some see one item as a benefit where others see the same item a problem, and vice-versa).
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Another important attribute of CDA is that it is an empirical study of cultural domains from an emic perspective,
that is from within the cultural group or from the subject’s perspective, rather than from the observer’s perspective
(Borgatti 1993, 261; Kottak 2007, 47). The data I collected came directly from the mouths of native Okinawan
citizens, rather than from my external observations or outside observers. This ensures that the data collected and the
CDA conducted truthfully reflects the thoughts of everyday Okinawans.
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Cultural consonance is another relevant concept that refers to “the degree to which individuals in their own
behaviors approximate the prototypical behaviors encoded in a cultural model” (Dressler et al. 2005, 336). In
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A simple example might be instructive here. If we deem the term “fruit” as the cultural
domain of interest, then we can imagine that this domain would have different “elements,
structure, associations, and processes” among different cultural groups. Young children in the
U.S., for example, might list only a couple popular items seen in grocery stores and television
such as blueberries, oranges, pineapples, and raspberries and lump these all under the same
category (fruits). On the other hand, young children in a less globalized areas, might only list
fruits that they see and eat locally (different elements). A group such as non-expert adults may
list significantly more items and even differentiate these into further, colloquial categories such
as citrus fruits (oranges), tropical fruits (pineapples), and berries (blueberries and raspberries).
Subject matter experts, on the other hand, will likely have the longest lists and the most precise
and technically correct categorizations—true berries (blueberries), hesperidium (oranges),
accessory fruits (pineapples), or aggregate fruits (raspberries). Through this example we can see
that different cultural groups have significantly different cultural models regarding this simple
domain. An empirically-grounded understanding of these groups’ cultural models would allow
scholars to postulate how they may make decisions and take action regarding this domain.
Here we turn to the tangible steps I took in studying Okinawan cultural models regarding
USFO. First, I build a demographic database in order to describe my interview sample. Next, I
built a “master” free-list database that integrated the informant’s demographic data with the freelist items, along with the “importance” ratings (severity ratings for problems and value ratings
for benefits) and item categorization data. In building this master free-list database, I essentially
conducted a “partial” thematic analysis as I converted the contents of the written free-listed items
(often multiple sentences) and follow-on discussions into a bounded set of “themes” (I also refer
to them as “labels”) that eventually became the elements of the cultural domains of interest. I
then analyzed the salience and “importance” ratings of each element in order to gain an
understanding of how the identified problems and benefits compared to one another in the
Okinawan public’s mind. Lastly, I conducted simple “thematic tabulations” on the transcripts of
free-list follow-on discussions for each element. These steps are described in more detail below.
§2.3.3.1 Interview Sample Description

First, I created a small database (n=62) of the demographic information I collected: gender,
age, years of education, field of education, marital status, number of children, work status, field
of occupation, military-related income, region of residence, estimated distance of residence to
nearest base, frequency of interaction with U.S. military, political party supported, public anti-

laymen’s terms, this simply means how closely individuals approximate their own behavior to their culture. While
interesting and likely useful, it is outside the scope of this dissertation research due to time and resource constraints.
Nonetheless, this concept does suggest avenues for future research.
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/pro-base opinion, and private anti-pro-base opinion.73 Once the database was assembled, I used
simple tabulations and descriptive statistics to systematically describe my interview sample
population. The results of these simple tabulations and descriptive statistics have already been
presented in §2.2.1.1. These data reveal the composition and distribution of my sample
population’s demographics, allowing us to ensure that the data I collected are not grossly biased
or missing an important sector of the Okinawan public. Furthermore, the data serve as a
foundation for several tabulations and comparisons made throughout the monograph.
§2.3.3.2 CDA: Identifying and Defining the Elements of the Cultural Domains of Interest

The first real step in understanding Okinawan cultural attitudes toward USFO Problems and
USFO Benefits was identifying and defining the elements that constitute these cultural domains
based on the written free-lists and free-list follow-on discussion transcripts. If these domains
were “concrete” (i.e., simple, tangible, easily differentiable elements such as colors or fruits) the
process would be simple: the written items would directly correspond to the elements of the
domain (i.e., if many respondents free-listed apple, then one of the core elements of the domain
is apple). USFO Problems and USFO Benefits, however, are what anthropologists would call
“porous” or “fuzzy” domains, domains that may contain multifaceted elements and complex
associations. As such, the process of converting respondents’ written free-lists and follow-on
discussion transcripts into discrete “elements” (the distinct problems and benefits) that constitute
the cultural domains of interest required a partial deductive thematic analysis.
The analysis was deductive in the sense that it was “top down” approach, driven by my
specific research questions and interest in identifying and defining USFO problems and benefits.
Contrary to inductive thematic analysis, “a process of coding the data without trying to fit it into
a pre-existing coding frame, or the researcher’s analytic preconceptions,” deductive thematic
analysis is a process of coding data with a specific theoretical or analytic framework and
research question in mind (Braun and Clarke 2006, 12). I also prefix this analytic technique with
the term “partial” because by the nature of the free-listing task, initial “themes” were already
defined, they were the problems and benefits written by respondents. Thus, initial “themes” were
simply identified by reading through the written free-lists and directly using words or phrases
from the text to name “themes” and “sub-themes” (Strauss and Corbin 1990, 68).74 Furthermore,
the thematic analysis conducted was partial because as noted above, it stopped short of building a
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The specific wording of the questions I asked in order to collect the demographic information may be found in
Appendix 1 under the section “Demographic Information.”
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This is akin to a technique labeled “in-vivo coding.” Although this technique typifies inductive thematic analyses
such as those in grounded theory (allowing meaning and understanding to emerge from the data rather than the
reverse), it can also be easily adapted to deductive analyses such as this.
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full “conceptual model” (Miles and Huberman 1994, 134-137) or “cultural model” (Dressler and
Bindon 2000, 246) that linked all the elements within the cultural domains of interest.
I began by transferring all the written free-lists to Excel without modifying any of the items
in any way. These written items were each given one or multiple short “label(s)” which captured
the essence of what the respondent had written (often identical to what the respondents had
written themselves). These labels were the initial “themes,” but since thematic coding is an
iterative process, these initial “themes” changed over time. I then began listening to each
respondent’s free-list follow-on discussions and added relevant details to what respondents had
written. As I listened, additional “labels” were added, previous labels were deleted, some were
combined, some were expanded, some were simply renamed, and some did not change; all these
iterative modifications were carried out with the idea of summarizing the data while reducing the
amount of redundancy and unnecessary complexity.
During this process, I was also accounting for the occurrence of synonyms, variant spellings,
modifiers, idiosyncrasies, and subdomains (e.g. items at different levels of contrast such as
“economic benefit” vs. “service member expenditures” or “cross-cultural exchange” vs “on-base
festivals”). After about 10 interviews, I began to reach a point of “coding” or “theoretical”
saturation, a point after which I noticed that new broad themes were no longer emerging in every
interview (Strauss and Corbin 1990). After this point, I began to “formalize” a code book. This
meant I had settled on an initial set of “themes” or coding categories (elements of the cultural
domains of interest) and I needed to create inclusion and exclusion criteria for each, along with
exemplar quotes that typified the themes. New “labels” continued to emerge, but this code book
served as a relatively stable (albeit malleable) foundation for the remaining data.
In the end, the iterative naming, renaming, adding, deleting, expanding, condensing, splitting,
and grouping of themes allowed me to arrive at a finalized and bounded set of “themes” that
represented mostly distinct (I use the word semi-distinct) problems and benefits and accounted
for all the information in the written free-lists and follow-on discussion transcripts. This final set
of “labels” were the core elements that constitute the cultural domains of interest. This portion of
the CDA and its results are described in more detail for the cultural domain USFO Problems in
§5.2 and for USFO Benefits in §6.2.
§2.3.3.3 CDA: Quantitative Free-list Analyses—Salience and “Importance” Ratings

Once I had identified and defined the elements (also referred to as “items” below) that
constitute the cultural domains of interest, I conducted salience analyses on those elements using
a publicly available Microsoft Excel add-in titled “Free-List Analysis Under Microsoft Excel
(FLAME)” (Pennec 2014). This handy Excel add-in converts free-list data (columns with lists of
items in the order that respondents listed them) into informant-by-item matrices (matrices in
which an item that was mentioned by a specific respondent is indicated by a 1 and items that
were not are indicated by a 0) which allowed me to easily calculate two simple measures of
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salience—item frequency (proportion of respondents that mentioned a particular item) and
average rank of item (when in the list it is mentioned). Although interesting, these measures
alone are insufficient to reliably measure salience. Thus, I also calculated a commonly-used
index that combines these two parameters—Sutrop’s cognitive salience index—to measure the
cognitive salience of each element within USFO Problems and USFO Benefits (Sutrop 2001).
Cultural domains75 typically have a “core” and “periphery” structure which can be elucidated
from free-list data. Core parts of a domain are most frequently mentioned and are an integral part
of a coherent cultural group’s cognition. Core items are shared by the majority of the population
and are generally agreed upon by most members of the cultural group under study. Periphery
items, on the other hand, can be more idiosyncratic items that only select members of a cultural
group recall. Nonetheless, these peripheral items are still considered a part of the broader cultural
domain under study as long as a sufficiently large number of people share it.76 This core and
periphery structure is explored using two methods commonly used in cultural anthropology:
looking for natural breaks in frequency counts and the salience index, along with
multidimensional scaling (MDS). In this research, I use non-metric MDS to map freelist items
based on their co-occurrence within the collected free-lists. MDS is a set of ordination
techniques for visualizing the level of (dis)similarity between observations in data (Holland
2008). When used on a co-occurrence matrix of free-list items, it produces a map of the freelisted items with culturally “core” items clustering around the center of the map and culturally
“periphery” items spread around the core (Borgatti, “Freelists”). I conducted these analyses on
the USFO problem and benefit free-list data using UCINET 6 software (courtesy of Analytic
Technologies). More detail on these various salience measures, along with the results for USFO
problems and benefits, are presented in §5.3.1 and §6.3.1, respectively.
In addition to overall cognitive salience rankings, I also examined how cognitive salience
differed across select group of dichotomized demographic characteristics—gender, age,
proximity to base, and political party preference—using a technique presented in Schrauf and
Sanchez (2008, 388). The technique involves highlighting items showing maximal differences in
salience across dichotomous demographic variables by subtracting the salience scores of one
group from the salience scores of the other group for each element of the cultural domain. This
technique is very simple but results in a useful product called a “salience difference spectrum”
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The difference between cognitive and cultural domains is that the elements that constitute a cultural domain are
shared across individuals in a coherent cultural group, while a cognitive domain may not necessarily be shared (e.g.
a psychologist can study and describe an individual’s cognition of a particular domain, but this would not constitute
a cultural domain because the individual’s thoughts, perceptions, labels, and ideas may not be shared (or at least not
comprehensive) of the broader cultural groups to which they belong).
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Depending on the domain of interest and the number of respondents, cultural anthropologists have created “rules
of thumb” for what elements should be included or excluded from a cultural domain (e.g. if at least X number of
respondents list the item, then it should be considered a part of the cultural domain). More specific details on the
cutoff criteria used in this research will be discussed in §5.3.1 and §6.3.1.
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which shows the relative emphases of each group. More detail and the results of these analyses
are presented in §5.3.2 for USFO Problems and §6.3.2 for USFO Benefits.
I supplemented these traditional salience analyses with “importance” rating data I collected
in conjunction with the free-list items. For USFO Problems, I asked respondents to “rate the
severity of the problem you listed on a scale of 1-10; scores of 1-3 represent nuisances and small
problems; scores of 4-6 represent serious, but not major problems; scores of 7-10 represent very
severe problems that need to be addressed as soon as possible.” For USFO Benefits, I asked
respondents to “rate the value of the benefit you listed on a scale of 1-10; scores of 1-3 represent
fairly small benefits, convenience, or advantage; scores of 4-6 represent nice to have, but not
absolutely necessary benefits; scores of 7-10 represent major benefits that are necessary and very
advantageous for Okinawa.” This additional rating data provides complementary insights into
how “important” (severe or valuable) Okinawans think each element of USFO Problems and
USFO Benefits is. Furthermore, combining these severity ratings with the salience analyses
described above allowed me to create “priority management” decision tools for each cultural
domain. These decision tools should be especially useful for policymakers, resource-allocators,
and program agenda-setters who are attempting to weight trade-offs and determine which USFO
problems and benefits should be prioritized. These complementary analyses are described in
more detail and their results are presented in §5.3.3 and §5.3.4 for USFO Problems and §6.3.3
and §6.3.4 for USFO Benefits.
§2.3.3.4 CDA: Thematic Tabulations of Free-list Follow-on Discussions and Exemplar Quotes

The last portion of the CDA was a qualitative examination of the semi-structured interview
transcripts. More specifically, this involved transcription of the free-list follow-on discussions
for each item written, thematic tabulations of recurring concepts and ideas within each individual
element of USFO Problems and USFO benefits (i.e., tabulations of what proportion of
respondents mentioned the recurring concepts), and a search for exemplar quotes. Transcription
of the free-list follow-on discussions and the identification of most exemplar quotes was actually
completed while I was identifying and defining the elements of USFO Problems and USFO
Benefits.77
Given the partial deductive thematic analysis already completed, the transcriptions were
organized into groups by cultural domain element (i.e., respondent comments were grouped by
each individual problem or benefit that I identified; their comments on “crime,” their comments
on “cross-cultural exchange,” etc.). Having the data organized in this way made it simple to
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The interviews were conducted in Japanese. For ease of thematic analysis, I simultaneously translated and
transcribed the free-lists and free-list follow-on discussions from Japanese to English. The decision to perform the
analyses in English stems from confidence in my ability to accurately translate the words of my Okinawan
respondents and to ensure compatibility with qualitative coding software.
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conduct what I call “thematic tabulations” of recurring concepts, attitudes, and perceptions. This
simply involved going through each “element” of the cultural domains of interest (each problem
or benefit), re-reading interviewee comments on each element, finding recurring concepts,
attitudes, and perceptions, and tabulating the total proportion of interviewees who mentioned
those recurring concepts, attitudes, or perceptions. A simple example result should make this
clear. From §5.4.1 “On Crime:” “when asked what they meant by “crime,” 91% (n=40) of
participants initially stated violent crime. Of the respondents mentioning violent crime, 73%
(n=29) mentioned murder, 43% (n=17) mentioned rape, while a total of about 60% (n=24)
specified distinct incidents such as the 1995 rape or the 2016 Shinzato rape and murder. In
addition to violent crimes, 27% (n=12) added drunk driving to the list of transgressions and
about 7% (n=3) mentioned regular crimes like burglary and assault.”
§2.3.5 Stakeholder Site Field Note Review and Reference
Lastly, but surely not least, as I proceeded through the variety of analytic steps described
above, I continuously reviewed and referenced stakeholder site visit field notes and personal
correspondence in order to connect my empirical findings with operational reality. This was a
relatively informal and unstructured process,78 but played a big role in helping develop practical
policy recommendations.
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Another potential avenue for future research would be a comparison of lay Okinawan perceptions of USFO and
U.S. military service member perceptions of USFO. Determining overlapping and divergent views would likely
uncover cognitive overlaps and discrepancies that may aid in explaining misunderstandings, misperceptions, and
miscommunications between the Okinawan people and U.S. service members.
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Chapter 3: Okinawan Public Policy Priorities

The Okinawan mass media is also deeply involved in antibase protest. The
major Japanese dailies do not circulate extensively in Okinawa, and
national television, except for the national public NHK network, does not
broadcast there. This leaves the Ryukyuu Shimpo and the Okinawa Times,
together with their television affiliates—a veritable information cartel—
holding more than 80 percent of the overall local media market. Both
publications are stridently opposed to the base.79
-Kent E. Calder, Embattled Garrisons: Comparative
Base Politics and American Globalism, 2007

§3.1 Overview
While Okinawan media does generally cover the standard gambit of news reporting (i.e.,
politics, business, culture, science, travel, sports, etc.), news on domestic Okinawan issues,
culture, or any other items outside of base-related news seldom receive coverage in mainland
Japan and even more rarely reach western ears. In other words, the unifying theme of Okinawarelated media that reach mainland Japanese and western audiences is “U.S. military base
problems.” This tendency has led many laypeople, observers, and even “experts” to commonly
make two assumptions: (1) that U.S. military base problems are the first and foremost, the most
important policy issue in Okinawa Prefecture and (2) that it is the most important policy issue to
all Okinawans.80 I use the word assumptions because although this reporting tendency makes it
easy to assume base problems are all-important in Okinawa,81 little to no research has actually
been published on the uniformity, or diversity, of Okinawan public attitudes toward the U.S.
military problems as compared to other domestic policy issues. This chapter will begin to fill this
research gap.
Thus, before we delve into the details of base problems and benefits, before additional policy
research is done, before stakeholders prioritize and irreversibly commit resources to address
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Excerpt from page 167 of Calder, Kent E. 2007. Embattled Garrisons: Comparative Base Politics and American
Globalism. Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press.
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It is important to note here that while I label these statements as assumptions, I am not implying that they are
necessarily false; it is entirely possible that residents of Okinawa unvaryingly prioritize resolving U.S. military base
problems over other domestic policy issues. What I am stating is that these assumptions need to be empirically
studied before making major policy decisions.
81

The fact that popular Okinawan news media is dominated by two daily newspapers—the Okinawa Times and the
Ryukyuu Shimpo—does not help in getting an objective picture of the Okinawan people or determining whether their
reporting truly reflects the primary concerns of the Okinawan public. According to estimates, these two companies
control anywhere between 80 to 98% newspaper market in Okinawa (Calder 2007, 167; Eldridge 2008, 210).
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specific problems or benefits, it is critical to actually analyze and understand how the Okinawan
public ranks base problems relative to other domestic policy issues. Using the most up-to-date
and reliable public opinion data available, I provide reliable analyses exploring the following
research questions in this chapter:
1. How do Okinawans rank U.S. military base problems among other domestic policy
issues?
2. How does base problem prioritization vary across demographic groups?
Results addressing these research questions should be of interest to not only Okinawan, but
also U.S. and Japanese stakeholders. They are of obvious interest to Okinawan Prefectural
Government (OPG) and local government officials because it is their duty as elected or
appointed Okinawan officials to respond to the Okinawan public’s will and focus on publicly
relevant policy issues as they are the stewards of Okinawan taxpayer funds. Besides the OPG,
however, the Government of Japan (GoJ), U.S. Government (USG), and U.S. military
stakeholders associated with the U.S.-Japan Alliance should also be interested in Okinawan
public policy priorities because it may uncover previously unseen common ground and lead
toward a shared understanding which could allow for better-informed decisions regarding
agenda-setting, plans, program and policy scope, resource allocation, among other areas. If other
domestic issues are higher or equally highly ranked as base problems, could stakeholders make
efforts in other policy areas in order to indirectly ameliorate base problems, improve communitybase relations, and move toward loosening the Okinawan Knot?
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§3.2 The Okinawan Public’s Public Policy Priorities
This chapter is organized in order of research questions. Thus, we first address research
question one: how do Okinawans rank U.S. military base problems among other domestic policy
issues?
§3.2.1 Methodology
In order to understand how Okinawans prioritize base problems among other domestic policy
issues, I studied the response patterns to a question in the 9th Okinawa Prefecture Attitude Survey
(OAS) which was conducted by the OPG’s Department of Planning in 2015. Question 12 asked
respondents to examine a list of 23 broad policy areas and rank the top three that they thought
were most important and needed to be promptly addressed. Among the list of 23 policy items
was item number 21: “promoting the resolution of U.S. military base problems.” To phrase it
simply, I studied the proportions and types of people that ranked this item within their top three
priority lists. Translated, question 12 reads as follows:82
Q12: Which of the following items regarding Okinawan policies must be emphasized and must be
addressed? Please rank your top 3 choices from the following list of items.
Rank 1: _________
Rank 2: _________
Rank 3: _________
Item 1. the formation of a charming environment for tourism and resort areas
Item 2: the promotion of the telecommunications industry (e.g. attracting and supporting undertakings in
the telecommunications industry, developing and maintaining talent, etc.)
Item 3: the formation of Okinawa as a hub for trade of foreign goods (e.g. the building up of air and sea
ports for trade, expanding local business internationally, etc.)
Item 4: the promotion of technology (e.g. collaborative research between Okinawan technology
universities and graduate schools, attracting private research organizations and others, developing
cutting-edge medical technologies, etc.)
Item 5: the creation of new industries (e.g. health and biotechnology industry, cultural industry, sportsrelated industry, environment-related industry, finance industry, ocean resource development industry,
etc.)
Item 6: the promotion of agriculture, forestry, and fisheries that leverage unique Okinawan features
Item 7: the promotion of local industry (e.g. invigorating smaller companies, hand-made item industry,
etc.)
Item 8: the development of long-term employment policies and business skills
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The question and answer choices listed here are personal translations from the original Japanese. Please contact
me if you believe I may have made a mistake in translating or interpreting the Japanese text. The original, Japanese
survey questions may be found here: http://www.pref.okinawa.jp/site/kikaku/chosei/kikaku/isikityousa.html
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Item 9: the promotion of international exchange and cooperation (e.g. expanding the Worldwide Uchina
Network, cultural and economic exchange with foreign countries, expanding collaboration in the arts and
technologies, inviting international organizations, etc.)
Item 10: the conservation of Okinawan natural resources/creation of a reduce, re-use, recycle society
(e.g. preserving natural wild life and coral reefs, preventing red soil run-off, reduction of waste,
promoting recycling, using clean energy, etc.)
Item 11: enriching/strengthening the foundation of the living environment (e.g. guaranteeing the stability
of water resources, improving the sewage system, housing, urban development, stability of the
electricity supply, improving the telecommunications, etc.)
Item 12: the security of prefectural land and disasters (e.g. disaster prevention, creation of strong
prefectural land against disasters, etc.)
Item 13: the creation of a healthy society (e.g. promoting longevity, healthy child-rearing, addressing
and preventing child abuse, promoting self-reliance and participation in society by the handicapped,
etc.)
Item 14: the guarantee of a safe and secure life (e.g. intensifying crime-prevention, accident response,
etc.)
Item 15: the creation of a gender-equal society
Item 16: education and the cultivation of diverse talent (e.g. enriching school education, promoting the
nurturing of wholesome youths and life-long education, promoting international schooling, etc.)
Item 17: the promotion of sports and culture
Item 18: servicing the land traffic network (e.g. maintenance of every day roads, making public
transportation services like buses and the monorail more convenient, etc.)
Item 19: maintaining air and sea traffic (e.g. maintaining airports and ports, expanding routes, etc.)
Item 20: promoting remote islands and depopulated areas (e.g. reducing the cost burden of
transportation/communication, improving the living environment, promoting local industry, etc.)
Item 21: facilitating resolutions to base problems (e.g. reduction or consolidation of bases,
conservation of environment around bases, promoting the use of returned land, reviewing and
amending SOFA, etc.)
Item 22: promoting administrative reform (e.g. promoting the release of information to the public,
reconsidering business/bureaucratic practices, etc.)
Item 23: other: _____________

After cleaning the data, I established the survey parameters based on the survey design
information provided in the OPG’s documentation. The primary sampling unit (PSU) of 9th OAS
were Okinawan residents; PSUs are individual observations in the data and as such, there is no
separate PSU variable. The original data contained a weight variable based on oversampled
regions (Miyako and Yaeyama Islands were given half-weighting). The region variable identified
the strata from which respondents were selected. No finite population correction was used. After
setting the survey parameters, I conducted simple tabulations of all responses to see which items
(policy issues) received the most and least selections as rank 1, 2, or 3. The results of these
simple tabulations are presented and discussed in §3.2.2.
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One important note before moving on is that all the results presented in §3.2, §3.3, §3.4, and
§3.5 are based on a direct statistical analysis of the 9th OAS raw data. In the few instances where
similar results (i.e., overall public policy priorities and response patterns across gender [for
policy priorities] and region [for policy priorities and satisfaction]) could be painstakingly
derived from the OPG’s “9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey Report” (2015), I added “adapted from
OPG (2015)” in the “SOURCE” section of tables and figures just to indicate that the similar
results are presented in the OPG report in Japanese even though I derived the results from the
raw data.83
§3.2.1.1 A Brief Analysis of Question and Response Option Wording and Order (Q12, I21)

Among other factors, question order, question wording, response option order, and response
option wording contribute to measurement error that could potentially influence survey results.
With this in mind, I closely examine the question and response wording and order upon which
this section’s analysis primarily relies on so that we adjust and temper our interpretations as
necessary.84 To minimize page-turning, I re-iterate the phrasing of the actual question of interest:
Q12: Which of the following items regarding Okinawan policies must be emphasized and must be
addressed? Please rank your top 3 choices from the following list of items.

There does not appear to be anything obviously suggestive or leading about this question.
The tone is neutral, as are the selected words. The subject of the question, “Okinawan policies,”
is general and does not imply any specific kinds or categories of policies to the respondents. The
question itself asks the respondent to consider two qualities in evaluating the subsequent items:
“importance” (the Japanese is 重点を置いて…べき” which can be translated to “must be
emphasized”) and “urgency” (the Japanese is 取り組むべき which can be translated as “must be
addressed,” “must be wrestled with,” or “must be tackled”). Thus, in interpreting the results, we
must keep in mind that the policies ranking in the top three are seen as the most important and
urgent by the respondents. The directive to rank their top three choices is clear and neutral. It
does not offer any clues into the distance between items ranked first, second, or third (part of the
reason I combine the three rankings into a binary variable for the analysis). Overall, there is
nothing in the wording of the question itself that would lead us to suspect its reliability in
measuring respondent’s policy priorities.
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I say “similar” results rather than identical because for the few cases where there is overlap, the OPG report does
not report p values and in the one instance where p values are irrelevant and there are similar results in the OPG
report (i.e., overall public policy priorities), I present the data in a different format.
84

Other factors that can influence survey results such as survey timing, sampling strategy, and response rate are
discussed in Chapter 2.
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The wording of the item of interest itself also warrants examination. The item is phrased as
follows:
Item 21: facilitating resolutions to bases problems (e.g. reduction or consolidation of bases,
conservation of environment around bases, promoting the use of returned land, reviewing and
amending SOFA, etc.)

The introductory phrase alone, “facilitating resolutions to base problems,” is neutral and does not
suggest any specific types of problems or resolutions to the respondent. If the item were left
there, it would be neutral, but interpreting the response patterns would be somewhat difficult
because we would not know what kinds of problems and resolutions the respondents were
considering when answering. The follow-on examples are critical to note because the OPG offers
respondents four example resolutions: (1) reduction or consolidation of bases, (2) conservation
of environment around bases, (3) promoting the use of returned land, and (4) reviewing and
amending SOFA. These example resolutions are a mixture of items that staunch anti-base
activists frequently call for (review and amend SOFA), more tempered base objectors call for
(reduce and consolidate bases), and that the majority of Okinawan residents would agree with
(conservation of environment and promoting the use of returned land). 85 Given this wide range
of appeal, it is probable that this item phrasing includes the Okinawan residents from the entire
anti-base spectrum, from the hard-core anti-base protestors to mildly annoyed observers.
The example resolutions offered are very broad. They could be resolutions to a multitude of
problems (e.g. consolidating and reducing the number of bases would reduce crime, noise,
traffic, accidents, etc.) and so, while an analysis of this question allows us to understand what
kind of people are most concerned with resolving base problems, it does not inform us about
what specific kinds of problems they are most concerned with. Furthermore, it is reasonable to
conclude that the respondents listing this item in their top three support at least one of the four
example resolutions, but we cannot differentiate which specific example resolutions respondents
support from this question from this one question. Overall, the phrasing of the item simply lets us
conclude that in general, respondents listing item 21 in their top three believe “the facilitation of
resolutions to base problems,” regardless of what problems of resolutions they have in mind, is
85

An important note is that the first example resolution reads “reduction or consolidation of bases” and not
“removal of bases.” This is critically important because it is possible, even probable, that there is a significant
portion of Okinawans who may support base reduction or consolidation, but not necessarily support complete
removal due to entrenched economic interests (e.g. public works projects, budget subsidies, appropriations, landowners, contracts, etc.). It is probable that those that do support the removal of all bases, however, would still select
this item since it is the only base-related response alternative.
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an important and urgent policy issue relative to other broad policy issues. Next, we will briefly
examine question and response choice order.
This is question 12 in a survey of 13 questions. The question order was not randomized by
survey administrators for practical reasons (the surveys were printed and delivered directly to
respondents, often requiring multiple follow-up visits to secure a response). This opens the data
up to the risk of introducing measurement error by way of question order. For example, priming
is a technique used by dubious pollsters to favorably sway (two words that should not enter the
vocabulary of trustworthy survey researchers) the results of their polls. Priming “is a
psychological process in which exposure to a stimulus activates a concept in memory that is then
given increased weight in subsequent judgment tasks” (Lavrakas 2008). Since I am interested in
understanding Okinawan attitudes toward the U.S. military, I searched for preceding questions
that might influence selections of question 12 item 21. As expected from a trustworthy survey
designed for internal agenda-setting purposes, U.S. military bases were only mentioned three
times prior to question 12 (demographic question about income from bases, along with one item
in question 3 and 4). Furthermore, these questions are as neutrally worded as question 12 itself.
Question 13 does focus on U.S. military bases, but unless respondents looked ahead before
responding to question 12, question 13’s focus on U.S. military bases should not affect responses
to question 12. It is impossible to know which and how many respondents may have looked
ahead, but it is reasonable to assume that if they did, it is unlikely that they were systematically
and meaningfully different from the average respondent. This implies that there is no effect on
the reliability of the data regarding question 12. Overall, there is nothing to suggest that priming
or other question order influences affect the reliability of the data.
Survey length is another factor that must be considered. Being a fairly long survey, one
might argue that respondents grew tired by the time they reached question 12 with 23 items to
evaluate, and were consequently not careful in responding. While I cannot deny the possibility of
this occurring, if it did, it likely occurred in a small number of instances (low proportion of the
overall sample) and in a random fashion (no obvious predictor for who would get bored or tired
of carefully responding). These assumptions suggest that survey length does not significantly
impact the reliability of the data.
Like question order, the survey administrators did not vary or randomize the order of items
for practical purposes. Every respondent received identical questionnaires. This makes the
response patterns vulnerable to response order effects. Response order effects occur “when the
distribution of responses to a closed-ended survey question is influenced by the order in which
the response options are offered to respondents” (Lavrakas 2008). Primacy and recency are the
two most common types of response order effects. Primacy arises when response options near
the beginning of a list are more likely to be selected and recency arises when response options
near the end of a list are more likely to be selected.
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The item of interest was listed 21st out of 23 response options which may subject it to
recency effects. This concern is compounded by the fact that that question asks for ordinal
ranking. It is possible, even likely, that some respondents read the response options in order
(down the list) and ranked the first important item they read first, the second second, and the
third third. In this way, they did not necessarily differentiate between rank one, two, or three, but
simply selected items based on the first readthrough selecting the first three important items they
encountered. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that an unusually large portion of
respondents selected item 21 as rank three (it is listed later in the list and many respondents may
have already decided on rank one and two by the time they got to reading item 21). Overall, it is
likely that there is some degree of recency effect manifesting in these data. Nonetheless, much of
this potentially bias is controlled by the fact that I combine rank one, two, and three items in
cumulative tabulations (based on concerns for measurement error from the recency effect and
also from the fact that ordinal distance between rank 1, 2, and 3 is unknown anyway).
Nevertheless, the conclusions drawn from the analysis of this question should be weighed with
the qualifications noted in this subsection.
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§3.2.2 Results & Discussion
First, I present the cumulative tabulation of all responses to question 12 in descending order.
In this way, we can see which items cumulatively garnered the most selections as top three
priority areas. Examining Figure 12, we see that 36.1% of respondents listed “resolving base
problems” (item 21) as either priority number one, two, or three, resulting in it being the top
ranked item based on a cumulative tabulation. “Tourism development” (item 1), “health
promotion” (item 13), “employment” (item 8), and “safety and security promotion” (item 14)
round out the top five most selected items. Interpreting the data cumulatively, we could conclude
that “resolving base problems” is the number 1 policy priority for Okinawan residents.

(21) base problem res.
(1) tourism dev.
(13) health promotion
(8) employment
(14) prom. safety/security
(10) environ. conservation
(18) land infrastructure dev.
(7) local industry dev.
(16) improving education
(5) industry dev.
(11) infrastructure dev.
(20) remote island dev.
(12) disaster prevention
(6) agric/forest/fish dev.
(19) air/sea port dev.
(3) foreign trade dev.
(23) other
(17) prom. sports/culture
(2) telecomms dev.
(9) prom. int'l exchange
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(22) administrative reform
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Figure 12. Okinawan Public Policy Priorities Based on a Cumulative Tabulation of Responses
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SOURCE: 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey (2015) data; adapted from OPG (2015, 176).

An alternative to ordering by cumulative selections is separating the three ranks and ordering
by the proportion of selections each policy item received for each individual rank. Table 2 below
does just that. If we look at the rankings this way, we find that the results are not as clear cut as
the cumulative tabulations. Examining Table 2, we see that 19.1% of respondents ranked
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“tourism development” (item 1) as policy priority number one, while 15.1% of respondents
ranked “base problem resolutions” as priority number one. This means that while resolving base
problems emerges as the number one priority when tabulating the rankings cumulatively,
developing tourism actually received the most number one rankings individually.86 Similarly,
five policy areas individually received more rank two selections than “resolving base problems.
Lastly, “resolving base problems” did receive the most selections for rank three. Breaking down
the rankings this way, do allow an analyst to conclude that “tourism development” is the top
priority, “health promotion” is priority two, and “base problem resolutions” is priority three for
the Okinawan public, but I argue that cumulative tabulation is a more accurate reflection of
Okinawan public policy priorities for due to the risk the recency effect introducing measurement
bias and the lack of psychometric testing to explain ordinal distances.
Table 2. Okinawan Public Policy Priority Breakdown
Policy Item

Rank 1 Policy Item

Rank 2 Policy Item

Rank 3

(1) tourism dev.

19.1%

(13) health promotion

11.3%

(21) base problem res.

14.0%

(21) base problem res.

15.1%

(14) safety/security

9.8%

(13) health promotion

9.8%

(8) employment

13.0%

(8) employment

8.4%

(14) safety/security

7.9%

(13) health promotion

9.9%

(10) environ. conservation

7.8%

(10) environ. conservation

7.5%

(10) environ. conservation

5.7%

(18) land infrastructure

7.1%

(18) land infrastructure

6.7%

(7) local industry dev.

5.1%

(21) base problem res.

7.0%

(1) tourism dev.

6.4%

(14) safety/security

4.6%

(1) tourism dev.

5.9%

(20) remote island dev.

5.1%

(18) land infrastructure

3.4%

(16) improving education

5.5%

(7) local industry dev.

4.7%

(5) industry dev.

3.3%

(7) local industry dev.

5.1%

(8) employment

4.7%

(16) improving education

3.2%

(11) infrastructure dev.

4.7%

(16) improving education

4.5%

(12) disaster prevention

2.6%

(5) industry dev.

4.1%

(5) industry dev.

3.9%

(6) agric/forest/fish dev.

2.4%

(12) disaster prevention

2.9%

(11) infrastructure dev.

3.7%

(11) infrastructure dev.

2.3%

(20) remote island dev.

2.8%

(12) disaster prevention

2.9%

(20) remote island dev.

1.8%

(3) foreign trade dev.

2.8%

(22) admin. reform

2.5%

(2) telecomms dev.

1.7%

(6) agric/forest/fish dev.

2.6%

(17) prom. sports/culture

2.5%

(19) air/sea port dev.

1.4%

(19) air/sea port dev.

2.3%

(19) air/sea port dev.

2.4%

(23) other

1.3%

(4) technology dev.

1.9%

(23) other

2.2%
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Item 21 received significantly more selections as a #3 priority (14%) than any other item. There is significant
potential for this to be an item order effect (i.e., recency effect—it appears later in the list of response alternatives
and so, it is more likely to be selected as rank 3 because respondents had already selected rank 1 and 2 as they read
down the list). Rank 1 proportions and item number show weak negative, but statistically insignificant correlation
(r(23) = -0.18, p value = 0.3885); rank 2 proportions and item number show almost zero correlation (r(23) = - 0.03;
p value = 0.8600); rank 3 proportions and item number show a weak positive, but statistically insignificant
correlation (r(23) = 0.25, p value = 0.2469). Although statistically insignificant, cumulative tabulation significantly
reduces the possibility of item order effects and is likely the superior analytic method.
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(3) foreign trade dev.

1.3%

(9) prom. int'l exchange

1.7%

(3) foreign trade dev.

2.0%

(17) prom. sports/culture

1.0%
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(4) technology dev.
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(15) gender equality

0.4%
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(15) gender equality

1.1%

(22) admin. reform

0.0%

(15) gender equality

0.8%

(2) telecomms dev.

0.9%

th

SOURCE: 9 Okinawan Attitudes Survey (2015) data; adapted from OPG (2015, 176).

Neither the cumulative, nor the individual tabulation of responses provide sufficient evidence
to definitively say “x” item is the top priority for Okinawans. The top items cumulatively differ
by a relatively small amount (5.1% difference between the top 3 items, 9.9% difference between
the top 4 items) while individual rankings are quite variable (the top items for each ranking
number are different). These factors make an attempt to precisely differentiate and definitively
rank the policy items subject to over-interpretation (making subjective judgements) of the
available data. I will err on the side of caution and simply present the results, provide possible
interpretations, and draw conservative conclusions. Once reasonable conclusion is that all the
items that are consistently highly ranked—base problems, tourism development, health
promotion, employment, safety/security, environmental conservation, infrastructure, and industry
development—could be considered high priority concerns for the Okinawan people.
No matter the method of tabulation, cumulative or individual, “resolving base problems”
consistently ranked among the top three or four priority items. While this may seem like an
obvious result to some, this is one of the only studies that supports this conclusion empirically.87
This suggests that when compared to other policy issues, it is safe to say that base problems are
generally one of the most important concerns among Okinawan residents (at the population
level). Residents of Okinawa Prefecture do significantly care about resolving base problems and
it is not a vocal minority or propagandists (as is often suggested by those who dismiss Okinawan
protests) who are voicing their grievances. This conclusion should be of interest to and
internalized by individuals and organizations who are interested in understanding the Okinawan
public’s will and loosening the Okinawan Knot.
Finally, readers should note the significant amount of variability in response patterns. This
statement comes from the simple observation that no single policy item received a majority, let
alone a supermajority, of selections even when tabulated cumulatively; when tabulated
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This stems from the aforementioned fact that Okinawan public opinion data is scarce and the data that do exist are
often tainted by the fact that they were collected by media outlets known to have specific agendas. The only other
report would be the OPG’s analysis of these same 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey data and their analytic report
which presents similar results, but it has not been translated from Japanese, it has not been widely disseminated, and
many of their analyses and interpretations are specific to the OPG’s needs since they collected the data internal
agenda-setting purposes.
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individually, each rank differed in the items that garnered the most selections. “Resolving base
problems” did receive the most cumulative selections, but only 36% of all respondents selected it
as a top three issue. Looking at it from the other side, 74% of respondents did not even select it
as a top three priority! This variability suggests that Okinawans care about a wide variety of
policy problems. 88 Thus, while base problems are important to many, they are certainly not the
only policy issue on the minds of locals.
Having this result reach the eyes of an international audience should come as a relief to
several of my interview participants who lamented and vented their frustrations at how the
“outside world” only sees Okinawa as a pitiable island dominated and oppressed by the U.S.
military. These respondents resented the idea that outsiders only saw Okinawa as a military
stronghold as it conflicted with their self-perception as a strong island people with a complex
history, a flourishing culture, and a rich civil society. Another problem that several of my
interviewees voiced was the “domination of the public discourse” which I defined89 as “an overfocus on base problems within Okinawan society that leads to the (1) neglect of other, pressing
policy problems and (2) undermining the integrity of local elections,” as discussed in Chapter 5.
It is not only foreigners that believe U.S. military problems are the governing issue, but also
many voting Okinawans. In the eyes of some residents, this perception has led to the erosion of
local politics in Okinawa because local and prefectural elections are often largely determined by
politicians’ stances on U.S. military bases rather than their positions on other domestic issues. In
the words of third-year law student at the University of Ryukyus, “this phenomenon exists
because voters are so much more easily moved by a politician’s stance toward the U.S. military
than their stance on local funding for a new school, for example.” In the eyes of these
respondents, this is breakdown of the democratic process because local politicians who are
supposed to be elected based on who capability to improve local quality of life are instead
elected on polarized and passionate, but locally moot rhetoric on U.S. military bases.
Overall, these results presented in this section provide contradictory evidence to the common
assumption that U.S. military base problems are the first and foremost, the most important policy
issue in Okinawa Prefecture. The results reveal that while base problems are a top policy priority
for many Okinawans, there are also many other policy issues that the Okinawan public is
passionate about: tourism development, health promotion, employment, safety/security,
environmental conservation, infrastructure, and industry development. Is it possible for non-OPG
stakeholders such as USFO, USG, or GoJ to somehow touch upon these other salient public
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The relatively low consensus among respondents may also be attributed the relatively large number of items
respondents were asked to choose from. Nonetheless, if “base problems” were as unilaterally dominant of a policy
priority as the media narrative in Okinawa suggests, one could reasonably expect it to be ranked in the top three
priority items by more than 36% of all respondents.
89

Based on the words and phrases used by interviewees themselves.
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policy fields in order to not only improve the quality of life in Okinawa, but also garner public
support for the U.S.-Japan Alliance and USFO? I argue that it is possible, but creative thinking
will be necessary. Thus, I challenge government and military agenda-setters, resource allocators,
and other program and policy decisionmakers at all levels to look at the results presented here, to
think creatively, and ask: where are there opportunities to expand ongoing efforts or initiate new
ones to address other policy areas that are important to the Okinawan public?
For example, in an informal “stakeholder” interview with the Consul General of the United
States to Naha, Okinawa, Japan, Joel Ehrendreich,90 I was informed that he and General
Lawrence D. Nicholson, Commanding General, III Marine Expeditionary Force and
Commander, Marine Forces Japan,91 had actively and seriously discussed options to expand or
open up U.S. military-associated daycare centers and nursery schools to more Okinawan families
given the shortage of such facilities in Okinawa and Japan as a whole.92 This is just one example
of high-level alliance managers thinking creatively to improve the quality of life in Okinawa
while also improving relations, garnering goodwill, and building public support for USFO.93
U.S. military COMREL offices and volunteer organizations94 that organize and participate in
a wide variety of events and activities could also take note of these results. While some programs
have focused mission statements (e.g. American Red Cross), most are simply interested in
addressing the needs of service members and Okinawan locals, along with improving relations
between U.S. service members and the Okinawan people. Given this broad mission, the directors
and event planning staff of COMREL offices and service programs should incorporate the results
presented in this subsection in their event and activity planning processes. By organizing and
participating in events and activities that fit into high priority policy areas (i.e., tourism
development, health promotion, employment, safety/security, environmental conservation,
infrastructure, and industry development), these service organizations can more effectively and
efficiently accomplish their mission of addressing needs and improving relations.
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At the time of the interview, July 2017, Consul General Ehrendreich was the acting Consul General of the United
States to Naha, Okinawa, Japan. He was succeeded by Consul General Robert Koepcke in 2018.
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At the time of the interview, July 2017, General Nicholson was the Commanding General, III Marine
Expeditionary Force and Commander, Marine Forces Japan. He was succeeded by General Eric M. Smith in 2018.
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For more on the issue, see: “Day care waiting lists grow for third year straight as more women get jobs.” The
Japan Times website. Accessed [11 October 2017]. https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2017/09/01/national/socialissues/shortage-slots-day-care-centers-worsens-third-straight-year-2017/#.W3jahugzqM8.
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Another valuable resource for understanding domestic issues in the broader Japan is: Kingston, Jeff, Editor. 2014.
Critical Issues in Contemporary Japan. New York, New York: Routledge.
94

For example, the Single Marines Program, Marine and Family Programs, American Red Cross, Airman and
Family Readiness Center volunteers, Scouts, United Services Organization, the Army Volunteer Program at USAG
Torii Station, Okinawa International Women’s Club, Organic Okinawa, among several others.
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§3.3 Demographics Most Concerned with Base Problems
Although the previous section showed that the Okinawan public “cares” about a variety of
policy areas, “resolving base problems” did rank among the top. Since this is the focus of this
research, we will continue with a deeper examination of the types of respondents who ranked
“resolving base problems” in their top three public policy priorities. In other words, we move on
to research question two: what kind of people do care most about U.S. military base problems?
§3.3.1 Methodology
To examine how different demographics prioritized base problems among other policy
issues, I created an outcome variable that distinguished two groups of people: “priority” and “not
priority.” Those in the “priority” group thought that “promoting the resolution of U.S. military
base problems” (item 21) is a top 3 priority policy issue and marked it as such. Conversely, those
in the “not priority” group did not think that “promoting the resolution of U.S. military base
problems” is a top three priority policy issue. Thus, if a respondent selected item 21 anywhere in
their top three ranking list, they were marked “priority” and if their top 3 list did not include item
21, they were marked “not priority”. This binary outcome variable was labeled base_priority.
Respondents were placed in only two categories regardless of whether they ranked item 21
first, second or third. First, the sample size for each individual ranking was somewhat low when
crossed with specific demographic variables (expected count below 5) which violates the “large
sample size” condition for using the Pearson χ2 test (Starnes, Yates, and Moore 2010, 721). By
collapsing these response categories I was able to increase the statistical reliability of my results
without losing practical significance. Furthermore, it is difficult to know the distance between
ordinally ranked items unless the survey is specifically designed to reveal the distance. The OAS
was not designed to determine how much more of a priority a rank one item is when compared to
rank two and three items. As such, I eliminated the ordinal nature of the data and made the
simplifying assumption that if an item made it into a respondent’s top three list, then it is
important to the respondent.
After creating the outcome variable, I constructed contingency tables (also referred to as
cross-tabulations or two-way tabulations) between base_priority and the available demographic
variables in order to test if there was a statistically significant association between them. Lastly, I
used a logistic regression model to test the statistical significance, direction, and magnitude of
correlation between the outcome variable while accounting for all the demographic variables. As
noted in §3.2.1, all results presented in this subsection are derived from a direct statistical
analysis of the 9th OAS raw data. In the cases where OPG’s analytic report presents response
proportions by demographic group for question 12 (they present age, gender and region), I
appended “adapted from OPG (2015)” in the “SOURCE” section just to indicate that for those
specific tables, similar results are presented in the OPG report in Japanese (I say similar rather
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than identical because I present the data differently and the OPG report does not report p values
for the few demographic analyses that overlap between our analyses).
The demographic variables tested were: 95
• gender (gender)
• age (age_bin_5, age_bin_10, age_bin_15)
• region of residence (region, region_islands)
• household income (household_inc)
• whether or not the respondent derives any income from bases (inc_from_bases)
• occupation (occupation)
• marital status (marital_status)
• presence and number of children (have_kids, num_kids)
• experience living outside of Okinawa Prefecture (live_out_okw)
For each of cross tabulation between base_priority and a demographic variable, the following
hypotheses were tested using a design-corrected96 F test for independence/association: 97, 98
H0 (null hypothesis): there is no association between [demographic variable] and the
attitude that base problems are a top 3 priority policy (i.e., Okinawans of different
[demographic variable outcomes] do not systematically differ in prioritizing base
problems among other domestic policy issues)
H1 (alternative hypothesis): there is an association between [demographic variable] and
the attitude that base problems are a top 3 priority policy issue (i.e., Okinawans of
different [demographic variable outcomes] do systematically differ in prioritizing base
problems among other domestic policy issues)
In some instances, I also evaluate individual cell contributions to the design-based F statistic
(by examining the observed and expected counts, along uncorrected Pearson χ2 statistic of
individual cells) in order to get a rough sense of which categories’ observed frequencies are most
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The variable names themselves are listed in italics in parentheticals.
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As noted in §2.3.2, STATA allowed me to account for the complex survey design using the SVYSET (survey set)
command. Using this command in conjunction with cross tabulations, turns the standard Pearson χ2 statistic into an
F statistic with non-integer degrees of freedom by using a second-order Rao and Scott correction (1984). To avoid
confusion, I will refer to this test statistic as a “design-corrected” or “design-based” F statistic throughout the
monograph (StataCorp LP 2013, 143).
97

As noted in §2.3.2, this design-corrected F statistic is based on the usual Pearson χ2 test which is the most widely
used test for testing the statistical significance of association/independence between two categorical variables.
98

The OAS data meet the 3 primary conditions for reliably conducting the Pearson χ2 test of
independence/association: (1) the data come from a random sample, (2) all expected frequency counts are at least 5,
and (3) individual observation are independent (Starnes, Yates, and Moore 2010, 716).
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deviant from the expected frequencies. This process allows for a rough evaluation of which cells
contribute most to the statistical significance of the association (a process described in more
detail in McHugh 2013, 143-149). Given the dichotomous nature of the outcome variable, the
strength of association between the base_priority and the demographic predictors is measured
using a logistic regression model presented at the end of the section. More details on this model
are provided alongside the results in §3.3.2.5.
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§3.3.2 Results & Discussion
Overall, four variables showed a statistically significant association with base_priority: age,
region of residence (Okinawa Island vs. outlying islands), income derived from bases, and
occupation. Below, I present the analytic results and associated policy discussions for these four
statistically significant variables. The results and brief discussion of the remaining five variables
(gender, household income, marital status, presence and number of children, and experience
living outside of Okinawa) may be found in Appendix 3. I present the cross-tabulation results in
the form of charts rather than traditional tables because the results are just as easy to interpret
and create a pleasant oasis where your eyes may rest in the desert of text that this monograph is
becoming. I selected stacked bar charts since the outcome variable was dichotomous and
summed to 100% (proportion ranking in top 3 vs. proportion not ranking in top 3).
§3.3.2.1 Age’s Effect on Prioritizing Base Problems Relative to Other Domestic Policy Issues

I first used large age bins (15-years) to check if there is a significant perception gap across
broad age bands. The results in Figure 13 below lead us to reject the null hypothesis of no
association at the 0.05 significance level (design-based F statistic = 6.85 with degrees of freedom
(3.00, 4473); p value = 0.0001). Another interesting note is that the gap in prioritization between
adjacent age bins grows from 3% between the first two age bins, to 5.6%, and then to 7.1%
between the last two age bins. This may suggest that the relationship between age and
base_priority may be non-linear. The positive trend is easily seen (unbroken) when using the
relatively large, 15-year age bins, but does the same hold when looking at smaller age bins and if
so, is the relationship non-linear? Figure 14 on the next pages examines the same relationship at
a more granular level.
Figure 13. Base Problems a Top Three Public Policy Priority Across Ages (15-year groups)
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SOURCE: 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015).
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Taking a closer look (5-year groups is the most granular data the OPG collected for this
survey), we find that association between age and base problem prioritization is not as neat as
Figure 13 above would suggest. While the generally positive correlation remains, there are some
older age groups that prioritize base problems less than younger age groups. For example, 20-24
year-olds appear to be concerned with base problems more than 25-29, 30-34, and even 35-39
year-olds. This might be explained by increased emphasis on cultural and historical education,
along with increased exposure to anti-base rhetoric in Okinawan universities. This should be
noted by communicators and educators hoping to most effectively and efficiently counter the
anti-base narrative in Okinawa—universities may be a good place to start. Overall, the
statistically significant association between age and base_priority remains even when using
these smaller age groups (design-based F statistic = 2.61 (11.00, 16399); p value = 0.0025).
Unfortunately, the data is not sufficiently granular to evaluate the (non-)linearity of the
relationship.
Figure 14. Base Problems a Top Three Public Policy Priority Across Ages (5-year groups)
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At this point, the simple, but important takeaway is that there is statistically and practically
significant association between age and the attitude that base problems are a top three policy
priority. This means that as Okinawans age, their opinions on how important base problems are
change. The correlation appears strongly positive, but a more robust analysis (e.g. logistic
regression presented in §3.3.2.5) needs to be conducted to confirm the magnitude of positive
correlation. In general, it is safe to conclude that older Okinawans generally view base problems
as more important and more urgent than younger Okinawans. While this relationship has been
suspected by most, it has not undergone statistical testing until this research. This result should
be of interest to stakeholders considering tailoring their policies and programs based on age. This
includes COMREL and MEDREL staff, program and policy planners, speech writers, and any
other stakeholders involved in mediating the U.S.-Japan-Okinawa relationship.
§3.3.2.2 Region of Residence’s Effect on Prioritizing USFO-related Problems

Next, I tested the association between region of residence and base problem prioritization.
Examining Figure 15, we see a substantial discrepancy between the regions of Okinawa Island
and the outlying islands of Miyako and Yaeyama, but not within those groups. Proportions of
Figure 15. Base Problems a Top Three Public Policy Priority Across Regions

SOURCE: 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015); adapted from OPG (2015, 178).
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concerned respondents from northern, central, and southern Okinawa, along with Naha City, are
all within 3.1%, while those from Miyako and Yaeyama Islands are within 1.9% of each other.
Nonetheless, the proportion of respondents from the Miyako and Yaeyama Islands that prioritize
base problems is more than 20% less than the proportion from the regions of Okinawa Island!
This suggests that respondents from outlying islands care much less about base problems than
people from the main island. This is a massive gap and could likely be explained by the fact that
there are currently no U.S. military bases on the Miyako or Yaeyama Islands and as such,
resolutions to base problems are significantly less of a priority to respondents from these islands.
A quick sub-analysis of overall policy priorities reveals that these outer island respondents
are more concerned with what they would consider “domestic policy issues” such as “promoting
remote islands” (item 20, ranked in the top three by 51.9% of respondents from these outlying
islands), “promoting health” (item 13, ranked in the top three by 30.0% of respondents from
these outlying islands), and “promoting tourism” (item 1, ranked in the top three by 24.8% of
respondents from these outlying islands).
The design-based F statistic for the cross tabulation including all regions sampled is 5.46
(4.60, 6852) and is associated with a p value of 0.0001. This would typically be interpreted as a
statistically significant relationship between the two variables (base_priority and region).
Nonetheless, the pattern of responses observed in Figure 15 above (and the large contribution of
the outlying islands’ cells to the F statistic) clearly suggest a different conclusion—that
respondents from Okinawa Island and outlying islands differ in their base problem prioritization,
but do not significantly differ within those two groups. Indeed, when respondents from the
Figure 16. Base Problems a Top Three Public Policy Priority Across Islands (Main vs. Outlying)
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outlying islands are dropped from the cross-tabulation presented in Figure 15, the p value jumps
to 0.8618. 99 Thus, we can reasonably conclude that respondents from different regions of the
main Okinawa Island do not significantly differ in their prioritization of base problems.
To confirm that respondents from Okinawa Island and outlying islands did differ, I split the
respondents into two categories: (1) main Okinawa Island which includes northern, central, and
southern Okinawa and Naha City and (2) Outlying Islands which includes the Yaeyama and
Miyako Islands. The results can be seen in Figure 16 and here, we reject the null hypothesis at
the pre-selected 0.05 significance level and conclude that respondents from these two groups do
significantly differ in their prioritization of base problems (design-based F statistic = 40.49 (1,
1491); p value < 0.0000).
The important takeaways from this analysis are: (1) respondents from the four sampled
regions of Okinawa Island (northern, southern, central, and Naha) do not significantly differ from
one another in how much they prioritize base problems relative to other policy issues; (2)
respondents from the sampled outlying islands (Miyako and Yaeyama Islands) do not
significantly differ from one another in how much they prioritize base problems relative to other
policy issues; (3) respondents from Okinawa Island and the sampled outlying islands do
significantly differ from one another; (4) respondents from Okinawa Island are much more
concerned with base problems than their counterparts living on outlying islands. These are
general observations and more precise geographic data, such as respondents’ residences
distances from the nearest base, would be needed to strengthen and clarify them.
These findings are significant for a couple reasons. First, the fact that respondents from the
four sampled regions of Okinawa Island do not significantly differ in their level of prioritization
suggests concern about base problems may not localized to respondents living close to bases or
far from bases. This finding provides insight into the frequently debated subject of which people
are most concerned (and most vocal about base problems): is it residents actually living close to
and affected by base activities (e.g. southern or central Okinawa) or is it the geographically
distant residents living in areas further from bases (e.g. Naha, northern Okinawa). This analysis
suggests that it is neither, that concern about base problems is relatively evenly spread across
Okinawa Island. COMREL and MEDREL stakeholders should be particularly interested because
this finding would imply that their community outreach, education, media relations, and other
communication efforts should focus on all of Okinawa Island rather than in specific areas with a
higher concentration of bases (if confirmed, this would make life easier for alliance managers
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And similarly, if we drop all respondents from Okinawa Island and run the cross tabulation, the results are no
longer statistically significant (p value = 0.696). This implies that respondents from the outlying islands of Miyako
and Yaeyama do not significantly differ from one another in how much they prioritize resolving base problems.
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because it would suggest that programs and policies may not need to be targeted to specific
geographic areas to be effective).
Second, the fact that the two sampled outlying islands were so similar in their selection of
prioritization of base problems (~15% of respondents) and so much less concerned than main
island respondents (~20% less) suggests that the solidarity seen on Okinawa Island does not
necessarily extend to the rest of Okinawa Prefecture (numerous outlying islands) and even less
likely to extend to the rest of Japan. To summarize, base effects are felt, understood, and
communicated throughout Okinawa Island, but not necessarily beyond. This result somewhat
validates and explains why residents of Okinawa Island frequently voice their disappointment
and feelings of being “abandoned” or “forgotten” by the rest of Japan. If there is such a
significant drop in concern at the outlying islands which are still within Okinawa Prefecture, it is
reasonable to imagine that the drop would be even more precipitous outside of Okinawa
Prefecture.
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§3.3.2.3 Base-Related Income’s Effect on Prioritizing USFO-related Problems

Interestingly, the OPG also asked respondents whether they or anyone in their immediate
family derived any income from U.S. military bases in the 9th OAS. The response options were
binary and so, while these data do not allow us to differentiate how landowners, base employees,
contract works, and other base beneficiaries differ in opinions, it does allow an interesting look
into the simple relationship between income from bases (in whatever form) and concern over
base problems. This could be thought of as a rough proxy for the effectiveness of “compensation
politics.” We reject the null hypothesis of no association and conclude that prioritizing base
problems over other domestic policy issues is significantly associated with base-related income
(p value = 0.0004). Examining the results in Figure 17, we find the difference to be quite large
and maybe surprising to some, in the “opposite” direction (i.e., one might expect individuals
deriving income from bases to be less concerned with them being “addressed” as problems). Just
over half of the respondents that receive income from bases ranked base problems in their top
three policy priorities, while only about one third of respondents who didn’t receive income from
bases did the same.
Figure 17. Base Problems a Top Three Public Policy Priority Across Base-Related Income
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The surprising result that financial beneficiaries prioritized base problems more than others
may be interpreted in a few different ways. The prevailing few in much of base politics research
is that this is just validation of the idea of signaling—highlighting the importance and urgency of
USFO-related problems without actually wanting the reduction or removal of bases in order to
extract additional, or at least continued, financial support from Tokyo.100 The alternative, or
countervailing view, is that financially-linked individuals are more knowledgeable about bases
(both the problems and benefits of USFO) and are genuinely concerned with resolving base
problems, including reducing or removing bases, in order to improve quality of life. As noted in
this sub-section’s opening paragraph, however, the ambiguity of the OPG’s survey question and
lack of specific questions on income source, along with public and private stances on bases,
makes it difficult to definitively claim any of these interpretations as more correct than another.
To be specific, the wording of item 21 is what muddles interpretation. The example
resolutions provided to respondents in item 21 were “reduction or consolidation of bases,”
“conservation of environment around bases,” “promoting the use of returned land,” and
“reviewing and amending SOFA.” Unfortunately, it is impossible to discern which of these
example resolutions respondents had in mind when ranking item 21 in their top three priority
policy lists. If respondents were thinking of “reduction or consolidation of bases” when selecting
item 21, then the countervailing view would be supported by the results because the financiallylinked respondents would genuinely be voting for a reduction in bases (genuine concern).
On the other hand, it is entirely possible that the financially-linked respondents were viewing
the example resolutions holistically, recognizing that “base reduction and consolidation” was just
one of four of the example resolutions, and so they simply selected item 21 in order to highlight
and signal general (albeit insincere) concern about bases. This would support the prevailing
hypothesis that the “burden payments” system incentivizes financially-linked Okinawans to
overemphasize their concerns with base problems in order to extract additional, or at least
continued material compensation from the GoJ for themselves and Okinawa Prefecture.
Unfortunately, these results do not allow us to comment on this argument as we can only
speculate how respondents to this survey were interpreting the item wording when ranking their
policy priorities.
Another interesting take way is that that out of 1,383 respondents, only 108 actually received
income from bases. This means only about 7.8% of this prefecturally-representative random
sample derived income from bases. This estimate of financial beneficiaries across Okinawa is
supported by the fact that this percentages has remained relatively stable since the OPG began
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The prevailing view is described and supported in Cooley and Marten’s “Base Motives: The Political Economy
of Okinawa’s Antimilitarism” (2006). Genuine concern for resolving base issues and maintaining bases due to their
utility finds some support in Koji Kagotani and Yuki Kanai’s “External threats, US bases, and prudent voters in
Okinawa” (2013).
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asking this demographic question in their OAS surveys in 2004.101 This means that it is a
significant minority of Okinawans that directly benefit from the bases financially. Nonetheless,
this number does not take into account the indirect beneficiaries from various governmentderived public works contracts, industry subsidies, tax incentives, military contracts, service
member expenditures, and other economic benefits part of the broader U.S.-Japan financial
incentive regime. Additionally, this low proportion of direct beneficiaries does not necessarily
negate the prevailing hypothesis that financial incentives allow the continued base presence
because the key qualifier in Cooley and Marten’s hypothesis is that the economic beneficiaries
are the “politically critical majority” (2006, 566). Put differently, it is still possible that this small
portion (about 8%) of the Okinawan population directly deriving income from bases may be a
much bigger part of the politically active, the politically influential population.
§3.3.2.4 Occupation’s Effect on Prioritizing USFO-related Problems

Next, I analyzed how respondents with different occupations ranked base problems on their
public policy priority lists. The results of this analysis are presented in Figure 18 below.
Interestingly, we find that respondents in (1) sales and marketing (e.g. retail shop staff, salesmen,
etc.), (2) in the agriculture, forestry, and fishery industries, (3) in management (e.g. company or
government employees who are section chiefs or higher), and (4) in service work (e.g.
beauticians, servers, public transportation drivers, etc.) were least likely to rank base problems in
their top three. On the opposite end of the spectrum, most likely to rank base problems in the top
three and by extension, most concerned with base problems were: (1) technical and professional
staff (e.g. teachers, doctors, engineers, writers, etc.), (2) stay-at-home spouses and part-timers,
and (3) the unemployed. Ultimately, we reject the null hypothesis of no association and conclude
that prioritizing base problems over other domestic policy issues is significantly associated with
occupation (design-based F statistic = 2.03; p value = 0.0219).
These results are not granular enough to test specific hypotheses for why we see significant
differences between occupations, but I put forward a few hypotheses in an attempt to interpret
some of the results. Additional survey research would need to be done to actually test and
confirm the few hypotheses I propose next. To begin, if we presume Okinawans employed in the
technical and professional field are generally the most educated and wealthiest occupation group
(not a large leap of faith),102 then the fact that this group was the most concerned with base
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To be specific, the percentage of respondents deriving any income from bases was 7.0% in 2004 (6th OAS), 7.8%
in 2009 (7th OAS), and 8.1% in 2012 (8th OAS).
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Indeed, when cross-tabulating occupation and household income, individuals in the technical and professional
occupation category (along with those in the management category) have the highest average income; the OPG 9th
OAS survey does not contain data on education levels, but it is reasonable to assume that the individuals in this
occupation category have a higher than average education because engineering, legal, medical, and academic
positions (the fields falling under this category) almost always require some degree of higher education.
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problems (45.9%) suggests that wealthier and more educated Okinawans are more concerned
with base problems than less educated and wealthy Okinawans. While this is logical, I did test
the association of household income and base_priority (see appendix §A3.2) and found it to be
statistically insignificant (additionally, respondents in the management occupation category have
similarly high average household income, but are among the occupation groups that are least
concerned with base problems). Thus, while wealth may not be a significant predictor of
base_priority, formal education may still be an important factor that would be interesting and
useful to explore in future research.103
Figure 18. Base Problems a Top Three Public Policy Priority Across Occupations
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Furthermore, testing to see if Okinawans educated in Okinawan universities compared to those educated in
universities outside of Okinawa significantly differ in perceptions would provide insight into the impact of
Okinawan university education on base sentiment.
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The next most concerned occupation categories were stay-at-home spouses (to include those
that work part-time). The respondents in this category are 90.3% female. While one might
immediately jump to the conclusion that females are more concerned with base problems (i.e.,
gender is a confounding variable), I found that gender is not statistically significantly correlated
with base_priority (see appendix §A3.2). Thus, the fact that the respondents are mostly female is
not satisfactory explanation for their elevated base prioritization. One plausible hypothesis is that
stay-at-home spouses are more exposed to local media which focuses on U.S. military base
issues, especially radio (frequently on while carrying out house work), but also television and
print, than their working counterparts. This might partially explain their increased prioritization
of base problems (though again, additional data collection and analysis would be necessary to
test this hypothesis).
It is interesting to see respondents working in sales and marketing, along with those in the
service industry, on the lower end of the base problem prioritization spectrum. One possible
explanation is that a noticeable part of the clientele for the retail and service industries are U.S.
military service members and their dependents. Okinawan respondents working in these
industries may be viewing service member expenditures as a big benefit of U.S. military
presence and thus, they may be less focused on base problems and not as supportive of base
reductions. Free-list results presented in Chapter 5 do show that service member expenditures are
a major benefit recognized by several respondents (ranked 8th of 15 benefits in cognitive
salience). Indeed, some of the most vigorous backers of pro-base political candidates in local
Okinawan elections are companies in the service industries (Cooley and Marten 2006, 575).
It is also curious that individuals working in the agriculture, forestry, and fishery industries
are among the least concerned respondents. Since these industries require vast tracts of land and
water, one might expect respondents working in these fields to consider the large U.S. military
base and training areas as major hindrances to their industries. Again, it is possible that a
significant part of the clientele for these industries are stores, restaurants, and service companies
who serve military members (direct service member expenditures) or benefit from GoJ and
USFO contracts. Additionally, it is probable that the substantial subsidies and tax-incentives the
GoJ provide to these industries are effectively reducing their concern about U.S. military base
problems and make them less supportive of solutions like base reductions.
In addition to the cross-tabulation presented above, I performed a pairwise comparison of
predictive margins across the levels of occupation (a factor variable) to see which occupational
groups were statistically different from one another in their degree of concern about base
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problems when controlling for all the available demographic covariates.104 The results of this
analysis are presented in Table 3 below.
Table 3. Predicted Marginal Proportions of Occupation Based on Full Logistic Model
Outcome Var: base_priority

Margin

Linearized
S.E.

t stat.

P>|t|

95% CI

admin/office

0.356

0.038

9.27

0.000

[0.281. 0.431]

A B

sales/marketing

0.299

0.055

5.45

0.000

[0.192, 0.407]

A B

management

0.261

0.54

4.84

0.000

[0.155, 0.367]

A

technical/professional

0.463

0.038

12.22

0.000

[0.389, 0.537]

service

0.311

0.033

9.32

0.000

[0.245, 0.376]

A B

manual labor/manufacturing

0.319

0.047

6.84

0.000

[0.227, 0.410]

A B

agriculture/forestry/fishery

0.290

0.076

3.84

0.000

[0.142, 0.438]

A B

home spouse + part-time

0.468

0.045

10.36

0.000

[0.380, 0.556]

home spouse only

0.371

0.043

8.67

0.000

[0.287, 0.455]

student

0.453

0.066

6.87

0.000

[0.323, 0.583]

unemployed

0.294

0.036

8.05

0.000

other

0.305

0.076

4.01

0.000

Margins for: occupation

Group Label
C

D

C

D

A B

C

D

B

C

D

[0.222. 0.365]

A

[0.155, 0.454]

A B

C

D

SOURCE: 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015).
Number of Strata = 6
Number of PSUs (Observations) = 1420
Design DF = 1,414

Since the responses are probabilities, the “Margin” column represents estimates of what
statisticians call predicted marginal proportions or model-adjusted risks (the latter usually used in
in biostatistics). In simpler terms, these are probability estimates of the outcome variable
equaling one (base problems are a top 3 priority issue) for each level of the factor variable, while
distribution of other covariates (the other eight demographic variables) are controlled for. For
instance, controlling for all the covariates, the model predicts that approximately 36% of
respondents in administrative and office work (occupation group 1) believe that base problems
are a top 3 priority policy for Okinawa, 30% of respondents in sales or marketing believe that
base problems are a top 3 priority policy for Okinawa, and so on.
The “Group Label” column is the result of the pairwise comparison analysis. Occupations
sharing a letter in the group code are not significantly different from one another at the preselected 5% significance level. That is to say, occupations that do not share a letter are
significantly different from one another in prioritizing base problems. For example, occupation 4

104

The full logistic model that these predictive estimates rely on is presented at the end of this subsection (after all
the demographic variable cross-tabulations).
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(technical professional) is coded as D and is statistically different from all the occupations that
don’t have D in their group code (i.e., admin/office, sales/marketing, management, service
workers, and so on). On the other hand, because occupation 9 (stay-at-home-spouse) and 12
(other) are coded ABCD, they are not statistically different from any of the other occupations at
the 5% significance level. This additional analysis provides stakeholders with deeper insight into
how occupation groups compare in their degree of concern over base problems (i.e., where
statistically significant differences exist).
§3.3.2.5 Overall Demographic Effects on Prioritizing Base Problems Relative to Other Domestic
Policy Issues

In the preceding subsections, I presented results of testing whether demographic variables are
individually associated with base_priority, a variable which represents whether or not a
respondent believes prioritizing resolutions to base problems is an important and urgent policy
issue (relevant to other policy issues). Individual cross-tabulations showed that four of these
demographic variables are significantly associated with base_priority, but simple cross
tabulations did not allow us to definitively comment on the direction or strength of association
because of the potential for confounding variables. This is what a logistic model allows for. It
allows an evaluation of the effects of various demographic variables on the probability that a
respondent ranks “base problems” in their top 3 policy priorities list. A logistic model like this
allows us to test for statistically significant correlations (as opposed to associations which cross
tabulations allow for) because the model can control for covariates. Although it difficult to put
odds ratios into practical terms, this analysis does provide some interesting insights that may
inform future analyses. The results of this model are presented on in Table 4.
First, we should note that that the overall model is statistically significant at the pre-selected
0.05 significance level (design-based F statistic = 3.55 with degrees of freedom (23, 1392); p
value < 0.0000).105 Second, please observe that that the predictors with p values less than 0.05
are considered statistically significant predictors of base_priority. Controlling for the covariates
did not change which variables were statistically significant predictors of base_priority: age,
region (Okinawa versus outlying island), income from bases, and occupation (although not all
occupations are statistically different from one another in their prioritization of base issues; for
further differentiation, please reference the analysis presented in the previous subsection on
occupation). The remaining variables— gender, household income, marital status, number of
children, and experience living outside of Okinawa—are not statistically significant predictors of
base_priority.

105

The STATA estat gof command also produces an F statistic that is insignificant at the 0.05 significance level
(F(9, 1406) = 0.46; P>F = 0.9018), indicating that the model is a good fit for these data.
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Table 4. Logistic Model Estimating Demographic Effects on Prioritizing Base Problems
Outcome Var: base_priority

Odds
Ratio

Linearized
S.E.

t stat.

gender (b.male)

0.82

0.11

-1.45

0.147

[0.62, 1.07]

age_5 (b.15-19)

1.11

0.03

4.75

0.00

[1.07, 1.19]

region_islands (b.outlying)

3.11

0.69

5.13

0.00

[2.01, 4.81]

household_inc (b.<1M JPY)

1.01

0.03

0.48

0.63

[0.96,1.07]

inc_from_bases (b.no)

1.73

0.36

2.62

0.01

[1.15, 2.62]

num_kids (b.0 kids)

0.94

0.05

-1.12

0.26

[0.85,1.05]

1.31

0.43

0.82

0.41

[0.69, 2.50]

1

(base level)

management

0.82

0.33

-0.50

0.62

[0.37. 1.80]

service

2.09

0.67

2.31

0.02

[1.11. 3.92]

technical/professional

1.06

0.34

0.17

0.86

[0.57. 1.97]

manual labor/manufacturing

1.10

0.39

0.27

0.79

[0.55. 2.19]

agriculture/forestry/fishery

0.95

0.45

-0.10

0.92

[0.38, 2.40]

home spouse + part-time

2.15

0.73

2.24

0.03

[1.10, 4.17]

home spouse

1.4

0.48

1.00

0.32

[0.72, 2.74]

student

2.01

0.78

1.80

0.07

[0.94, 4.32]

unemployed

0.97

0.32

-0.09

0.93

[0.51, 1.86]

other

1.03

0.48

0.05

0.96

[0.41, 2.55]

1

(base level)

unmarried

1.01

0.188

0.07

0.94

[0.70, 1.46]

divorced/widowed

1.04

0.257

0.16

0.87

[0.64, 1.69]

1

(base level)

Predictors:

P>|t|

95% CI

occupation (b.sales/mark...)
admin/office
sales/marketing

marital_status (b.married)
married

live_out_okw (b.never)
never

intercept

<2 years

1.09

0.19

0.51

0.61

[0.77, 1.55]

2-5 years

0.96

0.18

-0.25

0.80

[0.66, 1.38]

5-10 years

0.93

0.20

-0.34

0.73

[0.61, 1.41]

10+ years

0.85

0.16

-0.84

0.40

[0.58, 1.24]

0.07

0.03

-6.67

0.00

[0.03, 0.15]

SOURCE: Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015).
NOTE: F (23, 1392) = 3.55; Prob > F < 0.0000
Number of Strata = 6; Number of PSUs = 1420; Pop. Size = 1,323.5; Design DF = 1,414

The odds ratio estimate for region_islands is 3.11 (95% C.I. of 2.01 to 4.81). Statistical tests
lead us to reject the null hypothesis of no correlation and conclude that that region_islands is a
significant demographic predictor of base_priority (design-based t statistic = 5.13; p value of <
0.00). In this model, the base level (0 value) of the dichotomous region_islands variable was
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outlying islands (hence “b.outlying” in the predictors column)106 and the “other” level (1 value)
was main Okinawa Island. This means that this odds ratio estimate is an estimate of how much
more likely a respondent living on the main Okinawa Island (1 value) is to rank base problems in
their top 3 public policy priority list when compared to a respondent living on an outlying island
(0 value). Simply put, a respondent from the main Okinawa Island is 3.11 times more likely to
consider base problems a top 3 public policy priority than a respondent from an outlying island.
The other nominal variables (all besides age) may be safely interpreted in a similar manner—by
examining how much more or less likely a respondent in the other level is to rank base problems
in their top 3 public policy priority lists when compared to the base level of the same variable.107
I only caveat, age, a statistically significant ordinal variable because it is improbable that the
odds ratio linearly increases across all the age groups (age “levels”).
The odds ratio estimate for age (5-year age bins) is 1.13 (95% CI of 1.07 to 1.19). This
parameter estimate suggests that for each one-unit increase in the age variable (based on my
coding, one unit = 5-year increment), the odds of an Okinawan resident thinking that resolving
base problems is a top three priority policy issue increase by a factor of 1.13. If interpreted
literally, these results would suggest that, relative to an Okinawan resident in age group 15-19:
an Okinawan resident in age group 20-24 is 1.13 times more likely to have this attitude; an
Okinawan resident between 24-29 is 1.28 (1.132) times more likely to have this attitude; an
Okinawan resident age of 30-34 is 1.44 (1.133) times more likely to have this attitude, and so on.
Extending this multiplicative effect would suggest that an Okinawan resident of age 74-79 is
approximately 4.3 (1.1312) times more likely to prioritize base issues than a young, 15-19 yearold Okinawan. As stated above though, it is improbable that the odds are so linearly correlated
with age. There are likely to be significant jumps (e.g. as observed in the contingency tables,
entry into college, age 20-24) and dips (e.g. as observed in contingency tables, graduating from
college, raising a young family, age 25-34) in base problem prioritization that are associated with
major life events. More detailed data collection and analyses would need to be conducted to
elucidate these non-linear shifts.

106

This same notation is used to signify the base level for the other variables as well

107

Just for illustrative purposes, another example interpretation of the results Table 4 is: a respondent who does
derive some form of income from bases is 1.73 times more likely to consider base problems a top 3 public policy
priority than a respondent that does not.
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Chapter 4: Okinawan Satisfaction with Efforts to Address Base
Problems and Priority “Solutions”

Between May 30 and June 1 Ryukyu Shimpo and Okinawa Television
Broadcasting Company (OTV) jointly conducted a public opinion poll
related to the recent incident of a U.S. military base employee dumping
the body of an Okinawan woman. The poll targeted Okinawans over the
age of 18. When asked to select what measures should be used to prevent
incidents and accidents related to military personnel, the most popular
answer was ‘withdraw all bases from Okinawa’ at 42.9 percent...108
-Ryukyuu Shimpo, “Over 40 percent of Okinawans want bases withdrawn
and 53 percent want Marines withdrawn” 2016
The purpose of the [9th] Okinawan Attitudes Survey is to better
understand the will, values, changing administrative needs, and
sufficiency of existing administrative policies for a structurally changing
and diversifying Okinawan citizenship...109
-Okinawan Prefectural Government,
“9th Okinawan Attitudes Report,” 2015

§4.1 Overview
Having confirmed that “facilitating resolutions to U.S. military base problems” is currently
the leading, or at least among the top, public policy priorities for the Okinawan public, you may
be asking, “if base problems are such a high priority, what do Okinawans think about the
ongoing efforts to resolve these problems?” Like before, a foray into the public media and even
the academic literature will leave us with little more than frustration, skepticism, and confusion.
Frustration with the simple lack of available information, skepticism of the few existing
resources, and confusion over how to proceed (e.g. the Ryukyu Shimpo, Okinawa Times, and
even the NHK media polls).

108

Excerpt from Ryukyu Shimpo. 2016 “Over 40 percent of Okinawans want bases withdrawn and 53 percent want
Marines withdrawn.” Ryukyu Shimpo Website. Accessed [June 21, 2017].
http://english.ryukyushimpo.jp/2016/06/10/25179/.
109

Excerpt from page 1 of OPG (Okinawa Prefectural Government). 2015. “9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey
Report”. Okinawa Prefectural Government: Department of Planning. OPG Website. Accessed [August 3, 2017].
http://www.pref.okinawa.jp/site/kikaku/chosei/kikaku/isikityousa.html.
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Besides methodological opacity, the reliability of media polls is undermined by their
unabashed support for specific political parties or policies. The NHK media polls are not
particularly trustworthy because of Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s and the Liberal Democratic
Party’s (LDP) close ties with the public broadcasting organization, along with public accusations
and some evidence of media manipulation and censorship.110 For example, PM Abe’s
administration has drafted changes to Japan’s broadcast laws through which they hope “to repeal
a Japanese law requiring broadcasters to show impartiality, a step critics fear will lead to
sensational reporting and polarize views” (Shida and Ando 2018).111 Unfortunately, the
Okinawan media are no less biased. For instance, the Stars and Stripes conveyed the comments
of the Ryukyu Shimpo’s112 editor in chief as such: “Takeshi Kakazu, editor in chief of the
Ryukyuu Shimpo, said his paper’s goal is to be rid of the military. ‘The ideal for Okinawa is to
become a military-free island,’ he said, claiming the editorial position reflects the sentiment of
the Okinawans” (Allen and Sumida 2008).113 Unfortunately, a media organization that has an
explicitly stated policy goal such as this cannot be relied upon for reliable and representative
public opinion data.
Thankfully, my search for rigorous, transparent, and data-driven public opinion data and
reference material on which I could base sound policy research and recommendations met
success when the Okinawa Prefectural Government’s (OPG’s) Department of Planning agreed to
share their “Okinawan Attitude Survey” (OAS) reports and data with me. As discussed in
Chapter 2, these surveys are likely the most reliable data on Okinawan attitudes that are currently
available to policy researchers. The results presented in this chapter are based on analyses of a
portion of the OAS data aimed at addressing the following research questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

110

How satisfied are Okinawans with efforts to address base problems?
How does this satisfaction vary across demographic groups?
What “solutions” do Okinawan residents seek most?114
What is the demographic variability of these prioritized “solutions?”

A prime minister and a party which is generally considered pro-Alliance and thus, pro-base.
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For more supporting evidence, see: Sieg, Linda. 2015. “Japanese media self-censorship grows in PM Abe’s
reign.” Reuters website. Accessed [August 11, 2018]. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-media/japanesemedia-self-censorship-grows-in-pm-abes-reign-idUSKBN0LS0SS20150224;
112

As noted before, the Ryukyu Shimpo is of the two dominant newspapers in Okinawa and a frequent publisher of
“public opinion” polls such as the one cited in the opening quotes of this chapter.

113

For more supporting evidence, see: Calder 2006, 167; Eldridge, Robert D. 2015. “Words to Worry About: The
Danger of Media Bias in Okinawa.” Nippon Communications Foundation. Nippon website. Accessed [March 25,
2017]. https://www.nippon.com/en/column/g00298/;
114

“Solutions” in this context refers to specific programs and policies associated with mitigating problems (e.g.
crime, noise, perceived discrimination, etc.) and increasing benefits (e.g. cultural exchange, economic support, etc.)
related to the U.S. military.
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The results presented in this chapter are both academically and practically significant because
they shed light on overall public satisfaction with efforts to address base problems and also,
previously unexplored demographic differences in this self-reported satisfaction. Unfortunately,
the analyses in the second half of this chapter (i.e., on priority “solutions”) will also highlight the
limitations of the OAS (and by extension, the existing literature) in providing alliance managers
with practical solutions for more directly addressing culturally salient USFO problems and
benefits. Although the research questions one and two are clearly addressed in this chapter, the
OAS data fall short in fully answering research questions three and four. To be specific, the item
wording of the OAS question that addresses these critical research questions significantly limited
the usability of the data because it is not clear that the “solutions” presented to respondents were
culturally relevant or comprehensive of all the USFO problems and benefits that are salient to the
Okinawan public (i.e., there is no documentation, no reasoning provided, for why the 18
“solutions” seen in §4.4 were selected and presented to respondents). This is a recurring theme in
the existing literature and data and is caused by a lack of a systematic and comprehensive studies
of Okinawan public perceptions and priorities regarding USFO problems and benefits. This
deficiency will be addressed by the core part of my research presented in Chapters 5 and 6: an
ethnographically-grounded mapping of USFO problems and USFO benefits as perceived by the
Okinawan public.
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§4.2 Okinawan Satisfaction with Current Efforts to Address Base Problems
We begin with addressing this’s chapter first research question: How satisfied are Okinawans
with efforts to address base problems?
§4.2.1 Methodology
Like the analyses presented thus far, this section’s results are based on a statistical analysis of
the response patterns to a question in the 9th Okinawa Prefecture Attitude Survey (OAS)
conducted in 2015. This subsection and the next (demographic variability of satisfaction) is
focused on analyzing the response patterns to an OAS question which asked respondents to rate
how well they believe 74 different policy items are being fulfilled or satisfied. The specific
wording of the question and item of interest are as follows:
Q4: For the same items you evaluated in question 3, please indicate how much each is being satisfied
now. For each item 1-74, please select one option (a-f) that most closely matches your feelings.
a) it is definitely being satisfied
b) it is being satisfied to some extent
c) I can’t say either way
d) it is not really being satisfied
e) it is not being satisfied at all
f) I don’t know
Item 41: appropriate countermeasures for various problems deriving from U.S. military bases are being
adequately implemented.

After cleaning the data and establishing survey parameters,115 I began the analysis of this
question by simply tabulating the total responses. The result of this simple tabulation is presented
and discussed in §4.2.2.
§4.2.1.1 A Brief Analysis of Question and Response Option Wording and Order (Q4, I41)

Before jumping into the results, it is critically important to briefly review the question
wording, question order, along with response option wording and order so as to identify the
potential for measurement error and adjust our interpretations as necessary. To begin, the
question wording appears neutral and non-suggestive. The question specifically asks respondents
how much each “item” is being satisfied or fulfilled (どのくらい満たされていますか). Although
question 4 refers to question 3 (which asks respondents how important the same items 1-74 are),
there is nothing in the wording of either question to suggest some sort of priming, framing, or
any other malintent. The wording of the response options is equally neutral and in line with

115

Since I am using the data from the same survey, the overall survey parameters have not changed. Please
references section §2.2.1 or §3.2.1 for more information on the survey parameters.
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standard survey research. Since there are so few response options, there is no risk of responseorder effects.
The wording of item 41, “countermeasures against the various problems deriving from U.S.
military bases are being adequately worked out,” is also neutral and non-suggestive. Although
the words “countermeasures” (対策) may sound somewhat strange (military or tactical in nature)
in English, this is standard verbiage when discussing problems and solutions in the Japanese
language. The addition of the adjective “adequately” (適切に) strengthens the sense that the
question is asking about the sufficiency of current efforts. This adds more practical meaning to
the survey question as it allows us to more confidently comment on whether the Okinawan
public thinks current efforts are sufficient or not.
This is question 4 in a survey of 13 questions and as was the case with question 12, priming
does not appear to be an issue. In fact, it is probable that by the time respondents got through
reading 40 policy items, they had all but forgotten about the earlier questions.116 Nonetheless, the
large quantity of items up for evaluation (74) does make the data vulnerable to priming because
the survey administrators did not randomize item order. This makes it possible that some of the
items immediately preceding (and even succeeding, if respondents were looking a bit ahead)
item 41 may have prompted respondents to be systematically answer in a specific way.117 If item
41 is consistently surrounded with items that are either positively or negatively associated with
the U.S. military, then it may have swayed respondents decision to be satisfied or unsatisfied
with current efforts to tackle base issues. To evaluate the risk for priming, I list the five items
that preceded item 41 and a couple items that succeeded item 41 below:
Item 36: disaster prevention measures (e.g. earthquake, typhoon, etc.) are being improved
Item 37: violence prevention measures (e.g. domestic violence from spouses, etc.) and victim
support are being improved
Item 38: compliance with traffic rules, elevation of [driving] manners, and overall traffic safety is
being guaranteed
Item 39: the quality of goods and services is being guaranteed
Item 40: dissatisfaction and grievances regarding goods and services (e.g. unfair solicitation) are
being quickly and properly processed

116

Survey length is another factor that should be considered. Given the fact that there were 2 questions in a row
with 74 policy items each, it is possible that some respondents became fatigued and may have started selecting
choices that are not reflective of their true feelings. Although this is probable, like before, it is also probable that this
occurred at a low level (low proportion of respondents) and in a random fashion. As such, should it not significantly
impact the reliability of the data.

117

As a reminder, Lavrakas (2008) defines priming as “a psychological process in which exposure to a stimulus
activates a concept in memory that is then given increased weight in subsequent judgment tasks.”
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Item 41: countermeasures against the various problems deriving from U.S. military bases
are being adequately worked out
Item 42: the [overall] living environment is satisfactory
Item 43: the ability to easily connect to the internet anywhere

Of the items that surround item 41, none immediately strike as intended to stir the memory or
influence the answer of a respondent. Item 37 might stir negative thoughts of service member
crime and item 38 might stir thoughts of reckless or drunk driving by service members, but
neither is specifically worded to refer to USFO. Furthermore, item 36 could equally stir up
positive thoughts of Operation Tomodachi and U.S. military HADR capabilities, but it does not
specific mention the U.S. military. The other proximate items are quite neutral and do not
suggest an intentional or unintentional priming. Overall, it is reasonable to conclude that the
overall risk of priming is minimal.
One major interpretive difficulty that arises due to the wording of item 41 is what
“countermeasures” respondents are evaluating. Are they evaluating cumulative efforts, to include
land returns, adjustment of training and operational procedures, noise reduction measures,
modification of SOFA definitions, redistribution of personnel, economic support, among others,
or are they only evaluating a select group of all the ongoing efforts? It’s very possible that the
general wording of the question likely led respondents to only evaluate the two most obvious and
popular impact mitigation efforts—land return and personnel redistribution—rather than all the
individual efforts or them cumulatively. This problem will be discussed in more detail results in
the next subsection, but overall, the ambiguity over what “countermeasures” respondents were
evaluating when answering severely limits the practical utility of this survey question.
Unfortunately, there is one more interpretive difficulty that arises due to the surveys
implementation. Each “item” (1-74) is a fairly specific policy area being addressed and about
which respondents can be satisfied, somewhat satisfied, neutral, somewhat unsatisfied,
unsatisfied, or not know about (e.g. “item 13: the ability to easily travel between main Okinawa
Island and surrounding islands,” “item 45: appropriate management of the sewer system,” “item
71: the enrichment of foreign language education,” etc.). The problem arises from the fact that
neither the question nor the items themselves suggest the actor(s) or organization(s) that are
addressing these policy areas (i.e., the organization(s) that are being evaluated). It is likely that
respondents were primarily thinking of how satisfied they are with the OPG’s success in
addressing the 74 policy areas rather than overall success of all organizations involved.
I suggest this for two reasons. First, the survey was developed and administered by OPG
Department of Planning staff and thus, responded most likely associated the survey with the
OPG. Second, several items would realistically only be addressed by the OPG (e.g. “item 45:
appropriate management of the sewer system”) which also likely makes respondents think that
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they were only evaluating the OPG’s achievements on 74 policy items presented. Although many
organizations besides the OPG also work on addressing base problems (i.e., GoJ’s ODB, USG’s
CG and military PR, etc.), the survey implementation suggests that most respondents were likely
expressing their satisfaction with only the OPG’s efforts addressing base issues rather than
evaluating the cumulative and cooperative efforts of all stakeholders. Despite this shortcoming, it
is still useful to know how satisfied Okinawans are with the OPG’s efforts to address base issues
and it is arguable that their satisfaction with the OPG’s efforts is fairly similar to their
satisfaction with overall efforts (combined efforts of the OPG, GoJ, USG, U.S. military, and
other stakeholders). Nonetheless, all conclusions drawn from the analysis of this question should
be weighed with the qualifications noted in this subsection.
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§4.2.2 Results & Discussion
Below are the results of a simple tabulation of all responses to question 4, item 41 in the 9th
OAS. Examining the figure, we see that only 3.7% of respondents marked (fully) “satisfied” and
only 9.0% felt “somewhat satisfied” with the efforts being made to counter problems deriving
from U.S. military bases. This is the lowest cumulative satisfaction rating (sum of proportion
responding “satisfied” and “somewhat satisfied”) among all 74 items. The next two lowest rated
items are “incomes are steadily increasing” (14.3% cumulative satisfaction) and “foreign
language education is being improved” (14.9% cumulative satisfaction) (OPG 2015, 84). Given
the amount of resources being directed toward impact mitigation programs and policies by the
OPG, GoJ, USG, and U.S. military, why is satisfaction so low?
Figure 19. Okinawan Satisfaction with Efforts to Address Base Problems
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SOURCE: 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015).

I argue that the general wording of the survey item likely led most respondents to only
evaluate the two most obvious and salient impact mitigation efforts—land return and personnel
redistribution—rather than the cumulative impact mitigation efforts. In the early stages of
interview sampling, every single respondent simply suggested reducing the number of bases or
service members whenever I asked about solutions to various problems. This happened so often
that I had to prefix the phrase “besides simply removing bases or personnel” in my interview
protocol when asking for suggestions about problem-specific solutions in free-list follow-on
discussions. This tendency left me with the strong impression that at their core, most Okinawans
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jump to reducing the number of bases or service members more than any other specific solution.
This conclusion is further supported by the results presented in the next subsection where an
analysis of another OAS question shows that “land return” is by far the number one solution the
Okinawan public desires. Since land returns and personnel redistributions are the most salient
solutions to Okinawan citizens, respondents to this question were not likely including other
impact mitigation efforts, such as changes in operational procedures or GoJ economic support, in
their satisfaction evaluations.118
Given this, the observed low cumulative satisfaction with “efforts to address base problems”
could be interpreted as low cumulative satisfaction with “land returns and personnel
redistributions.” This still leaves us with the question: why are Okinawans not satisfied with the
massive efforts being put toward implementing SACO and DPRI initiatives that involve land
returns and troop relocations? My interviews lead me to argue that this dissatisfaction can be
primarily explained by two factors (1) public perceptions that these initiatives are slow,
uncertain, and unfair and (2) a gap in public awareness of the progress and resources being
allocated to implementing the SACO and DPRI plans. In other words, while individuals steeped
in the subject matter might expect SACO and DPRI to increase Okinawan satisfaction with
ongoing efforts to address base problems, these efforts are either perceived as too slow,
uncertain, and unfair or they are simply unknown by the average Okinawan citizen.
The 1996 SACO Final Report and subsequent intra-government agreements have led to
several land returns in recent years. However, although the governments of Japan, Okinawa, and
the United States have made significant progress, significant delays (especially in the case of
MCAS Futenma, since FRF Henoko was originally projected to be completed by 2014) and
confusion among the public regarding replacement facility and relocation prerequisites for future
land returns have soured public appreciation of already and soon-to-be returned lands. 119, 120
Figure 20 outlines the overall progress, the ongoing efforts, and some of the prerequisites
associated with land returns. This figure is meant to highlight both the long time horizons of
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Another conflating factor is a weak, but statistically significant negative linear relationship between item number
and cumulative satisfaction revealed by a Pearson correlation test (r(74 = -0.30, p value = 0.01)). This suggests that
as policy item numbers get larger (i.e., as a respondent goes down the list of 74 policy items), it is more likely that
they will be less satisfied with the policy items they are evaluating. Since the policy item of interest is number 41 of
74, some of the low cumulative satisfaction may be attributed to measurement error.
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For example, the largest land return since reversion to Japan in 1972—a partial return the Northern Training
Area—was met with little enthusiasm in Okinawa. Governor Onaga did not attend the ceremony and said in a media
interview that the massive return would “not change the situation much” (Japan Times 2016).
120

The return of numerous agreed-upon areas are still years away and many depend on replacement facilities being
provided (e.g. Camp Kuwae is estimated to be returned JFY 2025 or later, Naha Port is estimated to be returned JFY
2028 or later, pending replacement facilities) or USMC forces being relocated (e.g. the remainder of Makiminato
Service Area is estimated to be returned JFY 2024 or later pending USMC relocation) (Japan’s MoD 2017, 480483).
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these returns (in the works since 1996) and the complexity of the prerequisites. Both of these
factors influence the perception of slowness and the general lack of public awareness.
Figure 20. SACO-related Land Returns

SOURCE: Japan MoD (2017, 291)
NOTE: For more specific details, see Reference 31 and 33 (page 480-483) in the Japanese
MoD’s Defense of Japan 2017.

DPRI was initiated in 2002, realignment initiatives were outlined in 2006, and major
adjustments were made by the U.S.-Japan Security Consultative Committee in 2012. These
planning efforts have led to a set of 19 interrelated and interdependent initiatives, one of which
includes the relocation of approximately 9,000 Marines and their dependents from Okinawa.121
No troops have been moved yet, however. This is because the scale, complexity, and
interdependent nature of these 19 initiatives requires a significant amount of time and effort to
implement, significantly more time and effort than the average citizen expects or believes is
necessary. Before moving personnel, plans must be developed, studies must be undertaken, funds
121

For a summary of all 19 initiatives, see Appendix II (page 67) of GAO (Government Accountability Office).
2017. “Marine Corps Asia Pacific Realignment: DoD Should Resolve Capability Deficiencies and Infrastructure
Risks and Revise Cost Estimates.” GAO-17-415.
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must be appropriated, and appropriate replacement facilitates must be built because it is
imperative the U.S.-Japan Alliance balances relocation efforts with maintenance of operational
capabilities. Figure 21 below outlines the planned redistribution of USMC Forces and some of
the complex milestones that must be met before forces are moved. Given the long timelines and
complex requirements, it is understandable that the average Okinawan citizen is frustrated with
what externally appears to be a total lack of progress regarding personnel relocation and
uncertain that the relocation will occur at all. Just like land returns, it is simply slow progress and
confusion regarding plans and requirements for personnel redistribution that frustrated many of
my interviewees, and likely, the Okinawan public as a whole.
Figure 21. USMC Realignment Synchronization Matrix

SOURCE: GAO (2017, 16).

Several interviewees expressed their dissatisfaction and confusion regarding the delays and
prerequisites (i.e., replacement facilities must be built, training facilities must be built,
evaluations must be conducted, personnel must be relocated, etc.) associated with land returns
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and personnel redistributions. Outside of subject matter experts such as OPG employees and
university employees, almost no one was able to accurately describe ongoing efforts, clarify the
progress that has been made, or explain the complexity of these operations. A middle-aged store
clerk working in Southern Okinawa exemplified my interview sample’s general dissatisfaction
and confusion when he said:
The government [of Japan] and the U.S. military promised to return Futenma and
other bases more than 20 years ago. When we agreed to this, we heard return, not
replace. That is why there is so much anger with plans to build a new base in
Henoko. No one knew what the plans were and no one knows what is happening
now. Since there is so much trouble with this base, I’m not even sure they will
follow through with other promises they made.

The latter factor, a gap in public awareness regarding the progress and resources being
allocated to implementing the SACO and DPRI plans, is strongly supported by the fact that over
50% of all respondents to this survey question were either neutral (30.6%) or uncertain (21.4%)
regarding their satisfaction! Given these results, I suggest that the majority of respondents and
consequently (since this is a prefecturally-representative sample), the majority of Okinawa’s
residents, may simply be unaware of the variety of the ongoing efforts to address base problems
and thus, decided that they are not in a position to accurately evaluate whether they are satisfied
or unsatisfied with current efforts to address base problems. This conclusion is further supported
by the aforementioned interviewees who expressed frustrations regarding planned land returns
and personnel redistributions, but weren’t cognizant of the progress that has been made, the
efforts that are underway, or the sheer complexity of the operations. These results lead me to
suggest that if U.S.-Japan Alliance managers wish to improve public perceptions among the
Okinawan public, ensuring that Okinawans are informed of impact mitigation efforts should be a
higher priority.
Interviews with Okinawan residents and U.S. military PR staff,122 along with these survey
results, have led me to conclude that at least some of the dissatisfaction evidenced in the 9th OAS
survey can be at least partially attributed to U.S.-Japan Alliance PR arms insufficiently
communicating the progress, the efforts, the challenges, or the intricacies of land returns and
personnel redistributions. This insufficiency is compounded by the U.S.-Japan Alliance’s lack of
reach into Okinawan media and consequent reliance on the Okinawan media to translate and
communicate official press releases, progress updates, and other communications. These factors

122

Indeed, staff working in the PR offices at Kadena AB, Torii Station, and Camp Courtney all lamented the U.S.Japan’s Alliance’s pitiable reach into Okinawan media. This is further evidenced in Eldridge’s Japanese Public
Opinion and the War on Terrorism in which he cities the frustration of U.S. military PR staff: “Curiously, little or
no effort is made to seek correction of stories. Some public affairs officials have resigned themselves to what they
believe is the fact that they will never get a fair deal. Others follow the policy (short-sighted in this writer’s opinion)
not to comment on any story because commenting it will be interpreted as verifying that the story is in fact true,
something frowned with particularly sensitive stories” (2008, 230).
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have led many Okinawan residents to perceive ongoing land return and personnel redistributions
efforts to be very simple processes that are being intentionally frustrated or slowed through
incompetence, negligence, or even malice. Thus, if U.S.-Japan Alliance managers hope land
returns and personnel redistributions pay goodwill dividends, improve relations, and build public
support, then they must find ways to share more information (the efforts, the resources, the
progress, the challenges, and the intricacies) and share that information more directly. Although
of course, while such efforts will aid in improving public perceptions and relations, it does not
replace actual progress on the SACO and DPRI initiatives.
An additional policy recommendation, mostly for researchers, stems from the limited
interpretability and usability of a broad “satisfaction” question like the one just analyzed here.
They are limited in their usefulness by the fact that almost all respondents will base their
“satisfaction” evaluations on the simple fact that there is still a disproportionately large U.S.
military presence in Okinawa and perceived slow progress on agreed upon land returns and
personnel redistributions. Those interested in actual public evaluations of ongoing impact
mitigation and community relations efforts (as the OPG, GoJ, USG, U.S. military, and academics
should be) must carry out surveys which are more precise in wording. They must ask specifics
about the variety of initiatives that are being implemented. Rather than ask about
“countermeasures against the various problems,” ask about “the distribution of noise-cancelling
equipment,” about “the on-base cultural education curriculum,” about “the content of postincident press releases,” about “GoJ industry subsidies,” about “English language education
programs,” about “on-base festivals,” and other specific and actionable programs and policies
associated with USFO problems and benefits. This is the type of data that would be extremely
valuable to policymakers.
Although most of this subsection focused on land returns and personnel redistributions, they
are not the focus of this dissertation monograph. Plans to consolidate, relocate, and return land
and redistribute personnel have already been made through various agreements and meetings and
are being implemented as fast as feasibly possible. Although implementation is taking time,
lands will be returned and personnel will be redistributed. In the meantime and afterwards,
however, there are many other options, particularly public relations options, that can help
improve the quality of life in Okinawa, improve relations, and build public support for USFO.
Thus, the true focus of this dissertation are these other options, options outside of land returns
and personnel redistributions.
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§4.3 Demographics Most (Un)satisfied with Efforts to Address Base
Problems
Having found quite a low degree of satisfaction, along with a high degree of neutrality and
uncertainty at the population level, we dive into second research question of this chapter: how
does satisfaction with efforts to address base problems vary across demographic groups?123
§4.3.1 Methodology
The first step in studying how different demographics vary in satisfaction was to create the
outcome variable. As such, I created the variable satisfaction which took on 4 values based on
respondents’ answers to item 41. Satisfaction took the value 1 if a respondent marked “satisfied”
or “somewhat satisfied;” it took on the value 2 if the respondent was neutral (marked “I can’t say
either way”); it took the value 3 if the respondent marked “somewhat unsatisfied” or
“unsatisfied;” lastly, it took the value 4 if the respondent was uncertain (marked “I don’t know). I
merged the totally (un)satisfieds and somewhat (un)satisfieds for two practical reasons. First,
there isn’t a major practical different between respondents who are totally and somewhat
satisfied or unsatisfied. In either case, totally or somewhat, the respondent has an opinion which
either needs to be addressed (unsatisfied) or does not need to be addressed (satisfied). Second,
some combinations of response and demographic categories had very few respondents (expected
counts less than 5) which violates the “large sample size” for using the Pearson χ2 test (Starnes,
Yates, and Moore 2010, 721). Collapsing these response categories, I was able to increase the
statistical reliability of my results without losing practical significance.
After creating the outcome variable, I created contingency tables between satisfaction and
the available demographic variables in order to test if there was a statistically significant
association between them. I tested the same demographic variables as in §3.3: 124
• gender (gender)
• age (age_bin_5, age_bin_10, age_bin_15)
• region of residence (region, region_islands)
• household income (household_inc)
• whether or not the respondent derives any income from bases (inc_from_bases)
• occupation (occupation)
• marital status (marital_status)
• presence and number of children (have_kids, num_kids)
• experience living outside of Okinawa Prefecture (live_out_okw)

123

Though as we know now having read the previous section, it may be more accurate to phrase the question as
“how does satisfaction with land return and personnel redistribution efforts vary across demographic groups” rather
than the general “base problems.”
124

The variable names themselves are listed in italics in parentheticals.
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For each of cross tabulation between satisfaction and a demographic variable, the following
hypotheses are tested using a design-based125 F test for independence/association:126
H0 (null hypothesis): there is no association between [demographic variable] and
satisfaction with efforts to address base problems (i.e., Okinawans of different
[demographic variable outcomes] do not systematically differ in their satisfaction)
H1 (alternative hypothesis): there is an association between [demographic variable] and
satisfaction with efforts to address base problems (i.e., Okinawans of different
[demographic variable outcomes] do systematically differ in in their satisfaction)
Due to resource constraints, I only conducted tests of independence between the outcome
variable satisfaction and each demographic variable. As mentioned in §2.3.2, these tests tell us if
the outcome variable and the demographic variables are associated, but they do not provide a
systematic measure of the strength or direction of association. Nonetheless, in some instances, I
also evaluated individual cell contributions to the design-based F statistic (by examining the
observed and expected counts, along with uncorrected Pearson χ2 statistic of individual cells) in
order to get a rough sense of which categories’ observed frequencies are most deviant from the
expected frequencies and consequently, roughly evaluating which cells contribute most to the
statistical significance of the association (a process described in more detail in McHugh 2013,
143-149). Since this is public opinion survey data and not experimental data, we ultimately
cannot make causal claims (although we can propose hypotheses for the trends seen in the data).
Future research and analyses will need to be conducted to estimate these other measures of
interest. The complex survey design (as described in §2.3.2) was accounted for using STATA’s
SVYSET (survey set) function.

125

As noted in §2.3.2, STATA allowed me to account for the complex survey design using the SVYSET (survey
set) command. Using this command in conjunction with cross tabulations, turns the standard Pearson χ2 statistic into
an F statistic with non-integer degrees of freedom by using a second-order Rao and Scott correction (1984). To
avoid confusion, I will refer to this test statistic as a “design-corrected” or “design-based” F statistic throughout the
monograph (StataCorp LP 2013, 143).
126

The OAS data meet the 3 primary conditions for reliably conducting the Pearson χ2 test of
independence/association: (1) the data come from a random sample, (2) all expected frequency counts are at least 5,
and (3) individual observation are independent (Starnes, Yates, and Moore 2010, 716).
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§4.3.2 Results & Discussion
Of the demographic variables tested, most had a statistically significant association with
satisfaction: gender, age, region of residence (both within Okinawa Island and between Okinawa
Island and outlying islands), household income, occupation, marital status, and presence (but not
number) of children. Interestingly, income derived from bases, number of children, and
experience living outside of Okinawa was unassociated with satisfaction. In deference to the
readers’ patience, I only present the analytic results and associated policy discussions for four
variables in this section: gender, age, region, and income derived from bases (interestingly, this
last variable was not statistically significantly correlated with satisfaction). The results for the
remaining variables may be found in Appendix 4. Like the previous chapter, I present the crosstabulation results in the form of charts rather than traditional tables. Since the outcome variable
is not dichotomous, however, I used simple bar charts rather than a stacked bars charts in order
to more clearly display differences in response patterns across demographic categories.
§4.3.2.1 Gender’s Effect on Satisfaction with Efforts to Address Base Problems

As noted in the cross tabulation between gender and base_priority, it is common to hear
people postulate about gender differences in attitudes toward the U.S. military. Although the
analysis presented in §A.3.1 show that men and women do not significantly differ in how much
they prioritize base problems relative to other domestic policy issues, the results presented in
Figure 22 below do suggest a statistically significant association between gender and satisfaction
with efforts to address base problems. Statistical testing allows us to reject the null hypothesis of
no correlation at the pre-selected 0.05 significance level (design-based F statistic of 4.42 (3,
4430); p value of 0.0041).
Figure 22. Satisfaction with Efforts to Address Base Problems Across Genders
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SOURCE: 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015).
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Pop. Avg.

Uncertain

By examining the uncorrected Pearson χ2 statistic for each cell within the contingency table,
however, I found that almost all of the contribution to statistical significance was within the
“uncertain” category.” Although a slightly higher proportion (2.3%) women appear to be more
satisfied than men, an equally small proportion are more unsatisfied than men (2.5%). Neutral
responses are also minutely different. The primary contributors to the uncorrected χ2 statistic are
the differences between observed and expected frequencies in “uncertain” responses. Indeed,
when respondents answering “uncertain” are dropped, the design-corrected F statistic spikes and
the contingency table is no longer statistically significant (p value = 0.8150). In practical terms,
this can be interpreted to mean that satisfaction, dissatisfaction, and neutrality do not practically
differ across genders. Men, however, do appear to be more uncertain in their satisfaction than
women (significantly more uncertain men than expected, significantly less uncertain females
than expected). This goes back to the practical importance of the massive proportion of residents
who are either “neutral” or “uncertain:” more than 50% of the total population! If U.S.-Japan
Alliance managers want their impact mitigation efforts to garner goodwill, build trust, and
increase public support, then they should put more efforts toward reducing this large proportion
of neutral and uncertain populations by better informing them of ongoing impact mitigation
efforts. The fact that there is a significantly higher proportion of “uncertain” males (7.6% higher)
could be used by PR staff to more efficiently direct such public information campaigns.
§4.3.2.2 Age’s Effect on Satisfaction with Efforts to Address Base Problems

Like base problem prioritization, satisfaction with efforts to address base problems also
appears to be significantly associated with age. The results are statistically significant when
using both large, 15-year age bins (design-based F statistic = 5.00 (9.00, 13288); p value <
0.0000) and more granular, 5-year age bins (design-based F statistic = 1.88 (32.97, 48703); p
value = 0.0016). In both cases, we reject the null hypothesis of no association between age and
satisfaction at the pre-selected 0.05 significance level.
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SOURCE: 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015).
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Figure 23. Satisfaction with Efforts to Address Base Problems Across Ages (5-year groups)

Figure 24. Satisfaction with Efforts to Address Base Problems Across Ages (15-year groups)
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SOURCE: 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015).

Examining the results in Figures 23 and 24 more closely, we can see a few interesting trends
that warrant further research in the future. For example, the age-related changes in “satisfied”
respondents (in fact, there is no clear age-related trend among “satisfied” respondents) does not
appear to be proportionally matched with changes in “unsatisfied” respondents (from 28.4% in
the youngest group to 46.4% in the oldest). This suggests that the age-related rate of increase in
dissatisfaction is greater than the age-related rate of decrease in satisfaction. In simpler terms: as
people age and convert to the “unsatisfied” group, they are likely converting from the “neutral”
or “uncertain” categories rather than the “satisfied” categories. This makes logical sense (it is
likely to be a smaller and easier psychological shift in attitude from “neutral” or “uncertain” to
“unsatisfied,” than from “satisfied” to “unsatisfied”) and suggests that the respondents in these
“neutral and “uncertain” categories are respondents who are more likely to convert to the more
polar categories of “satisfied” or “unsatisfied.” These are the individuals who should be the focus
of PR efforts.
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Another observation is the parabolic and inverse parabolic trend in the “uncertain” and
“neutral” response categories. It appears that respondents at the two ends of the age spectrum are
most uncertain, or at least willing to mark “uncertain,” while middle-aged respondents are the
most neutral, or willing to mark “neutral.” It is difficult to definitively say what caused these
trends, but it’s possible there are some psychological trends that are associated with age. A
recent study published in the Frontiers in Psychology examined how expert’s and novices differ
in self-assessments of knowledge and ignorance. While they were able to highlight interesting
differences in self-perceived knowledge, they did not attempt to isolate how age correlates with
confidence in one’s knowledge or ignorance; in fact, they concluded that: “future studies should
examine if age correlates with greater insight into one’s own ignorance, regardless of the
individual’s knowledge” (Hansson, Buratti, and Allwood 2017, 12).
The results presented here may, in an accidental way, provide some initial insights that shed
light into how age correlates with confidence in one’s knowledge: the youngest and oldest
Okinawan respondents are generally least self-confident (“uncertain”) in their knowledge
regarding impact mitigation efforts, while middle-aged respondents are more confident in their
knowledge and less willing to admit a lack of knowledge, and thus selected “neutral” at a much
higher rate. This interesting trend may have practical implications for USFO PR staff (especially
PR aimed at educating the public). Since an “uncertain” response implies a lack of knowledge
(the actual response category was “I don’t know”) and uncertain respondents concentrate at the
two ends of the age spectrum, then it may be more effective for PR to target their
communications and programs toward Okinawans in these “uncertain” age bands. This is
because self-reporting “uncertain” respondents may be more receptive to educational outreach
since they are more willing to admit a lack of knowledge.
§4.3.2.3 Region’s Effect on Satisfaction with Efforts to Address Base Problems

The next variable I present is region. The first figure (Figure 25) shows the response
frequencies across the four regions of Okinawa Island, while the second figure (Figure 26)
collapses the sampled regions into two main categories: main Okinawa Island and outlying
islands (which include the Miyako Islands and Yaeyama Islands). Unlike the cross tabulation
involving base_priority, which found no statistically significant difference in base problem
prioritization across the regions of main Okinawa Island, we do find a statistically significant
association between the regions of Okinawa Island and satisfaction. The results presented in
Figure 25 leads us to reject the null hypothesis of no association (design-based F statistic = 2.00
(9.00, 11484); p value = 0.0358).
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Figure 25. Satisfaction with Efforts to Address Base Problems Across Regions
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Examining Figure 25, we can easily see that respondents from northern and central Okinawa
did not differ much in their responses (just a few percentage point differences across all four
response categories). The interesting and statistically significant differences, however, appear to
be across Southern Okinawa and Naha City. And indeed, when examining each individual cell’s
(each combination of response category and region) contribution to the overall uncorrected χ2
statistic (so called, Pearson residuals or standardized residuals), “Naha” and “southern Okinawa”
emerged as the largest contributors to the test statistic. This supports the conclusion that the
biggest and most significant associations between satisfaction and region may be found in Naha
City and southern Okinawa.
Respondents from southern Okinawa have the lowest proportion of self-reported satisfaction
(9.3%), but also the lowest proportion of dissatisfaction (34.5%), along with the highest level of
uncertainty (24.9%). Practically speaking, these results are interesting for a few reasons.
Southern Okinawa is the least “satisfied” and the most “uncertain” region, but not particularly
different from the other regions in “unsatisfied” or “neutral” respondents. One plausible
explanation that could account for unique combination of proportions are residents who shifted
from “satisfied” to “uncertain.” In other words, it is possible that the 5% or so negative deviation
from the proportion of satisfied respondents in other regions (9.3% compared to 13.7%, 14.2%,
and 15.3%) may be accounted by the 7-8% positive deviation in uncertain respondents (24.9%
compared to 17.4%, 16.5%, and 16.2%). Why might this be the case? One reasonable hypothesis
may be that the delays, uncertainty, and confusion surrounding the move of MCAS Futenma to
FRF Henoko (located in southern Okinawa) that has been promised and ongoing since 1996 has
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caused a shift from satisfaction to uncertainty. If this hypothesis were shown to be true, then
more information and certainty about MCAS Futenma and FRF Henoko may shift some of the
respondents back into the “satisfied” group (at least to the same level as the other regions, about
13-15%). For example, regular public information releases on the progress of MCAS Futenma
relocation implementation may reduce uncertainty in southern Okinawa and bring levels of
satisfaction in line with the other regions.
On the other hand, respondents from Naha City have the highest levels of dissatisfaction
(43.1%) and the lowest levels of neutrality (25.3%). These are the highest level of dissatisfaction
and lowest levels of neutrality on the entire island and they are found in Naha City, the capital of
Okinawa Prefecture and an area that is relatively isolated from the direct impact of U.S. military
bases. Neutrality implies undecidedness (the wording of the specific response option was “I can’t
say either way”). This combination of low neutrality and high dissatisfaction may mean that
relative to other regions, Naha City may have the most the most decidedly dissatisfied and
(consequently) anti-base residents. This high level of polarization in Naha contrasts with the
higher level of simple “uncertainty” in southern Okinawa and suggests that PR may find a less
welcoming environment in Naha than in the other regions of Okinawa Island. Furthermore, if a
polarized base stance implies vocality about base problems, then this result provides some
supporting evidence to the argument that the most vocal residents are actually those living
further form bases.
In the cross between base_priority and region (§3.3.2.2) we found that concern about base
problems is relatively evenly spread across Okinawa Island and I suggested that based on this,
alliance managers may not necessarily want to focus their efforts (whether it is PR or impact
mitigation) toward specific regions of Okinawa Island since concern is not localized to any
particular geographic region. The results presented above may change this recommendation if
alliance managers want to directly address satisfaction levels. If a stakeholder decides to target
communications based on the satisfaction levels observed here, then Naha City may not
necessarily be the easiest place to sway opinion given. The highest levels of decided
dissatisfaction and lowest levels of neutrality suggest Naha City contains the most decidedly
anti-base residents in Okinawa Prefecture. On the other hand, the significantly elevated levels of
uncertainty in southern Okinawa suggest that PR may be more effective in this region since
respondents directly expressed a lack of knowledge to make a decision on their satisfaction.
Before moving on, I briefly present the comparison of satisfaction between respondents from
Okinawa Island and those from the sampled outlying islands—Miyako and Yaeyma. The
association is statistically significant (design-based F statistic = 20.82 (3.22, 4427); p value <
0.0000). Given this, we reject the null hypothesis of no association. Examining the results in
Figure 26 more closely, we can easily see that the proportion of “satisfied” and “neutral”
respondents doesn’t differ by much, but there is a much larger proportion of “unsatisfied”
respondents on the main island (22.1% more) which is matched by a higher proportion of
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“uncertain” respondents on the outlying islands (20.9% more). Once again, we find that the
perceptual solidarity toward base problems of Okinawa Prefecture breaks down once outside the
borders of main Okinawa Island. Nonetheless, the large and latent “uncertain” group in the
outlying islands is both a threat and an opportunity. It is a threat in the event a negative catalyst
converts their uncertainty to dissatisfaction and it is an opportunity if U.S.-Japan Alliance
managers decide to conduct PR and/or impact mitigation and convert their uncertainty into
satisfaction.
Figure 26. Satisfaction with Efforts to Address Base Problems Across Islands (Main vs. Outlying)
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SOURCE: 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015); adapted from OPG (2015, 88-93).

§4.3.2.4 Base-related Incomes’ Effect on Satisfaction with Efforts to Address Base Problems

The last contingency table I present in this section is a cross between satisfaction and the
dichotomous variable representing whether or not a respondent (or her/his family) derives any

Proportion of Respondents

Figure 27. Satisfaction with Efforts to Address Base Problems Across Base-Related Income
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SOURCE: 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015).
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Pop. Avg.

income from the U.S. military bases in Okinawa. Although this variable was significantly
associated with base_priority, the data show that it is not statistically significantly associated
with satisfaction. The statistical tests associated with the results in Figure 27 do not allow us to
reject the null hypothesis of no association (design-based F statistic = 1.50 (3.00, 4431); p value
= 0.2136). Looking at the results more closely, we find that the proportion of “satisfied” and
“neutral” respondents are almost identical across the two groups (between receive/don’t receive
income from bases). There is slightly less uncertainty and more dissatisfaction among those who
do not receive income and conversely, there is slightly more uncertainty and less dissatisfaction
among those that do receive income. Given these results, it does not appear that receiving
income from bases makes respondents any more satisfied with current efforts to address base
problems. If anything, base-related income appears to shift a small proportion of respondents
from the “dissatisfied” category into the “uncertain” category.”
These results provide some support against one of the prevailing hypotheses in base politics:
that Okinawans with financial links to the U.S.-Japan Alliance have a perverse combination of
financial incentives that lead them to emphasize and exaggerate base problems, while actually
supporting the continuation of the U.S. military base presence (Cooley and Marten 2006). The
fact that there are no statistically significant differences in satisfaction between respondents who
do and don’t derive income from the U.S. military may suggest that financially-linked residents
are not actually highlighting or exaggerating base problems. If they were dishonestly
highlighting problems, then they would systematically mark “unsatisfied” at a higher rate in
order to express their (feigned) dissatisfaction. Instead, we do not see an elevated proportion
“dissatisfied” respondents who derive income from bases and on the contrary, we actually see a
slightly lower proportion compared to those who do not receive income from bases. While these
results go against this prevailing hypothesis, they are insufficient to definitively negate it. There
were only 108 respondents who derived income from bases and sampling does not account for
indirect financial beneficiaries (e.g. contract work). Furthermore, this question is a highly
indirect measure of the tendency to emphasize base problems. Ultimately, a larger and more
directed survey (or other type of study) needs to be conducted to definitively test this policyrelevant hypothesis.
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§4.4 Priority “Solutions”
Finding that only about a tenth of the Okinawan public is satisfied, a third is unsatisfied, and
about half are uncertain or neutral toward ongoing effort to address base problems,127 we finally
get to the golden question: what solutions do Okinawans want? “Solutions” in this context refers
to specific programs and policies associated with mitigating problems (e.g. crime, noise,
perceived discrimination, etc.) and increasing benefits (e.g. cultural exchange, economic support,
etc.) related to USFO. Given the lack of publicly available, reliable, and systematic studies, we
once again turn to the OPG’s public opinion survey data in an attempt to at least partially answer
this question.
§4.4.1 Methodology
Priority solutions were explored by analyzing the response patterns to question 13 of the 9th
OAS. The original question and item wording is presented below.
Q13: Which U.S. military base-related items do you want the prefectural and central governments to put
more effort towards? Please select and rank your top 3 choices from the following list of items.
Rank 1: _________
Rank 2: _________
Rank 3: _________
Item 1: land return
Item 2: reforming SOFA
Item 3: eliminating U.S. military exercises [in Okinawa]
Item 4: eliminating low-altitude flying exercises and other noisy vehicles in residential areas
Item 5: working out a plan for environmental pollution countermeasures
Item 6: working out a plan for ensuring garbage is suitably processed inside bases
Item 7: eliminating U.S. military service member crimes and accidents
Item 8: ensuring the U.S. and Japanese governments compensate (reparations) damage from U.S.
military service member incidents/accidents
Item 9: stabilizing the long-term employment for individuals working on bases
Item 10: increasing rent payments for land leased for military use
Item 11: increasing subsidies and assistance payments from countries that are related to the military
bases [i.e., U.S.]
Item 12: enlarging the areas eligible for [state-funded] noise-reduction equipment/construction
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Although as discussed at the end of §4.2.2, this low level of satisfaction is likely only referring to two “base
problem efforts”: the undeniably, but somewhat understandably, slow progress of land returns (1) and personnel
redistributions (2) agreed upon in SACO and DPRI. Satisfaction with other impact mitigation or benefit propagation
(e.g. public English lessons) efforts remains unclear and should be examined in future research.
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Item 13: planning measures to stabilize work for base-related merchants and traders
Item 14: making it possible for people to easily use various on-base facilities
Item 15: allowing Okinawan residents to easily access on-base restaurants, stores, gyms, libraries, etc.
Item 16: making it possible for people to use and pass through on-base roads
Item 17: making it possible to expedite the re-use of returned land (returned by the military)
Item 18: I don’t know

After cleaning the data and establishing survey parameters,128 I began the analysis by simply
tabulating total responses. The results are presented and discussed in §4.2.2.
§4.2.1.1 A Brief Analysis of Question and Response Option Wording and Order (Q13)

As always, we must take a moment to examine the structure of the survey instrument upon
which we are basing our analyses. This is particularly important for this survey question because
it is so fundamental to the Okinawan Knot. Having a detailed and reliable understanding of
specific solutions that different demographics want (the Okinawan public’s will) would allow
negotiators (OPG, local governments, and U.S.-Japan Alliance managers) to clearly and
confidently express their priorities, explain their negotiable and non-negotiable positions, and
consequently, cooperatively negotiate actionable and feasible solutions that are responsive to the
needs of both the U.S.-Japan Alliance and Okinawa. As will be seen shortly, although we find
some insightful results, this OPG survey question is far from sufficient to provide us with this
invaluable, actionable knowledge.
The wording of the question itself poses no issues. It is neutral, broad, and consequently,
could be applied to a variety of different solutions (items) that may be tested in future surveys.
This is good survey practice. The fact that the question is last in a survey in which question order
was not randomized may introduce some measurement error, but this can be overlooked since
the survey is so long and diverse that priming is unlikely. What cannot be overlooked, however,
are the items (the strange mix of problems, benefits, and solutions) that are presented to
respondents. The primary reasons why this survey question is insufficient to provide a detailed
and reliable understanding of “priority solutions” are that it (1) imposes OPG- selected
problems/benefits/solutions upon respondents and (2) the items presented are too variable in
specificity, salience, and severity/value to be effectively evaluated in one survey question.
While I stand by my argument that the 9th OAS is currently the best Okinawan public opinion
data available for prefecturally-representative public policy preferences and perceptions, the
items presented in question 13 fall a bit short of this overall assessment. First, the OPG did not
provide any reference material regarding how they developed or why they selected the 18 items
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Since I am using the data from the same survey, the overall survey parameters have not changed. Please
references section §2.2.1 or §3.2.1 for more information on the survey parameters.
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in question 13. This leaves us questioning why these 18 solutions were presented as opposed to
others. By selecting a limited set of seemingly haphazard items, it appears the OPG imposed its
own pre-conceptions of the most desired solutions by the Okinawan public. A more cynical view
would be that the OPG only presented solutions that they were interested in and supported. In
either case, the resultant response choices limit the practical usability of the data.
As will be seen in Chapter 5 and 6, many highly salient and severe problems, along with
salient and valued benefits, are not addressed by the proposed items. For example, none of the
proposed items in question 13 address relevant items such as post-incident procedures (e.g.,
information sharing, apologies, etc.), self-determination (i.e., having a seat at the negotiating
table), wartime targeting, disorderly behavior and disrespect by service members, cross-cultural
exchange, internationalization, among other problems and benefits. This imposition limits the
utility of the survey. In fact, the insufficiency of this survey question, and others like it, was one
of the major motivating factors for my field work. In order to design surveys (present valid
response options) that reliably uncover Okinawan “priority solutions,” we must first have an
understanding of what problems and benefits are most salient and important to the Okinawan
people. This is the focus of the next two chapters and is a core part of my research’s contribution
to the literature and policy debate.
Besides the abovementioned limitations, the fact that the items presented to respondents are
an eclectic and imbalanced blend of problems, benefits, and solutions relating to USFO led to
imbalanced, “forced,” and consequently, unreliable response patterns.129 Even though 18 items
were presented, the top 6 items dominated all others. By grouping a fix-all item like “land
return” or a massive category of issues such as “crimes and accidents” with idiosyncratic items
like “base garbage processing” or “base rent payments,” the OPG essentially rendered a policy
recommendation-oriented comparison of response patterns moot. The absolute proportions of
selections cannot be reliably used to make policy decisions.130 Instead the OPG (and hopefully
future public opinion survey research aiming to find tangible and feasible “solutions”) should
create multiple survey questions with specific policy outcomes in mind—high level agenda
setting (i.e., present broad and high level items), impact mitigation (i.e., present only problems or
only impact mitigation solutions), benefit maximization (i.e., present only benefits or solutions
that increase benefits), and so forth. In this way, the results would be significantly more useful to
policy researchers and consequently, policymakers.
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Although this question and responses are highly flawed, I do commend the OPG for including not only items
related to problems (e.g. reducing pollution, reducing crime, etc.), but also items relating to benefits (e.g. accessing
on-base facilities, increasing GoJ support, etc.). This shows that the OPG is also cognizant and willing to work on
increasing and emphasizing benefits that USFO brings to Okinawa.
130

The demographic variability of responses to this question are still somewhat interesting and useful to examine,
but also need further research to reliably draw policy recommendations.
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§4.4.2 Results & Discussion
Like overall public policy priorities in §3.2.2, I first present the cumulative (sum of rank one,
rank two, and rank three) tabulation of all responses in descending order below. The first thing
that stands out is the domination of the top four to six items. The top four ranking items received
56.3% (2426 of 4306 total responses) of all responses while the top six garnered almost 72%. As
noted in previous subsection, this massive imbalance is likely mostly due to the OPG’s choice of
response categories rather than a true reflection of Okinawan public opinion. Rephrasing, the
items presented are too different in specificity (i.e., different levels of contrast and some items
Figure 28. Specific Solution Priorities Based on a Cumulative Tabulation of Responses
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are subsumed by others) to be effectively evaluated in one survey question. Furthermore, several
highly salient problems and benefits are omitted which even hampers the relative ranking of the
items presented (if important items are missing, then even relative rankings may not accurately
reflect Okinawan public policy priorities).
For example, it should come as no surprise that in a survey with limited response categories,
a fix-all solution like “land return,” broad categories of problems like “crimes and accidents,”
and other general solutions like “SOFA reform” received significantly more selections than
highly specific items such as “increasing soundproofing” or “victim compensation.”
Respondents understand that if the former items were addressed, then there would be no need for
the latter, specific solutions! In fact, many of the top-ranking general items easily subsume
several low-ranked specific items—land return would simply eliminate the need for almost all
the more specific items, SOFA reform would likely include victim compensation, eliminating
low flight exercises and other noisy vehicles would remove the need for expanding
soundproofing equipment eligibility, and so on. Simply put, this survey question was not welldesigned and thus, the overall tabulations are not particularly useful in providing policymakers
and program managers with a clear image of Okinawan priorities.
Breaking down the three ranks and ordering by the proportion of selections each item
received in Table 5 below, we see a similar picture: domination by the top four to six items. One
standout result is “land return” which received 33.3% of all rank 1 votes. This is the result I cited
in the previous subsection on “satisfaction with ongoing efforts to address base problems”
(§4.2.2) when explaining what “efforts” most Okinawans were likely evaluating when
Table 5. Specific Solution Priorities Based on a Breakdown of Rankings
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responding to the satisfaction question. To reiterate, the primacy of “land return” in this survey
question, along with my interviews, lead me to conclude that when asked a broad question about
impact mitigation (without specifying problems, benefits, or solutions), the first, most wellknown, and most obvious consideration by Okinawan respondents will be land return. This
response is both expected and not particularly useful to stakeholders because plans to
consolidate, relocate, and return land have already been made through various agreements and
meetings (e.g., 1996 SACO, 2002 DPRI, 2006 Roadmap for Realignment Implementation, 2012
Security Consultative Committee Joint Statement, etc.) and are being implemented as fast as
feasibly possible. Although it is taking time, stakeholders already know that it is a top priority for
Okinawans and are working to make it happen.131
In the meantime, however, policymakers, PR staff, and other stakeholders still need more
data on Okinawan attitudes and preferences toward other, specific “solutions,” particularly dayto-day impact mitigation and community relations options that might improve relations and build
the public support that will be necessary to maintain long-term USFO presence (after the planned
land returns and personnel redistributions are completed). Unfortunately, neither this survey, nor
any other existing surveys, to my knowledge, provide such information. Ultimately, the eclectic
mix of items presented to respondents in this survey question does not provide a clear picture of
what “solutions” the Okinawan public seeks most (nor does it allow us to conclude what
problems or benefits they prioritize). This is part of the reason I conducted the ethnographic field
work on which Chapters 5 and 6 are based on—to be able to identify, define, and describe the
full range of problems and benefits the Okinawan public considers. Given the information
presented in the following two chapters, policy researchers should be able to design public
attitude and preference surveys that are much more useful than this one using the detailed
information I present in Chapters 5 and 6.
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Also noted in §4.2.2, however, the dominant prioritization of land returns by the public can be at least partially
attributed to the perceptions of slow progress and a simple lack of awareness regarding the agreements and progress
of returns. This lack of information sharing regarding the efforts and progress of land returns and personnel
redistributions is troublesome. Knowing that land returns are a major priority for the Okinawan public and that
massive efforts are being made to that end, U.S.-Japan Alliance communicators should do everything in their power
to keep the public updated on the details of their efforts and progress. In fact, I suggest that U.S. military, consular,
and GoJ representatives should more proactively share information and speak directly with the Okinawan public
(e.g. local television, radio, press conferences, educational seminars, etc.) so as to clear up any misunderstandings
and misinformation that may be circling in Okinawa.
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§4.5 Demographic Variability of Specific “Solution” Priorities
Despite this survey question’s limitations, it is still potentially useful to examine the data a
bit further to see if there are systematic and statistically significant differences in the types of
people who ranked particular items in their top three. This may provide at least some insight into
one the last research question of this chapter: how does “solution preference” vary across
demographic groups?132 The demographic variability of responses to only top four items will be
examined: item 7 (crimes and accidents), item 1 (land returns), item 2 (SOFA reform), and item
4 (noise and low-flight exercises).133
§4.5.1 Methodology
To begin this analysis, I created 4 binary outcome variables for each item of interest. The
four variables, along with their levels and inclusion/exclusion criteria are as follows:
Variable Name

Levels/Categories

crimes_accidents

0: respondent did not rank item 7 1: respondent ranked item 7 first,
first, second, or third
second, or third

land_return

0: respondent did not rank item 1 1: respondent ranked item 1 first,
first, second, or third
second, or third

SOFA_reform

0: respondent did not rank item 2 1: respondent ranked item 2 first,
first, second, or third
second, or third

noise

0: respondent did not rank item 4 1: respondent ranked item 4 first,
first, second, or third
second, or third

Given the large number of variables (4 outcome variables, along with 9 demographic
predictors), I began by specifying and running four separate logistic models through which the
direction, rough magnitude, and significance of correlation between the demographic predictors
and the probability (the odds) of a respondent ranking the item of interest in their top three lists
were evaluated. Due to the difficulty of finding practical interpretations in odds ratios, the
somewhat cumbersome nature of presentation, and the limited utility of the survey question
itself, the results of these full logistic regression models are tucked away in Appendix 5.
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Although as should be evident by now, this OAS survey question is not really providing public attitudes toward
specific “solutions,” but rather toward general solutions to an eclectic mix of problems and benefits.
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The primary reasons for these four items are sample size limitations (top items dominated) and topical
independence (these general items subsumed many of the other, more specific items presented to respondents and
were not subsumed by any of the 18 items themselves).
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I only present contingency tables for demographic variables which were found to be
statistically and practically significant predictors of the outcome variables. The same, available
9th OAS demographic variables were tested as in §3.3.2: 134
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

gender (gender)
age (age_bin_5)
region of residence (region)
household income (household_inc)
whether or not the respondent derives any income from bases (inc_from_bases)
occupation (occupation)
marital status (marital_status)
presence and number of children (have_kids, num_kids)
experience living outside of Okinawa Prefecture (live_out_okw)

I tested the following hypotheses using a design-based F test for independence/association for
each of cross tabulation between the outcome variables and a demographic variable: 135
H0 (null hypothesis): there is no association between [demographic variable] and
satisfaction with efforts to address base problems (i.e., Okinawans of different
[demographic variable outcomes] do not consistently differ in their satisfaction)
H1 (alternative hypothesis): there is an association between [demographic variable] and
satisfaction with efforts to address base problems (i.e., Okinawans of different
[demographic variable outcomes] do consistently differ in in their satisfaction)

134

The variable names themselves are listed in italics in parentheticals.

135

As noted in §2.3.2, STATA allowed me to account for the complex survey design using the SVYSET (survey
set) command. Using this command in conjunction with cross tabulations, turns the standard Pearson χ2 statistic into
an F statistic with non-integer degrees of freedom by using a second-order Rao and Scott correction (1984). To
avoid confusion, I will refer to this test statistic as a “design-corrected” or “design-based” F statistic throughout the
monograph (StataCorp LP 2013, 143).
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§4.5.2 Results & Discussion
§4.5.2.1 Demographic Effects on Prioritizing Elimination of Crimes and Accidents (Q13, I7)

The first statistically and practically significant predictor of ranking “eliminating U.S.
military service member crimes and accidents” in the 9th OAS’s respondents’ top three lists was
age. The association between crimes_accidents and age_bin_5 is statistically significant (designbased F statistic = 5.31 (11.00, 16211); p value < 0.000). As can be seen in Figure 29 below,
there is quite a noticeable decreasing association between these two variables; this negative
relationship is supported by logistic regression model in Appendix 5, §A5.1 (odds ratio of 0.85
[95% C.I. of 0.81 to 0.89]); p value < 0.000). Overall, these results suggest that younger
Okinawans are more concerned with service member crimes and accidents than older
Okinawans. Although these results are likely sufficient to support a negative correlation, the
aforementioned survey question design problems lead me to urge caution in blindly accepting
this conclusion, especially the proportions of respondents ranking the item in their top three and
Figure 29. Prioritization of Crime and Accident Elimination across Ages (5-year groups)
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the magnitude of correlation. Given the missing alternative items (highly salient problems,
benefits, and solutions vocalized by Okinawan residents during interviews and presented in
Chapter 5 and 6), the percentages seen in Figure 29 are likely biased (as discussed in§4.2.1.1).
Ultimately, a more carefully designed public opinion survey question (incorporating the results
of the cultural domain analyses presented in the next two chapters) needs to be conducted to
definitively understand Okinawan policy priorities.
Next, region proved to be a statistically significant predictor of the attitude that service
member crimes and accidents are a priority (design-based F statistic = 2.78 (3.81, 5609); p value
= 0.0275). Thus, we reject the null hypothesis of independence. We find the lowest levels of
priority in areas furthest from bases—Naha City and the outlying islands. This result may be
considered expected by some because respondents living in Naha and the outlying islands are
least directly exposed to service member crimes and accidents. Although that is indeed the case,
there is a hypothesis that the Okinawan media’s emphasis of crimes and accidents may be
theoretically “replacing” direct exposure with sensationalized media reporting and thus, making
service member crimes and accidents an equally high priority even for geographically distant
regions. These results suggest that this is not the case, but once again, the survey question design
leads me to (1) urge caution in fully relying on these results and (2) encourage further research.
Figure 30. Prioritization of Crime and Accident Elimination across Regions
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Lastly, the fully specified logistic model located in §A5.1 suggests that females are more
likely than males to consider service member crimes and accidents a priority (odds ratio of 1.33
[95% C.I. of 1.03 to 1.73]); p value of 0.031). The wide confidence interval of the odds ratio,
however, means that the estimate is not particularly precise and more data needs to be gathered.
Furthermore, the contingency table in Figure 31 shows only a 5% difference between men and
women in their concern over crimes and accidents and without controlling for all other
demographic covariates (as is done in the logistic model), the association is not statistically
significant at the 0.05 significance level (F statistic 3.55 (1.00, 1474), p value = 0.0598). Once
again, however, these proportions need to be taken with a grain of salt because of the eclectic
and missing response categories presented to respondents. Overall, more research needs to be
done in order to confirm any correlation. My ethnographic field work was a first step in
expanding on this research as you will see in Chapters 5 and 6.136 And although this survey
question data is faulty, the interview and free-list data I collected do support the hypothesis that
Okinawan women are more concerned than men with direct physical threats and annoyances
such as service member crimes and accidents.
Figure 31. Prioritization of Crime and Accident Elimination across Genders
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§5.3 (problems) and §6.3 (benefits), to be specific.
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§4.5.2.2 Demographic Effects on Prioritizing Land Returns (Q13, I1)

The only practically significant predictor of prioritizing land returns over other “solutions”
was age. The cross tabulation presented in Figure 32 leads us to reject the null hypothesis of no
association (design-based F statistic = 8.18 (11.00, 16209); p value < 0.000,). Contrary to service
member crimes and accidents, however, the correlation is positive: as respondents increased with
age, they were more likely to list “land return” in their top three lists in question 13. The logistic
regression model in §A5.2 suggests the correlation’s magnitude expressed as an odds ratio is
1.25 (95% confidence interval of 1.19 to 1.32; p value < 0.0000). This would mean that for each
one-unit increase in age bin (5-year increment), the odds that an Okinawan respondent lists “land
return” in their question 13 top 3 list increase by a factor of 1.25. Although these results strongly
support a positive correlation between age and land_return, survey question design once again
limits the reliability and interpretability of this conclusion.
Figure 32. Prioritization of Land Returns across Ages (5-year groups)
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§4.5.2.3 Demographic Effects on Prioritizing SOFA Reform (Q13, I2)

Interestingly, the results of this somewhat dubious survey question also suggest age, gender,
and household income are strong predictors of whether or not an Okinawan resident prioritized
(ranked in their top three) SOFA reform over the other items presented in question 13. First, the
cross tabulation between SOFA_reform and age_bin_5 can be seen in Figure 33 below. These
results (F statistic = 4.81 (11.00, 16211); p value < 0.0000) and the logistic regression model in
§A5.3 (odds ratio = 1.13; 95% C.I. 1.08 to 1.19; p value < 0.000) strongly support the hypothesis
that older Okinawans are much more likely to prioritize SOFA reform than younger Okinawans.
Figure 33. Prioritization of SOFA Reform across Ages
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Similarly, the results in Figure 34 below (F statistic = 24.22 (1.00, 1474); p value < 0.0000)
and the logistic model in the §A5.3 (odds ratio = 0.56; 95% C.I. 0.43 to 0.72; p value < 0.000)
support the conclusion that men are much more likely to prioritize SOFA reform than women.

Proportion of Respondents

Figure 34. Prioritization of SOFA Reform across Genders
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Lastly, the hypothesis that wealthier Okinawans are much more likely to prioritize SOFA
reform than less wealthy Okinawans is supported by results in Figure 35 (F statistic = 4.03 (5.00,
7088); p value = 0.0012) and the logistic model results (odds ratio = 1.09; 95% C.I. 1.03 to 1.15;
p value = 0.001) in §A5.3.
Figure 35. Prioritization of SOFA Reform across Household Income Groups
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While interesting, the utility of these results is overshadowed by doubt over their reliability
caused by the aforementioned problems with this particular survey question’s design.
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§4.5.2.4 Demographic Effects on Prioritizing Elimination of Noise and Low-Flight Exercises
(Q13, I4)

The last priority “solution” for which I more deeply analyzed response patterns was item
number 4: “eliminating low-altitude flying exercises and other noisy vehicles in residential
areas.” Only one demographic variable was significantly correlated with this item: gender. The
cross-tabulation results presented in Figure 36 lead us to reject the null hypothesis of no
association (design-based F statistic = 27.62 (1.00, 1474); p value < 0.0000). Furthermore, the
logistic regression model tucked away in Appendix 5 (§A5.3) corroborates the statistical
significance of gender by suggesting that Okinawan men are 1.76 times more likely to list item 4
in their top three lists than women (95% C.I. 1.35 to 2.30; p value < 0.000). Although this result
is corroborated by my interview and free-list analyses (which suggested that relative to men,
women tend to be more concerned with physical threats and annoyances such as crimes,
accidents, noise, and unruly behavior; see §5.3.2), that interview and free-list data were collected
after, or rather, because of the unreliability of survey questions like this and others out there.
Figure 36. Prioritization of Reducing Noise and Low-Flight Exercises across Genders
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§4.5.2.5 Concluding Thoughts Regarding Priority “Solutions”

Ultimately, the results presented in §4.5 provided some interesting insights into the
demographic variability of “solution priorities,” but they are a far cry from the type of
knowledge that high level policymakers, alliance managers, PR staff, and other stakeholders
need. These results are insufficient to create culturally relevant and responsive programs and
policies. The item wording of the OAS question that addresses this critical research objective
corrupted the usability of the OAS data because it is not clear that the “solutions” presented to
respondents were relevant or comprehensive of all the USFO problems and benefits that are
salient to the Okinawan public. More specifically, the items presented to respondents were an
eclectic and imbalanced blend of problems, benefits, and solutions relating to USFO and led to
imbalanced, “forced,” and consequently, unreliable response patterns.
Since providing stakeholders with a detailed and reliable understanding of Okinawan
perceptions of USFO problems and benefits through which they can create culturally relevant
and responsive programs and policies remained the overarching objective of this dissertation
monograph, the OAS data fell short in this regard, and other information sources are even more
unreliable, I went directly to Okinawa and collected the necessary data myself. I interviewed a
diverse array of Okinawan residents in order to obtain an understanding of the problems and
benefits Okinawan residents associate with USFO. This ethnographic fieldwork data should at
least begin to lay the foundations for designing culturally relevant initiatives and structured
surveys that reliably extract priorities “solutions” for base problems and benefits. Specifically,
stakeholders should be able to plan and implement public relations, community relations, media
relations, and impact mitigation programs and policies that are more salient to the Okinawan
people’s concerns given my findings. Furthermore, policy researchers and research organizations
should be able to use the forthcoming results to create significantly more practically useful and
comprehensive public attitude surveys that can effectively measure priority “solutions.” The
results of my field work are presented in the following two chapters.
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Chapter 5: Okinawan Public Perceptions of U.S. Military Problems

For USFJ facilities and areas to fully exert their capabilities and be
genuinely accepted by the Japanese citizens, it is vital to reduce the impact
of the facilities and areas as much as possible and secure the
understanding and cooperation of the local communities...137
-Japanese Ministry of Defense, Defense of Japan, 2017

§5.1 Overview
The OPG’s 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey (OAS) was sufficient to provide empirical
support for the idea that resolving U.S. military base problems is indeed a highly ranked public
policy priority for the Okinawan public and that satisfaction with ongoing efforts to address base
problems is not particularly high, but fell short of this dissertation’s primary objective:
identifying “solutions” that alliance managers may implement to garner goodwill, build trust, and
increase public support. The opening quote from the Japan’s MoD identifies the two primary
means of achieving this: (1) “reduce the impact of the facilities and areas as much as possible”
(impact mitigation) and (2) “secure the understanding and cooperation of the local communities”
(public relations/benefit maximization). Planning and implementing impact mitigation and public
relations programs that are capable of overcoming Okinawa’s generally antimilitarist culture and
years of anti-base activity to build public support, however, first requires a much deeper
understanding of Okinawan public’s perceptions of USFO problems and benefits than is
currently available through media or scholarly sources. Thus, this chapter and the next will
provide details on the specific problems and benefits that the Okinawan public generally
associates with USFO. This chapter will focus on USFO problems and the next will center on
USFO benefits.
As noted above, a review of Okinawan media and existing scholarly work will leave most
observers with the impression that Okinawan residents are generally dissatisfied with crimes
committed by service members, accidents related to military aircraft, environmental damage
inflicted by military activities, and a few other problems depending on what resource the
observer is using for information. Nonetheless, this type of understanding is limited, scattered,
and reliant on the media’s sensationalization of events. This type of understanding cannot be
used to reliably set a program or policy agenda that reflects the Okinawan public’s will. Instead,
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Excerpt from page 286 of Japan’s MoD. 2017. Defense of Japan 2017.
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policymakers and alliance managers need a systematic and ethnographically-grounded mapping
of Okinawan residents’ perceptions toward USFO.
This chapter and the next meet that need. This chapter contains the results of an empirical
exploration of the range of problems Okinawan residents associate with the U.S. military
presence, relative salience and severity those problems, and some insights into the conceptual
organization and cognitive variability of these problems within Okinawan culture (and the next
chapter uses the same framework but explores the benefits Okinawans associate with USFO).
The results presented in this chapter stem primarily from 62 free-lists and associated follow-on
questions obtained through a series of semi-structured interviews. For the research designoriented reader, below are three specific research questions that will be explored in this chapter:
1. What is the range of USFO problems that Okinawans residents identify?
2. Which problems are most salient to the Okinawan public (core and periphery) and
which do they consider most severe?
3. How do Okinawan residents generally think about (define, describe, and categorize)
the identified USFO problems?
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§5.2 Range of USFO-related Problems
I analyzed 62 problem free-lists and audio recordings of follow-on discussions to identify
and define the contents of the cultural domain “USFO problems” (Research Question 1 above).
The methodology for this analysis is discussed in the following subsection and the results of the
analysis are presented in §5.2.2.
§5.2.1 Methodology
The purpose of this lengthy preamble is to inform the critical reader how I arrived at the list
of problems (elements of the cultural domain “USFO problems”) presented in the next
subsection. First, I transferred all written free-lists to Excel without modifying any of the items
in any way.138 Second, I listened to the free-list follow-on discussions in which I asked
respondents to describe what they wrote in more detail. As I listened to each respondent’s
interview, I added details to what the respondents had written in the free-lists and pulled
exemplar quotes. Third, I gave each free-listed item one or multiple temporary, short label(s)
which captured what respondents meant by what they wrote. Lastly, as I listened to more
interviews and noticed trends, I created inclusion and exclusion criteria for the labels. As I
processed more data, I iteratively expanded, condensed, split, grouped, renamed, and deleted
labels until I ended up with a set of “labels” (i.e., items which can be considered elements of the
cultural domain “USFO Problems”) that efficiently subsumed all the free-listed items and
follow-on discussions. Steps three and four are the core parts of the analysis which are described
in more detail below.
To determine the boundaries of the cultural domain, I first leaned on the general rules of thumb
laid out by Stephen P. Borgatti (1998, 5-6): (1) include all items listed by more than one
respondent, (2) look for a natural break (in the distribution of terms frequency or grouping), and
(3) “arbitrarily choose the top N items, where N is the largest number you can really handle in
the remaining part of the study.” The rationale for deleting low-frequency terms stems from the
logical notion that an item mentioned by just one respondent doesn’t fit with the concept of a
“culturally-shared domain.” Since the goal of this research is to empirically explore the nature of
the Okinawan public’s cognition, to explore culturally-shared problems, I removed items I
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Please see Chapter 2 for an in-depth definition and description of free-lists and my interview protocol.
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considered idiosyncratic.139 This primarily includes items that were mentioned by only one
respondent and seemed irregular, particular to that one individual’s circumstances.140
Sutrop recommends further simplification for large sample sizes: “if the number of subjects
is small (twenty), delete the terms that are mentioned only by one informant, but if the number of
subjects is greater (e.g., fifty–eighty), delete the terms mentioned by only three or fewer
subjects” (2001, 265). While this rule of thumb is rational and likely useful for studying concrete
cognitive domains (e.g. Sutrop was exploring color terms in the paper where he makes this
recommendation), I needed to be judicious in deciding how to circumscribe the cultural domain
under study because some of the items listed were so nuanced and detailed that they had merit
even if only two or three people mentioned them. For example, the last two problems in the
USFO problems cultural domain, “societal and familial division” and “domination of public
discourse,” were each listed by only three respondents, but were so detailed and sometimes
tangentially referenced (although not explicitly written in their free-lists) by other respondents
throughout the interviews that I decided they constituted their own distinct elements that were
part of the broader cultural domain of “USFO Problems.”
The resulting elements of “USFO Problems” presented in §5.2.1 are those remaining after
accounting for the occurrence of synonyms, variant spellings, modifiers, idiosyncrasies, and
subdomains (items different levels of contrast or at different stages of a causal chain). While this
may be a simple task when dealing with concrete domains such as fruits (e.g. red apples vs. Fuji
apples vs. apples), the task was considerably thornier when dealing with a cultural domain as
fuzzy as “problems associated with USFO.” Rather than writing simple one- or two-word items,
a common occurrence when working with highly concrete domains, respondents often wrote
multiple-word phrases or even multiple sentences for each item. This often led to complex items
which had the potential to contain multiple, distinct problems that were at different levels of
contrast or stages of a causal chain. I relied on the audio-recordings of my follow-on questions in
order to clearly identify what respondents were referring to with each item they wrote. I also
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There were several items that only one participant mentioned and did not relate to or fall under other items. Such
items were never repeated or even referenced by others and were thus deemed idiosyncratic, particular to that
individual and not likely to be a widely perceived problem by the Okinawan public. These items were not included
in the list of problems because they are not culturally shared. Examples include: prefectural resignation, dislocation
of tacit farmers, high land prices, and service member’s underestimation of Okinawa’s political sensitivity.
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Of course, this approach is associated with a significant risk of sampling error—omitting items that seem
idiosyncratic, but are actually culturally-shared. This risk arises because my sample size is not sufficiently large and
my sampling strategy is not sufficiently random to ensure that I am covering all of the potential perspectives in
Okinawa Prefecture. Although it depends on the degree of cultural consensus (variability in responses), it is
generally accepted in anthropology, linguistics, and psychology that typically, 20-30 respondents are sufficient to
meaningfully identify and describe the elements of a cultural domain (Weller and Romney 1988, 14). This research
had 62 respondents which is well beyond this threshold. While my findings may not be perfectly comprehensive or
representative of Okinawa Prefecture, they are a valid and useful start in empirically exploring Okinawan cultural
perceptions of the U.S. military.
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used the additional “category” data (see interview protocol) from the free-list form to resolve
responses that could potentially receive two labels.
I will provide a few examples to illustrate these challenges and how I overcame them. First, a
simple example. The word “crime” was a frequently listed item in the problems free-list, but it
was not always listed so plainly. Responses also included “violent crime,” “drunk driving,”
“rape,” “robbery,” “murder,” “hit and run,” among others. In this case, all of the items were
either modified versions of “crime” (e.g. “violent crime”) or sub-domains, types of “crime.” The
simple solution was to distil the respondents’ answers to the label crime141 for the free-list
analysis and then provide a more detailed explanation (which you will be able to read further in
this chapter) of what respondents meant by “crime” by using exemplar quotes and simple
tabulations of the sub-domains mentioned.
Next, is a slightly more challenging example. How does one distil free-list items like “lack
of local autonomy,” “lack of political representation,” “Japanese government does not convey
the will of Okinawa,” “bases are ignoring local requests,” or “exclusion from negotiations,”
among others, into well-defined labels which would ultimately constitute distinct elements of the
cultural domain “USFO Problems.” It is clear that there is overlap in these items: in some shape
or form, they all refer to Okinawan residents feeling like they have no voice, like they have no
ability to determine their own future. But where is the cut-off between one distinct problem and
another? How does one decide where to circumscribe the individual problems? The solution was
to iteratively develop inclusion and exclusion criteria (coding categories) for each problem as I
listened to the audio recordings of my follow-on questions and built the free-list database. This is
standard procedure for coding open-ended survey questions (Ryan and Bernard 2003). As I
listened to the interviews, transcribed the free-lists, and pulled exemplar quotes, I was able to
iteratively modify these definitions and criteria in ways that grouped logically-connected
concepts together. I used these definitions and criteria to label respondent’s free-list items
(usually phrases or sentences) with distinct problem labels which ensured consistency and
comparability across the entire dataset. Using this methodology, the example responses
presented earlier in this paragraph all fell under a problem I labeled (lack of) self-determination.
Collapsing free-list responses into distinct labels and ultimately elements of “USFO
Problems” was not the only challenge. In several cases it was necessary to also expand a
participant’s written response into multiple, distinct labels. A simple example is when a
respondent wrote “crimes and victim compensation.” When asked about this item, the respondent
would talk about crimes themselves, but also about jurisdictional challenges. In such cases, it
was fairly simple to notice that there were two distinct problems in the free-listed item: crimes
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This is an example of a label that became a distinct element of the cultural domain after many iterations
(subsuming similar free-listed items and sub-labels).
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and post-crime procedures. Items like “rudeness,” “rowdiness,” “drunken misbehavior,” and
“lack of social etiquette” also sometimes accompanied discussions after a respondent free-listed
crime, but these behaviors are not crimes. Thus, even though they were sometimes discussed
together, this latter group of items fell under another, distinct problem: disorderly behavior and
disrespect. Free-list “category” data also made this distinction easier to make as behaviors falling
under crimes were almost always categorized under “public order” and “safety” while disorderly
behavior and disrespect were more variably categorized as “cultural,” “educational,” and
“societal” problems.
The analysis grew more complex when respondents wrote one or more full sentences for
each free-list item response such as: “the Japanese government and the U.S. military violate
agreements and ignore our requests to reduce night flights.” The interviewee would then go into
a longer explanation of this response, including how the Japanese government and U.S. military
“look down on us [Okinawans].” In these cases, I used the aforementioned inclusion and
exclusion criteria coding categories to expand lengthy and complex items into individual, semidistinct labels. In this case, the single free-listed items contained three distinct elements of
“USFO Problems:” noise pollution, (lack of) self-determination, and discrimination.
I will be the first to admit that the list in the next section is not likely to be exhaustive or
definitive. Things rarely are in social science research. There are likely several items that I did
not include because I did not sample particular demographic groups with particular concerns and
there are likely several ways that I could have categorized and bounded the different items that
respondents free-listed. Nonetheless, I am confident in the reliability of my research because my
sample size is diverse and large enough to be empirically and practically useful, my methods are
grounded in tested social science research, and my methodological transparency allows room for
criticism and additional research. At the very least, the results presented in the next few chapters
are a strong start at empirically studying Okinawan grievances regarding U.S. military bases.
Furthermore, I am confident that the results presented in the next few chapters can be relied upon
by stakeholders to better estimate Okinawan public support for, or opposition to, USFO
programs and policies, set a more culturally-aware and data-driven policy agenda, and
consequently, becoming better able to plan, negotiate, and implement solutions that are
mutually-acceptable or better yet, mutually-beneficial. My wish for this research will be
answered if this research leads to any improvement (no matter how small) in the quality of life
for both Okinawans and U.S. service members in Okinawa.
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§5.2.2 Results & Discussion
The items found to constitute the cultural domain “USFO Problems” may be found in Table
6 below. The total number of distinct elements (problems) constituting the cultural domain
“USFO problems” was found to be 24. The total number of items listed by the 62 respondents
was 335, making the average length of each free-list approximately 5.4 problems. The longest
list was 13 items and the shortest contained only 1 item. 142 As mentioned in the footnotes, many
more problems than benefits were free-listed. This is a somewhat expected result in a prefecture
with deeply ingrained cultural narratives of pacifism, environmentalism, and discrimination, all
of which are often used by politicians and media to frame anti-base messaging (Open Source
Center 2012). Okinawans are likely more knowledgeable, have an easier time recalling, or are at
least more willing to voice USFO problems than benefits.143
The list below is practically useful because it is the first reliable and sufficiently
comprehensive list of the primary problems (culturally salient and important) that the Okinawan
public associates with the U.S. military. It is sufficient for use as a baseline list for prioritization
decisions, trade-off decisions, and survey question designs without fear of omitting problems that
are salient and important to the Okinawan public. Furthermore, it defines the elements of an
Okinawan cultural model and as Dressler and Bindon put it: “in deciding what to do in any given
situation, or in deciding what the behaviors of others mean in any given situation, we draw on
our understanding of the world as that understanding is structured by our cultural models” (2000,
246). In other words, this list is a first step toward modeling and potentially predicting Okinawan
behavior toward USFO.
Table 6. List of Culturally-shared Problems Okinawans Associate with USFO
Element

Definitions

Coding Categories144

crime

criminal transgressions by U.S. service members

murder; rape; drunk driving; 1996 rape;
2016 murder; hit and run; against women

noise pollution

noise produced by U.S. military activity, usually
referring to aircraft, but can also relate to artillery
firing, large vehicles, other types of military
equipment, and even personal vehicles with
modified exhaust systems

aircraft noise; night flights; helicopters;
Osprey; Ginowan; Futenma; Kadena;
disturbs sleep; interrupts classes and
work; disturbs R&R; modded cars

post-crime
procedures

actual and perceived SOFA limitations on
Japanese authorities’ ability to arrest, interrogate,

SOFA; victim compensation; favorable to
U.S. service members; incentivizes hit and

142

This is compared to 15 elements constituting the cultural domain “USFO benefits,” as presented in Chapter 6.
The average benefit list length was 3.5 and the longest list only 6 benefits.

143

One can also argue that this discrepancy arises due to an actual wider variety (and thus number) of USFO
problems than benefits.
144

This column gives a sense of the inclusion and exclusion criteria for the given items.
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investigate (collect evidence), charge, prosecute, runs; lack of cooperation with Japanese
and/or sentence U.S. service members for crimes; authorities; undue extraterritorial rights
also includes elements relating to victim
compensation and information sharing specifically
during the judicial proceedings
economic hindrance (1) the argument that base lands could be used
for more economically productive purposes (i.e.,
more gross product and more employment
through private business); (2) bases deter tourists
because some tourists think it is dangerous in
Okinawa and also, some bases occupy prime
tourism spots; (3) the current financial incentive
regime (e.g. land lease payments, public works
contracts, industry subsidies, and tax incentives,
etc.) undermines Okinawan economic
development by fostering dependency

inefficient land use; private businesses
would be more productive; deters tourists;
prime tourism spots occupied; tourists fear
wartime targeting; dependency on
Japanese government support inhibits
Okinawan economic development

aircraft incidents

U.S. military aircraft incidents such as crashes,
falling items, emergency landings, collisions, etc.

Osprey; helicopters; 2004 Okinawa
International University helicopter crash

environmental
damage

damage, destruction, and/or pollution of Okinawan landfilling of the ocean in Henoko;
nature and/or natural resources
chemical spills and run-offs seeping
underground; heavy exhaust from military
vehicles; wasteful use of water and air
conditioning by service members

wartime target

due to the high concentration of firepower in
Okinawa there is the potential for Okinawa to be
(1) pre-emptively struck by the missiles of a U.S.
adversary (2) “dragged” into a U.S. military
conflict, causing Okinawa to become an active
war zone or at the very least, a staging ground for
war (3) a target of anti-American terrorism;
furthermore, there is skepticism regarding the U.S.
military’s willingness and ability to defend
Okinawa from such attacks

North Korea; China; missiles; base
concentration; psychological stress;
anxiety; concentration of military power;
forced to match U.S. foreign policy;
dragged into U.S. war; Senkaku Islands;
target of terrorism

self-determination

the sense that Okinawa lacks political
representation; the sense that Okinawans’
preferences are being ignored by the GoJ, and to
a smaller extent, the USG; the sense that that
Okinawa representatives are excluded from
discussions that determine Okinawa’s future

lack of political representation; lack of
autonomy; exclusions from discussions
and negotiations; financial dependency on
Tokyo facilitates lack of autonomy;
disregard of Okinawan will

disorderly behavior

disorderly and/or disrespectful behavior by U.S.
rude; loud; rowdy; don’t know or ignore
service members (akin to conduct unbecoming an Japanese social etiquette; scary;

145

and disrespect

145

This problem may be at least partly attributed to the limited cultural education the majority of service members
(especially Marines) receive upon arrival to Okinawa. For instance, newly arrived Marines only receive a 45-minute
PowerPoint presentation (Okinawa Orientation Overview; OOO) with an annual refresher requirement. On the other
hand, Army soldiers newly stationed at Torii Station go through a week-long “Head Start Program” which contains
several lectures, expert seminars, and a site visits to the Okinawa Prefectural Peace Memorial Museum.
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officer and a gentleman) 146 such as loud and/or
vulgar language or drunken misbehavior in public
places, negligent violation of social etiquette, and
conduct constituting moral turpitude, 147 among
others
infrastructural
hindrance

intimidating; cause psychological stress;
drinking in public places and drunken
misbehavior; disregard of rules; late night
noise and parties; picking up after pets;
loud cars; attitude of entitlement

(1) bases take up large and sometimes centrally
traffics jams; congestion; inefficient routes;
located plots of land which leads to an increase in poor city planning; barrier to building
railroad network
traffic congestion; (2) bases make it difficult to
conduct long-term infrastructure and city planning
(i.e., building roads, building public transport, etc.)

information sharing limited ability or willingness of the U.S. military to
publicly release information relating to (1) crimes
(2) training incidents (3) day-to-day operations;
perception of intentional and malicious secrecy

non-cooperation with Japanese law
enforcement, investigative, and
environmental authorities; secrecy;
education of Okinawans; active
confirmation or denial of media reports

discrimination

unjust or prejudicial treatment of Okinawans by (1) mainland indifference toward Okinawan
GoJ (2) residents of mainland Japan (3) U.S.
problems; base concentration; sense of
military service members
being “looked down upon”; loss of
Okinawan heritage; changing educational
books; removing peace studies

post-incident
procedures

unsatisfactory explanations, apologies, and followon actions after U.S. military accidents and
incidents (e.g. curfew too temporary, alcohol
prohibitions harm local businesses); perception
that solidarity and remorse is insincere

lack of clarity and detail; sophism; shirking
responsibility; insincere apologies; lack of
remorse (no understanding of jishuku,
voluntary self-restraint following a
wrongdoing); miscommunication

reckless driving

perception that U.S. service member’s drive too
fast and aggressively

speeding; aggressive; modded vehicles;
don’t know/follow traffic laws or etiquette;
uncertain driving education in the U.S.;
unclear procedures after traffic accident

manipulation of
public opinion

(1) Okinawan mass media’s presentation of base
problems is designed to manipulate public
opinion, radicalize Okinawans, and polarize the
debate; (2) by focusing and sensationalizing dayto-day base problems and settling for nothing less
than idealistic solutions (e.g. remove all bases),
the mass media actually inhibits the search for
mutually-acceptable and feasible solutions; (3)
minority opinion holders stigmatized and ignored

manipulation of public opinion; too much
power held by media owners; limited
variation in anti-base faction’s viewpoints;
over-focus on day-to-day issues; inhibit
search for feasible solutions; limited U.S.
military reach into media; lack of
understanding and dialogue between the
stakeholders; minority opinions shunned

military training
incidents

U.S. military training incidents relating to
parachuting, artillery, and other weapons (other

parachuting accidents; artillery misfires;
unexploded ordnance; unintended

146

For additional details on Article 133 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, please reference the following
educational article: U.S. GPO (U.S. Government Publishing Office). 2012. “10 U.S.C. 933 - ART. 133. CONDUCT
UNBECOMING AN OFFICER AND A GENTLEMAN.”
147

Moral turpitude (moral depravity) is a legal concept defined as “an act or behavior that gravely violates the
sentiment or accepted standard of the community” (Merriam-Webster Law Dictionary, 2017). In Okinawa, the
Okinawan people set the “standard of the community.”
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than aircraft incidents)

explosions; misfiring; guns; bombs

psychological stress self-reported psychological stress caused by (1)
flights over homes, schools, hospitals, and
workplaces, (2) groups of rowdy and/or drunk
service members that are unpredictable and
intimidating, and (3) weapons located and used in
vicinity of residential neighborhoods

anxiety; fear; terror; aircraft accidents;
flights over homes, schools, and
workplaces; groups of service members;
drunken misbehavior; tattoos; drugs;
resemble Yakuza

base entry

(1) service members are free to enter and exit the unfair; using Okinawan land; unequal
bases as they please, while Okinawans cannot do access; on-base shopping; on-base dining
the same, even though the land belongs to
Okinawa; (2) desire to be able to enjoy the onbase shops and restaurants

taxation for HNS

(1) frustration associated with Okinawan taxes
going to support the U.S. military, especially when
hearing anecdotes of how wasteful some service
members are (e.g. leaving running water, leaving
on A/C, constantly watering lawns, etc.); (2) belief
that Japan is paying too much for HNS (i.e.,
benefits not worth the costs)

Okinawan taxes used to support the
“enemy;” U.S. military is wasteful,
especially service members who are not
environmentally conscious; Japan is
paying too much; not worth the amount
being paid

disrespect of
women

disrespectful behavior by U.S. service members
toward Okinawan women such as falsifying
contact information, lying about relationship
status, “ghosting,” harassment of young women,
flaunting of wealth, among other behaviors
unbecoming of a gentleman

high divorce rate; lying about being single;
abandonment after pregnancy; concealing
contact information; faking contact
information; (drunken) harassment of
young women; “cat calling”; flaunting
wealth to attract women; looking down on
women; entitlement

forced complicity in feeling of complicity in war, violence, and killing;
by allowing the bases to remain, traditionally
war
pacifist and anti-war Okinawans feel as if they are
implicitly condoning U.S. military activity that
involves war, violence, and killing (e.g. aggression
in the Middle East, the Vietnam War, etc.)

counter to pacifist culture; implicitly
helping U.S. military fight wars and kill
people; difficult to educate children on the
purpose of military bases; unclear on
nuclear weapons presence

high land lease
payments

unfair; promote financial inequality;
promote political inequality; rent money
leads to political power; disincentivizes
work; akin to bribery

government lease payments to the owners of
base lands are so high that they (1) lead to
economic and political inequality, (2) allow land
owners to unfairly live without having to work, and
(3) are perceived as unethical bribes to reduce
anti-base sentiment among land owners (part of
the broader financial incentive regime)

domination of public the media’s over-focus and sensationalization of
base problems within Okinawan society leads to
discourse
(1) the neglect of other, pressing policy problems
and (2) undermining of the integrity of local
elections (i.e., decided on pro-/anti-base platform
rather than on other, more important issues)

over-focus on base problems; neglect of
other problems; undermines integrity and
value of local elections

societal and familial pro- and anti-base polarization is so strong that it
creates friction within families, between friends,
division
and amid society at large

familial anger; taboo subject within family,
especially with grandparents; broken
friendships; workplace conflict

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list and semi-structured interview data (2017).
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§5.3 Priority Problems
Knowing the full range of the most salient and important USFO problems that Okinawans
recognize is valuable for setting a baseline for future research and making various prioritization
decisions, but Table 6 does not contain any information on the relative ranking each problem.
Thankfully, the data I collected allowed me to also determine the relative cognitive salience of
each of those problems to the Okinawan people, how salience varies across demographic groups,
and which problems are considered most severe. The following sub-sections provide analyses
and results which will fill in these details.
§5.3.1 Cognitive Salience of USFO Problems
§5.3.1.1 Methodology

I borrow a lengthy, but pertinent definition of policy issue salience from Miller, Krosnick,
and Fabrigar (2007, 127) in order to highlight the policy relevance of this analysis:
The more salient a particular policy issue is to a citizen, the more he or she is
cognitively and behaviorally engaged in that issue. That is, if an issue is salient to
a person, he or she thinks frequently and deeply about it, gathers information
about it to accumulate in long-term memory, and uses the issue as a basis for
making voting decisions and charting other courses of political action. This
definition is faithful to the spirit of most past work on policy issue salience and
also resonates with work in psychology on attitude strength.

My anthropological approach (free-list analyses) to measuring policy issue salience is
somewhat novel in that I let respondents list salient issues and then calculated implicit salience,
rather than providing them with a list of policy issues (that may not necessarily be salient or
important to them) and only then ask their salience. Research on policy issue salience most
commonly measures salience by giving respondents a list of pre-determined items and directly
asking them to simply report the importance of each policy issue to their country (Best, 1999;
Campbell, 1983), their community (Mutz & Soss, 1997), or personally (Niemi and Bartels 1985;
Tedin 1979). Although tedious and generally more limited in sample size, the free-list approach I
used does not impose pre-conceived policy issues on respondents and allowed them to generate
the policy issues themselves.
In free-list analysis, the two parameters most important in measuring cognitive salience are
(1) item frequency and (2) average rank. Item frequency is defined as the proportion of times an
item is mentioned across all lists. Average rank is the average position of an item across the lists
in which the item was present. These two parameters emerge from previous research which
found that the most salient items are named by most people in the sample and more salient items
will appear earlier in individuals’ lists (Bousfield & Barclay, 1950; Friendly).
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While item frequency can be sufficient to circumscribe and define a cultural or cognitive
domain (as in the previous section), 148 it contains no information on order of mention (a part of
salience) and is thus insufficient to explore the structure of a domain. Relying solely on
frequency often leads to non-discriminating (tie) scores, especially in the high- frequency zone
where our interest is mostly focused (Smith et al. 1995, 214).149 Relying solely on average rank
is also inadvisable because it does not take into account the distorting effects of rarely mentioned
items that appear early in a few lists. Using only average rank would result in an item mentioned
only once, but first in a list receiving the highest salience score (Smith et al. 1995, 214). Instead,
there are two commonly-used indices that combine these two parameters into more reliable and
comprehensive measures of salience: the Smith free-list salience index (Smith 1993; Smith et al.
1995; Smith and Borgatti 1998) and the Sutrop cognitive salience index (Sutrop 2001).
Both indices are normalized to measure salience on a 0 to 1 scale. The most salient items
have values increasing to 1 (an item mentioned first by everyone would be perfectly salient and
receive a value of 1) and the less salient items have decreasing values toward 0. The two indices
tend to behave quite similarly for high-frequency terms, with mild differences among the lowfrequency items. Nonetheless, the differences are not practically significant for the purposes of
this research (there is little practical difference whether a problem is ranked 21st, 22nd, 23rd, or
24th). Indeed, even Sutrop himself writes, “the free-list salience index and the cognitive salience
index give much the same results” (2001, 271). For this study, I use the Sutrop index to examine
relative salience because it is commonly used in several recent and notable studies in
anthropology, linguistics, and psychology. Furthermore, this index “is free from the side effects
that depend on the length of individual lists” thus reducing difficulties in interpretation and
cross-comparisons (Sutrop 2001, 270).
Sutrop’s cognitive salience index for each item is calculated using the following equation:
𝑆! = 𝐹'𝑁𝑚𝑃 , where Sa is the cultural salience/importance of item a according to the Sutrop
!
Index, F is the citation frequency of the item in all lists, N is the number of lists (number of
∑# 𝑟
respondents), and mPa is the average citation rank which itself is equal to "$% !"'𝐹 , where rai is

148

As long as sample size is sufficiently large, item frequency alone can be sufficient to circumscribe the borders of
a cultural or cognitive domain (Sutrop 271, 2001). Although it depends on the degree of cultural consensus
(variability in responses), it is generally accepted in anthropology, linguistics, and psychology that typically, 20-30
respondents are sufficient to provide meaningful results (Weller and Romney 1988, 14).

149

Indeed, if we rely solely on frequency, it is difficult to differentiate the relative salience of various problems. For
example, when ranked by frequency alone, problems ranked 3-6 are post-crime procedures, economic hindrance,
wartime target, and environmental damage. These four problems differ by less than 7%. Using Smith’s or Sutrop’s
indices (which incorporate both frequency and average rank), we are able to differentiate and see that problems 3
and 4 are very similar in salience (similar frequency and average rank), problem 5 is much less salient than 3 or 4
because of low average rank, while problem 6 is also less salient than problem 3 and 4, but more than problem 5.
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the citation rank of item a in list i. The results of these calculations are presented in Table 7 in
the next subsection. Items are ranked in order of relative salience.
§5.3.1.2 Results & Discussion

Table 7 below shows the relative salience of each USFO problem to Okinawan residents.
Items closer to the top are more prominent in the minds of Okinawans, but all items in the list are
part of the cultural domain “USFO Problems” which means they are cultural-shared (they are all
a part (to different degrees) of the Okinawan public’s collective consciousness). The salience
Table 7. Relative Cognitive Salience of USFO Problems among the Okinawan Public
Group

“Core”

“Periphery”

Rank Problem

Frequency

Average Rank

Sutrop Index

1

crime

71.0%

2.3

0.312

2

noise pollution

61.3%

2.4

0.250

3

post-crime procedures

43.5%

3.1

0.140

4

economic hindrance

40.3%

3.1

0.129

5

aircraft incidents

27.4%

2.5

0.111

6

environmental damage

37.1%

4.3

0.086

7

wartime target

40.3%

4.8

0.083

8

self-determination

29.0%

4.7

0.062

9

disorderly behavior and disrespect

25.8%

4.6

0.057

10

infrastructural hindrance

21.0%

4.1

0.051

11

information sharing

17.7%

4.1

0.043

12

discrimination

19.4%

4.7

0.041

13

post-incident procedures

12.9%

3.8

0.034

14

reckless driving

11.3%

4.0

0.028

15

manipulation of public opinion

11.3%

4.6

0.025

16

military training incidents

9.7%

4.5

0.022

17

psychological stress

11.3%

5.4

0.021

18

base entry

8.1%

5.0

0.016

19

taxation for HNS

9.7%

7.0

0.014

20

disrespect of women

8.1%

6.4

0.013

21

forced complicity in war

6.5%

5.3

0.012

22

high land lease payments

8.1%

6.6

0.012

23

domination of public discourse

4.8%

5.0

0.010

24

societal and familial division

4.8%

9.0

0.005

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list data (2017).
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data suggest that immediate physical concerns such a crime, noise pollution, aircraft incidents,
and wartime targeting are at the forefront of Okinawan minds. In addition to these physical
threats are other “core” concerns: post-crime procedures, bases as an economic hindrance,
environmental damage, self-determination, disorderly behavior and disrespect, bases as an
infrastructural hindrance, information-sharing, and discrimination against Okinawans. The
remaining items are considered “periphery” using the verbiage of cultural domain analysis.
These items are still culturally-shared, important, and salient (by virtue of making it into the
cultural domain as distinct elements), but are less so than “core” items. Periphery elements
include: post-incident procedures, reckless driving, manipulation of public opinion, military
training incidents, psychological stress, base entry, taxation for host nation support, disrespect
of women, forced complicity in war, high land lease payments, domination of public discourse,
and societal and familial division.
The core and periphery groupings were made using two techniques commonly used in
cultural anthropology: looking for natural breaks in frequency counts and the Sutrop Index, along
with a non-metric multidimensional scaling (MDS) technique. As noted in the methodology
chapter, non-metric MDS is another way to visualize and understand the cognitive organization
of the elements of a cultural domain. An MDS map of free-list problems may be seen in Figure
37 below. Maps such as these are based on the co-occurrence of items in lists—two items are
close together to the extent that many respondents mentioned both items. Using this method, we
Figure 37. Core/Periphery Structure of the “USFO Problems”

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list data (2017).
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find that culturally “core” items cluster around the center and are closer to one another while
culturally periphery items are located along the edges of the map (Borgatti, “Freelists”). This
core group of 12 problems corresponds identically to the top half of the 24 items ranked by
Sutrop’s cognitive salience index (concurring results using two different methods).
These results are practically significant because the concept of issue salience has been shown
to be critically important in political approval ratings, voting behavior, and communities’
reactions to public policies and programs. As noted at the start of this chapter, the more salient a
policy issue, the more likely a citizen is to be cognitively and behaviorally engaged in that issue
(Miller, Krosnick, and Fabrigar 2007, 127). Put simply, the higher the problem is in Table 7, the
more likely it is to fuel Okinawan thinking and behavior. Thus, if alliance managers wish to
influence the Okinawan public’s thinking and behavior, it’s most efficient to focus on salient
issues.
In a well-cited study of presidential approval, Edwards, Mitchell, and Welch (1995, 121-122)
concluded that:
The salience of issues to the public directly affects their impact on the public's
evaluation of the president. If foreign policy is especially salient and he
ostensibly handles foreign affairs well, his ratings will benefit. If economic
policy is more salient, however, even high ratings on foreign policy will not
prevent him failing in the polls if the economy sours.... Since salience mediates
the impact of issues on presidential approval, we need to add it to our models of
public evaluation.

Given these results and other studies on voting behavior (e.g. Kiousis, Strömback, McDevitt
2015) and processing of policy-relevant information (Ciuk 2015), it is reasonable to extend their
conclusions to suggest that the salience of issues to the Okinawan public directly affects the
issues’ impacts on the public’s evaluation of the U.S. military and the U.S.-Japan Alliance, along
with its leaders and service members. I suggest that salience mediates the impact of problems on
the Okinawan public’s approval of the U.S. military and U.S.-Japan Alliance. If, for example,
crime and noise pollution are particularly salient to Okinawans (as the data in Table 7 and Figure
37 suggest they are), but U.S.-Japan Alliance stakeholders focus on less salient issues, they will
do little to change the Okinawan public’s perceptions of USFO or the U.S.-Japan Alliance if
crimes and noise pollution continue unabated. Focusing on less salient issues would be an
inefficient use of limited resources. Thus, this list of problems organized by relative cognitive
salience should be useful to stakeholders whose work requires prioritization or trade-offs
between different problems associated with USFO (e.g., agenda setting, resource allocation,
community outreach, press releases, etc.).
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§5.3.2 Relative Cognitive Salience of Problems across Demographics Groups
The next step involved a qualitative analysis of how the cognitive salience values presented
in the previous section varied across a few dichotomous demographic. The hope is that these
additional analyses make this dissertation more useful for stakeholders who hope to target their
impact mitigation, benefit maximization, PR, or other efforts toward specific demographic
groups.
§5.3.2.1 Methodology

The results of this subsection were derived using a technique introduced and presented in
Schrauf and Sanchez’s 2008 study titled “Using Freelisting to Identify, Assess, and Characterize
Age Differences in Shared Cultural Domains.” (388).150 The technique involves highlighting
items that show the maximal difference in salience across demographic variables by subtracting
the salience scores of one group from the salience scores of the other group for each item. This
process produces a list of salience difference scores that can be positive or negative (depending
which group found the item more salient). By examining the items at the extremes of the
difference spectrum, it is possible to identify the relative emphases of each group.
Schrauf and Sanchez recommend limiting the number of items chosen for comparing the
extreme groups to “between 5 and 10 items so that the mathematical differences in salience
scores reflect meaningful differences between groups” (2008, 388). Nonetheless, rather than
select 5 or 10 extreme items arbitrarily, I present the full difference spectrum of items as a
gradient (one group’s most salient items at the top of the table and other’s at the bottom). I did
this because we have little basis to make definitive interpretations of the differences in the
magnitudes of salience indices (i.e., what does it mean that one item has a salience score of 0.6,
another scoring 0.4; how does this difference manifest in real-world thinking and behavior?). So,
although this methodology uses numbers, it should be considered a qualitative examination of
demographic differences in cognitive salience of USFO problems.
One other drawback of this technique is that it tends to overemphasizes highly salient items
(high index values). The absolute magnitude of the Sutrop index of these salient items is much
higher than those of low salience items and as such, the differences are much larger. Thus, it is
important to remember that all items presented in the following salience difference tables are
salient and important to both groups because all the items being evaluated are part of the shared
cultural domain; the tables only highlight which items are relatively more or less salient to the
different demographic categories groups.

150

Schrauf and Sanchez used Smith’s free-list salience index in their original study and I use Sutrop’s cognitive
salience index, but this difference does not influence the interpretation or usage of this methodology.
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§5.3.2.2 Results & Discussion

The first variable I examined was gender, the results of which are presented in Table 8
below. The first thing to note in Table 8 is that women appear to be significantly more concerned
with immediate, physical threats and annoyances than men—noise, crime, and aircraft
incidents. Although previously mentioned, it warrants reiteration: all items in the following
tables should be considered salient and important to both demographic categories being
evaluated since they are all culturally-shared elements of the cultural domain USFO problems.
Table 8. Differences in USFO Problem Salience between Men and Women
Problem

Salience Difference

noise pollution

0.134

aircraft incidents

0.123

crime

0.112

military training incidents

0.024

high land lease payments

0.021

post-incident procedures

0.020

taxation for HNS

0.019

disrespect of women

0.016

environmental damage

0.014

post-crime procedures

0.012

base entry

0.007

reckless driving

0.003

societal and familial division

0.002

domination of public discourse

-0.004

disorderly behavior and disrespect

-0.004

psychological stress

-0.008

forced complicity in war

-0.008

information sharing

-0.012

economic hindrance

-0.016

self-determination

-0.021

wartime target

-0.027

manipulation of public opinion

-0.032

discrimination

-0.034

infrastructural hindrance

-0.048

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list data (2017).
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↑
problems more
salient to women
(n=36)

problems more
salient to men
(n=26)

↓

Finding that Okinawan women tend to be more concerned with physical dangers and annoyances
is a theoretically and practically interesting finding that warrants further study. Furthermore,
stakeholders may see improved outcomes by targeting their policies, programs, and
communications in accordance with these findings.
On the other end of the table we see that men tend to be more conscious of a more diverse
array of problems—bases’ roles in obstructing traffic and infrastructure development, feeling
discriminated against by Tokyo and others, and the media’s manipulation of public opinion.
Traffic may be more salient for men because it is a daily nuisance that may affect men more than
women in Okinawa. This hypothesis stems from observations of strong cultural norms of
traditional gender roles in Okinawa and Japan (i.e., more women tend to be stay-at-home
spouses) and a significant difference in labor force participation—in 2017, the Japanese male
labor force participation rate was 85.5%, while the female rate was 69.4% (OECD 2017).
Discrimination was another issue more salient to men than women. One hypothesis for this
phenomenon is that discrimination (described as the sense of being “looked down upon,” as was
cited by many respondents during my free-list follow-on discussions) conflicts with expectations
and desirability of masculine personality traits in traditional Japanese and Okinawan gender
roles—aggressiveness, dominance, competitiveness, and confidence (Sugihara and Katsurada
2000, 310-311). Because of these societal expectations, Okinawan men may be more aware and
conscientious of discrimination against them.
Overall, these results provide a few specific differences between Okinawan men and women
that stakeholders should be aware of when deciding to engage communities, but additional
research certainly needs to be conducted to more definitively quantify gender differences and
evaluate explanatory hypotheses. Following gender, I evaluated how the salience of problems
varied with age using the same methodology. The results may be seen in Table 9 below.
Table 9. Differences in USFO Problem Salience between Older and Younger Okinawans
Problem

Salience Difference

post-crime procedures

0.127

crime

0.110

self-determination

0.050

disorderly behavior and disrespect

0.022

reckless driving

0.021

post-incident procedures

0.016

manipulation of public opinion

0.007

high land lease payments

0.005

wartime target

0.003
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↑
problems more
salient to older (≥36)
Okinawans (n=29)

forced complicity in war

-0.004

societal and familial division

-0.004

taxation for HNS

-0.006

disrespect of women

-0.009

psychological stress

-0.011

noise pollution

-0.012

discrimination

-0.014

military training incidents

-0.018

domination of public discourse

-0.018

economic hindrance

-0.019

environmental damage

-0.024

base entry

-0.030

information sharing

-0.032

infrastructural hindrance

-0.036

aircraft incidents

-0.111

problems more
salient to younger
(≤35) Okinawans
(n=33)

↓

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list data (2017).

As an astute reader, I imagine you have already noticed another significant constraint of this
analytic technique: only dichotomous variables can be analyzed. Thus, in order to conduct this
analysis, I split my sample population into a “younger” group consisting of 33 participants age
35 and below and an “older” group with 29 participants age 36 and above. This cut-off was
simply chosen to keep a balanced population size within each group. This constraint limits the
interpretability of the analysis, but this is only meant to be a springboard for future, deeper
studies of this subject.
A first glance tells us that older Okinawans are more concerned with post-crime procedures,
crimes themselves, and self-determination than younger Okinawans. The emphasis of crime by
older Okinawans is in direct contrast to the OAS priority “solution” analysis in §4.5.2.1 which
suggested prioritizing the elimination of crime was negatively correlated with age. These
contrasting results suggest the need for additional, and more direct data collection. It is unclear
as to why crimes and post-crime procedures would be more concerning to older Okinawans than
younger ones. One hypothesis (that would certainly need to be analyzed and tested before given
credence) is that older people are more commonly victims of U.S. service member crimes.151
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An analysis of USFO felony, misdemeanor, and accident data, correlated with victim/affected party data, would
be quite helpful in determining what demographic groups are most affected by the USFO presence; comparing these
data to Okinawan felony, misdemeanor, and accident data would also be helpful in determining if USFO
transgressions significantly differ from those committed by Okinawans.
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One hypothesis for why self-determination may be more salient to older respondents is that they
are simply more likely to currently be, or to at least have been politically active (political
participation research generally shows that older people are more politically active than younger
[e.g. Gimpel, Morris, and Armstrong 2004]) and thus, are more conscientious of the idea of
political self-determination.
The problems with the biggest salience difference for younger Okinawans are aircraft
incidents, infrastructural hindrance, and information sharing. One hypothesis for why aircraft
incidents are more salient to younger Okinawans (especially college students and recent
graduates) is more awareness and relevance of the 2004 helicopter crash into Okinawa
International University. Younger respondents tended to mention this incident frequently during
my interviews when they listed aircraft incidents on their free-lists. It is unclear why
infrastructural hindrance has more salience with younger respondents and I will refrain from
proposing a hypothesis. It is also interesting to point out that that younger Okinawans are more
conscientious of base entry (on-base shopping/dining) and environmental problems. This result
matches logical intuitions about age and generational differences and provides some support to
the empirical reliability of these analyses.
The last big salience difference between older and younger respondents was the latter’s
emphasis of information sharing. As noted in section §5.1, information sharing refers to
Okinawan frustration with the USFO’ limited ability or willingness to publicly release
information relating to (1) crimes, (2) training incidents, and (3) day-to-day operations. In
particular, many young interviewees felt frustrated that they simply didn’t know enough about
the bases to have strong opinions. Their frustration was exacerbated by the fact that they didn’t
particularly trust Okinawan reporting on USFO, yet they had nowhere else to get information
from. On the other hand, older interviewees generally seemed to trust the traditional Okinawan
media sources (e.g., Ryukyu Shimpo, Okinawa Times, and their affiliates). If this hypothesis
holds, it suggests that an official, widely-disseminated U.S. military- or U.S.-Japan Allianceaffiliated news source (e.g. a print newspaper, a regular television program, etc.) may receive a
better-than-expected reception, or even welcome, by younger Okinawans.
Next, I analyzed the difference in salience between interviewees living in southern Okinawa
Island or Naha as compared to those living in central Okinawa Island. The reason I examined
these two groups is three-fold. First, most of my respondents were from southern Okinawan
Island (including Naha City) or central Okinawa Island. This means I had a sufficient sample
size to make the comparison. Second, southern Okinawa and Naha City has significantly less
bases than central Okinawa (see the map in Figure 2 for a general sense of the difference). To be
exact, the average distance to the nearest U.S. military base for interviewees living in southern
Okinawa or Naha was 10.8 kilometers, while the average distance for interviewees living in
central Okinawa was only 4.7 kilometers. This means that this regional comparison is a rough
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proxy for examining how distance to nearest base affects the saliency of problems for Okinawan
residents. Lastly, stakeholders attempting to target their programs, policies, or communications
should be interested in and aware of how saliency of problems (what problems the public focuses
on) differs between Okinawans living closer to bases (central Okinawa) and those living further
from bases (southern Okinawa and Naha City).
Table 10. Differences in Problem Salience between Residents of Southern and Central Okinawa
Problem

Salience Difference

noise pollution

0.074

aircraft incidents

0.070

disorderly behavior and disrespect

0.064

self-determination

0.051

post-incident procedures

0.051

post-crime procedures

0.040

discrimination

0.032

information sharing

0.018

base entry

0.015

domination of public discourse

0.009

disrespect of women

0.009

psychological stress

0.007

societal and familial division

0.005

crimes

0.004

forced complicity in war

-0.002

manipulation of public opinion

-0.005

military training incidents

-0.013

taxation for HNS

-0.026

high land lease payments

-0.027

infrastructural hindrance

-0.039

reckless driving

-0.040

wartime target

-0.057

economic hindrance

-0.088

environmental damage

-0.108

↑
problems more salient
to participants living in
central Okinawa,
closer to bases
(n=29)

problems more salient
to participants living in
southern Okinawa
and Naha, further
from bases
(n=28)

↓

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list data (2017).

Somewhat expectedly, noise pollution, aircraft incidents, and disorderly behavior and
disrespect appear to be significantly more salient to people living close to bases than those living
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further from bases. These are direct, potentially daily, physical and social problems that residents
living close to bases are likely to encounter more frequently than those living further from bases
(i.e., living closer to bases means they are more exposed to noise pollution, more at risk of
aircraft incidents, and more likely to run into disorderly service members). This result matches
logical intuition and provides support to the empirical reliability of these results.
Respondents living further from bases appear to be more concerned with environmental
damage, bases as an economic hindrance, and becoming a wartime target. Here, I will present
simple hypotheses for why this may be so. One hypothesis for why these general, indirect, or
“theoretical” problems are relatively bigger concerns for Okinawans living further from bases is
that they must rely more on media reporting, rather than direct observation, in order to formulate
their perceptions. Residents living close to bases may observe the clean and manicured base
areas (directly) and thus, do not immediately associate environmental damage with bases.
Conversely, residents living further from bases do not have the luxury of observation and may
have to rely on oft-sensationalized media reporting of U.S. military environmental damage,
leading to increase salience.
A similar hypothesis explaining why geographically-separated residents think about bases as
an economic hindrance more than those who live close to bases is as follows: Okinawans who
receive some form of income from U.S. military bases (e.g., on-base employment, contracting
services, etc.) or observe U.S. military economic benefits (e.g. service member expenditures) are
more likely to live close to bases (closer to their source of income) and are consequently less
likely to consider bases as an economic hindrance. Those living further from bases however,
must once again rely on media reporting to evaluate economic impact. Lastly, wartime targeting
may be a bigger concern for residents far from bases because they have fewer opportunities than
those living close to bases to observe and learn about the U.S. military’s war-fighting capabilities
or its willingness to deter aggression and defend Japan.
Ultimately, a deeper analyses of these differences is necessary to evaluate these various
hypothesis, but this initial cut should still be of interest to a variety of stakeholders because they
can be used to facilitate more targeted and thus, more effective communications, programs, and
policies.
Lastly, I examined the salience differences between participants who were supporters of the
Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) and those who reported supporting no political party or “other,”
as seen in Table 11 below. The LDP is Japan’s dominant conservative political party. It is led by
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe. Prime Minister Abe generally supports economic development
(“Abenomics” consisting of monetary easing, fiscal stimulus, and structural reforms), the JSDF,
the U.S.-Japan Alliance (and thus, USFO), constitutional revision (particularly of Article 9,
hoping to permit Japan to maintain an offensive military force), and “traditional, pre-war” values
(e.g., patriotism, Shintoism, imperial divinity, etc.). When asked, most of my interviewees
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associated the LDP in Okinawa with conservative values, support of the U.S. military presence,
and more specifically, support for the relocation of MCAS Futenma to FRF Henoko. Thus, by
examining the problems most salient to LDP-supporters versus others (presumably somewhat
more liberal and anti-base respondents), we can get a rough sense of problem salience
differences between conservative pro-base and liberal anti-base Okinawans.
Table 11. Differences in USFO Problem Salience between LDP-supporters and “Others”
Problem

Salience Difference

economic hindrance

0.094

manipulation of public opinion

0.043

wartime target

0.040

post-crime procedures

0.033

post-incident procedures

0.028

disorderly behavior and disrespect

0.026

base entry

0.023

information sharing

0.016

infrastructural hindrance

0.010

high land lease payments

0.008

disrespect of women

0.007

reckless driving

0.007

psychological stress

0.007

crimes

-0.003

societal and familial division

-0.007

domination of public discourse

-0.013

forced complicity in war

-0.017

taxation for HNS

-0.019

military training incidents

-0.030

discrimination

-0.034

noise pollution

-0.042

self-determination

-0.057

environmental damage

-0.067

aircraft incidents

-0.067

↑
problems more salient
to LDP supporters
(n=17)

problems more salient
to supporters of “other”
or no political parties
(n=45)

↓

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list data (2017).

Examining the results in Table 11, we can see that supporters of the LDP tended to be more
focused on bases as an economic hindrance, the media’s manipulation of public opinion, and
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becoming a wartime target. As previously mentioned, economic development and revision of
Article 9 to allow Japan offensive military forces are frequent LDP talking and consensus points.
This is likely be the reason why Okinawan LDP supporters are more keenly cognizant of bases
becoming a hindrance to economic development and about the U.S. military’s willingness and
capability to defend Okinawa. One reasonable hypothesis for why Okinawan media’s
manipulation of public opinion is significantly more salient for LDP-supporters is that Okinawan
media tends to be unapologetically anti-base and frequently, anti-LDP and anti-Abe. This lack of
objectiveness and representation in Okinawan mass media reasonably concerns Okinawan LDPsupporters.
Supporters of other or no political parties were more conscientious of aircraft incidents,
environmental damage, and self-determination. If we assume these respondents supporting
“other” or “no” political parties are generally more liberal than those self-reporting as LDPsupporters, then it makes sense that generally more liberal concerns like environmental damage
are more salient to them. Similarly, if we assume that they are more anti-base than the LDPsupporting respondents, then it makes sense that a lack of political representation and selfdetermination is a more salient issue to them (i.e., since bases presence is still strong in Okinawa
and the relocation of MCAS Futenma is to FRF Henoko is proceeding despite opposition, these
residents may feel like the LDP-dominated government is ignoring their will). It is unclear why
aircraft incidents would be more salient to non-LDP supporters. These results should be of
interest to a variety of stakeholders because it provides some insights into the primary concerns
of one of the most dominant political factions in Okinawa and Japan.
It’s likely the analyses above raised more questions than they answered, but even so, I am
happy because these are questions that are policy-relevant and important to raise and eventually
answer if the Okinawan Knot is to ever be loosened. I hope the methods, results, and hypotheses
presented in this subsection serve as springboard for targeted program and policy action and also
inspire future research.
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§5.3.3 Perceived Severity of Identified USFO Problems
The Oxford English Dictionary defines salience using words like “noticeable,” “important,”
and “prominent,” but salience alone does not necessarily imply an item should be considered a
policy or program priority by stakeholders. Why you might ask? Well, problems that are salient
are at the forefront of peoples’ minds. As such, they are implicitly important and thus, salience is
clearly an element of priority. Nonetheless, just because a problem is prominent in the “public’s
mind” does not directly imply that that they consider that problem to be a very urgent or serious
problem that needs to be immediately addressed.152 It is entirely possible for a problem to be
highly salient, but not perceived as severe and conversely, to be perceived as highly severe, but
not be very salient among the public. An example of the former would be noise pollution. It is
the second most salient USFO problem in Okinawa and yet, as we will see later in this
subsection, it only ranks eighteenth out of twenty-four USFO problems in terms of severity.
Conversely, post-incident procedures ranked thirteenth in cognitive salience, but almost every
respondent rated it a ten on a 1-10 severity scale.
Practically speaking, it is important to account for perceived severity in problem
prioritization because prioritizing salient, but not severe problems can lead to a wasteful, or at
best, suboptimal use of limited resources (and similarly, prioritizing serious, but not salient
problems is also unfavorable and potentially wasteful). Stakeholders need to focus their limited
resources on addressing problems that are both salient and considered severe so that they
alleviate the maximum amount of dissatisfaction, so that Okinawans feel like their needs are
being addressed, so that they maximize their return on investment, and so that ultimately,
relations between Okinawans and the U.S.-Japan Alliance improve as much as possible.
§5.3.3.1 Methodology

Perceived severity data was collected as part of the free-list exercise every interviewee
completed. After free-listing a problem, they were simply asked to rate its severity on a scale of
1-10.153 Respondents were given the following guidelines for the rating: “scores of 1-3 represent
nuisances and small problems; scores of 4-6 represent serious, but not major problems; scores of
7-10 represent very severe problems that need to be addressed as soon as possible.” Responses
were simply averaged, compiled, and are presented in the following subsection.
First, I conducted a Pearson correlation test between the Sutrop cognitive salience index and
average severity rating for the twenty-four items falling under the cultural domain “USFO
problems” in order to confirm that it was worthwhile to consider both salience and perceived
severity separately. The result of this test did not allow us to reject the null hypothesis of no
152

For additional discussion on the subject, see: Wlezien, Christopher. “On the Salience of Political Issues: The
Problem with ‘Most Important Problem.’” Electoral Studies 24 (4) 555-579.
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See Appendix 1 for the actual free-list worksheet respondents filled out and the instruction they received.
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correlation at the 0.05 significance level and suggested salience and severity essentially have a
very weak, non-significant linear relationship (r(24) = 0.10, p = 0.63). I consider this a somewhat
surprising result because although I expected both measures to be important, reasonably
independent considerations for policy prioritization (as explained above), I did expect them be at
weakly or moderately correlated.
In a somewhat methodologically similar analysis, Jackson et al. (2016) conducted a Pearson
correlation between salience scores for marital problems derived from a free-listing tasks and
severity ratings for the same problems (from a different survey) and found a “small,
[statistically] non-significant correlation” between the variables. Although they initially expected
a higher correlation, they concluded that “this suggests that the free-listing task and the problem
inventory [severity ratings] are in fact distinct measures of couples’ problems, with each
revealing unique information about the experiences of low-income couples” (2018, 9-10). My
results led me to similarly conclude that salience and perceived severity are distinct measures of
USFO problems, each revealing unique and useful information about how Okinawans think.
There is extensive psychometric and methodological research on the development of rating
scales and multi-part questionnaires for measuring specific subjective constructs such as
perceived severity,154 but a full development, testing, and analysis of a new survey was not
within the scope of this research study. Instead, I collected data on perceived severity by simply
asking respondents to rate the severity of their free-list items on a 1-10 scale immediately after
they wrote down the item in their free-list. While limited in its sensitivity, interpretability, and
reliability due to limited questions, limited comparable studies, and limited sample size, I used
an accepted scale (1-10 rating) and based the question wording on standard survey research
guidelines (Rohrmann 2007; Khadka et al. 2012) and trusted surveys asking about severity
(Geiss and O’Leary 1981).155 For this reason, these results are at the very least a valid and useful
start on understanding Okinawan perceived severity of USFO problems.
Table 12 on the next page presents the twenty-four problems constituting the cultural domain
USFO Problems ranked in order of average perceived severity rating. Additionally, the fourth
column shows each problem’s salience rank, as seen in Table 7, so as to be able to conveniently
compare salience with severity ranking.
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For example, see Hinkin et al. (1997) for an oft-cited, but intensive 7-step scale development and analysis
process: item generation, content adequacy assessment, questionnaire administration, factor analysis, internal
consistency assessment, construct validity, and replication. For severity-specific scales (especially in health
research), see Khadka et al. (2012).
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To be specific, respondents were given the following instructions (as seen in Appendix 1): “In the second
column, please rate the severity of the problem you listed on a scale of 1-10; scores of 1-3 represent nuisances and
small problems; scores of 4-6 represent serious, but not major problems; scores of 7-10 represent very severe
problems that need to be addressed as soon as possible.”
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§5.3.3.2 Results & Discussion

The mean severity rating of all problems is 7.75 (standard deviation = 1.18). Given the rating
guidelines given to respondents, the raw value of 7.75 suggests that Okinawans consider most
problems associated with the U.S. military to be quite severe (although as previously stated,
there is always room for measurement error due to limited psychometric testing). The top-five
most severely perceived problems are: post-incident procedures, self-determination, military
training incidents, forced complicity in war, and information sharing. The surprising detail is
that none of these problems made it into the top five salient USFO problems! In fact, many of the
Table 12. Perceived Severity of USFO Problems
Severity
Problem
Rank

Average Perceived
Severity Rating

Salience
Rank

1

post-incident procedures

9.71

13

2

self-determination

9.17

8

3

military training incidents

9

16

4

forced complicity in war

9

21

5

information sharing

8.72

11

6

crime

8.52

1

7

aircraft incidents

8.51

7

8

post-crime procedures

8.50

3

9

manipulation of public opinion

8.33

15

10

domination of public discourse

8.33

23

11

taxation for HNS

8.17

19

12

discrimination

8

12

13

societal and familial division

8

24

14

reckless driving

7.71

14

15

economic hindrance

7.68

4

16

disorderly behavior and disrespect

7.31

9

17

environmental damage

7.28

6

18

noise pollution

7.25

2

19

disrespect of women

6.8

20

20

psychological stress

6.71

17

21

wartime target

6.64

7

22

base entry

6.5

18

23

infrastructural hindrance

5.67

10

24

high land lease payments

4.4

22

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list and severity rating data (2017).
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most highly salient problems rank significantly lower in relative severity. Five problems were
lower in severity than salience by more than 10 ranks: noise pollution (-16 ranks), wartime target
(-14 ranks), infrastructural hindrance (-13), economic hindrance (-11 ranks), and environmental
damage (-11 ranks). Conversely, five problems were higher in severity than salience by more
than 10 ranks: forced complicity in war (+17 ranks), domination of public discourse (+13 ranks),
military training incidents (+13 ranks), post-incident procedures (+12 ranks), and societal and
familial division (+11 ranks). 156 Overall, these results suggest that many of the USFO problems
that most readily come to mind of Okinawan residents, are not necessarily the problems that
Okinawans consider or experience as most severe.157
This is an important practical and theoretical finding. Theoretically (or “academically”)
speaking, these results provide interesting contributions to a wide variety of fields of research
such as agenda-setting, public opinion, media, communications, foreign affairs, voter behavior,
among others. For example, these results support Wlezien’s (2005, 1) hypothesis that research
relying on “most important [policy] problem” questions and responses often confuses two
different characteristics of policy issues—“the ‘importance’ of issues and the degree to which
they are a problem.” This is a critical insight that must be taken into account by public opinion,
voter behavior, and other social science researchers. In the field of public agenda-setting, these
results provide partial support to one the most central hypotheses originally laid out in Bernard
C. Cohen’s The Press and Foreign Policy: the press “may not be successful much of the time in
telling people what to think, but it is stunningly successful in telling its readers what to think
about” (1963, 13).158 In other words, it is possible, even probable that the Okinawan media’s
ability to affect salience (based on what they report on, influencing what people think is
important, what people think is relevant, and what people think about most) is significantly
greater than its ability to affect perceived severity (based on how they report on an issue [e.g.,
framing, priming, etc.], influencing how people think about the problem itself).159
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These results need to be tempered by repeating that the sensitivity, interpretability, and reliability of my
measurement of perceived severity is imperfect due to limited psychometric testing, comparable studies, and sample
size. Despite these limitations, however, the results stem from valid social science and survey research data
collection techniques, meaning that the results are a valid and useful start in exploring the subject.
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This conclusion is similar to Jackson et al.’s study of free-listed marital problems and severity rankings: “this
pattern [of low correlation] suggests that the marital problems that come to mind most readily for couples in lowincome communities are not always the problems that they experience as most severe” (2016, 11).
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I write “partial” support because additional research would need to be conducted to elucidate the relationship
between issue salience and the coverage specific issues receive in primary Okinawan news sources, such as
McComb’s and Shaw’s original 1972 public agenda-setting analysis titled “The Agenda-Setting Function of Mass
Media.”
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For additional information on agenda-setting theory, I would recommend starting with: McCombs, Maxwell.
2005. “A Look at Agenda-setting: past, present and future.” Journalism Studies, 6(4): 543-557.
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Practically speaking, these results are important because stakeholders attempting to loosen
the Okinawan Knot, stakeholders attempting to achieve the seemingly impossible task of both
sufficiently addressing Okinawan grievances and fulfilling U.S.-Japan defense requirements
(U.S.-Japan Alliance obligations), all with limited resources, need reliable and detailed
information on the issues that are “most important” to Okinawan residents. Nonetheless, how
does one decide what is “most important?” Is it the problem everyone talks about most? Is it the
most severe problem? There is no right answer to this conundrum. Nonetheless, seeing that
salience and severity are very distinct elements of “importance” informs the stakeholder that
both must be evaluated and evaluated in parallel. In the next subsection I present a decision tool
that incorporates both measures and allows a decisionmakers to visualize and weigh the tradeoffs between both measures. This decision tool should aid in making decisions on how to
allocate limited resources toward a policy and program agenda that accurately reflects the
Okinawan peoples’ will.
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§5.3.4 Combining Salience and Severity Ratings to Prioritize USFO Problems
We now have a sense of both salience and perceived severity of all the problems constituting
the cultural domain of interest, but it’s possible that you as the reader, as I was as the researcher,
remain unclear as to which of the problems should be prioritized by policymakers. Should it be
the salient ones? Should it be the severe ones? Should it be a mixture of both? You likely already
know, but I must regrettably report that as with all human-related endeavors, there is no absolute
or “right” answer. It is at this stage where leaders and decision makers earn their keep and show
why they earn the big bucks. Have no fear though! I do understand that such tradeoff decisions
can be extremely daunting and stressful and so, I have created two decision tools that allow
decision makers to visualize the information presented in this chapter and hopefully helps them
come to the best possible decision given the available information.
§5.3.4.1 Methodology

To create these tools, I standardized the saliency and severity scores presented in the
previous sections. This allowed both measures to be graphed and visualized on comparable axes.
Standardization is simply the process of rescaling variables so that their values are expressed as
standard deviations from the mean of the original number. When all values are expressed as
standard deviations like this, it becomes possible to graph seemingly disparate variables on the
same chart. Doing this to the salience and perceived severity measures allows us to
simultaneously visualize which USFO problems are significantly above or below average in
salience and perceived severity. It allows us to understand which problems are relatively the
most salient and relatively the most severe to the Okinawan people. Using these methods, Table
13 and Figure 38 were created as a means to help individuals calculating priorities, agendas,
resource allocations, and other trade-offs.160
Before interpreting the results, one important note is that I use the adjective “relatively” in
the previous paragraph deliberately. I use it because on the whole, all twenty-four USFO
problems presented throughout this chapter should be considered both salient and perceived as
severe by the Okinawan resident. They are all salient because they were all free-listed to a degree
sufficient to stand out as individual elements of the coherent cultural domain of interest, “USFO
problems.” Similarly, almost all of the USFO problems are considered severe by Okinawans
because they were rated as such.161 In an ideal world we would address all of them, but
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This decision tool was inspired by Eisenhower’s Priority Matrix or Covey’s time management grid of urgency
and importance. For examples, see: https://www2.usgs.gov/humancapital/documents/TimeManagementGrid.pdf.
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Given the severity rating guidelines respondents received and almost all severity scores ranging between 6 and
10, it is clear that most Okinawans feel strongly about most of these problems. Thirteen problems had an average
severity rating of 8 or higher, nine problems ranged from 6-8, and only two problems had an average severity rating
below 6.
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unfortunately we do not live in an ideal world. This subsection exists because we all face the
eternal challenge of limited resources and must decide how to prioritize. Assisting in this process
is one of the goals of this this monograph as a whole.
§5.3.4.2 Results & Discussion

The first decision tool, the “Priority” Management Table,” is based on a discrete division of
the data. I divided each measure into three zones: “least severe/salient,” “somewhat
severe/salient,” and “most severe/salient.” The cut-offs for these zones were based on natural
breaks in the data and an effort to have relatively equal-sized zones (a similar number of items in
each) so that meaningful differences and conclusions can be drawn.162 Given the distribution of
data, I found 0.5 standard deviations (SD) away from the mean to be an effective border between
zones. Thus, if a problem’s standardized salience or severity score was less than -0.5, it fell into
the “least salient/severe” zone. If a problem’s standardized salience or severity score was
between -0.5 and 0.5, then it fell into the “somewhat salient/severe” zone. And lastly, if a
problem’s standardized salience or severity score was greater than 0.5, then it fell into the “most
salient/severe” zone. The results are presented below.
Table 13. USFO Problem Priority Management Table
Least Salient (SD < -0.5)
Most Severe
(0.5 < SD)

forced complicity in war
military training incidents

post-incident procedures
self-determination
information sharing

crimes
post-crime procedures
aircraft incidents

domination of public discourse

environmental damage
disorderly behavior and disrespect
reckless driving
discrimination

noise pollution
economic hindrance

Somewhat Severe taxation for HNS
(-0.5 < SD < 0.5) manipulation of public opinion
societal and familial division

Least Severe
(SD < -0.5)

Somewhat Salient (-0.5 ≤ SD ≤ 0.5) Most Salient (0.5 < SD)

psychological stress
disrespect of women
base entry
high land lease payments

wartime target
infrastructural hindrance

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list and severity rating data (2017).
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One drawback to this technique, or rather, a consequence of the novelty of this research, is that the practical
significance of the absolute magnitudes of the standard deviation differences between problems is not well
understood (e.g. how much “more” salient or severe is a problem with a standardized score of 0.5 vs. 1.0, etc.).
Additional research, to include psychometric testing, would need to be conducted in order determine the practical
significance of the distances between these standardized salience and severity scores. The same drawback will apply
in the next chapter where USFO benefit salience scores and perceived “value” scores are standardized to create an
analogous “USFO Benefit Priority Management Table.” At this time, we can use this tool to understand relative
priorities, supplement these data with forthcoming rich descriptions of individual problems, and conduct additional
research in the future to supplement these findings.
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The Priority Management Table above leads us to the following basic conclusions: (1)
crimes, post-crime procedures, and aircraft incidents are relatively the most severe and salient
problems among the Okinawan people, (2) psychological stress, disrespect of women, base entry,
and high land lease payments to land owners are relatively the least severe and salient problems
are, (3) all other problems are somewhere in between these problems in terms of relative salience
and severity. Assuming limited resources, alliance managers focus their efforts on the problems
in group (1). If additional resources are available, then other relatively severe and salient
problems such as noise pollution, economic hindrance, post-incident procedures, selfdetermination, and information sharing should be prioritized. Furthermore, PR staff working on
loosening the Okinawan Knot ought to be highly cognizant of the problems in the top row of the
Priority Management Table—the problems that are not so salient, but are considered highly
severe. These are problems that have the most potential to cause public outrage if they become
more salient (i.e., if more people become aware of them).
An alternative to this “digital” division of the data is to graph the standardized scores in a
scatter plot. This provides an “analog” (continuous division of the data along a spectrum) version
of the decision tool. This scatter plot can be seen in Figure 38 on the next page. USFO problems
that are both relatively salient and severe are in the top-right quadrant. Relatively salient, but not
so severe items are in the bottom-right. Relatively severe, but not salient items are in the top-left
and items that are below average in both salience and perceived severity are in the bottom-left.
The Priority Management Graph is less clear cut, but offers decision makers with more
leeway to apply their own deep knowledge and expertise in deciding where to place their
“thresholds” for priority. Examining Figure 38, we see that post-incident procedures and
information sharing (two problems related to how the USFO handles the Okinawan public and
media following a mishap) are among the most severe problems as perceived by Okinawa
residents and are both at least moderately salient. In light of this, leaders may wish to re-asses
and potentially update post-mishap protocols. If resources are limited, it may be wise to reallocate resources from USFO problems that are less salient and/or severe toward these
problems. This is just one simple exemplar of how this tool may be used.
Whether viewed in Table 13 above or Figure 38 below, one thing is clear: there are specific
problems related to USFO that should be prioritized over others if U.S.-Japan-Okinawa
stakeholders want to efficiently allocate their resources and be responsive to the Okinawan
peoples’ concerns. Decisions to focus on problem X over Y, decisions that were potentially made
based on subjective judgements in the past, can now be based on the data-driven and empiricallygrounded tools presented here. These decision tools should be particularly useful for
policymakers, resource-allocators, and program agenda-setters who are considering which USFO
problems should be addressed first and consequently, making decisions across the DOTMLPF-P
spectrum for impact-mitigation, COMREL, MEDREL, and other fields impacting the U.S.Japan-Okinawa relationship.
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Figure 38. USFO Problem Priority Management Graph
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Most Salient (0.5 < SD)

4

§5.4 A Richer, Qualitative Exploration of USFO Problems
One of the primary goals of this dissertation is to provide stakeholders attempting to untangle
the Okinawan Knot with a reliable and detailed understanding of Okinawan grievances. While
the previous two sections provided reliable quantitative insights into what problems Okinawans
think about most, they were not particularly rich in descriptive detail. It remains unclear exactly
what interviewees were thinking about when they identified those problems. The goal of this
section is to partially fill that void, to supplement the quantitative findings with rich detail and
nuance which can only be gained by actually hearing the voices of Okinawan people (though
since this is a written dissertation monograph, I regret to inform you that you will have to settle
for reading transcribed exemplar quotes from my interviews).
§5.4.1 Methodology
This section is a mostly qualitative analysis of free-list transcripts. The quotes presented in
this subsection primarily stem from the discussions following the free-list task. For each item a
participant listed, I typically asked “please tell me about what you meant by what you wrote for
item X,” following up with probing questions for additional detail. In addition to pulling quote
exemplifying each item, I also conducted simple thematic tabulations on recurring ideas. Please
see chapter two, §2.2.3.4 for additional details. For the sake of brevity, I only present on some of
the most salient and severe items in this subsection⸺crimes, post-crime procedures, aircraft
incidents, post-incident procedures, self-determination, noise pollution, and economic hindrance.
§5.4.2 Results & Discussion
§5.4.2.1 On Crime

As seen in Table 7, crime was the most frequently (n=44) and earliest mentioned (average
rank = 2.3) problem by Okinawan residents. When asked what they meant by crime, 91% (n=40)
of participants initially stated violent crime. Of the respondents mentioning violent crime, 73%
(n=29) mentioned murder, 43% (n=17) mentioned rape, while a total of about 60% (n=24)
specified distinct incidents such as the 1995 rape or the 2016 Shinzato rape and murder. In
addition to violent crimes, 27% (n=12) added drunk driving to the list of transgressions and
about 7% (n=3) mentioned regular crimes like burglary and assault. These simple tabulations
make it fairly clear that the most prominent crimes that Okinawans associate with the U.S.
military are violent and/or sexual. Regarding categorization, almost all respondents logically
listed crimes under “safety” and/or “public order” as crimes most directly affect these two
aspects of Okinawan life. Twelve of the 44 (27%) also categorized crime under the label
“individual,” with the idea that crimes were an individual, rather than an organizational problem.
On the other hand, 5 (11%) respondents categorized it as a cultural problem, explaining that they
perceive that American and/or military culture as inherently violent.
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Although the quantitative results indicate that crime is the most salient problem to
Okinawans, especially women, interviewees’ expositions on crimes committed by service
members were diverse, ranging from fear to outrage to pragmatism to relative indifference.163
This may account for the relatively low average severity rating crimes received. I say relatively
because one would expect the most salient item to at least rank in the top 5 “severe” items, but
crime received an average severity rating of 8.5 which places it 6th of 24 problems in terms of
severity. This may be because some of the interviewees did recognize that many of the horrible
crimes committed by service members do not represent the U.S. military as a whole and are an
individual problem. Rather than attributing these crimes to the U.S. military, they attributed them
to misguided individuals. The average severity rating of crime for this minority, about one-fourth
of respondents (same one-fourth that categorized it as an “individual”), was 7.6. This is almost a
full point lower than the population average.164 A young potter working in the arts district of
Naha exemplified this tempered and pragmatic perspective, one in which Okinawans do not
blame the U.S. military as an organization for crimes committed by individual service members:
I listed crimes as a problem, but I actually don’t think the military can do much.
If a criminal wants to commit a crime, they will do it. There are both civilian and
military criminals and so it’s not really an organizational issue. Just an individual
acting crazy.

The remaining three-fourths, the majority, was not so forgiving. As an example, a young
female student shared her uneasy feelings during our interview: “even though we are around
each other constantly, I feel anxious, uneasy. It’s scary…” And while not all blamed the U.S.
military, they still considered it the U.S. military’s responsibility to reduce the crime rate. Many
blamed the U.S. military for insufficient background checks during recruitment and insufficient
cultural and ethical education during training. A young male law student studying at the
University of Ryukyus provided a good example of this unforgiving perspective. When asked
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A part of my semi-structured interview also consisted of asking interviewees whether or not they differentiated
between the U.S. military services and also, what particular impressions they had of each service. Most
(approximately three-fourths of respondents) did not differentiate the services. This means that most Okinawans do
not attribute specific problems or benefits to specific services, but rather the entire U.S. military. Those that did
differentiate, however, had fairly consistent and slightly different “impressions” of U.S. Marine Corps, U.S. Air
Force, and U.S. Army service members (the U.S. Navy has a small presence in Okinawa and almost no respondents
had specific impressions of seamen). Overall, all service members were considered “violent” because the Okinawan
public sees them as constantly training for war and killing. There is little understanding of alternative career fields
within the U.S. military (e.g. clerical, logistical, maintenance, medical, or other support work) which does not
involve violence. Furthermore, most service members were considered young, rowdy, and drunk. There was a
commonly recurring (mis)perception that U.S. Marines were the rowdiest because “young and poor American men
join the U.S. Marines because they had no better alternatives” (a direct quote from an Okinawan professor). U.S. Air
Force service members were often described as “smart.” And lastly, a few interviewees also perceived U.S. Army
service members as “older and wiser” than others.
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I use the approximating phrase “about” because not all respondents fit into this dichotomy of “blame the
individual vs. blame the organization.”
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about his perspective on the comparison of USFO and Okinawan crime rates, he somewhat
angrily retorted,
Even if crime rates are similar between Okinawans and soldiers, soldiers and
civilians are held to different standards. … Military members are trained to be
disciplined and protect people and they are well-respected for it. So, when they
commit a crime, they lose that respect and are more harshly judged. It’s the same
if a university professor or a politician, some well-respected civilian commits a
crime. It’s a bigger deal than usual. When a service member in the U.S. commits
a crime it’s a big deal, right? It’s the same thing in Okinawa. And it’s an even
bigger deal when the military member is foreign. … Also, the crimes are 100%
one-way. It is always from a U.S soldier to a Japanese person. The victims are
always Japanese. When you think about it this way, it’s strange. It’s messed up.

In essence, crime was the most salient and one of the most important issues Okinawan
residents discussed.165 When discussing this item, participants’ tones were generally either
solemn or angry, and while not all respondents blamed the U.S. military for service member
crimes, they almost all saw it as a major problem that impacted their daily lives and one that they
wished the U.S. military would at least try to seriously address. Interviewees considered U.S.
service members as guests in their Okinawan community and they saw service member crimes as
gross violations of this host-guest relationship.166 The solutions Okinawans asked for varied (e.g.
curfews, alcohol prohibitions, cultural education, etc.), but few were hopeful that they anything
aside from drastic actions (e.g. complete base removal, permanent base restriction, etc.) would
make a difference. The unfortunate truth is that reducing crime to zero is essentially impossible.
It is a primarily individual problem and there is always the possibility of a bad apple souring the
bunch. Nonetheless, there are some programs and policies that USFO could undertake to reduce
crime. Some of the proposed solutions and associated discussions will be presented in Chapter 7.
§5.4.2.2 On Post-Crime Procedures

Post-crime procedures refers to Okinawan concerns about the variety of actual and perceived
limitations on Japanese authorities’ ability to arrest, interrogate, investigate (collect evidence),
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Although many of the follow-on discussion for “crime” also shifted toward and merged with other, semi-distinct
problems such as post-crime procedures (victim compensation and jurisdiction as discussed in §5.3.2), post-incident
procedures (public apologies and shows of solidarity, as discussed in §5.3.4), and information sharing (wanting the
U.S. military to share more details on the criminal, their trial, their punishment, etc.).
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Interestingly, informal conversations with several young service members in Okinawa suggest that many do not
understand that they are being hosted by Okinawa or Japan; instead, these individuals felt that they (as part of the
U.S. military) are doing a service to Okinawa and the Okinawan people, and consider Okinawans ungrateful when
they voice grievances or opposition. Such misunderstandings need to be cleared up by commanders and educational
seminars. While there are benefits for all parties involved (U.S., Japan, and Okinawa), the U.S. military is ultimately
a guest that is allowed to remain and serve because of Okinawan (and Japanese) permission.
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charge, prosecute, and sentence U.S. service members for crimes committed in Okinawa. It also
includes a few components of victim compensation and information sharing. Perceptions of legal
injustice have been the foundation of numerous anti-base protests and calls for troop withdrawal.
Although the quantitative data analysis resulted in crime being the most salient problem among
interview participants, concerns about post-crime procedures frequently accompanied and
actually dominated many follow-on discussions. This was particularly true of the participants
who held what I previously referred to as a “tempered and pragmatic perspective” (i.e., blaming
the individuals, not the organization for service member crimes). These participants may have
seen crime as unavoidable individual problems, but they definitely considered post-crime
procedures as something that could and should be changed by USFO, the GoJ, or the USG. As an
example, an Okinawan native who was a Master Labor Contract (MLC) employee working at a
U.S. military public affairs office noted this:
Of course, crimes and accidents are bad. We can educate and likely reduce the
number of crimes and accidents, but crimes and accidents will always occur.
They are almost always an individual problem and we cannot really prevent it.
What does need to be fixed, however, is the proceedings following an incident.
This includes investigations, insurance, and proper compensation in accordance
with the Japanese system, not the American system.

The foundation of these concerns is the U.S.-Japan Status of Forces Agreement (U.S.-Japan
SOFA).167 Despite the centrality of SOFA, only about one half (n=14) of interviewees
independently cited SOFA as the clear source of the problem. These respondents tended to be
actively involved in anti-base activities, on-base work, law (e.g. attorney, law student, or law
professor), or had high level of education. They generally understood (but not necessarily agreed
with) the protections afforded to service members by SOFA. All 14 of these knowledgeable
respondents categorized this problem as a “legal” issue. A few of these participants also
categorized it as a “political” issue because they believed the decision to institute and maintain
SOFA is a political, rather than a legal one. Most of these knowledgeable respondents had a
fairly deep understanding of SOFA and wanted specific parts of SOFA amended, particularly the
United States’ jurisdiction “maximization” and “official duty exception” policies.168
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In general, Status of Forces Agreements (SOFAs) are arrangements between a host country and a foreign nation
that establish the framework under which the foreign military’s personnel operate in the host nation. SOFAs can
contain provisions for the wearing of uniforms, taxes and fees, carrying of weapons, use of radio frequencies, license
requirements, customs regulations, and importantly, criminal and civil jurisdiction (Mason 2012, 1-4). In regard to
this last category of provisions, SOFAs specifically “provide for rights and privileges of covered individuals while
in a foreign jurisdiction and address how the domestic laws of the foreign jurisdiction apply to U.S. personnel”
(Mason 2012, 1). These criminal and civil jurisdiction provisions in the U.S.-Japan SOFA are the legal
underpinnings of Okinawan grievances regarding “post-crime procedures.”
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For an excellent overview of U.S.-Japan SOFA, it’s provisions, and arguments for its amendment (particularly
the aforementioned “maximization” and “official duty exception” policies), see: Flynn, Lieutenant Commander
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Recognizing the difficulty of amending official bilateral agreements, some of the respondents
said that for now, they would settle for a simple increase in clarity and communication about the
U.S. military’s legal proceedings (information sharing). This perspective is exemplified in the
following quote by a retired Okinawan attorney:
The punishment the military doles out, a demotion or even prison for example, is
often times not communicated to the victim or the media and so the victim and
public are oftentimes left even more unsatisfied. They feel like the military just
lets their soldiers run away, run back to the U.S. where they are protected and
safe. They feel like there is no justice. There is a big miscommunication. The
military doesn’t explain the finer details nor do they do it in a polite manner.
They are very dismissive. Such incidents have a big impact on the Okinawan
perceptions of the U.S. military and so the military needs to make more of an
effort in communicating these things to victims and the public.

Most others who listed post-crime procedures without citing SOFA tended to have shallower
understanding, but equally strong feelings that that the “the laws are unequal, they protect
American soldiers at the expense of Okinawan victims” (a quote from a male Ryukyu University
student studying marketing). Responses varied, but they tended to be curt and emotional. For
instance, a garbage man visiting from Miyako Island had this to say:
The laws are favorable to the U.S. and so they don’t want it to change, even an
idiot can understand that. Japan is giving too much to the U.S., it’s allowing too
much. Things need to be fair.

The interviewees who did not specifically mention SOFA had a more muddled understanding
of exactly how U.S. service members are protected and often demanded extreme solutions (i.e.,
complete abolition of SOFA or total removal of all bases). Furthermore, these respondents
tended to focus more on the lack of victim compensation (restitution payments following a civil
award), rather than on jurisdiction or custody.169 Most did not know exactly how custody and
jurisdiction was decided, but simply had a strong sense (usually from media reporting) that the

(JAGC, USN) Jonathan T. 2012. “No Need to Maximize: Reforming Foreign Criminal Jurisdiction practice under
the U.S.-Japan Status of Forces Agreement.” Military Law Review 212: 1-69; and, Hill, Tyler J. 2015. “Revision of
the U.S.-Japan Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA): Relinquishing U.S. Legal Authority in the Name of American
Foreign Policy.” Pacific Basin Law Journal, 32(2): 105-144.
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This compensation is a normal part of the Japanese legal system in which Japanese victims of crime often
receive additional compensation in the form of damages, either from the perpetrators themselves or through a
SOFA-directed claims process. Under SOFA, if a service member is unable to pay the civil award, the U.S. and
SOFA share the burden of paying damages to the victim (see: Erik Slavin. 2010. “U.S. Sailor Ordered to Pay
Japanese Murder Victim’s Family $593,000.” Stars & Stripes). Despite these provisions, the process is significantly
slower and more onerous when the perpetrator is a SOFA-protected individual, as opposed to a Japanese national.
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legal arrangements were unjust. A few participants even suggested that SOFA protections enable
and indirectly increase U.S. military crime. A nurse working in Nishihara Town stated:
…soldiers need to be judged by Japanese law. They are currently protected by
foreign laws and thus feel more free and safe to commit crimes. If we judge them
by the stricter Japanese laws, they will be deterred from committing so many
crimes.

Overall, these results suggest that a significant proportion of educated Okinawan residents
have a fairly clear understanding of the purpose and provisions of SOFA; and while most
ultimately desire SOFA amendments that would give more legal authority to Okinawa, an
increase in communication and transparency regarding the U.S. military’s legal proceedings
would be a satisfactory start on the problem. On the other hand, most laypeople did not know
specifics about SOFA, but media reporting had given them a strong sense that Okinawans and
U.S. service members are not equal before the law and that service members receive special and
favorable treatment. Many of these interviewees felt indignant about the perceived injustice and
called for complete abolition of SOFA or simple removal of all bases. Stakeholders attempting to
navigate this thorny issue should be aware of this dichotomy and tailor their policies, programs,
and communications accordingly.
§5.4.2.3 On Aircraft Incidents

Like crimes, aircraft incidents are a problem that is both salient (prominent in Okinawan
minds) and considered severe (directly threatens physical well-being). Aircraft incidents rank
above average in both saliency and severity. Similar to crime, most interviewees fell into one of
two groups: “understanding and forgiving” or “angry and reproachful.” Unlike crimes however,
the proportion of interviewees in each group was reversed. The minority, about one fourth of
interviewees who free-listed aircraft incidents (n=4/17), accused the Japanese government and
U.S. military for “carelessness” and reckless endangerment of the Okinawan populace. The
remaining three quarters (n=13/17) considered them concerning, but unavoidable accidents.
Contrary to crimes, the majority of interviewees were fairly understanding and forgiving
regarding aircraft incidents. One possible reason for why this difference may arise is that crimes
(especially violent crimes) were often described as visceral, malicious, and willful violations of
the host-guest relationship by interviewees, while aircraft accidents were more often perceived as
mechanical, impersonal, and accidental. The human element seems to distinguish crime and
aircraft incidents in the Okinawan psyche.
The “angry and reproachful” camp was mostly focused on rotary aircraft, particularly the
Osprey. They questioned the safety of Ospreys and their deployment in Okinawa, as exemplified
by this sociology student from the University of Ryukyus:
Even though there were reports of Osprey crashes in the U.S. and in Okinawa,
the Japanese government approved as many as 6 Ospreys to be brought to
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Okinawa! Why would they allow such provably dangerous aircraft to be brought
to the bases in Okinawa? They aren’t thinking about the Okinawan people, they
don’t care about us.

It’s noteworthy that this quote is from a student because aircraft accidents appear to be
significantly more concerning for younger Okinawans, particularly university students or recent
graduates, than to older Okinawans. The likely reason for this is the 2004 Okinawa International
University (OIU) helicopter crash. Even though the event occurred more than a decade ago, all
of the respondents who listed aircraft incidents under age 25 mentioned the 2004 OIU crash at
least once in the free-list follow-on discussions. As an illustration of this, a young woman
studying at Okinawa International University had this to say:
Thankfully it was summer vacation, so nobody died when the helicopter crashed
into our university. If it was a normal school day, I think there would have been
many victims. I think we got very lucky. And solving something like aircraft
accidents is really difficult… It’s an accident after all, so you can’t really control
it. Nonetheless, it’s still a big concern for us living around the bases.

The Osprey was also a recurring theme among many interviewees and active anti-base
protestors in Henoko. The pictures seen in Figure 39 below are scans of actual posters that
demonstrators used when protesting construction of FRF Henoko. Overall, interviewees
expressed little to no understanding of the Osprey’s capabilities (why it is useful to have), safety
standards, or pilots’ training requirements. Given these results, a public education campaign may
serve to ease Okinawan anxieties and offer a large return (improved public opinion) on
investment for alliance managers.
Figure 39. Scans of Anti-Base Protestor Posters related to Aircraft Incidents

SOURCE: physical posters obtained outside of FRF Henoko (August 2017).

The aforementioned “understanding and forgiving” group of interviewees focused less on the
accidents themselves and more on the on the events after an aircraft incident occurred. The
discussions often brushed over the aircraft incidents as regrettable, but unavoidable mishaps and
ended up centering on how the U.S. military mishandled the post-incident procedures—press
releases, commanders’ speeches, investigations, explanations, apologies, expressions of remorse,
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solidarity, and respect. Aircraft incidents is one example of a single free-listed item that
expanded into three semi-distinct problems during follow-on discussions: aircraft incidents,
information sharing, and post-incident procedures. To illustrate this point, below is a quote from
a mid-level manager from a food processing factory on the southeast coast of Okinawa:
Honestly, I think that aircraft accidents like the helicopter crash in 2004 aren’t
the primary problem. Accidents happen and they are oftentimes the fault of an
individual, not the military. The problem is the way the military handles the
media and public information after the incident. They also do not show proper
remorse or respect for Okinawa. If the U.S. military fixed that, I think a lot less
people would be anti-base.

While aircraft incidents ranked higher in salience and perceived severity than post-incident
procedures and information sharing, many respondents confounded the three when they wrote
aircraft incidents in their free-lists. I echo the words of many respondents and suggest that the
solution to this issue is not stopping all aircraft mishaps, but rather improving USFO’s media and
community response to aircraft incidents (post-incident procedures); furthermore, increasing
communications (information sharing) about aircraft (especially Osprey) missions, maintenance,
and safety standards would go a long way in reducing the Okinawan public’s anxieties and
improving overall relations.
§5.4.2.4 On Post-Incident Procedures

Post-incident procedures refers to “unsatisfactory explanations, apologies, and follow-on
actions after U.S. military accidents and incidents (e.g. aircraft crashes, violent crimes, etc.).”
Almost all respondents who free-listed post-incident procedures focused on the public relations
aspect of the problem. The two main areas of concern were (1) information sharing (explanations
and education) and (2) apologies (verbal and non-verbal follow-on actions).
The information sharing element can be simply described as a dissatisfaction with the
amount of details and explanations the U.S. military shares with the Okinawan public regarding
aircraft incidents. One 4th year law student at the University of Ryukyus stated: “I listed it
[aircraft incidents] first. I know it’s not on purpose, but it’s scary. I guess all I can ask is that the
military makes sure it’s doing proper aircraft maintenance and taking precautions to protect us.”
I imagine that reading this is frustrating for those intimate with the U.S. military’s intensive
maintenance, training, and safety standards precautions. The problem appears to be simple
communication. USFO, GoJ, and the USG may not necessarily need to enact expense changes in
operating procedures, but rather simply put more thought and effort toward communicating and
emphasizing all of the maintenance, training, safety standards and precautions already in place so
that the Okinawan public has a better understanding of the situation.
Besides information sharing, several respondents found fault with the apologies that USFO
commanders or PR provided following an incident. One employee of the Okinawa’s Prefectural
Government made this powerful statement: “The problem is the way the military handles the
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media and public information after the incident. They do not show remorse or respect for
Okinawa.” Respondents like this OPG employee believe the USFO representatives were using
sophistry to shirk blame, specifically citing incidents in which pilots were praised for avoiding
casualties or avoiding populated areas during emergency landings (from another respondent, a
professor at the Universty of Ryukyuus):
We can’t prevent aircraft accidents, but after one happens, don’t have a
commander call him a hero… Regardless of whether he landed on land or on sea,
he still messed up and crashed. To Okinawans this is strange; he is no hero. What
they do is pure sophistry. This type of behavior damages trust between
Okinawans and the U.S. military.

To these Okinawans, beginning with anything but a humble and sincere apology is
considered a dubious sidestep of the bigger issue. Apologizing in Japanese culture is more than
just saying sorry, more than even providing explanations or justifications. It is a highly symbolic
and structured series of events which involves a complex interplay of verbal and non-verbal
actions that express remorse, respect, and humility.170 Apologies for major mishaps are
employed at every level of Japanese society and are often highly nuanced events. While I am
sure USFO and other stakeholders already employ highly qualified speech writers and press
release authors, it may be worthwhile employing at least one expert knowledgeable about
Japanese apology culture (especially as it applies to companies and governments).
Lastly, the non-verbal actions of all USFO-associated individuals following an incident are
also possibly the most overlooked part of Japanese apology and mourning culture. While the
U.S. military does commonly employ temporary liberty/leave restrictions, alcohol bans, and
curfews following an incident, they typically only apply to a subset of young, enlisted service
members and it does not do enough to create true sense of remorse and solidarity with the
Okinawan people (e.g. a young officer may be seen socializing in public or even at a bar the next
day). One of the most striking insights regarding this observation came from a middle-aged
farmer visiting from Miyako Island:
I feel like one of the main differences between the JSDF and the U.S. military is
that the JSDF is part of Japanese culture and knows what to do when they make a
mistake. The U.S. military does not, and oftentimes the problem swells and
grows out of proportion because of that. The JSDF knows about jishuku, the U.S.
military does not. The U.S. military might say they are sorry, they might
apologize, but they go on like everything is ok the next day or the next week.
You can’t just do jishuku either, it’s just not in their culture. I don’t know if that
can be fixed, it’s a difference in culture, in individual mindset.
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For example, apologies are so important and deeply embedded in Japanese culture, that apology letters
(shimatsusho) are an integral and official aspect of dispute resolution in the Japanese legal system (Wagatsuma and
Rosett 1986).
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Jishuku is the Japanese cultural custom of voluntary self-restraint following a tragedy or a
mistake. After the 2011 Touhoku earthquake and tsunami, the Japanese people entered a period
of jishuku for several months. There were calls for conserving heat, lights, food, and other
resources; luxury was met with disapproval; advertising and political campaigning dropped in
frequency and intensity; bars and restaurants were empty; and even the venerated tradition of
cherry-blossom viewing was postponed. Kwansei Gakuin University associate professor of
sociology, Kensuke Suzuki, commented on the phenomenon: “with the extensive coverage of the
disaster zone, jishuku has become a way for people in Tokyo to express solidarity at a time of
crisis” (Belson and Onishi 2011). This is the type of group solidarity that the farmer from
Miyako said differentiates the JSDF and USFO. While I do not suggest a hardline policy of
mandatory self-restraint (jishuku is no longer jishuku if the self-restraint is compulsory rather
than voluntary), I do suggest USFO consider educational opportunities, unit guidelines, and other
options for USFO-associated personnel to practice more self-restraint following a major incident.
§5.4.2.5 On Self-Determination

The problem labeled self-determination in Table 6 refers to “the sense that Okinawan
preferences are being ignored by the government of Japan, and to a smaller extent, the
government of the U.S., and that Okinawa Prefecture has little to no say in determining its own
future.” This problem specifically refers to the feeling that Okinawans lack political
representation, but is also deeply intertwined with feelings of ethnic discrimination against
Okinawans by mainland Japanese, differential treatment of the prefecture by the central
government of Japan, and frustrations with Okinawan economic dependency that enables
mainland control over Okinawan politics.171
Overall, most respondents (n=14/18) directed their frustrations at the GoJ rather than the U.S.
military or the U.S. government. The previously cited Naha potter had this to say about the lack
of self-determination:
I think the Okinawan problem is just one example of how the whole democratic
system does not work here. So many people in Okinawa oppose the bases, yet
their voices are drowned out by the majority in mainland Japan who don’t really
care for us in Okinawa. Politically, it is like we have no rights. We lack the right
of self-determination because we are not allowed to determine for ourselves
whether we want to keep or remove the bases. It is decided for us by politicians
who are far away from us and do not have enough power to represent us.

The posters collected from protestors in front of FRF Henoko presented below are extreme
examples of the disdain that some Okinawans have toward the GoJ, the ruling Liberal
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In fact, OPG survey research shows that over 80% of Okinawans feel that people from mainland Japan don’t
comprehend or sympathize with the base problems that Okinawa deals with (Okinawa Governor’s Office, 25).
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Democratic Party (LDP), and Prime Minister Shinzo Abe. These individuals see the three as
dictatorial oppressors of Okinawa. These individuals were in the minority, however. Most of the
interviewees that free-listed discrimination had more moderate perceptions of the GoJ, the LDP,
and Prime Minister Abe.
Figure 40. Anti-Base Protestor Posters related to PM Abe and the GoJ172

SOURCE: physical posters obtained outside of FRF Henoko (August 2017).

The U.S. Government was only mentioned a few times (n=4/18) in the discrimination
follow-on discussions. Common themes were political autonomy, representation, and selfdetermination. Even when the USG was mentioned, it was almost always indirectly, viewed
more as an accomplice rather than a primary perpetrator of this problem. Few solutions were put
forward, but most were oriented at Prime Minister Shinzo Abe and the LDP (e.g. “’dethrone
Abe,” “remove the LDP from power,” etc.).
When asked about the idea of Okinawan independence, almost all replied with hesitation and
reluctance, however. Most considered themselves Japanese and saw such a move as far too
radical. Surprisingly, a couple older respondents who lived in Okinawa before reversion to
Japanese administration in 1972 actually expressed lament for the days in which the U.S.
military governed the island because they felt like at least then, Okinawans had an open channel
for communicating their concerns. Although vehemently opposed to the bases, a 70-year old man
from central Okinawa had this to say about the former U.S. control of Okinawa:
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The leftmost poster has the word “shame” printed on PM Abe’s forehead. The center poster roughly translates to
“we do not forgive the Abe government.”
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It used to be so different, after the war. When we had a problem, we would go
directly to the U.S. military and talk about the problems and at least come up
with some solution. Now it feels like we can’t even speak to anyone, no one
listens. We don’t even know whose responsibility it is to fix the problems.

Of all proposed solutions, only increased channels of communication seemed to be a feasible
path forward. This might involve setting up some special committees in which U.S., Japanese,
and Okinawan representatives can regularly meet and discuss matters. If such an arrangement
already exists, it may be in the interest of the U.S.-Japan Alliance to make its existence and
activities known to the Okinawan public. A university student studying tourism in southern
Okinawa had this to say regarding communication between the three parties:
I just get the sense that the Okinawan perspective is not being heard in the
discussions between Okinawa, Japan, and America. Some sort of communication
structure needs to be set up between the three so that we can feel like our voices
are being heard. Of course, we are just a prefecture, not a country, so there’s a
significant power gap, but because we are providing the land for the bases, I
think we have the right to have a bigger say in base affairs.

Ultimately, the problem of self-determination, and to some extent discrimination, appears to
be more about the social and political relationship between Okinawa and mainland Japan than
between Okinawa and the U.S. military. Given my findings, I tend to agree with the Open Source
Center’s conclusion that this specific problem “is not likely to be countered by any direct action
on the part of the United States” (2012, 19). Despite this, the Okinawan people do appear to want
more involvement from the USG. When the OPG conducted a regional security survey, for
example, they asked Okinawans if “the U.S. government should be more receptive to Okinawan
ideas and be more actively involved in resolving base issues” and 50.6% of respondents agreed,
24.7% somewhat agreed, while only about 6% disagreed (OGO, 24).173 If any U.S. individuals
do decide to attempt to address this problem, I do caution due to its sensitivity.
§5.4.2.6 On Noise Pollution

Of the 38 respondents who listed noise or noise pollution in their USFO problems free-list,
more than half (n=24) mentioned Kadena AB, MCAS Futenma, or both as the primary source of
this problem. Even respondents who didn’t live close to these bases (respondents living in Naha,
for example) only mentioned these two bases when discussing noise pollution. This suggests that
these two bases are also most commonly reported on in Okinawan media regarding noise. Just
over one-third (n=14) of participants also specified Ospreys and helicopters as the source of the
noise issue, but many of these respondents appeared to bring up Ospreys and helicopters because
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The remainder selected “neither” (~7%) or “I don’t know” (~10%).
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they were conflating noise and risk of aircraft crashes.174 Besides listing the source of the
problem, most of the respondents who were not living near bases were not able to give any
specific details on why they listed noise pollution (i.e., how noise was affecting their lives). It
appears that most people living far from bases rely primarily on media reporting to make their
judgments on noise:
I don’t live by a base, but a couple of times I went to Ginowan City and the
Ospreys were so loud! That made me think that if it was an everyday thing for
me, it would be a major problem for me. I hear it on the news all the time too. I
worry for how Henoko will deal with the noise from the new base…

Nonetheless, some were able to provide specific details regarding noise. About 32% (n=12)
of respondents specified night flights disturbing their sleep as the particularly irksome
externalities of aircraft flights, while about 21% (n=8) added the interruption of classes or work
to that list. A staunch anti-base activist eloquently summed up the concerning health effects of
noise:
I think sound pollution poses major health hazards. I live close to Kadena Air
Base and peoples’ voices, especially small children’s, get louder and hearing gets
worse. There’s plenty of complaints of children not being able to hear their
teachers voice even though they are speaking at normal levels. It also disturbs
people’s sleep patterns which has been shown to cause a variety of long-term
health effects.

Overall, noise pollution is one of the most salient, but one of the less pressing (severe)
problems Okinawan residents listed. It was at the forefront of most participants minds, but it was
generally discussed as a nuisance that they wanted mitigated rather than a grave problem that
needed to be resolved. Most respondents were pragmatic, accepting the fact that as long as the
bases are in Okinawa, U.S. aircraft need to fly (whether it’s for training or for missions).
Nonetheless, many did discuss specific negative externalities and their desire for the U.S.
military to be more considerate of the impact the flights have on people’s daily lives. In addition
to this, a few respondents segued from the direct problem of noise, to a deeper, more emotional
problem—the feeling that Okinawans lack self-determination. The connection arose from the
feeling that just like the Japanese Government, the U.S. military is ignoring Okinawan
complaints and freely and willfully violating previous agreements (in the case of noise, it is the
“limitation of night flight training operations at Futenma Air Station” clause of the 1996 SACO
Final Report that Okinawans feel the U.S. military is ignoring).
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A few respondents also noted that service member cars also tended to be very loud (especially vehicles that were
modified). Additionally, several respondents lumped “drunk, rowdy, and loud service members” under the noise
pollution problem, but I categorized their concerns under “disorderly behavior and disrespect” as it was more
applicable to that category of problems.
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§5.4.2.7 On Economic Hindrance

Economic hindrance was the most dissonant and speculative of all USFO problems, not only
across respondents, but even within individual respondents. Responses varied, but generally
centered on the idea of “inefficient land use” which is the argument that base lands could be used
for more economically productive purposes (i.e., more gross product and more employment
through private business). Nonetheless, I named this category more broadly because “economic
hindrance” was the item that was actually free-listed by almost all respondents (n=21/25), while
the remaining respondents specifically listed “inefficient land use.” Furthermore, the general
category is more appropriate because in addition to inefficient land use, several respondents also
proposed other economic impacts such as: (1) bases deterring tourists because some tourists
think it is dangerous in Okinawa and also, some bases occupy prime tourism spots, and (2) the
current financial incentive regime (e.g. land lease payments, public works contracts, industry
subsidies, and tax incentives, etc.) undermine Okinawan economic development by fostering
dependency.
First, I’ll focus on the dominant argument most respondents made—inefficient land use. The
respondents most confident in the inefficient land use argument cited specific areas of Okinawa,
such as the Shintoshin shopping area (translates to “new metropolitan center”, formerly military
housing), Mihama American Village in Chatan, and Aeon Mall Rycom (formerly Awase Golf
Course), as examples of developed and economically productive areas which were formerly base
lands. As an example, a physical education teacher from Naha noted:
The bases do hamper economic development. For example, the Shintoshin area
in Naha or the Mihama area in Chatan use to be base lands, but they were
returned and there was a huge economic benefit there. From this perspective, the
U.S. military bases are bad for the Okinawan economy. When the bases were
replaced by private businesses, the economic output was ten- or hundred-fold, I
can’t remember the exact amount, greater than when the base were there. More
people were able to work and the output was significantly greater.

Nonetheless, many respondents were not nearly as confident as this PE teacher that these few
examples of economic development outweigh the overall economic benefits brought in by USFO
(i.e., economic support from the GoJ, government contracts, on-base employment, service
member expenditures, etc.). Although most common, the inefficient land use argument was often
tempered by uncertainty about the actual economic data of the matter. This may account for the
11-rank drop between salience (ranked 4th) and perceived severity (ranked 15th). While there are
a few economic analyses of base impacts, they are not popularly trusted because many are not
peer-reviewed or officially published, many come from notably anti-base or pro-base authors,
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and most others are simple not comprehensive in their scope.175 Ultimately, there is no clear
consensus, in academia or among the public, on whether the net economic impact of bases is
positive or negative. Although controversial, this gap provides significant opportunity for an
independent (trustworthy) and professional (reliable) research organization to undertake a
comprehensive economic impact evaluation of USFO in Okinawa. It is possible, howeverm that
fear of the results being in favor of one side or the other prevents both Okinawan and the U.S.Japan Alliance stakeholders from commissioning such an effort.
I more broadly labeled this problem economic hindrance rather than inefficient land use
because a several respondents put forward additional perceived economic drawbacks of USFO.
One of these was the idea that military presence has an adverse impact on tourism. One
respondent, claimed that “when 9-11 happened a lot of people were worried that Okinawa would
become a target for terrorist attacks. That scared away a lot of tourists who would have otherwise
come to Okinawa.” Another suggested that “the number of tourists who come to Okinawa is
lower because of the bases. They take up a lot of the nice lands and destroy much of the beautiful
nature that attracts tourists.” Again, most follow-on discussions on economic impact were
associated with speculation, discordance, and uncertainty because many of these respondents
would go on to list several economic benefits of the bases in the benefits portion of the interview
even after considering it an economic hindrance earlier.
Lastly, a few respondents also mentioned that historical dependence on GoJ economic
support has stunted the economic development and political power of Okinawa Prefecture. Many
of these discussions commingled with those of self-determination, political representation, and
discrimination. For instance, a 56-year old man living in Naha had this intriguing exposition
touching on a multitude of hereto mentioned problems:
Mainlanders have a distorted image of Okinawans budget. They think that we are
more than sufficiently reimbursed for the burden of the bases and they use that as
leverage to argue to maintain the bases here. To be honest, I don’t think they are
providing enough. I mean all the people here pay taxes to the national
government, and then we just get a portion of it back. I would prefer that all the
taxes that people in Okinawa pay now just be given to the Okinawan government
instead of receiving a budget and subsidies from the national government. In that
way, we would get our fair share and they wouldn’t be able to argue that they are
paying us enough for the bases. That’s idealistic though, that’s basically asking
for sovereignty. If that’s not possible, then at the very least we need an in-depth,
reliable study on the economic impact of bases so that we can know how much
they should be giving us in the budget.
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See: Sebata, Takao. “Host Nation Support: Economic Benefit for Japan?—A Case of Okinawa.” Unpublished.;
Tomikawa, Moritake. “Okinawan’s Economic Future and Asia: Looking Beyond the U.S. Military Presence.”
Unpublished.; Major J. Gelerter. 2006. “Okinawa: The Economic Repercussions for Closing the U.S. Bases.”
USMC Command Staff College Thesis.
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An OPG employee had this add about the rents paid to base land owners:
As you know, because the bases are in Okinawa, Okinawa gets various
payments, subsidies and support from the government, especially the land
owners. The land owners get so much money that they don’t have to or want to
work anymore. I don’t think that’s good. I don’t think it’s healthy for Okinawan
society. I don’t think the support and subsidies are bad, they are tremendously
helpful to Okinawa and it’s on my benefits list, but the inequality with which the
support is distributed is problematic for Okinawa. There is a lot of unfair
economic inequality and many people can live very well without even working.
This is a problem politically too. Many of these people who get money from the
government also have a lot of influence in the government and influence it in
ways that makes them more money. It’s a bad system.

As evidenced by the exemplar quotes above, the economic impact of the U.S. military in
Okinawa is an extremely complex and nuanced topic that weaves into the economic, social, and
political fabric of Okinawa. The actual economic impact of USFO in Okinawa remains as
unclear as when I began this research (although it was never the intention of my research to
evaluate the overall economic impact of USFO on Okinawan, I did expect to gain some insights
that would sway the argument one way or another). If anything, the social and political elements
uncovered through the interviews have only served to complicate the issue.
As such, I recommend the governments of Japan, the U.S., and Okinawa begin by jointly
commissioning (results will only be trusted if all three parties agree on the principal
investigators) an independent and internationally-trusted research organization to conduct a
large-scale, transparent, and comprehensive economic impact evaluation of USFO on Okinawa
Prefecture. I argue that currently, all “sides” are relatively satisfied with the status quo and fear
they may have more to lose than gain from a comprehensive economic impact evaluation. If the
results of a definitive economic impact evaluation show that the bases are a significant economic
burden on Okinawa than previously thought, then the GoJ, and potentially even the USG, may
have to increase their economic support. Alternatively, if the results show that the bases are a
significant economic benefit, or that they are not nearly as burdensome as previously thought,
then the GoJ may be justified in reducing economic support to Okinawa. The thinking is that in
both cases, one party has much to lose and arguably, not that much to gain. In this way, I argue
that Okinawa, Japan, and the U.S. have opted with option C—ignorance is bliss.
While comfortable, however, ignorance does not lead to fair policymaking. Thus, I stand by
my recommendation on the grounds that in either case, whether a net positive or negative on the
Okinawan economy, decisions regarding taxpayer money—budget appropriations, subsidies,
compensation, reimbursements, incentives, and other economic policy levers—need to be made
not out of fear and comfort with the status quo, but rather with a clear and fair understanding of
the facts.
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Chapter 6: Okinawan Public Perceptions of U.S. Military Benefits

For USFJ facilities and areas to fully exert their capabilities and be
genuinely accepted by the Japanese citizens, it is vital to reduce the impact
of the facilities and areas as much as possible and secure the
understanding and cooperation of the local communities...176
-Japanese Ministry of Defense, Defense of Japan, 2017

§6.1 Overview
The same quote, but with the word “and” underlined opens this chapter because although
acknowledging and making efforts to resolve or at least lessen USFO problems may the primary
route through which U.S.-Japan Alliance and Okinawan stakeholders can loosen the Okinawan
Knot, it is not the only course available. As noted in the previous chapter’s overview, the latter
half of the Japan’s MoD statement directs us toward the supplementary course, toward “securing
the understanding and cooperation of the local communities.” The problem-filled headlines in
Okinawa make it easy to forget, but the U.S.-Japan Alliance and the U.S. military presence offers
numerous benefits to Okinawa Prefecture, the Okinawan people, and Japan as a whole. As this
chapter will show, the Okinawan people are not blind to this, but the alliance managers can and
should certainly do more to improve public awareness and where possible, actually increase the
benefits themselves (what I will refer to as “benefit maximization”).
A concentrated PR campaign might seem like an obvious course of action (COA) for
improving relations, but alliance managers have historically refrained from this COA. The reason
is likely fear of backlash. An unclassified Open Source Center (CIA) study published in 2012
summarized a perspective held by many alliance managers and leaders: “attempts to counter this
narrative [of victimization] by reframing the discourse—such as focusing on the positive
“impact” of bases while not acknowledging their perceived burden—are unlikely to resonate
with Okinawans and could backfire” (2012, 7). In other words, stakeholders fear that
emphasizing and increasing benefits may make the situation worse and instead, almost entirely
avoid publicizing the benefits USFO bring to Okinawa.
While the Open Source Center’s conclusion is absolutely true, it is a fairly moot point. This
is because no one in their right mind should be suggesting to “not acknowledge” the base burden.
As I mentioned above, the primary path forward is to acknowledge and make efforts to resolve
or at least alleviate those burdens, but increasing or least emphasizing base benefits is a
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secondary and supplementary path that should also be explored. The findings in this chapter will
show that a significant proportion Okinawan public already recognizes and wants more of the
various benefits USFO bring to Okinawa. Thus, there is little reason to shy away from publically
emphasizing, discussing, and negotiating the benefits the GoJ, USG, and USFO bring to
Okinawa. Furthermore, the findings will show that there is also a significant proportion of the
Okinawan public which is simply not aware (not salient) of various USFO benefits which leaves
room for PR personnel to conduction media, community, and educational outreach in order to
increase awareness.
Having reviewed the range, salience, perceived severity, and variability of problems that the
Okinawan people want addressed in Chapter 5, this chapter focuses on the range, salience,
perceived value, and variability of benefits that Okinawan people recognize. Mirroring Chapter
5, this chapter is focused on the following three research questions:
1. What is the range of USFO benefits that Okinawans residents identify?
2. Which benefits are most salient to the Okinawan public (core and periphery) and which
do they consider most valuable or beneficial?
3. How do Okinawan residents generally think about (define, describe, and categorize) the
identified USFO benefits?

§6.2 Range of USFO-related Benefits
§6.2.1 Methodology
Like the “USFO problems” domain, I analyzed 62 free-lists and audio recordings of followon discussions to determine the contents and structure of the cultural domain “USFO Benefits.”
Like before, however, I will first give a brief description of how I came to the list of benefits
presented in Table 14. To put it simply, I followed the same methodological process I did for the
problems free-lists: (1) transfer written free-lists, word for word, to Excel, (2) listen to follow-on
discussions to add additional detail and pull exemplar quotes, (3) give each free-listed item
temporary label(s) that capture the respondents’ full intentions for each item, and (4) finalize
item labels for each benefit through grouping, splitting, and deleting labels. To accomplish this, I
followed the same recommendations and guidelines given by Borgatti (1998, 5-6) and Sutrop
(2001, 265) as outlined in §5.2.1. The items in Table 14 are those remaining after accounting for
the occurrence of synonyms, variant spellings, modifiers, idiosyncrasies, and subdomains (items
different levels of contrast or at different stages of a causal chain).
Like the problems free-lists, many of the items respondents wrote in their benefits free-lists
were highly complex, multipart sentences which had the potential to contain multiple, distinct
benefits at different levels of contrast and at different stages of a causal chain. As such, I would
like to provide a few examples to illustrate how I resolved this so that you may better understand
where the results presented in Table 14 (next subsection) stem from. For example, most
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respondents wrote “cross-cultural exchange” somewhere on their free-list. Nonetheless, many of
them meant completely different things by this benefit. When asked for additional, concrete
details, some respondents would state that cross-cultural exchange itself is a benefit—the simple
benefit of “cultural fusion” with “new ideas,” “new customs,” “new foods,” “new arts,” a “wider
perspective,” all achieved through “day-to-day interactions,” “festivals,” “sports tournaments,”
and other programs, activities, and events involving U.S. service members. These individuals
would typically categorize this benefit as “cultural,” “societal,” or both. Such responses were
simply labeled cross-cultural exchange.
Other respondents were more pragmatic. They would list “cross-cultural exchange” as the
benefit, but discussed how it increased the Okinawan peoples’ ability to engage in international
business due to their elevated ability to speak English, their tolerance and understanding of
foreign cultures, or their experience doing business with American companies. These individuals
would typically categorize this benefit under “economic,” “societal,” or both. Consequently,
such responses received the label internationalization. Some respondents wrote “cross-cultural
exchange,” but categorized the benefit as “educational” and only discussed English language
learning programs, activities, and opportunities. In light of this, these responses were labeled
English language learning.
Another interesting distinction was made between deterrence and the defense of Japan.
Although respondents frequently wrote just one of these benefits, they were surprisingly clear in
which of these two benefits they were referring to during follow-on discussions. There were four
primary groups of respondents regarding these two benefits: (1) those that believed the U.S.
military provided both benefits, (2) interviewees that were skeptical of the USFO willingness and
ability to actually defend Japan, let alone Okinawa, but willing to admit that the mere presence of
the U.S. military deterred potential aggressors and stabilized the region, (3) Okinawans that
believe in the U.S. military’s might and willingness to defend Japan, but thought the base
concentration actually increased the probability of conflict rather than decreased it (akin to the
problem of wartime target), and (4) respondents that believed USFO provided neither benefit
(i.e., incapable, unwilling, and invited aggression). For this reason, I separated deterrence and
defense of Japan into two distinct elements of “USFO Benefits.” These are just a few examples
of how one written item could be expanded into multiple benefits.
On the other side of the spectrum, subsuming labels rather than splitting them, is the benefit
that was ultimately labeled GoJ economic support. This benefit ended up subsuming numerous
initial, temporary labels such as: “increased budget appropriations,” “special grants,” “tax
incentives,” “industry subsidies,” and “land rent payments,” among other variations of economic
support and incentives provided by the GoJ to Okinawa. At one point, this benefit also included
on-base employment and military contracts, but these two benefits recurred so often and were
discussed so distinctly (and attributed to both the USG and the GoJ), that they were eventually
deemed their own distinct benefits. This is one example of how a variety of different written
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items really referred to just a few distinct labels. Lastly, I followed the same protocol and
removed items that were mentioned by only one respondent and seemed irregular, irrelevant,
unsubstantiated, or particular to that one individual’s circumstances. This included: “exposes
Japan’s true colors” (as authoritarian and racist), “information sharing about base training,”
“medical expertise,” and “promotion of peace studies.”
§6.2.2 Results & Discussion
The items found to constitute the cultural domain “USFO Benefits” may be found in Table
14 below. The number of distinct elements (benefits) that constitute “USFO benefits” was found
to be 15. The total number benefits listed by respondents was 217, significantly less than the 335
problems they cumulatively listed. Given 62 respondents, this means that the average respondent
listed 3.5 benefits. The longest list was 6 items long, while one respondent could not think of a
single benefit (0 items).
Like the finalized list of problems, I do not claim that list presented in Table 14 is absolutely
definitive or exhaustive. I do, however, claim that this chapter’s findings are a novel, transparent,
useful, and reliable start to loosening the Okinawan Knot. Like the problems list, this list can be
reliably used as a baseline for prioritization and trade-off decisions and for survey design, all
without fear of omitting benefits that are salient and important to the Okinawan people. This list
also builds on the Okinawan cultural model we have been developing in this dissertation by
identifying and defining the primary elements within the domain. Understanding the variables,
the primary elements of a model is critical to its utility and these findings are a step in that
direction. Ultimately, a well-developed and -defined cultural model could not only explain and
test various hypotheses, but even help predict Okinawan thinking and behavior toward USFO.
Table 14. List of Culturally-shared Benefits Okinawans Associate with USFO
Item

Definitions

Coding Categories177

on-base
employment

full and part-time on-base jobs offered to Okinawan
residents through the Labor Management
Organization (LMO); generally associated with
higher pay, stability, and better benefits than
equivalent jobs in Japanese companies

on-base jobs; LMO; MLC (Master Labor
Contract); IHA (Indirect Hire Agreement);
stable jobs; higher paying jobs; security;
hotels; commissary; clerks

cross-cultural
exchange

the exchange of ideas, language, sports, arts,
hobbies, foods, customs, objects, and other
cultural elements between Okinawans and
Americans (namely service members and their
families) through various events, activities, and
programs (e.g. festivals, homestays, Scouts, clubs,
sports tournaments, etc.)

cross-cultural exchange events, programs,
and activities; cultural fusion; sports
tournaments (basketball, baseball); onbase festivals; theatre; music; Scouts;
homestays; invitations to interact with
soldiers (esp. for children); educational
events; Halloween; motorcycles; cars

177

This column gives a sense of the inclusion and exclusion criteria for the given items.
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English language opportunities to learn and practice English through
learning
educational programs, language exchange events,
on-base work, and simple, day-to-day interactions;
perceived as especially valuable and useful for
children, teens, and college students

opportunities to learn and practice English;
language exchange programs off-base; onbase language programs; school visits to
teach language; day-to-day interactions;
homestays

internationalization Okinawa Prefecture’s ability to engage in
international business due to residents’ elevated
English-speaking abilities, unique mix of Japanese
and American culture which attracts tourists,
understanding and tolerance of foreign cultures,
and experience doing business with American
companies

relatively high English language speaking
ability; exposure, understanding, and
tolerance of foreign cultures; unique fusion
of cultures that attracts tourists; increased
worldly knowledge; business with American
companies

deterrence

the presence of the U.S. military bases in Okinawa China; North Korea; Senkaku Islands;
deters adversaries (e.g. China, North Korea, etc.) missile attacks; deters aggression; instils
from taking aggressive or expansionist action
fear; stability of region; prevents
encroachment; prevents conflicts

GoJ economic
support

economic support and incentives received from the
GoJ including special budget appropriations,
development, education, infrastructure, “burden,”
and other grants, industry subsidies (e.g. fishing,
farming), tax incentives, compensation payments,
and land rent payments

increased budget appropriations;
development grants; “burden-easing”
grants; infrastructure and education
funding; land rent payments; industry
subsidies; tax incentives; especially in
areas with many bases (e.g. Kadena, Kin)

defense of Japan in the event of a military contingency, the U.S.
military would defend Japan and Okinawa

defense of Japan; defense of Okinawa;
uncertainty about ability and willingness to
defend Okinawa; missile defense; Senkaku
Islands; Chinese aggression

service member
expenditures

spending at Okinawan business establishments
(e.g. restaurants, bars, stores, hotels, second-hand
cars, etc.) by U.S. service members, dependents,
and visitors

shopping; eating at restaurants; drinking at
bars; partying; souvenirs; hotels; gambling;
inviting friends and family to visit; secondhand cars; increased customer bases; akin
to tourists

volunteering

volunteer events and programs organized by
groups associated with the U.S. military (e.g.
beach and base clean-ups, school visits, etc.)

volunteering events; school visits; school
lectures; reading to children; playing with
children; cleaning up beaches; cleaning up
around bases

military contracts

Okinawan companies fulfill contracts for the
provision of goods and services to the U.S.
military; especially construction companies, but
including other goods and services

construction contracts; contracts to provide
food; contracts to provide maintenance;
some concern that mainland Japanese or
American companies get contracts instead

disaster relief

the potential for the U.S. military to provide disaster earthquake; tsunami; typhoon; 2011
relief and humanitarian assistance (HADR) to
Touhoku earthquake and tsunami;
Okinawa and Japan
Operation Tomodachi; monetary and
manpower support

intermarriage

increased opportunities to find a spouse

marriage between Okinawans and
Americans; increased chances for love and
marriage

Increased
educational

increased options and opportunities for high
school, university, and graduate school such as

on-base university; on-base high schools;
opportunities to learn in U.S. schools; U.S.-
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opportunities

University of Maryland University College and onbase schools, along with special education
programs

style system; want more opportunities to
apply to mainland U.S. schools

joint training with
JSDF

the base presence allows for closer cooperation
and training between the U.S. military and JSDF

proximity; easier joint training and
exercises; shared resources

reduced defense
expenditures

the hypothesis that, overall, Japan saves money
on defense by guaranteeing its security through
the U.S.-Japan Alliance, rather than paying to
improve its own capabilities to achieve the same
level of security

defense spending; JSDF improvement
costs; modifying Article 9

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list and semi-structured interview data (2017).

§6.3 Priority Benefits
The following four sub-sections will describe analyses and results that supplement the
benefits identified above. The structure of this section mirrors §5.3. As such, the following
subsections will address the relative cognitive salience of each benefit, how salience varies
across demographic groups, which benefits are considered most valuable by the Okinawan
people, and how each benefit compares in relative salience and value.
§6.3.1 Overall Cognitive Salience of USFO Benefits
§6.3.1.1 Methodology

I followed the same methodology described in §5.3.11 to calculate the Sutrop cognitive
salience index for each benefit identified. As a reminder, the cognitive salience of an item is a
rough measure of how cognitively and behaviorally engaged an individual is with that item.
They more cognitively salient it is, the more frequently they think about it, they more
information they gather, and the more they make decisions based on it. The results of the
cognitive salient on free-listed USFO benefits are presented in Table 15 below.
§6.3.1.2 Results & Discussion

Items are ranked in order of relative cognitive salience using Sutrop’s Index in Table 15
below. As before, benefits closer to the top of Table 15 are more salient to Okinawans, but all
items in the table are culturally-shared and fall under the cultural domain “USFO Benefits.” This
means they are all a part (to different degrees) of the Okinawan public’s collective consciousness
and thinking as it relates to USFO. Looking at the natural splits in Sutrop index, four benefits
appear to be at the forefront of Okinawan minds: on-base employment, cross-cultural exchange,
internationalization, and English language learning. It is somewhat surprising to find that the
primary missions of the U.S. military in Okinawa, deterrence and the defense of Japan are not at
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the top of this list and it is even more surprising that cultural, economic, and educational benefits
rank higher in salience than these security benefits.
Table 15. USFO Benefit Cognitive Salience Metrics
Group

Rank Benefit

Frequency

Average Rank

Sutrop Index

1

on-base employment

50.0%

2.3

0.221

2

cross-cultural exchange

48.4%

2.5

0.194

3

internationalization

41.9%

2.4

0.176

4

English language learning

46.8%

2.7

0.172

5

GoJ economic support

30.6%

2.1

0.146

6

deterrence

32.3%

2.4

0.134

7

defense of Japan

27.4%

2.6

0.106

8

service member expenditures

25.8%

2.8

0.094

9

volunteering

14.5%

2.6

0.057

10

military contracts

12.9%

2.5

0.052

11

intermarriage

4.8%

2.7

0.018

“Periphery” 12

disaster relief

6.5%

3.8

0.017

13

reduced defense expenditures

3.2%

3.0

0.012

14

increased educational opportunities

4.8%

4.3

0.011

15

joint training with JSDF

3.2%

3.5

0.009

“Core”

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list data (2017).

The second tier of “core” benefits is comprised entirely of economic and security benefits—
economic support from the GoJ, deterrence, defense of Japan, and service member expenditures.
Lastly, periphery of this cultural domain is comprised of a variety of relatively lower salience
items: volunteering, military contracts, intermarriage, disaster relief, reduced defense
expenditures, increased educational opportunities, and joint training with JSDF. As a reminder,
these items are still culturally-shared, important, and salient (by virtue of making it into the
cultural domain as distinct elements), but are less so than the “core” items.
Like the analyses of USFO problems, the core and periphery groupings of USFO benefits
were made by looking for natural breaks in frequency counts and the Sutrop Index, along with a
non-metric multidimensional scaling (MDS) technique. MDS of free-list items maps each item
based on their co-occurrence in lists. Using this method, we find that culturally “core” items
cluster around the center and are closer to one another as they are listed more frequently and
listed more frequently together. Culturally periphery items are located along the edges. Figure 41
represents an MDS map of free-listed USFO benefits. The “core” group of 8 benefits
corresponds identically to the top half of the 15 items ranked by Sutrop’s salience index.
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Figure 41. Core/Periphery Structure of “USFO Benefits”

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list data (2017).

As noted in §5.2.1, issue salience is practically significant because it has been shown to
influence public approval, voter behavior, the processing of policy-relevant information, along
with several other cognitive and behavioral processes. As such, it is important for military and
political decisionmakers of the U.S.-Japan Alliance to understand which USFO issues are the
most salient to the Okinawan people. I argue that there is little reason to doubt that the cognitive
salience of USFO benefits is just as important as USFO problems in the areas of public opinion
and voting behavior. It is probable that just how issue salience mediates the impact of problems
on the Okinawan public’s perceptions and evaluations of USFO, USG, and GoJ, benefit salience
likely mediates the impact of benefits on the Okinawan public’s opinion of the same. Just like
non-salient issues, if stakeholders maximize or emphasize non-salient benefits, it will do little to
change the Okinawan public’s perceptions if the more salient benefits are neglected or decline.
Thus, this list of benefits organized by relative cognitive salience should be useful to
stakeholders who are setting policy and program agendas, allocating resources, or having to
make any such trade-off or prioritization decisions regarding USFO benefits to Okinawa.
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§6.3.2 Relative Cognitive Salience of Benefits Across Demographics Groups
§6.3.2.1 Methodology

The results presented in this subsection stem from the same style of analysis described in
§5.3.2 (Schrauf and Sanchez 2008, 388). I analyzed the differences in cognitive salience of
USFO benefits for the same set of variables as before: gender (male vs. female), age (“younger”
vs. “older”), region (southern Okinawa vs. central Okinawa), and political party (LDP vs
none/other). These analyses provide a qualitative look at the relative emphases of each of these
demographic groups.178
§6.3.2.2 Results and Discussion

The first variable I analyzed was gender, the results of which are presented in Table 16
below.
Table 16. Differences in USFO Benefit Salience between Men and Women
Problem

Salience Difference

cross-cultural exchange

0.067

GoJ economic support

0.060

internationalization

0.050

English language learning

0.046

service member expenditures

0.034

intermarriage

0.025

increased educational opportunities

-0.002

disaster relief

-0.003

joint training with JSDF

-0.006

volunteering

-0.008

defense of Japan

-0.010

reduced defense expenditures

-0.033

military contracts

-0.044

deterrence

-0.056

on-base employment

-0.129

↑
benefits more
salient to women
(n=36)

benefits more
salient to men
(n=26)

↓

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list data (2017).
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This analysis should be considered qualitative because we have little basis to make definitive interpretations of
the exact magnitude of differences in the salience indices.
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Examining the results of Table 16, we see that cultural (cross-cultural exchange), educational
(English-language learning), along with indirect economic benefits (internationalization and
GoJ economic support) were more frequently mentioned and generally higher ranked by
Okinawan women than men. This finding should be noted by organizers and advertisers of
cultural events or English language programs. At the other end of Table 16, we see that
Okinawan men tend to be more focused on the direct economic and security benefits of USFO:
on-base employment, deterrence, and military contracts. The labor force participation rates
referenced earlier (85.5% for men and 69.4% for women in Japan (OECD 2017)) may partially
explain the higher salience of direct economic benefits derived from the bases. This difference in
participation may be even greater for on-base and USFO contract work, but more research would
need to be done to help explain these results. The fact that deterrence is more salient to
Okinawan men is supported by foreign policy, voting behavior, and public opinion research that
has shown women to be more “dovish” in foreign policy than men (Togeby 1994), especially
when the use of military force is involved (Shapiro and Mahajan 1986). To summarize, it is
likely that less Okinawan women than men consider deterrence and even the defense of Japan to
be a benefit. Overall, these findings should be of significant interest to stakeholders who are
crafting communications for the Okinawan public.
Next, I examined cognitive salience differences of USFO benefits to younger (less than 36
years old) and older (more than 35 years old) Okinawans. The results are presented in Table 17
below.
Table 17. Differences in USFO Benefit Salience between Older and Younger Okinawans
Problem

Salience Difference

GoJ economic support

0.067

military contracts

0.059

deterrence

0.017

increased educational opportunities

-0.001

intermarriage

-0.003

joint training with JSDF

-0.017

reduced defense expenditures

-0.020

service member expenditures

-0.031

on-base employment

-0.032

disaster relief

-0.032

volunteering

-0.034

cross-cultural exchange

-0.063

English language learning

-0.065
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↑
benefits more salient
to older (≥36)
Okinawans (n=29)

benefits more salient
to younger (≤35)
Okinawans (n=33)

↓

defense of Japan

-0.072

internationalization

-0.101

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list data (2017).

One of the most notable finding of this analysis is that deterrence is significantly more
salient to older Okinawans, while the defense of Japan is significantly more salient to younger
Okinawans. Given these results and the explicit distinctions respondents made throughout the
interviews,179 it would appear that younger Okinawans have more knowledge and more faith in
the U.S. military’s willingness and ability to defend Okinawa and Japan while older Okinawans
are more likely to value the deterrent value of the U.S. military presence in Okinawa. This is a
novel finding that should be accounted for by alliance managers considering U.S. military
mission messaging in Okinawa and Japan. Besides security, younger and older Okinawans
differed in the salience of cultural, educational, and economic benefits. Cross-cultural exchange,
English language learning, and internationalization are more on the minds of younger
Okinawans, likely because they are more involved and gain more from these benefits. Again, this
is a finding that can be used by organizers of cultural, educational, and language programs and
events to more efficiently deploy their advertising resources.
On the other hand, GoJ economic support and military contracts also appear to be more
salient to older Okinawans, but it is not immediately clear why this may be the case. One simple
explanatory hypothesis for why GoJ economic support is more salient to older Okinawans is as
follows: because older people are generally more politically active (Gimpel, Morris, and
Armstrong 2004), older Okinawans are more likely to research and be aware of the various forms
of economic support that the OPG receives from the GoJ. A plausible hypothesis for why older
Okinawans are more cognizant of military contracts is simply that there are a larger number of
older Okinawans winning contracts and doing business with USFO. In both cases, additional
data needs to be collected to test these currently hollow hypotheses.
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Throughout the interviews, numerous respondents made it very clear whether they considered deterrence, the
defense of Japan, both, or neither to be benefits or not. Those who deliberately did not list defense of Japan, did so
on the grounds that they were “uncertain the U.S. military would be willing or even capable to defend Japan or
Okinawa” (words of an older male interviewee). Those who did not list deterrence did so on the grounds that “the
base concentration is more likely to invite attack from enemies than deter it” (words of an Okinawan university
student). Of course, some participants listed neither because they were anti-base and some listed both as benefits
because they trusted deterrence theory and the U.S. military’s commitment to Japan and Okinawa. In any case, this
demographic analysis provides more insight into this dichotomy—younger Okinawans trust more in the defense of
Japan and older Okinawans trust more in deterrence.
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Next, I analyzed the differences in USFO benefit cognitive salience across respondents from
southern and central Okinawa, a rough proxy for residents’ proximity to bases.180 The results are
presented in Table 18 below.
Table 18. Differences in Benefit Salience between Residents of Southern and Central Okinawa
Problem

Salience Difference

on-base employment

0.079

service member expenditures

0.055

English language learning

0.032

volunteering

0.032

reduced defense expenditures

0.027

GoJ economic support

0.017

increased educational opportunities

0.010

joint training with JSDF

-0.003

intermarriage

-0.007

cross-cultural exchange

-0.007

internationalization

-0.014

disaster relief

-0.021

military contracts

-0.024

defense of Japan

-0.053

deterrence

-0.172

↑
benefits more salient
to participants living in
central Okinawa,
closer to bases
(n=29)
benefits more salient
to participants living in
southern Okinawa,
further from bases
(n=28)

↓

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list data (2017).

Somewhat expectedly (and reassuringly, as it supports the validity of these data and
analyses), benefits that can be directly felt in day-to-day life are more salient to Okinawans
living near bases (central Okinawa) than those living further from bases (southern Okinawa).
These benefits include: on-base employment, service member expenditures, English language
learning, and volunteering. The likeliest reason for these differences in salience is that residents
living closer to bases have more opportunities to experience these benefits first hand (see,
participate, benefit from) and are consequently more familiar and mindful of them. At the other
end of the table are mostly indirect, suppositious benefits that are commonly cited in academic
and media publications: deterrence, defense of Japan, and disaster relief. It is logical that these
items are more on the distant (from bases) public’s mind because they have less day-to-day
interaction with bases and service members. Instead, they must rely on publications for base180

This measure works as a proxy for resident’s proximity to bases because the average distance to the nearest base
for respondents from southern vs. central Okinawa was 10.8 kilometers vs. 4.7 kilometers.
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related information. One hypothesis (unsubstantiated and requiring additional research) for why
military contracts is more salient to the distant public is that many of the Okinawan companies
who benefit from military contracts are headquartered in the business hub of Okinawa—Naha
City (part of southern Okinawa, further from bases).
Lastly, I examined cognitive salience differences between supporters of the LDP and those
who reported supporting no political party or “other.” The results of this analysis can be seen in
Table 19 below.
Table 19. Differences in USFO Benefit Salience between LDP-supporters and “Others”
Problem

Salience
Difference

GoJ economic support

0.226

deterrence

0.078

reduced defense expenditures

0.054

internationalization

0.021

military contracts

0.020

disaster relief

0.017

joint training with JSDF

0.014

increased educational opportunities

0.011

defense of Japan

-0.016

English language learning

-0.021

intermarriage

-0.025

volunteering

-0.038

service member expenditures

-0.048

cross-cultural exchange

-0.070

on-base employment

-0.149

↑
benefits more salient to
LDP-supporters (n=17)

benefits more salient to
supporters of “other” or
no political party
(n=45)

↓

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list data (2017).

Based on this analysis, Okinawan supporters of the LDP are more cognitively engaged with
the following benefits than those who support no or “other” political parties: GoJ economic
support, deterrence, and reduced defense expenditures. These benefits reflect some of the main
the talking points of LDP Prime Minister Shinzo Abe when justifying and explaining the
importance of USFO to the politicians and people of Japan—deterrence of foreign aggression
(deterrence), the “savings” Japan accrues due to joint, rather than individual defense of Japan
(reduced defense expenditures), along with the symbolic recognition of the Okinawan burden
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and consequent compensation (GoJ economic support).181 On the contrary, supporters of “other”
or no political party were more focused on a different variety of benefits: on-base employment,
cross-cultural exchange, and service member expenditures. These findings are interesting, but
need additional research to draw actionable conclusions.
§6.3.3 Perceived Value of Identified USFO Benefits
Just how problem salience and severity are not synonymous, neither are benefit salience and
value (how “good” a benefit is). Just how problems can be salient, but not severe, benefits can
also be salient, but not valuable (and vice-versa of course). And at the risk of sounding repetitive,
just how I presented severity ratings for USFO problems in §5.3.3, I present a parallel analysis of
“perceived value ratings” for USFO benefits in this section. Understanding which USFO beneits
are considered most valuable is policy relevant and practically useful because military personnel,
diplomats, and politicians must all be responsible stewards of the taxpayers’ money and being a
responsible steward requires efficient action. Focusing efforts on benefits that are both salient
and considered valuable by the Okinawan people is one way in which resources can be used
efficiently.
§6.3.3.1 Methodology

I collected data on perceived value by simply asking respondents to rate the value of the
benefits they free-listed on a 1-10 scale immediately after they wrote their items. Respondents
were given the following guidance for evaluating the benefits they free-listed: “In the second
column, please rate the value of the benefit you listed on a scale of 1-10; scores of 1-3 represent
fairly small benefits, convenience, or advantage; scores of 4-6 represent nice to have, but not
absolutely necessary benefits; scores of 7-10 represent major benefits that are necessary and very
advantageous for Okinawa.” The same methodological and interpretive limitations discussed in
the last paragraph of §5.3.3.1 apply to the data collection and analyses presented here.
Before presenting the data, I conducted a Pearson correlation test and found a weak, nonsigificant linear relationship between the Sutrop cognitive salience index and the perceived value
ratings of USFO benefits (r(15) = 0.15, p=0.59). This means we cannot reject the null hypothesis
of no correlation, that salience and perceived value are fairly distinct measures of USFO benefits
and thus, it is worthwhile exploring and considering both when making decisions. Table 20
presents the fifteen problems constituting the cultural domain USFO Benefits ranked in order of
average perceived value rating.
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For example, in 2018 PM Abe made a policy speech to the 196th Session of the Diet where he said: “The JapanU.S. Alliance has been and will continue to be the cornerstone of Japan’s diplomacy and security. …While
maintaining the deterrence of the Japan-U.S. Alliance, we will continue to pay close attention to the feelings of the
people of Okinawa and make utmost efforts to alleviate the impact of U.S. military bases” (Abe 2018).
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§6.3.3.1 Results and Discussion

The mean value rating of all USFO benefits is 6.88 (standard deviation = 0.92).182 This is
expectedly lower than the mean severity rating of USFO problems (7.75, S.D. = 1.18), but is still
quite high given the guidelines respondents were given. An average value score of 6.88 implies
that the average USFO benefit falls into the high end of “nice to have, but not absolutely
necessary.” This is surprisingly high praise given the fairly strong anti-base cloud surrounding
Okinawa and gives some credence to the notion that “it’s not all bad.”
Table 20. Perceived Value USFO Benefits
Average Perceived
Value Rating

Salience Rank

disaster relief

9.00

12

2

internationalization

7.92

3

3

deterrence

7.80

6

4

military contracts

7.50

10

5

increased educational opportunities

7.00

14

6

reduced defense expenditures

7.00

13

7

GoJ economic support

6.95

5

8

cross-cultural exchange

6.93

2

9

English language learning

6.63

4

10

service member expenditures

6.60

8

11

joint training with JSDF

6.50

15

12

on-base employment

6.47

1

13

defense of Japan

6.15

7

14

volunteering

5.33

9

15

intermarriage

5.33

11

Rank

Benefit

1

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list and value rating data (2017).

The data suggest that the top-five valued USFO benefits are: disaster relief,
internationalization, deterrence, military contracts, and increased educational opportunities. Of
these top-five valued benefits, only internationalization is in the top-five salient benefits. This
means that there are several highly valued benefits that not very many people are aware of. This
result implies that there is room for improvement regarding public outreach and communications
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As noted previously, I did not have the resources available to conduct psychometric testing which introduces the
possibility of measurement error. Nonetheless, the methodology is transparent and valid (follow standard social
science and survey research protocols) meaning that at the very least, the findings presented in this section can serve
as a foundation for a more extensive study of Okinawan public opinion and a baseline for some policy decisions.
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with the Okinawan public. A greater proportion of the Okinawan public should be made aware of
the existing benefits and where possible, the most valued benefits should be increased. Actors in
the field are likely to have deeper insights into how these results can and should be used, but
below are just two examples of how these results may be interpreted and used to make program,
policy, or communication decisions.
First, it may be in USFO’s best interest to have PR offices better emphasize the U.S.
military’s HADR (humanitarian assistance and disaster relief) missions and capabilities, a USFO
benefit that is highly valued, but not very salient among Okinawans. HADR is likely to be
particularly well-received benefit because (1) Okinawa and Japan are disaster prone and (2)
HADR missions are more congruous with Okinawan pacifist and environmentalist culture.
A second result worth noting and redressing is the defense of Japan being ranked the twelfth
(of fourteen) most valuable USFO benefit. It is the primary mission of USFO, yet it is very lowly
valued by the Okinawan public. This speaks to the aforementioned, deep-rooted skepticism that
Okinawans have about the U.S. military willingness and ability to actually defend Okinawa from
foreign aggression that I observed during most of my interviews. Regular, public reassurances by
diplomatic, political, and military leaders, displays and clarifications of military intentions and
capabilities (within the bounds of operational security), along with explanations of regional
threats would go a long way in rectifying this troublesome public perception.
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§6.3.4 Combining Salience and Value Ratings to Prioritize USFO Benefits
Below are the “digital” (Table 21) and “analog” (Figure 42) versions of the USFO Benefit
Priority Management Decision Tool. Paralleling the decision tools made for USFO problems,
those below are meant to be used as a quick visual reference for stakeholders evaluating and
deciding on agendas, resource allocation, and trade-offs among benefits related to USFO.
§6.3.4.1 Methodology

To create these tools, I standardized the benefit saliency and value rating data presented in
the last two sections. Additional details on standardization and its purposes may be found in
§5.3.4.1. I first selected thresholds to sub-divide USFO benefits into a three by three table of
“least,” “somewhat,” and “most” salient and valuable. Thresholds were selected using the same
reasoning as before (when working with USFO problems data): natural breaks in the data and an
effort to have relatively equal-sized zones. Please note that the distribution of standardized value
and salience data for benefits was slightly different from the problem data. This difference in
distribution required different cutoff values for each “zone” and highlights what is likely the
largest drawback of this novel research—limited psychometric testing or comparable data
resulting in limited ability to interpret absolute differences in standard deviations of individual
USFO benefits.183 Despite this drawback, the data remain valid and useful. The results of this
analysis can be seen in Table 21.
The second tool was created by simply graphing the standardized value and salience scores in
a scatter plot. This result is the chart seen in Figure 42. This method is more natural and lets the
data speak for itself (with no arbitrary division of the data into zones). It allows a subject matter
expert to visually gauge the relative distance between individual benefits, apply their personal
expertise and judgments, and come to a decision on which to prioritize. As you can imagine, I
urge the use of this second tool for actual decisionmaking.
§6.3.4.2 Results and Discussion

Examining the results below, we can easily see that there are specific USFO benefits that
should be maximized, augmented, or at least emphasized more than others. As previously noted,
disaster relief is a clear example of a USFO benefit that is highly valuable, but not prominent in
the minds of Okinawans. Military contracts and deterrence are two more benefits that are among
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As previously mentioned, a drawback of this technique (or maybe just an outcome of the fact that this is novel
research) is that the practical significance of the absolute magnitudes of the standard deviation differences between
benefits has not been studied (e.g. how much “more” salient or valuable is a benefit with a standardized score of 1.0
versus 1.5?). Additional research, to include psychometric testing, would need to be conducted in order determine
the practical significance of the distances between these standardized salience and severity scores. This data and
research is still practically useful however, because we can use them to understand relative priorities, supplement
these data with forthcoming rich descriptions of individual benefits, along with individual subject matter expertise,
and plan for additional research to supplement these findings.
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the most valued by the Okinawan public, but not are particularly salient to everyone. Conversely,
volunteering and intermarriage are widely recognized benefits (by virtue of being individual
elements in the culturally-shared domain “USFO Benefits”), but are considered the least valuable
by the Okinawan public. These examples and similar observations provide direction for where
U.S.-Japan Alliance PR offices and other stakeholders should focus (or not focus) their efforts.
Table 21. USFO Benefit Priority Management Table
Least Salient (SD < -1)
Most Value
(0.6 < SD)
Some Value
(-0.6 ≤ SD ≤ 0.6)
Least Value
(SD < -0.6)

Somewhat Salient (-1 ≤ SD ≤ 1)

Most Salient (1 < SD)

disaster relief

deterrence
military contracts

internationalization

reduced defense expenditures
increased educational opportunities
joint training with JSDF

GoJ economic support
service member expenditures

cross-cultural exchange
English language learning
on-base employment

intermarriage

defense of Japan
volunteering

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list and value rating data (2017).

The next page contains the USFO Benefit Priority Management Graph. USFO benefits that
are both relatively well-known and valuable to the Okinawan public tend to the upper-right
quadrant. Relatively salient, but not so valuable items are in the bottom-right. Benefits perceived
as rather valuable, but are not particularly salient are in the top-left and items that are below
average in both salience and perceived value tend to the bottom-left. As previously noted, this
spectrum allows decisionmakers to apply their own deep knowledge and expertise to evaluate
and decide which USFO benefits should be prioritized. For example, GoJ economic support is
more salient than military contracts, but the latter is perceived as more valuable than the former.
If a stakeholder were developing communications to the Okinawan public explaining the
economic benefits of USFO, this (and to be honest, previous) result provides insights into which
elements of economic support should be emphasized, which should be understate, and even how
to phrase them. Nonetheless, deep individual, contextual knowledge must also be applied to
make best use of these tools.
Unfortunately, not everything in these decision tools is easily interpreted. For example, why
is it that the defense of Japan, the primary mission of USFO and likely to be one of the biggest
benefits identified by mainland Japanese, politicians, and foreign observers, relatively lowranked in both value and salience by Okinawans? The answer to this lies in the follow-on
discussions in which Okinawan residents questioned the U.S. military willingness and even
ability to defend Okinawa from foreign threats. This, and other details of my interviews are
explored in §6.4 next.
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Figure 42. USFO Benefit Priority Management Graph
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SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list and value rating data (2017).
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Most Salient (1 < SD)

§6.4 A Richer, Qualitative Exploration of USFO Benefits
Although the question of USFO benefits was sometimes met with confusion and laughter, as
if it wasn’t even a logical proposition that the U.S. military might actually be offering some
benefits to Okinawa, the results presented in the preceding subsections show that many
Okinawans do recognize that there are benefits that USFO directly or indirectly bring to the
prefecture. This subsection will build on the quantitative findings presented above and add
explanatory, qualitative descriptions to some specific benefits identified by my Okinawan
interviewees.
§6.4.1 Methodology
Like the qualitative examination of select USFO problems in the previous chapter, the
proceeding analysis is primarily based on free-list task follow-on discussions with each
interviewee. I pulled exemplar quotes representing each benefit and also conducted simple
thematic tabulations on recurring ideas. Please see chapter two, §2.2.3.4 for additional details on
my methodology. For the sake of brevity, I only present some of the most, valued, and policyrelevant USFO benefits identified: deterrence and the defense of Japan, internationalization,
disaster relief, cross-cultural exchange, and GoJ economic support, on-base employment, and
military contracts.
§6.4.2 Results & Discussion
§6.4.2.1 On Deterrence and the Defense of Japan

The defense of Japan and deterrence are undeniably the two primary reasons for why the
U.S. military is in Okinawa and arguably, the two biggest benefits the U.S. military brings to
Okinawa (and the U.S.-Japan Alliance more broadly). This is generally recognized within
government, military, and academic circles, along with most of the western world. Nonetheless,
my interviews left me with the strong impression that the average Okinawan layperson is much
less convinced of these two benefits than those in government, military, academia, or the West.
Okinawan government survey research also suggests that the people of Okinawa are even less
convinced than the average Japanese citizen. Survey researchers from the OPG and GoJ Cabinet
Office asked respondents whether they though that “US-Japan Security Treaty is useful for the
peace and security of Japan.” The tabulation of responses comparing the national Japanese
average with the Okinawan prefectural average may be seen in Figure 43 below. The wording of
the OGO’s survey question did not differentiate between the defense of Japan and deterrence, but
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it did make it clear that Okinawans are significantly less sold on the utility of the U.S.-Japan
security arrangement in ensuring Japan’s peace and security than the average Japanese citizen.184
Figure 43. Public Attitudes on U.S.-Japan Security Treaty’s Utility for Japan’s Peace and Security
100%
23.7%

% of respondents

80%
60%

38.5%

35.4%

40%

44.4%

14.5%

20%

9.5%
8.9%

16.0%

0%

2.7%

5.5%

Okinawa Prefecture

Japan (incl. Okinawa Pref.)
Region

I Don't Know

Not Useful

Not Really Useful

Somewhat Useful

Useful

SOURCE: Adapted from OGO (2015, 22).

Why might this be the case? Why is the prefecture with the best view of the U.S. military’s
might most skeptical of its utility in safeguarding the peace and security of Japan? While this
study may not be able to fully answer this question, my ethnographic interviews, along with the
salience and perceived value data, did provide some unique insights into Okinawan thinking on
the U.S. military’s mission in Okinawa.
The first thing we should take note of is that while the USFO benefits deterrence and the
defense of Japan were fairly equal in salience, their perceived value was quite noticeably
different. To be exact, deterrence ranked 6th in salience (Sutrop index = 0.134) and jumped to
rank 3rd in perceived value (average value = 7.80). Defense of Japan, on the other hand, ranked
7th in salience (Sutrop index = 0.106, just behind deterrence), but dropped to rank 13th in
perceived value (average value = 6.15)! Such results can be interpreted to mean that both
benefits are similarly prominent in the minds of the Okinawan public, but deterrence is
perceived as significantly more valuable than the defense of Japan. Why might this be the case?
One reason for that emerged through my interviews with a variety of Okinawan residents.
A re-emerging theme throughout the free-list follow-on discussions was skepticism at
USFO’s willingness and ability to defend Japan, and even more skepticism at USFO’s
184

This also supports the base politics research hypotheses that material compensation is the preeminent policy tool
that ensures political support sufficient for the annual renewal of base leases in Okinawa (as opposed to mainland
Japan, where emphasis of mutual benefits is also important).
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willingness and ability to defend Okinawa specifically. For example, a middle-aged banker in
southern Okinawa expressed her uncertainty mildly:
Well the bases are here to fight, so I think one of the benefits is that they would
probably protect us if something happened. Nonetheless, I am not really sure… I
guess this is something I hear from people who support the bases. They say, “the
bases are here and they will protect us in the event of a war.” I haven’t looked
into it myself though, so I can’t really be sure.

A young linguistics student working as a store clerk expressed this uncertainty a bit further,
specifying North Korean missile attacks as a potential threat:
I wrote this [defense of Japan] while thinking of North Korean missiles, but to be
honest, I’m not confident in this benefit. I’m not sure they [USFO and JSDF]
would be able to even defend us.

A high school teacher further expounded on this widely felt Okinawan doubt and expressed his
fear of abandonment during wartime:
The defense of Japan is only a benefit if the U.S. military actually plans to defend
Japan and Okinawa. I am not sure they will though… If North Korea launched
missiles at Okinawa or China decided to attack, I don’t know if they would be
able or even willing to defend Okinawa. They might just abandon us.

In fact, of the 17 people who even listed the defense of Japan as a USFO benefit (itself a
surprisingly small proportion of the total sample of 62 participants), almost half (n=8) expressed
some form of uncertainty about the U.S. military’s willingness and ability to defend Okinawa in
the event of an actual military contingency (especially North Korean and Chinese missile
attacks). On the other hand, discussions about deterrence were significantly more positive. Most
respondents (n=14/19) who listed deterrence were consistently positive about its value for both
Okinawa and Japan, as exemplified by this quote from a 75-year old retired salaryman in Naha:
“The U.S. military has kept Okinawa free from attack. A long, long time ago, we used to be a
territory of China. Even though we were the Ryukyu Kingdom, we basically belonged to China.
If the U.S. military wasn’t here, we would probably be under Chinese control now, I am not sure
the JSDF would be able to defend us from them.”
Furthermore, participants appeared to be significantly more knowledgeable about the benefits
of deterrence and regional threats than they were about the defense of Japan and U.S. military’s
commitments and fighting capabilities. Several respondents gave specific instances in which the
U.S. presence deterred aggression and territorial expansion, especially by China. For example, a
56-year old salaryman living in central Okinawa noted:
The U.S. military serves as a barrier to Chinese territorial expansion. The
Chinese are currently freely expanding into the South China Sea, they are
building islands and ignoring international law. I am sure they would want to do
the same to the east, in the East China Sea and the Sea of Japan, they are already
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exploiting and pushing to take some of the underwater resources in our seas, but
because we are teamed up with the U.S. military, they are more hesitant to be so
aggressive here. Chinese aggression is something that is difficult to see, difficult
to recognize or admit here in Okinawa, especially for older people who are so
anti-military, but it happens and there is a big potential for it to get worse if the
U.S. military weren’t here. I think more Okinawans need to be aware of this.
Another middle-aged office worker similarly observed that:
I think the biggest benefit is deterrence of aggression. For example, the U.S.
military presence deters Chinese forceful advancement and territorial expansion.
The Chinese are taking and building islands in the sea near the Philippines [South
China Sea]. They probably want to do the same in the East China Sea too, maybe
take the Senkakus, but they know they can’t because of the U.S. military base
presence. By simply being here, they deter Chinese aggression.
Despite these praises, there were a few respondents who were skeptical of not only defense, but also
deterrence (n=5/19). These respondents tended to weight the problem of wartime targeting above
deterrence, like this 55-year salaryman living near Naha:
I didn’t list security as a merit because if the bases weren’t here, we wouldn’t be
in a war! There wouldn’t be any war or any fighting in Okinawa if the military
wasn’t here. But because the bases are here, we will almost certainly become a
target at one point or another. This has been shown to be true historically. Where
there are bases, there is fighting and war. If we ever get into any war with an
Asian country, they will attack Okinawa first. If they weren’t here though, we
would be left alone. Sure, China and North Korea don’t want to pick small fights
with Okinawa or Japan because they don’t want to start a war with the U.S.
military, but if they decided to fight a full-scale war, then Okinawa would be
their first target.

This man is concerned that while the U.S. military presence is helpful for preventing smallscale aggressions, it is not sufficient to deter full-scale war in Okinawa and in fact, invites it. He
believes the small deterrent effect is completely outweighed by the threat of wartime targeting.
For this man and like-minded Okinawans, the calculation is a matter of probability and
magnitude of outcomes—the medium/high probability of deterring small-scale aggression (small
benefit) does not compare to the medium/high probability of inviting large-scale attacks (large
cost). Additionally, many respondents left me with the sense that once again (like they did near
the end of World War II), Japan is willing to sacrifice Okinawa for the good of mainland Japan.
They feel as if mainland Japan is accruing all the benefits of defense and deterrence, while
Okinawa is shouldering all the risk.
Besides free-lists, I also asked most respondents, “what do you think the mission or purpose
of the U.S. military is in Okinawa?” To my surprise, about half of the respondents simply stated
“I don’t know.” Several, especially older respondents, answered by saying it is “a lingering
consequence of Japan’s loss in WW II.” And only about one-third of respondents actually
provided factually correct specifics such as “the defense of Japan,” “regional stability,”
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“deterrence,” and “power projection.” This is a disconcerting finding since the U.S.-Japan
Alliance’s primary justifications for the U.S. military presence in Okinawa are deterrence and the
defense of Japan.
Given these findings, U.S.-Japan Alliance leaders should be somewhat concerned with
Okinawan skepticism over the utility of USFO for Okinawa’s and even Japan’s peace and
security. It is the primary justification for the U.S. military’s presence in Okinawa and so,
Okinawan skepticism of this reasoning is likely to be one of the primary source of anti-base
sentiments. Furthermore, it is unsettling to the proponents and leaders of the U.S.-Japan Alliance
that so many Okinawans question the capability and even the willingness of the U.S. military to
defend Okinawa against foreign aggressors. As such, alliance managers should put in more time,
effort, and resources toward reassuring and educating the citizens of Okinawa Prefecture that (1)
they are an equally valued part of Japan, (2) that the U.S. and Japan will defend Okinawa with no
hesitations or reservations, and (3) that the U.S. military and JSDF are more than capable of
defending Okinawa and Japan from all foreign threats.
§6.4.2.2 On Internationalization

In the context of USFO benefits, internationalization refers to the sense that Okinawa
Prefecture has a competitive advantage in international business (whether it’s trade, tourism, or
other industries) due to its higher than average English speaking abilities, unique mix of
Japanese and American culture, understanding and tolerance of foreign cultures, and experience
doing business with American companies. Given these reasons, it’s easy to imagine that the
discussions on internationalization were closely linked with the benefits of English language
learning and cross-cultural exchange. In fact, when asked to expound on free-listed items such as
“cultural exchange events and programs” or “English language learning,” internationalization
was frequently the answer. Internationalization is the concrete economic outcome of several
other benefits. The following two quotes are illustrative examples of how Okinawans
conceptualize internationalization. First, a political science PhD student studying at the
University of Ryukyus noted:
You can definitely see the difference between an Okinawan and someone who is
from the mainland when it comes to being dealing with people from other
countries. The mainland is insular, people stare at foreigners. In Okinawa, we are
used to foreigners because of the bases. In the long run, this makes people more
tolerant, more accustomed to dealing with foreign people, and this helps with
tourism and doing business abroad.

A high school teacher who works with “Amerasian” students added his personal perspective
which reflects his experience working with children of Okinawan and American heritage:
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I think diversity of people, of languages, of viewpoints is a really positive
outcome of the base presence. It has exposed Okinawans to a variety of different
people and perspectives and this makes us stronger as a people. It makes us more
flexible and more skilled at international business, tourism, and simply dealing
with different situations.

Several respondents praised and took pride in the unique fusion of Okinawan and American
culture itself. They saw it as a unique benefit in and of itself. This perspective was labeled crosscultural exchange (next subsection) rather than internationalization. I labeled it
internationalization only when the economic benefit of cultural or language exchange was
mentioned such as when this university student stated, “I think Chatan [American Village] is a
perfect example of the benefits of the U.S. military. It is such an awesome place, so many people
come to visit, it is so fun, and such a unique mix of Okinawan and American culture.” Another
university student added, “There is an American atmosphere, an America-like feeling in Koza of
Okinawa City and American Village in Chatan that is unique to Okinawa. This feeling is fun and
it’s good for attracting tourists to Okinawa. These unique places were born because of the base
presence.” This type of praise for cultural fusion and tourism came mostly from younger
interviewees and reveals an enthusiasm for American culture among some younger Okinawans.
About three-fourths (n=19/26) of the respondents who praised Okinawan and American
cultural fusion, globalization, and internationalization were age 40 or younger (50% were age 25
or younger). The average age of respondents listing internationalization as a benefit was 33,
more 6 years younger than the sample average. Only one respondent over age 60 listed it as a
benefit. This age discrepancy can also be seen in the benefit salience differences between
younger and older Okinawans seen in Table 17. This generational gap is also supported by
attitude survey research conducted by the Pew Research Center in the early 2000s where they
found that “everywhere but Latin America, young people are more likely than their elders to see
advantages in increased global trade and communication, and they are more likely to embrace
“globalization” per se” (Pew Research Center 2004).185 My interviews have led me to similarly
conclude that older Okinawans are more likely than younger Okinawans to have reservations
about the benefits of global interconnectedness. In summary, younger Okinawans are more likely
to see the benefits of global trade and communication, along with how USFO has and continues
to contribute toward achieving this increased interconnectedness.
Overall, it appears that while internationalization is a salient and valuable benefit in
Okinawan culture, it is not equally recognized across the demographics of Okinawa Prefecture.
Younger Okinawans, especially university students and recent graduates, are most likely to view
it as a significant benefit that USFO contributes to. As such, U.S., Japanese, and Okinawan
stakeholders should strive to maximize this benefit by creating opportunities for young
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The Pew Research Center’s results cite “Japan” and does not distinguish between Okinawa and mainland Japan.
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Okinawans to engage and work with American, foreign, and international companies; they can
amplify this through events and programs which showcase and engage unique mixes of
American and Okinawan culture. On the flip side, it may be best for USFO and other
stakeholders to refrain from pushing the internationalization and globalization narrative onto
older Okinawans so as to avoid aggravation and conflict.
§6.4.2.3 On Disaster Relief

Disaster relief refers to USFO’s ability to provide disaster relief and humanitarian assistance
(HADR) to Okinawa, Japan, and the Asia-Pacific region in general. Although only a few
interviewees actually wrote “disaster relief” in their free-lists (n=4, hence the low salience), it
had the highest average value ranking (though this may also be skewed given the low sample
size). It is important to note that all 4 respondents who listed disaster relief in their free-lists
were under age 30 and all mentioned the USFO’s participation in Operation Tomodachi during
the 2011 Touhoku earthquake and tsunami as an example of the benefit:
The U.S. military in Okinawa can really help with disaster relief and
humanitarian support in Japan and in all of Asia. There is a limit to how much
forces coming from mainland U.S. could help, but since they are in Okinawa,
they can respond much more quickly and with more resources. They were a
massive help in the 2011 Touhoku earthquake and tsunami and I’ve heard that
they’ve helped other countries from Okinawa like the Philippines and Indonesia.
This ability to rapidly respond is one good reason why the bases are in Okinawa
as opposed to Hawaii, Guam, or mainland U.S.

Furthermore, I asked most respondents about their thoughts on items they did not themselves
free-list in follow-on discussions, and disaster relief was one of three USFO benefits
(volunteering and additional education opportunities being the other two) which received
unilateral praise as being positive for Okinawa (not a single negative remark to the benefits).
Disaster relief is the only item that falls in the “least salient, but most valued” category of the
USFO Benefit Priority Management decision tools in §6.3.4. Of all USFO benefits, disaster
relief is one of the most positively perceived, but least thought of benefits in Okinawan culture.
This leads to the recommendation that USFO stakeholders should better emphasize and
potentially even showcase USFO’s HADR responsibilities and capabilities to the Okinawan
public (e.g. educational seminars, HADR exhibitions, etc.).
§6.4.2.4 On Cross-Cultural Exchange

The benefit of cross-cultural exchange loosely refers to the exchange of ideas, language,
sports, arts, hobbies, foods, customs, objects, and other cultural elements between Okinawans
and Americans through various events, activities, and programs (e.g. festivals, homestays,
Scouts, clubs, sports tournaments, etc.). While many active duty military service members and
other defense leaders may view such things as trivial, or at best, auxiliary to the USFO mission,
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my data, along with other OPG survey data, show that a significant proportion of Okinawans186
view cross-cultural exchange as a significant and valuable benefit the U.S. military brings to
Okinawa. Unfortunately, the same data reveal that cross-cultural exchange events, activities, and
programs are a double-edged sword—despite an appreciation and fondness for American culture,
some respondents view such USFO-sponsored events with skepticism and overall, the Okinawan
public’s impression of the U.S. military itself remains poor. There is a clear distinction between
appreciation for “America” and “American culture,” which is relatively common, and the U.S.
military, which is far less common.
According to a fascinating survey conducted by the Okinawan Governor’s Office (OGO) in
2015, the Okinawan public actually shows quite high levels of friendliness toward “America”
(significantly higher than toward China or South Korea): 15.6% of Okinawans felt “friendly,”
39.9% felt “somewhat friendly,” 26.3% felt “somewhat unfriendly,” and only 15.9% felt
“unfriendly” (Okinawa Governor’s Office 2015, 9-11). Unfortunately, the same survey revealed
that the specific impression Okinawans had of USFO (the U.S. military in Okinawa) was much
worse: only 6.1% reported having a “good impression,” 22.3% had a “somewhat good
impression,” while 35.4% had a “somewhat bad impression” and 18.4% simply had a “bad
impression” (OGO 2015, 23). Interestingly, the same survey had 73.9% of respondents report
having been on a U.S. military base in Okinawa at least once in their lives, 11.6% report having a
close American friend, and 17.7 % report having an American acquaintance with whom they
speak to occasionally (OGO 2015, 6-8). These results from the OGO suggest that while
Okinawans may not feel the same toward USFO, the majority of Okinawans feel relatively
friendly toward America itself. Furthermore, the fact that almost three-fourths of Okinawans
have been on base and over one-fourth have a close American friend or acquaintance means that
there are numerous opportunities to improve inter-personal relations between Okinawans and
U.S. service members.
My interviews also revealed a few additional routes through which U.S.-Japan stakeholders
may leverage Okinawan fondness for American culture and relatively frequent interactions with
service members to improve the Okinawan public’s impression of USFO. First, almost threefourths (n=22/30) of my interview participants who listed cross-cultural exchange as a USFO
benefit were unilaterally positive about the variety of cultural elements (i.e., ideas, language,
sports, arts, hobbies, foods, customs, objects, etc.) that constitute this benefit.187 Like
internationalization, these culturally enthusiastic respondents tended to be younger. The average
age of these 22 respondents was 32, seven years younger than the sample average and 3.5 years
younger than the 8 respondents who caveated cross-cultural exchange with concerns about
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Please note, however, 32 of the 62 respondents did not list item at all, presumably because they either did not
think of it (not salient) or because they did not view it as a benefit (not valuable).
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cultural appropriation and propaganda. This age gap in cultural openness is also supported by
global survey research such as the Global Attitudes Survey conducted by the Pew Research
Center. Their findings show that in Japan (and most other countries), cultural pride and
nationalism, especially among older generations, was a strong predictor of resistance to cultural
exchange and globalization: “84% of older people think that their culture is superior, compared
with only 56% of those under age 30 who hold that view. …Fully 64% of Japanese ages 65 and
older say there should be more control over foreign immigration. Only 12% of those ages 18-29
agree” (Pew Research Center 2004).
The abovementioned culturally-enthusiastic respondents (n=22/32) justified the benefit of
cross-cultural exchange based on personal, friend, or family experiences with programs, events,
clubs, groups, or other activities that in one way or another, involved the U.S. military, U.S.
military service members, or other culturally American elements. The majority cited on-base
festivals (e.g. Kadena Carnival, Torii Festival, etc.) as the primary example of this benefit, but
many of the discussions also centered on other idiosyncratic items such as motorcycle clubs,
basketball tournaments, food events, Scouts, home stays, rock music groups and events, acting
clubs, language exchange events, educational seminars, university visits, base tours, among other
items. A university student, for instance, fondly recounted her younger days as a Girl Scout: “I
went to the bases through the Girl Scouts program. I remember going trick-or-treating on base
during Halloween and it was so fun!”
Many respondents also identified children, teens, and young adults as the primary
beneficiaries of cross-cultural exchange. This is because while cross-cultural exchange was
often the benefit written, education also often ended up being a central theme of many follow-on
discussions (e.g. language learning, cultural expertise, military knowledge, etc.). Recognizing the
educational value of cultural programs, a high school teacher suggested increasing opportunities
for interaction between Okinawan and American schools:
The military might already do this, I’m not sure, but I wish there was more
cooperation between base schools, the Amer-Asian schools, and the Okinawan
schools. Letting the children interact and play together, so that they could learn
more about one another and each other’s cultures. I think cultural exchange is
most important and useful for children. It builds tolerance and understanding at a
young age. This will serve them well when they grow older. Many older people
are set in their ideas and won’t change anymore. Thus, I think the cultural
exchange events and programs should focus on kids.

An office worker at the University of Ryukyus also suggested more direct educational outreach
to Okinawan schools and universities as he recounted an extremely valuable lecture given by a
U.S. service member at his University:
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Last time, a U.S. military soldier, I think it was a high-ranking commander, came
to speak at a seminar at our university and it was extremely informative and
interesting. I wish the military did that more often, go to schools and universities,
give lectures, answer questions. I think that would be really good for improving
mutual understanding and improving relations. The embassy has also done some
work like this and I think they should do it more often.

Continuing with the theme of education, both students and parents tended to express a high
level of interest in American service members leveraging their knowledge of the American
educational system to help Okinawans be able attend U.S. universities. While most appreciated
the opportunity to attend the on-base university (University of Maryland—University College),
they wanted more information and aid in applying to mainland U.S. universities. A banker and
mother of two echoed the thoughts of several other interviewees when she said,
I know there are some on-base universities, but they are small and many people
want to go to American universities in America proper. I appreciate the current
opportunities, but I think the biggest benefit bases can offer is guidance for how
to apply and get into American universities or other educational programs.
American universities are very well-respected and many students want to attend
American universities, but they don’t know the processes for how to apply. They
don’t know how to prepare for the entrance exams, where to take the tests, how
to apply, and what to do. I wish the bases did more to help high school students
and university students learn and prepare for that. There are no programs like that
in Okinawa, but I think the base people know those systems and could help
Okinawan students.

Given the fact that so many respondents, especially younger Okinawans, were enthusiastic
about cross-cultural exchange and educational opportunities, USFO should consider investing
more resources and encouraging service members to participate in in community outreach
programs (e.g. festivals, sports tournaments, hobby clubs, etc.), educational outreach (e.g.
military guest lecturers at schools and universities), higher education programs (e.g. workshops
on how to apply to U.S. universities), and English language education programs (e.g. homestays,
language exchange meetups, etc.).
If these enthusiastic respondents had anything negative to say, it was only that they wanted
events, programs, and activities to be more welcoming (less intimidating), better publicized
(especially to areas that are further from bases), along with wanting more service member
involvement and interest in Okinawan cultural events. A law student at the University of
Ryukyus illustrated the first and second of these three requests:
There is so little information about on-base events and programs! Like when and
what they are hosting. It’s so hard to find that information. I’ve never been, I’ve
only heard stories from people who have gone, and every time I heard it sounded
so fun and I’ve wanted to go. It seems like the only people who know about it
and go though are the people already involved with the bases somehow, with a
family member working on base, or something like that. I wish they were more
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open and inviting to regular people who weren’t related to the bases. Right now,
it’s kind of intimidating and un-inviting. If it’s really ok for us regular people to
go, then I wish they advertised more to us.

And a physical education teacher living in Itoman (southern Okinawa) illustrated the third:
Also, I want more service members to come out to Okinawan events like the
ootsunahikii [giant tug-of-war] at the Naha Festival. I love going with my
American friends, drinking, eating, and working together to win! Food and sports
bring us all together. We enjoy their culture and they can enjoy ours.

An OPG employee specifically suggested expanding the scope and target audience of cultural
events in order to improve attendance and effectiveness in garnering goodwill,
One thing that could be done better would be to host, or at least advertise events
in areas of Okinawa where there aren’t so many bases, in Naha for example. It
would allow people who have negative views because of all the media and
second-hand stories to get first-hand experience and learn more about the U.S.
military themselves.

Nonetheless, the same OPG employee also recognized that residents predisposed against USFO
will not attend and so, only the already supportive and, with luck (or a bit of effort on the part of
PR), the neutral and uncertain188 will be interested and potentially attend:
The problem with cultural events though is that people who really hate the
military won’t attend. They won’t give the military a chance and so I don’t know
if they [cultural events] will change those people’s minds. Nonetheless, if there
are people on the fence, neutral and undecided, they might be willing to
participate in those events and may even change their minds, see the good side of
service members. To reach those people though, those events need to be better
advertised. The newspapers and television won’t advertise them, so it’s basically
up to word-of-mouth which makes the audience very limited.

His concern, as should be the concern of USFO public relations (PR) offices, is getting the
word out to neutral, uncertain, and geographically distant Okinawans. Military PR personnel
(stakeholder interviews) at Kadena AB (Air Force), Okinawa Fleet Activities at Kadena AB
(Navy), Camp Courtney (Marine Corps), and Torii Station (Army) all informed me that USFO
has very limited media reach in Okinawa. In one way or another, all of these PR staff noted that
USFO has few and relatively narrow channels of communication in Okinawa (e.g. USFO
Facebook and Twitter pages, Air Force Network radio channel, Stars and Stripes) and only the
already supportive, involved (e.g. on-base employees), geographically-proximate, or keenly
interested (e.g. scholars, government employees, military hobbyists, active anti-base protestors,
188

Although I did not explicitly attempt to measure anti-/pro-/neutral-base stances at the population level, my
interviewees and some of the OAS data (e.g. on satisfaction toward base problem resolutions presented in §4.2.2)
suggest that a relatively large portion (potentially even a majority) of the Okinawan population may be either neutral
or uncertain regarding their feelings toward USFO.
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etc.) actively follow these sources of information. Neutral, uncertain, and geographically distant
residents are not likely to actively seek out USFO news sources which makes it challenging to
inform them of upcoming or existing programs, events, and activities. Ultimately, these findings
suggest that Alliance managers, especially those involved in PR, should put significant effort
toward better reaching these neutral, uncertain and geographically distant audiences.
While I stand by this recommendation, execution needs to consider that some community
outreach events and programs, along with their advertisement, may be perceived as U.S. military
propaganda. Several respondents, especially middle-age and older, felt that such programs and
events threaten Okinawan culture and are nothing more than militaristic brainwashing. An 84year old man who worked on U.S. military bases for 45 years put it very bluntly: “I think
military festivals are just propaganda. They are a type of military propaganda which only tries to
manipulate people. I don’t like them.” Respondents like these make it clear a careless increase in
the scope and intensity of PR may lead to more harm than good, to public backlash over U.S.
military propaganda. This puts stakeholders in somewhat of a PR predicament—they need better
publicity, but they cannot have it come off as propaganda. Thankfully, several interview
participants provided specific courses of action that may allow PR staff to exit this bind.
For instance, the same Amerasian high school teacher who lauded the benefits of diversity of
people, languages, and viewpoints, caveated his praise with concerns over cultural appropriation
and provided a few suggestions for how USFO may qualm the concerns of culturally
conservative and protective Okinawans:
You hear the phrase “cultural exchange” very frequently, but to be honest, there
is very little exchange going on. That is because almost all of the interactions are
one-way. It is American culture that is being pressed onto Okinawa. Okinawan
culture, Okinawan customs, Okinawan arts, Okinawan food are rarely being
shared with or introduced to soldiers. Doing those things would bring the
situation closer to cultural exchange. Currently, it feels more like cultural
appropriation. There are so many American things that have entered Okinawan
culture, but almost nothing Okinawan that has entered base or military culture, let
alone American culture.
Why doesn’t the BX sell more Okinawan foods and goods for example? Why are
there plenty of American goods out in our towns, but so little being sold on
bases? Why are there so many Okinawans going to base events or American
Village in Chatan, but so few service members coming to our festivals or
traditional markets like Yachimun no Sato [traditional Okinawan pottery co-op]?
Why don’t bases showcase Okinawan arts and Okinawan culture?
One specific I can think of would be for artists from Yachimun no Sato to be
invited to bases to teach children and people pottery lessons and sell their goods.
That would show some respect to Okinawan traditional arts and the Okinawan
economy.
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Serendipitously, a middle-aged farmer visiting from Miyako Island inadvertently highlighted
another course of action that may help crack this PR puzzle (the need for more publicity without
coming off as propaganda):
The JSDF and MoFA organize an annual moon-viewing festival that is really
nice. It’s only once a year, but it’s something they do for the community. I’ve
participated in it twice and it was really pleasant. Maybe the U.S. military could
coordinate with the JSDF and MoFA to organize and sponsor more traditional
Japanese and Okinawan events, like O-bon and things like that.

To summarize, co-organizing or co-sponsoring events with organizations like the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs (MOFA), the OPG, ODB, and even local Okinawan organizations could
massively improve the reach of USFO PR (by leveraging the media outreach capabilities of the
cooperating Okinawan and Japanese organizations), ensure respect for traditional Okinawan
culture (by enlisting the aid of Japanese and Okinawa organizations, USFO can avoid any
cultural faux pas when showcasing Okinawan or Japanese culture), and safeguard from the
possibility that the advertisement is perceived as military propaganda (because press will also be
coming from Okinawan and Japanese, mostly non-military organizations). Furthermore,
increased service member interest and participation in Okinawan-organized events may also
serve to garner goodwill among locals. Ultimately, it is in the interest of the U.S.-Japan Alliance
to have unit commanders improve their units’ cultural sensitivities and urge them to get more
involved in local and regional cultural events and activities.
Given these findings, U.S.-Japan Alliance leaders and PR staff face the difficult task of
balancing respect and appreciation for traditional Okinawan culture, while at the same time
responding to the Okinawan public’s interest in American, American-Okinawan, and military
culture. Balancing increased publicity while avoiding the perception of propaganda is an
extremely challenging puzzle. Solving this puzzle is risky and challenging, but it is worthwhile
because significant improvements in the U.S.-Japan-Okinawan relationship can be achieved if
handled properly. This subsection highlighted just a few means for how this balance may be
achieved—co-organizing or co-sponsoring cultural events with Okinawan and Japanese
organizations, showing respect and appreciation for traditional Okinawan culture by organizing
programs and events around it, increasing outreach to neutral and geographically distant
residents, and urging increased service member and dependent participation in events organized
by Okinawans, but ultimately, the boots on the ground have the best vantage point and must use
their local expertise to solve this precarious puzzle in creative ways.
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§6.4.2.5 On Economic Benefits—GoJ Economic Support, On-Base Employment, Service
member Expenditures, and Military Contracts

The four items related to economics were each among the most salient cultural elements of
USFO benefits (all ranked within the top 10 in overall cognitive salience). Compared to the
general USFJ problem of economic hindrance, interviewees were significantly more clear and
certain in defining and describing individual benefits. This is the reason the four economic
benefits noted in the subsection title were designated as distinct elements of the cultural domain
USFO Benefits, while the three economic problems (inefficient land use, tourist deterrent, and
economically stunting dependency on GoJ economic support) identified in §4.3.7 coalesced into
just one distinct cultural element of USFO Problems—economic hindrance. I grouped those
three economic hindrances because most respondents simply wrote “economic hindrance” in
their free-lists and the specific problems only emerged during follow-on discussions in a random
fashion. In the case of economic benefits, each was individually written and discussed by a
sufficient number of people that each is considered culturally-shared, relevant, and consequently,
a distinct USFO benefit. Thus, unlike economic hindrance which is one distinct element in the
cultural domain USFO problems (i.e., one general problem that is salient to the Okinawan
public), “economic benefits” is a unifying theme of four distinct elements in the cultural domain
USFO benefits (four benefits that are all individually salient to the Okinawan public).
This distinction is an interesting finding in and of itself because it provides insight into the
cultural models that guide Okinawan thinking regarding USFO problems and benefits. The fact
that three specific economic benefits emerged as three distinct USFO benefits from the cultural
domain analysis while only one, significantly broader and more ambiguous, economic problem
emerged as one distinct USFO problem suggests that in the Okinawan public’s mind, the
economic benefits are significantly clearer than the economic hindrances. In other words, the
economic contributions that USFO offers are more easily identifiable, salient, and tangible, while
the economic hindrances are somewhat more discordant, speculative, and uncertain. This finding
helps explain why many Okinawans generally lean towards the view that overall, the economic
impact of USFO is positive for Okinawa despite the dearth of reliable economic data or
literature.
Besides this important distinction between economic problems and benefits, interviews
resulted in several quotes that exemplify and detail the four economic benefits identified through
cultural domain analysis. First, on-base employment was the most cognitively salient (rank 1),
but one of the least valued USFO benefits (rank 12). This drastic difference can be mostly
accounted for by the fact that almost all respondents knew (salient) that some Okinawans work
on base and that adding jobs to an economy is an undeniable benefit, but what they could deny,
however, is the fact that the proportion of people who work on-base relative to the total
population of Okinawa is quite small and that if private business opened up on base lands, then
even more people would be able to find employment. This is akin to the inefficient land use
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argument and accounts for the large difference between salience and perceived value (excerpt
from an interview with a stay-at-home spouse living near Naha):
On-base jobs are also a benefit, but I gave it a low rating because while there are
a few people who have good on-base jobs, if the bases were replaced with
regular, civilian business centers, there would be even more job opportunities.
The data shows that there would be more employment and also, it would be
better for Okinawan because income tax would increase, meaning more money
for Okinawa Prefecture.189

Given this argument, one might expect that Okinawans wouldn’t even free-list on-base
employment as a benefit at all. Why did almost half of respondents write “on-base employment”
then? The answer lies in two primary arguments provided by interviewees: (1) uncertainty about
how private business would replace base jobs (unguaranteed replacement), and (2) the stability,
benefits, and relatively high salaries of on-base jobs as compared to Japanese private sector jobs.
The “unguaranteed replacement” argument was exemplified by a government employee working
in the Commerce and Labor Department of the OPG:
Bases provide jobs, but maybe more jobs could be created if there were private
businesses. The problem is no one knows. Too little research has been done and
there is too much uncertainty. If they built a Disneyland in place of Futenma,
then it would be a tremendous economic boon, but what if nothing is built for a
decade. We would lose all the economic benefits for a long time and many
people would suffer. So, it’s hard to say what is right.

Although she was speaking from personal experience and had a vested interest in her on-base
job, the second argument was demonstrated by a MLC employee working on Torii Station:
On-base jobs are better paying and more stable than most Japanese jobs. They
also offer nice benefits like vacation days, maternity leave, and little or no
overtime which they don’t offer in Japanese companies. The environment is
totally different. I don’t think the replacement jobs would compensate for these
kinds of jobs.

Another economic benefit recognized by the Okinawan public is military contracts. Contrary
to on-base employment, military contracts was one of the less salient (rank 10, listed by only 8
respondents), but more valuable (rank 4) economic benefits. This may be partially explained by
the fact that military contracts are not as visible or advertised in everyday life as on-base
employment, but generally offer more monetary value to those involved in the contract work.
This hypothesis is supported by the fact that most of the respondents who listed military
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Another notable observation is the economic “data” that this and other interviewees cited during interviews was
not based on formal, reliable economic analyses, but rather media reporting, op-eds, and “though pieces.”
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contracts did so because they were or knew someone who was a direct beneficiary of contracts
with USFO, such as this man from Itoman:
I have friends who work for construction companies that receive a lot of orders
and contracts with the ODB and the U.S. military bases for building new things
and maintaining older things. In this way, the bases create a lot of businesses for
local companies. The Okinawan economy isn’t strong on its own, and the
military-related contracts provide a very important and stable part of our
economy.

Despite the high perceived value ranking, a few respondents did give military contracts a low
value score such as this a 63-year electrical engineer who argued that if given the opportunity,
the business might be replaced by the private sector:
Construction and other companies make a lot of money from contracts with the
U.S. military. Nonetheless, I’m not sure. If the bases disappeared, maybe they
would be able to have similar contracts in which they service private businesses
like hotels, restaurants, and other developments on returned lands.

Of the four economic benefits that are part of the broader domain USFO benefits, GoJ
economic support was one of the more contentious because it directly conflicted with one of the
arguments contained within economic hindrance—economically and politically stunting
dependence on GoJ economic support. This economic item also touched upon a variety of
sensitive cultural and political topics such as discrimination and self-determination. Although the
respondents that listed GoJ economic support as a USFO benefit may have agreed that the
Okinawan economy was underdeveloped and that Okinawa lacked political power, they
disagreed that GoJ economic support was to blame for those problems. In fact, many argued that
Okinawa Prefecture is actually very well developed because of the variety of special budget
appropriations and other financial incentives the GoJ provides. For example, a recent university
graduate working as a paralegal stated:
Okinawa gets additional budgetary appropriations from the Japanese Government
which are meant to help Okinawa develop and advance economically, socially,
educationally, in all sorts of ways. On paper, the Government states that it is for
the general development of Okinawa, same as the appropriations to other
prefectures, but everyone knows it is because the bases are here, it is a form of
payment to the prefecture for bearing the burden of the bases. Compared to many
other areas in Japan, Okinawa is quite well-developed, especially Naha, because
of these “prefectural advancement” appropriations. This includes roads,
buildings, and other facilities.

Nonetheless, the same paralegal’s uncertainty and this benefit’s complexity is evidenced by his
immediate caveat:
Emotionally I feel like I feel like we should stop relying on the bases and
government and try to build up our own economy, but logically, I am not sure if
that is such a good idea. I don’t know to be honest.
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Lastly, service member expenditures is a benefit that was neither particularly salient (rank 8),
nor perceived as particularly valuable (rank 10). Unlike the other three economic benefits,
however, this benefit was unanimously and uncontroversially recognized as a USFO benefit. A
physical education teacher put it clearly: “Soldiers and their families go to Okinawan malls, bars,
clubs, and restaurants. Basically, there are more customers with money to spend on Okinawan
businesses. I think that definitely helps out, but I don’t really know to what extent it helps.” It is
appears to be clear to most Okinawan residents that service member spending puts money into
the Okinawan economy, but once uncertainty does creep in when having to evaluate the
magnitude of the benefit.
This review of free-list follow-on discussions on economic benefits suggests that in general,
the Okinawan public leans toward the view that the net economic impact of USFO is positive in
despite of the high degree of uncertainty (given the scant data and literature) surrounding the
question. This is likely because many of the economic benefits offered by bases are clear and
tangible, while the potential detriments are uncertain and conflated with other problems such as
discrimination and self-determination. Although contentious, I reiterate the recommendation
made in §5.4.2.7: the governments of Japan, Okinawa, and the U.S. should jointly commission a
definitive economic impact evaluation study. Basing decisions to provide economic support on
reliable research will ensure that no one, neither mainland Japan (through excessive economic
support), nor Okinawa (through insufficient economic support), are being unfairly treated.
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Chapter 7: Summarizing Empirical Findings and Policy
Recommendations

One of the central problems of base politics around the world, as we have
seen, is that for local governments, NGOs, and individual citizens at the
grassroots, the balance of costs and benefits relating to foreign bases is
very strongly negative. Bases generate crime, noise, pollution, and other
ills, while producing little perceived as positive. Their benefits, so
typically obvious to leaders in a national capital, appear, at the grassroots,
to accrue either to foreign contractors or to a very limited and exclusive
community of local elites.190
-Kent E. Calder, Embattled Garrisons: Comparative
Base Politics and American Globalism, 2007

§7.1 Overview
Historically, alliance managers have relied largely, almost entirely, on material
compensation, along with conciliatory land returns and personnel redistributions, in order to
overcome public anti-base sentiments and co-opt a politically-critical majority sufficient to
ensure the annual renewal of base leases in Okinawa. Continued reliance on material
compensation, coupled with traditionally pacifist and environmentalist cultural values, however,
has led to an erosion of goodwill, a lack of trust, and a severe dearth of support for the U.S.
military among the broader Okinawan public. A shortage of trust and goodwill between the
neighbors of a small island reduces the quality of life for all inhabitants: Okinawan, Japanese,
and American. Furthermore, a lack of support at the popular, grassroots level poses systemic
risks to the long-term sustainability of the U.S. military presence in Okinawa because there are
several easily imaginable developments that can undermine the effectiveness of compensation
politics and lead to the forced eviction of the U.S. military (non-renewal of base leases).
Through this monograph I have attempted to provide transparent, data-driven, and reliable
insights into the Okinawan public’s perceptions, attitudes, and policy preferences toward the
U.S. military for two primary reasons. First, much of the existing literature on Okinawa is
peppered with sensationalized, biased, incomplete, and methodologically-opaque or even
opinion-driven information. This makes it difficult to discern facts from opinions and doubly
difficult for observers, academics, and policymakers to work on the problem. The second
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Excerpt from page 243 of Calder, Kent E. 2007. Embattled Garrisons: Comparative Base Politics and American
Globalism. Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press.
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primary reason I undertook this research is because understanding the Okinawan public’s
perceptions, attitudes, and policy preferences is highly policy-relevant. U.S.-Japan Alliance
managers, especially PR staff, must have a deep and accurate understanding of the cultural,
political, and social environment in which they operate so that they can plan and execute
culturally-relevant and responsive programs, policies, and communications.
And at the risk of overdoing it, I will add one last link in the long chain of logic justifying
this research: planning and implementing culturally-relevant and responsive programs, policies,
and communications is important because they can (1) reduce feelings of antipathy and
dissatisfaction between Okinawans, the GoJ, and the U.S. military and improve the quality of life
for all in Okinawa and (2) organically build broader public support for USFO, public support
which may be necessary to ensure the long-term sustainability of its basing rights in the future.191
This chapter is simply organized. First is a summary of the main empirical findings followed
by a summary of the primary policy recommendations scattered throughout the monograph. For
consistency’s sake, the research question addressed in this chapter is as follows:
1. Across the DOTMLPF-P spectrum, 192 what can U.S.-Japan Alliance managers and
stakeholders do or change to improve relations with the Okinawan people, foster
goodwill, build trust, and garner broader public support for the U.S. military in Okinawa?
To be very clear: I do not propose propaganda. “The propagandist’s purpose,” as renowned
author Aldous Huxley put it in his 1936 essay “The Olive Tree,” “is to make one set of people
forget that certain other sets of people are human." On the contrary, I propose initiatives that
remind the U.S. military, Okinawans, and the mainland Japanese that we are all human, that we
all have human needs, and that we are all doing what we think is best to happily cohabit this
earth. What I propose are greater and more focused public affairs efforts that more directly
address legitimate grievances, miscommunications, and misunderstandings, and misperceptions;
I emphasize legitimacy because I do not propose or suggest attempting to change the views of
those whose anti-militarism is ideological. I instead propose uncovering legitimate items and
focusing our efforts on those in order to loosen the Okinawan Knot. It is with this intention that I
undertook this dissertation research and it is with this intention that I finish it.
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As noted in Chapter 1, while there may be a day when the U.S. and Japan find an alternative to U.S. basing in
Okinawa, a foundational assumption of this research is that for the foreseeable future, at least some part of the U.S.
military will remain in Okinawa and during that time, sustaining presence will remain a vital national security
interest for the U.S., Japan, and their allies.
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DOTMLPF-P is a DoD acronym used to describe acquisition requirements and evaluation criteria for future
defense programs. Besides formal acquisitions, it is a useful framework for ensuring a wide range of options
(doctrinal, organizational, training, materiel, leadership, personnel, facilities, and policy) are considered before
committing to a new solution for a given problem. It is used as an organizational framework for this dissertation’s
conclusions and recommendations.
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§7.2 Summarizing Empirical Findings
§7.2.1 Overall Okinawan Public Policy Priorities (Chapter 3)
The primary objective of Chapter 3 was to obtain a data-driven understanding of how
“facilitating resolutions to U.S. military base problems” ranks among other domestic policy
issues such as the promotion of tourism, the development of education, the conservation of
nature, among others. Beyond this, the analysis was aimed at examining how this prioritization
of “base problems” varied across demographic variables such as age, gender, income, and region
of residence. In other words, I aimed at answering the question: what kind of people care most
about resolving base problems? I addressed these research questions by analyzing the response
patterns to question 12 of the 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey (2015) which is, by my estimation,
the most reliable and useful Okinawan public opinion survey available to policy analysts today.
The first research question, overall public policy priority rankings, was addressed by Figure
12 in §3.2.2, but I have reproduced the figure below. Although there are alternative means to
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tabulating the survey question responses (rather than the cumulative tabulation reproduced here,
individual rank proportions were also examined in §3.2), the results above strongly suggest that
“facilitating resolutions to U.S. military base problems” is one of, if not the top policy priority
for the Okinawan public. Nonetheless, there are several other policy areas which rank closely
behind. These include tourism, health, long-term employment opportunities, day-to-day safety
and security, along with environmental conservation.
The demographic variability of base problem prioiritzation was explored by conducting twoway cross tabulations between base_priority (a dichotomous variable representing whether or
not a respondent listed “facilitating resolutions to U.S. military base problems” in their top three
lists or not) and the available demographic variables. Direction and magnitude of correlation was
further evaluated using a logistic regression model in which base_priority was the outcome
variable and the demographic variables were predictors. The results of these analyses are
presented in §3.3. Overall, four of nine demographic variables showed a statistically significant
correlations with base_priority: age, region of residence, income derived from bases, and
occupation (not all occupations significantly differed from one another, however). The
demographic variables that were not significant predictors of base_priority were gender, regions
of Okinawa Island, household income, marital status, child status, and experience living outside
of Okinawa Prefecture. In other words, concern about base problems (i.e., the attitude that base
problems are a highly important and urgent policy issue [top three] relative to others) does not
signficiantrly covary with these demographic variables.
The logistic regression model supported the finding that age was significantly and positively
correlated with base_priority. Put simply, older Okinawans are more likely to consider
“facilitating resolutions to U.S. military base problems” a top three policy priority than younger
Okinawans. Furthermore, people from outlying islands in Okinawa Prefecture (i.e., Miyako
Islands and Yaeyama Islands) were found to be much less likely to consider base problems a top
three priority than residents living on the main Okinawa Island. The individual regions of
Okinawa Island (i.e., north, central, south, Naha), however, did not significantly differ from one
another in prioritization. Income derived from bases was also found to be a statistically
significant predictor of base_priority. Okinawan residents who derive income from U.S. military
bases were found to be more likely to list base problems in their top three policy priority lists
than those who do not derive any income. Lastly, several occupations showed statistically
significantly higher or lower prioritization levels. For example, respondents working in the
“technical/professional” category, stay-at-home spouses, and the unemployed showed
significantly higher prioritization, while those in “agriculture/fisheries/forestry,
“sales/marketing,” “management,” showed significantly lower prioritization.
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§7.2.2 Okinawan Public Satisfaction with Efforts to Address Base Problems and Priority
“Solutions” (Chapter 4)
Having seen that base problems are indeed a high, if not the highest, societal public policy
priority, the next chapter’s objective was to explore how satisfied the Okinawan public is with
ongoing efforts to address base problems and to the extent possible, understand what “solutions”
to base problems are the highest priority for Okinawans. An additional research goal was to gain
an understanding of knowing how this satisfaction and these priority “solutions” vary with
demographic characteristics. Like the results presented in Chapter 3, those in Chapter 4 were
based on statistical analyses of the response patterns to questions in the 9th Okinawan Attitudes
Survey (2015).
Overall satisfaction was evaluated by simply tabulating the response patterns to question 4,
item 41 in the 9th OAS. The results reveal that a small minority of the Okinawan population are
satisfied, about one-third are unsatisfied, and interestingly, over one-half of the respondents are
either neutral or uncertain. The results presented and discussed in Figure 18 of §4.2 are
reproduced below.
Figure 45. Okinawan Satisfaction with Efforts to Address Base Problems
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SOURCE: 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015).

Satisfaction with efforts to address base problems was statistically significantly associated
with gender, age, region of residence (both within Okinawa Island and between Okinawa Island
and outlying islands), income derived from bases, household income, occupation, marital status,
and child status. Only experience living outside of Okinawa was unassociated. Despite the
statistical significance, however, not all of the variables tested showed practically significant
covariation with satisfaction. The results of the analyses are summarized below and the full
discussion may be found in §4.3.
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Although the cross tabulation between gender and satisfaction was statistically significant
overall, a deeper look at the data reveals that satisfaction across genders is actually very similar
with the only practically notable difference being male Okinawans showing slightly higher levels
of uncertainty than females (23.8% vs. 16.2%). Age was a stronger predictor of satisfaction. The
proportion of “unsatisfied” respondents increased significantly with age (from about 28% in the
youngest group of respondents to 46.4% in the oldest group), but somewhat surprisingly, the
proportion of “satisfied” respondents was not found to be strongly correlated with age. The
analyses suggest that neutrality appears to peak among middle-aged respondents, while
uncertainty peaks among the youngest and oldest respondents.
Region was also statistically associated with satisfaction, but only southern Okinawa and
Naha show statistically and practically different response patterns. Relative to respondents from
the other regions in Okinawa Island, those from Naha City were found to be the most unsatisfied
(43.1%) and least neutral (25.3%), while satisfaction and uncertainty was on par with the other
regions. Respondents from southern Okinawa, on the other hand, showed the lowest levels of
self-reported satisfaction (only 9.3%) and highest level of uncertainty (24.9%), while neutrality
and dissatisfaction were about equal to other regions. Compared to outlying islands, many more
respondents from the main Okinawa Island reported being “unsatisfied” (16.3% vs. 38.4%),
while the proportions of satisfied (10.8% vs 13.0%) and neutral (33.5% vs. 30.1%) respondents
were roughly equal. The roughly 20% difference in dissatisfaction between the main and
outlying islands appears to be replaced by uncertainty on the outlying islands (39.4% uncertain
on the outlying islands compared to 18.5% on the main island).
Respondents who derive some form of income from bases showed slightly lower levels of
dissatisfaction (36.3% vs. 43.0%) and slightly higher levels of uncertainty (20.7 vs. 12.6%) than
those who do not receive any income from bases. The proportion of satisfied and neutral
respondents was about equal between the two groups. The cross tabulation between household
income and satisfaction revealed that wealthier households tend to show slightly higher levels of
both neutrality and dissatisfaction, and correspondingly, slightly lower levels of uncertainty and
satisfaction than their poorer counterparts. The most unsatisfied respondents were those in the
“technical/professional,” “administration/office,” and “management” occupation categories,
while the most satisfied were those in “sales/marketing,” “students,” and “manufacturing/manual
labor” categories. Although I did not have access to education level data, these trends in income
and occupation suggest that education is likely positively correlated with dissatisfaction (i.e.,
more educated Okinawans are more dissatisfied).
Priority “solutions” to base problems were explored in §4.4 after these demographic analyses
of satisfaction with resolving base problems. Unfortunately, the analyses revealed that although
the Okinawan Attitudes Survey has the best available data at this time, it falls short in providing
reliable and practically useable information regarding priority solutions. The item wording of the
OAS question that addresses this critical research objective corrupted the usability of the OAS
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data because it is unclear that the “solutions” presented to respondents were relevant or
comprehensive of all the USFO problems and benefits that are salient to the Okinawan public.
For instance, several highly salient and important problems and benefits identified in Chapters 5
and 6 were not presented as response alternatives in the OAS priority “solutions” question. Not
only this, but the items that were presented to respondents were an eclectic and imbalanced blend
of problems, benefits, and solutions relating to USFO and led to imbalanced, “forced,” and
consequently, unreliable response patterns. The cumulative tabulations are reproduced below. As
can be seen in the figure below, the fix-all solution (i.e., land return) and few “broad” problems
and solutions (i.e., crimes, SOFA reform, noise) absolutely dominated all other items. Given
these limitations, these results are not a particularly useful view of “priority solutions” to specific
USFO problems and benefits.
Figure 46. USFO Problem and Benefit “Solution” Priorities
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SOURCE: 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015); adapted from OPG (2015, 161).
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Despite the severe limitations of this survey question, the demographic variability of
responses to the top four items were briefly examined in §4.5. To accomplish this, a dichotomous
outcome variable was created for the top four items. Each outcome variable was cross tabulated
with the available demographic variables to test for association and additionally, logistic
regression models were used to evaluate the direction and magnitude of correlation.
The analyses revealed that listing item 7, “eliminating U.S. military service member crimes
and accidents” in the top three priority list was found to be statistically significantly correlated
with gender, age, region, and occupation. Interestingly, as respondents got older, they were less
likely to prioritize crimes and accidents over other solutions.193 Men were also slightly less likely
to prioritize crime and accidents when compared to women. The lowest proportions of
prioritization of crime and accidents were found in the regions most distant from bases—Naha
City and the outlying islands. The other regions of Okinawa Island, northern, central, and
southern, showed fairly similar levels of concern regarding crimes and accidents. The
occupational groups with the highest proportions of respondents listing crimes and accidents in
their top three lists were “manufacturing/manual labor,” “service industry,” and “students.” The
lowest proportions were in “technical/professional,” “stay-at-home spouses,” and “unemployed.”
Listing item 1, “land return,” in the top three priority list was found to be statistically (and
practically) significantly correlated with age. Opposite of eliminating crimes and accidents, age
was found to be positively correlated with the attitude that land returns are a top three priority. As
respondents age, they are more likely to prioritize land returns. Prioritizing item 2, “reforming
SOFA,” over other items was significantly correlated with gender, age, household income,
region (between main Okinawa Island and outlying islands), and some occupations. As
respondents aged, they were much more likely to select SOFA reform in their top three lists
(positive correlation). Men were also significantly more likely than women to prioritize SOFA
reform. Respondents from outlying islands were less likely to select it. Furthermore, household
income was positively correlated with prioritizing SOFA reform. Lastly, listing item 4,
“eliminating low-altitude flying exercises and other noisy vehicles in residential areas,” in the
top three priority “solution” list was strongly correlated with gender and some occupations. Most
surprisingly, women were much more likely to prioritize noise and low-altitude flights than men.
Ultimately, however, the aforementioned questionable reliability of this “priority solution”
question (9th OAS, question 13) necessitates caution in relying on these results and suggests a
need for additional research.

193

A qualitative analysis of relative salience differences presented in §5.3.2 suggests the opposite correlation (older
Okinawans care more about crimes). As previously noted, the OAS falls short in answering this specific research
question and thus, a more purposefully designed public opinion survey needs to be conducted to definitively
understand priority solutions to the situation in Okinawa.
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§7.2.3 Okinawan Public Perceptions of U.S. Military Problems (Chapter 5)
Given the high level of public significance, the low level of self-reported satisfaction, and the
limited data to determine priority “solutions” for the Okinawan public,194 the latter half of this
research focused on systematically and comprehensively mapping the problems and benefits that
the Okinawan public associates with USFO. To be specific, Chapter 5 aimed at identifying,
defining, and describing the full range of problems that the Okinawan public associates with the
U.S. military in Okinawa, along with measuring the relative salience and perceived severity of
those problems. This is important because that alliance managers need this knowledge so that
their actions are culturally-responsive and relevant to the Okinawan public resulting in improved
relations and more robust public support.
The results presented in Chapter 5 are based on a variety of anthropological and statistical
analyses (described as a Cultural Domain Analysis in which the cultural domain of interest is
“USFO Problems”) of free-list and semi-structured interview data generated during a 40-day
field research trip to Okinawa Island in the summer of 2017. The contents of the cultural domain
“USFO Problems” were identified and defined through an analysis of problem free-lists and
audio recordings of associated follow-on discussions. Twenty-four semi-distinct problems were
determined to constitute this cultural domain of interest. These problems are summarized in
Table 22 below. More complete definitions, along with coding categories (inclusion/exclusion
criteria), may be found in Table 6 of §5.2.
Table 22. Summarized List of Problems Okinawans Associate with USFO
USFO Problem Element

Brief Description

crime

criminal transgressions by U.S. service members

noise pollution

noise produced by U.S. military activity

post-crime procedures

actual and perceived limitations related to jurisdiction, victim compensation, and
information sharing

economic hindrance

(1) base lands could be used for more economically productive purposes; (2) bases
deter tourists; (3) the financial incentive regime undermines Okinawan economic
development by fostering dependency

aircraft incidents

U.S. military aircraft incidents

environmental damage

damage, destruction, and/or pollution of Okinawa’s nature

wartime target

potential for: (1) attack by U.S. adversary, (2) becoming a staging area for war, and (3)
anti-American terrorism; also includes skepticism of U.S. willingness and ability to
defend Okinawa

self-determination

the sense that Okinawa lacks political representation or the right of self-determination

194

In other words, there are no reliable, systematic study examining what problems and benefits the Okinawan
public identifies and prioritizes, which implies that there are also no systematic studies evaluating priority
“solutions” that address these problems and benefits.
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disorderly behavior and
disrespect

disorderly and/or disrespectful behavior by U.S. service members

infrastructural hindrance

(1) traffic congestion and (2) long-term infrastructure and city planning hindrance

information sharing

limited ability or willingness of the U.S. military to publicly release information;
perception of secrecy

discrimination

unjust or prejudicial treatment of Okinawans

post-incident procedures

unsatisfactory follow-on actions after U.S. military accidents and incidents; perception
that solidarity and remorse is insincere

reckless driving

perception that U.S. service member’s drive too fast and aggressively

manipulation of public
opinion

the media’s over-focus and sensationalization of base problems leads to feelings of
manipulation, suppression, and stigmatization of minority views, along with an
inhibition of the search for mutually-acceptable solutions

military training incidents

U.S. military training incidents not relating to aircraft

psychological stress

psychological stress caused by low or loud flights in residential areas; rowdy service
members

base entry

(1) perceived inequality in access; (2) desire to use on-base facilities

taxation for HNS

frustrations relating to Okinawan taxes being used to fund HNS that the taxpayers
oppose; belief that Japan is paying too much in HNS

disrespect of women

U.S. service members’ disrespectful behavior toward Okinawan women

forced complicity in war

feelings of complicity in violence, killing, and war are counter to pacifist and anti-war
values

high land lease payments

high rent payments (1) lead to economic and political inequality, (2) allow land owners
to live without working, and (3) are perceived as bribes

domination of public
discourse

the media’s over-focus and sensationalization of base problems leads to the (1)
neglect of other, pressing policy problems and (2) undermining the integrity of local
elections

societal and familial division pro- and anti-base polarization creates friction within families, between friends, and
amid society at large

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list and semi-structured interview data (2017).

The cognitive salience of these twenty-four problems (also referred to as “elements” of
USFO Problems) in Okinawan society was analyzed using Sutrop’s cognitive salience index (an
index which incorporates the measures of salience that are implicit in free-list data—item
frequency and average rank). The cognitive salience of a concept is essentially a measure of how
“cognitively engaged” (and consequently, “behaviorally engaged”) a person is with the
concept—the more salient the concept, the more frequently the person thinks of it, the more
frequently they gather information on it, and the more frequently they act on it (Miller, Krosnick,
and Fabrigar 2007, 127). The top-five most salient elements of USFO Problems were found to be
crime, noise pollution, post-crime procedures, economic hindrance, and aircraft incidents. The
full results and discussions may be found in §5.3.1, but the relative salience ranking of all
elements are reproduced in Table 23 below.
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Table 23. Summarized List of Cognitive Salience Rankings of USFO Problems
Sutrop Cognitive
Salience Index

Rank Problem
1

crime

0.312

2

noise pollution

0.250

3

post-crime procedures

0.140

4

economic hindrance

0.129

5

aircraft incidents

0.111

6

environmental damage

0.086

7

wartime target

0.083

8

self-determination

0.062

9

disorderly behavior and disrespect

0.057

10

infrastructural hindrance

0.051

11

information sharing

0.043

12

discrimination

0.041

13

post-incident procedures

0.034

14

reckless driving

0.028

15

manipulation of public opinion

0.025

16

military training incidents

0.022

17

psychological stress

0.021

18

base entry

0.016

19

taxation for HNS

0.014

20

disrespect of women

0.013

21

forced complicity in war

0.012

22

high land lease payments

0.012

23

domination of public discourse

0.010

24

societal and familial division

0.005

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list data (2017).

The ethnographic data collected during my fieldwork in Okinawa were also sufficiently
detailed to facilitate a qualitative examination of salience variability across four dichotomous
variables: gender, age (old vs. young), political party support (LDP vs. none/other), and region of
residence (southern Okinawa Island and Naha vs. central Okinawa Island, a proxy measure for
proximity to bases). The analyses consisted of calculating salience index differences across these
dichotomous variables for each element of USFO Problems, a technique adapted from Schrauf
and Sanchez (2008, 388). By examining the problems at the extremes of the difference
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spectrums, it is possible to identify the relative emphases of each group. These analyses are fully
presented and discussed in §5.3.2 and briefly summarized below.
First, the data suggested that Okinawan women tend to be more concerned with immediate,
physical threats and annoyances—noise, crime, aircraft incidents, and military training
incidents—than men. On the other hand, male emphases were more varied—traffic
(infrastructural hindrance), discrimination, and the manipulation of public opinion. Older
Okinawan respondents (age 36 and up) tended to free-list post-crime procedures, crime, and selfdetermination more than younger Okinawan respondents.195 Conversely, information sharing,
infrastructural hindrance, and aircraft incidents were more salient problems to younger
respondents. LDP supporters were more cognizant of bases as an economic hindrance, media
manipulation of public opinion, and Okinawa becoming a wartime target relative to those who
reported supporting “none” or other political parties. Instead, the analyses suggested that these
non-LDP supporters were more cognizant of self-determination, environmental damage, and
aircraft incidents as USFO problems.
Naturally, the problems that were relatively more salient to those living closer to bases were
direct physical or social nuisances:196 noise pollution, aircraft incidents, and disorderly behavior
and disrespect. These are problems that residents living closer to bases are more likely to
encounter than those living further from bases. The analyses showed that problems that might be
described as more general, “theoretical,” or indirect—environmental damage, economic
hindrance, and wartime target—were relatively more salient to respondents living in southern
Okinawa Island and Naha City.
After listing problems they associate with USFO, interview participants were also asked to
rate each problem’s “severity” on a scale of 1-10. This additional data was collected because one
of the core objectives of this dissertation research is to determine which USFO problems and
benefits are most important and should thus be prioritized by alliance managers. Although public
salience is a core element of “importance,” salience alone does not imply that an item should be
prioritized by policymakers and program managers. It is possible for an item to be well-known
and often mentioned by the public, but not considered severe, and vice-versa. The table
displaying the average perceived severity ratings for each item constituting USFO Problems is
presented below. Additional details and discussion may be found in §5.3.3.

195

Finding that crime is more salient to older Okinawans is in direct contrast to the negative correlation found in
§4.5.2.1. Nonetheless, the survey question used to derive the results presented in §4.5.2.1 was determined to be
unreliable. Ultimately, additional research needs to be conducted to definitively determine the direction (and
magnitude) of correlation between age, salience, and perceived severity of crime (as a USFO problem).

196

The group of respondents from central Okinawa Island were the proxy group for living close to a base since the
average proximity of their homes to a nearest base was 4.7 kilometers compared to 10.8 kilometers for the
respondents in the Naha and southern Okinawa Island group.
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Table 24. Summarized List of Perceived Severity Ratings of USFO Problems
Average Perceived
Severity Rating

Rank

Problem

1

post-incident procedures

9.71

2

self-determination

9.17

3

military training incidents

9

4

forced complicity in war

9

5

information sharing

8.72

6

crime

8.52

7

aircraft incidents

8.51

8

post-crime procedures

8.50

9

manipulation of public opinion

8.33

10

domination of public discourse

8.33

11

taxation for HNS

8.17

12

discrimination

8

13

societal and familial division

8

14

reckless driving

7.71

15

economic hindrance

7.68

16

disorderly behavior and disrespect

7.31

17

environmental damage

7.28

18

noise pollution

7.25

19

disrespect of women

6.8

20

psychological stress

6.71

21

wartime target

6.64

22

base entry

6.5

23

infrastructural hindrance

5.67

24

high land lease payments

4.4

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list and severity rating data (2017).

The salience and perceived severity data were combined to produce a “USFO Problem
Priority Management Graph.” This chart is reproduced below, but additional detail and
discussion on specific problems may be found in §5.3.4 and §5.4. This last subsection contains
richer descriptions of specific problems; I will not summarize them here as it would be counter to
the spirit of the ethnographic descriptions. More details, along with exemplar quotes, are
provided in §5.4 for the following problems: crime, post-crime procedures, aircraft incidents,
post-incident procedures, self-determination, noise pollution, and economic hindrance.
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Figure 47. USFO Problem Priority Management Graph
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Most Salient (0.5 < SD)

4

§7.2.4 Okinawan Public Perceptions of U.S. Military Benefits (Chapter 6)
Chapter 6 mirrored Chapter 5’s structure except that it centered on USFO benefits rather than
problems. As such, the objectives and motivation paralleled the previous chapter: (1) identify,
define, and describe the full range of benefits that the Okinawan public associates with the U.S.
military in Okinawa and (2) measure the relative salience and perceived value of those benefits
in order provide alliance managers with the cultural knowledge required for planning and
executing more culturally relevant and responsive programs, policies, and communications. Like
those in Chapter 5, the results in Chapter 6 were based on various anthropological and statistical
analyses of free-list and semi-structured interview data generated during a 40-day field research
trip to Okinawa in the summer of 2017.
The contents of the second cultural domain of interest—USFO Benefits—were identified
through a cultural domain analysis of free-list and interview data. Fifteen individual benefits
were determined to constitute this domain and each may be seen in Table 25 below. More
complete definitions, along with coding categories may be found in Table 14 of §6.2.
Table 25. Summarized List of Benefits Okinawans Associate with USFO
USFO Benefit Element

Brief Description

on-base employment

on-base jobs available to Okinawan residents

cross-cultural exchange

the exchange of culture between Okinawans and Americans

English language learning

opportunities to learn and practice English

internationalization

Okinawa Prefecture’s elevated ability to engage in international business

deterrence

the presence of the U.S. military bases in Okinawa deters adversaries

GoJ economic support

economic support and incentives received from the GoJ

defense of Japan

should deterrence fail, the U.S. military would defend Japan and Okinawa

service member expenditures

USFO personnel spending at Okinawan business establishments

volunteering

USFO volunteer events and programs

military contracts

Okinawan companies that fulfill contracts for the U.S. military

disaster relief

the potential for the U.S. military to provide disaster relief and humanitarian
assistance (HADR) to Okinawa and Japan

intermarriage

increased opportunities to find a spouse

increased educational opportunities

increased options and opportunities for high school, university, and
graduate schools, along with special education programs

joint training with JSDF

proximity allows for joint training between the U.S. military and JSDF

reduced defense expenditures

the hypothesis that overall, Japan saves money on defense by
guaranteeing its security through the U.S.-Japan Alliance compared to
bearing that security burden alone

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list and semi-structured interview data (2017).
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Again, the cognitive salience of these fifteen benefits in Okinawan society was evaluated
using Sutrop’s cognitive salience index. The top five most salient benefits were: on-base
employment, cross-cultural exchange, internationalization, English language learning, and GoJ
economic support. Interestingly, the primary missions of the U.S. military—deterrence and
defense of Japan—did not even make this top-five list. The full results and discussions may be
seen in §6.3.1, but the overall rankings are reproduced in Table 26 below.
Table 26. Summarized List of Cognitive Salience Rankings of USFO Benefits
Rank

Problem

Sutrop Index

1

on-base employment

0.221

2

cross-cultural exchange

0.194

3

internationalization

0.176

4

English language learning

0.172

5

GoJ economic support

0.146

6

deterrence

0.134

7

defense of Japan

0.106

8

service member expenditures

0.094

9

volunteering

0.057

10

military contracts

0.052

11

intermarriage

0.018

12

disaster relief

0.017

13

reduced defense expenditures

0.012

14

increased educational opportunities

0.011

15

joint training with JSDF

0.009

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list data (2017).

The full results and discussions associated with the qualitative analyses of salience
differences across demographic groups may be seen §6.3.2. Briefly, these analyses revealed that
cultural (cross-cultural exchange), educational (English-language learning), along with indirect
economic benefits (internationalization and GoJ economic support) were more frequently
mentioned and generally higher ranked by Okinawan women than Okinawan men. On the other
hand, more direct economic and security benefits of USFO—on-base employment, deterrence,
and military contracts—were more salient to male respondents. Older respondents (over age 35)
tended to be more focused on GoJ economic support, military contracts, and deterrence, while
internationalization, the defense of Japan, English language learning, and cross-cultural
exchange were more salient to younger respondents.
The benefits more salient to those living closer to bases (i.e., central Okinawa Island) were
on-base employment, service member expenditures, English language learning, and
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volunteering. Those living somewhat further from bases (i.e., Naha and southern Okinawa) were
more focused on deterrence, defense of Japan, military contracts, and disaster relief. As observed
with USFO problems, it appears that those living closer to bases are more cognizant of items that
can be directly observed, while those living further from bases are more focused on indirect and
theoretical items. Lastly, GoJ economic support, deterrence, and reduced defense expenditures
were more salient to LDP-supporters, while on-base employment, cross-cultural exchange, and
service member expenditures were more salient to those reporting “none” or “other” political
party support.
Parallel to perceived severity data, perceived value data was collected in conjunction with the
USFO benefit free-lists. Respondents were asked to rate the value (i.e., how important, useful,
valuable is the benefit to Okinawa) of each benefit they free-listed on a 1-10 scale. The table
displaying the average perceived value ratings found in §6.3.3 is reproduced below.
Table 27. Summarized List of Perceived Value Ratings of USFO Benefits
Rank

Benefit

Average Value Rating

1

disaster relief

9.00

2

internationalization

7.92

3

deterrence

7.80

4

military contracts

7.50

5

increased educational opportunities

7.00

6

reduced defense expenditures

7.00

7

GoJ economic support

6.95

8

cross-cultural exchange

6.93

9

English language learning

6.63

10

service member expenditures

6.60

11

joint training with JSDF

6.50

12

on-base employment

6.47

13

defense of Japan

6.15

14

volunteering

5.33

15

intermarriage

5.33

SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list and value rating data (2017).

The salience and perceived value data for USFO benefits were also combined to produce a
“USFO Benefit Priority Management Graph.” This chart is reproduced below, but additional
detail and discussion may be found in §6.3.4 and §6.4. Richer, ethnographic descriptions of
deterrence and defense of Japan, internationalization, disaster relief, cross-cultural exchange, and
various economic benefits may also be found in the last subsection of Chapter 6.
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Figure 48. USFO Benefit Priority Management Graph
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SOURCE: Okinawan resident free-list and value rating data (2017).
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Most Salient (1 < SD)

§7.3 Summarizing Policy Recommendations197
There are a wide variety of policy recommendations directly and indirectly developed
throughout this lengthy monograph, but to summarize, this dissertation research has led to four
“core” recommendations which stem from the empirical findings. The first recommendation is
primarily addressed to high-level decisionmakers within the U.S.-Japan Alliance—government
officials and military commanders. The second and third are addressed to any individuals and
organizations involved in mediating the relationship between the U.S. military and the Okinawan
public. This includes not only U.S. military leaders and PR staff, but also U.S., Japanese, and
Okinawan political representatives who decide on funding and policy agendas, diplomatic
communicators, and even NGOs and service organizations. The last “core” recommendation, the
call for future research, is directed toward academic scholars and sponsors.
Recommendation 1: Take a more strategic view and strategic approach toward ensuring the
political sustainability of U.S. presence in Okinawa. First, to the extent possible, direct (or
alternatively, redirect from material compensation) additional resources (e.g. manpower,
funding, effort, time, training, research, etc.) toward public relations in Okinawa. Second, foster
a joint, even coalition, PR environment. 198 Coordinate PR policies, programs, and narratives
across U.S. military services first; then consider incorporating other U.S.-Japan Alliance
stakeholders such as the ODB, the JSDF, and the Consulate General into the broader PR
strategy.199, 200 Besides the newly initiated quarterly Communication Symposiums, consider
establishing smaller, but joint, coalition, and even cross-organizational working groups which
would facilitate the combination of expertise to better develop and implement COMREL,
MEDREL, or impact mitigation programs and policies. Implementing these two
recommendations would improve PR in Okinawa and consequently, aid in building a more
robust and lasting base of political support across the broader Okinawan population.

197

These recommendations stem from a combination of the existing literature, the empirical findings presented
throughout this monograph, and also, direct discussions with subject matter experts during stakeholder site visits and
interviews (see §2.2.2 for a list of the sites and organizations I visited during my field work in Okinawa).

198

The majority of the Okinawans do not differentiate between U.S. military services (Army, Air Force, Navy, or
Marine Corps). As such, negative events reflect negatively on all services and positive events reflect positively on
all services. Problems and benefits are generally attributed to the “U.S. military” rather than any one service. A joint,
or even coalition PR environment (island-wide programs, policies, and narratives) would allow the U.S.-Japan
Alliance to more cohesively, efficiently, and effectively react to both negative and positive developments.
199

In particular, the U.S. military and consular PR offices should coordinate more with the ODB (e.g. ODB Press
Section) because it is the critical, trusted mediating and legitimating institution between the Okinawan public and
the U.S. military. The ODB has strong grassroots sensitivities, deep cultural knowledge, a trustworthy reputation
among most Okinawans, and wide channels of communication which should be leveraged.
200

For example, this could include co-organizing or co-sponsoring events with organizations like the JSDF, the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA), the OPG, ODB, and local Okinawan organizations in order to improve reach
(leveraging the media outreach capabilities of the cooperating Okinawan and Japanese organizations), reduce the
probability that advertisement is perceived as propaganda, and improve cultural relevance.
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Recommendation 2: Improve the cultural responsiveness of all programs, policies, and
communications by focusing on the USFO problems and benefits that are most salient and
important (severe or valuable, respectively) to the Okinawan public.
1. When making agenda, funding, and other trade-off decisions regarding Okinawa,
a. focus on the most salient and severe problems first; resolve what is feasible,
mitigate as much as possible, and provide explanations for the rest (see §5.3).
i. The “core” problems are: crime, noise pollution, post-crime procedures,201
economic hindrance, aircraft incidents, environmental damage, wartime
target, self-determination, disorderly behavior and disrespect,202
information sharing, and discrimination.
b. focus on the most salient and valuable benefits first; maximize what is feasible,
increase as much as possible, and emphasize the rest (see §6.3).
i. The “core” benefits are: on-base employment, cross-cultural exchange,203
internationalization, English language learning, 204 GoJ economic support,
deterrence, defense of Japan, and service member expenditures.
2. Consider creative ways to incorporate other public policy areas that are important to the
Okinawan people (e.g. tourism, heath promotion, education, etc.) when planning
community relations events or other programs (see §3.2).

201

For example, consider having military leaders and diplomatic representatives give more frequent public
informational and educational updates, speeches, and appearances to improve public awareness of USFO and the
USG and so that the U.S.-Japan Alliance representatives are not only associated with negative events and apologies.
Additionally, ensure that USFO and USG speeches are immediately translated (both voice and text) by official U.S.
translators so that the public sees and hears direct translations, rather than those filtered through media translators.

202

For example, consider increasing the amount of cultural training newly arriving service members and contractors
receive beyond the 45-minute Okinawa Orientation Overview PowerPoint presentation; where feasible, consider
emulating the U.S. Army’s (Torii Station) 1-week “Head Start Program.” At a minimum, education should ensure
service members and contractors understand the “host-guest” relationship and re-instilling the lessons originally laid
out by USMC General Charles C. Krulak’s “The Strategic Corporal: Leadership in the Three Block War” (1999):
“…success or failure will rest, increasingly, with the rifleman and with his ability to make the right decision at the
right time at the point of contact…In many cases, the individual Marine will be the most conspicuous symbol of
American foreign policy and will potentially influence not only the immediate tactical situation, but the operational
and strategic levels as well. His actions, therefore, will directly impact the outcome of the larger operation…”
203

PR staff should be particularly conscious of the sensitive balance between MEDREL and COMREL that focuses
on and honors traditional Okinawan versus American holidays, arts, customs, history, and other cultural elements.
This research confirmed that while the Okinawan public does enjoy and want to experience American culture, they
also want Okinawan culture to be protected, honored, and shared. As such, USFO service members and contractors
should be encouraged to both share American culture and also take engage in local cultural events and activities.

204

English language, foreign universities, and international business were recurring and intertwined themes voiced
by almost all of my interview participants. Although simple English teaching activities are effective and appreciated,
integrating college application, entrance exam, and international business elements into these programs would make
them more effective. In particular, several respondents requested workshops to aid Okinawan high school students
and young adults with applications to U.S. universities, along with ACT/SAT preparation.
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Recommendation 3: Actively address and in fact, redress, the public misunderstandings,
misperceptions, and miscommunications identified in this research; incorporate other cultural
insights provided.205 Focus on legitimate grievances and facts; do not attempt to sway or
comment on ideologically-grounded views.206 Where possible and deemed advantageous, focus
programs, policies, and communications to specific demographics based on researched
differences. Otherwise, direct actions at the broader population of Okinawa Island. This includes,
but is not limited to, more proactive communications on the following items:
1. Identified USFO problems, such as:
a. the fidelity of U.S. military aircraft and equipment, along with various USFO
safety precautions and maintenance procedures (see §5.4.3)
b. details on post-crime (e.g. progress, evidence uncovered, punishments delivered,
victim compensation, etc.) and post-incident proceedings (e.g. proximate cause,
outcomes, etc.); additionally, improve apology207 and solidarity208 policies and
procedures (see §5.4.1 through §5.4.4)

205

This subsumes the suggestion to eliminate the unspoken PR “policy” of not correcting Okinawans news and
media publications. As noted by several PR staff during my site visits and cited in Eldridge 2008 (230), little or no
effort is made to seek the correction of Okinawan news and media publications. Whether this indifference to
misrepresentation and misinformation is attributed to PR staffs’ sense that they will never get a “fair deal” or that
corrections will be interpreted as an admission of guilt or weakness, indifference is a short-sighted policy that leads
to several widely-held misconceptions in Okinawan society that poison and undermine the development of positive
relations. Instead, I suggest that U.S. military, consular, and GoJ representatives should more proactively and
directly share information and speak with the Okinawan public (e.g. local television, radio, press conferences,
educational seminars, etc.) so as to clear up misunderstandings and misinformation circling in Okinawa. For
example, public educational and informational lectures by U.S. military service members, PR staff, and alliance
managers at universities and other venues (e.g. Consulate General’s “American Corners” in Urasoe City’s and Nago
City’s public libraries) should be regular occurrences. Additionally, public demonstrations or exhibitions that clear
up misperceptions about U.S. military technology, training, and service members should be organized (e.g. Osprey
capability and safety demonstrations, exhibitions of the accuracy of parachute training, sound-proofing equipment
displays, culturally understanding and interested service members, etc.).
206

A similar policy recommendation was developed and presented in a RAND technical report titled “Ambivalent
Allies?: A Study of South Korean Attitudes Toward the U.S” by Larson et al. (2004, 122).

207

For example, USFO should consider employing at least one Japanese apology culture specialist, especially as it
applies to large companies and governments. Japanese apology culture is highly nuanced and ritualized. Postincident or post-crime speeches by a commander need to follow traditional formats which reflect the apology norms
of governments in order to resonate with and be accepted by the Okinawan public.
208

Shows of solidarity should go beyond curfews, liberty limitations, and alcohol restrictions. In fact, these
reactionary policies are poorly received by many Okinawan residents because forced restrictions are perceived as
insincere. The perception of insincerity arises because Japanese culture has a custom of voluntary self-restraint
following a tragedy or a mistake [jishuku]. Many Okinawans expect the same self-restraint from service members to
be observed by service members without being “punished” or forced to by commanders (e.g. not going out to bars or
restaurants, not socializing in public areas, etc.). The problem is also worsened because many locals also see
mandatory restrictions as “rubbing salt in the wound” by hurting the local economy (i.e., service members are
forbidden from going out and thus, spending money). Thus, rather than a hardline policy of mandatory restraint
(jishuku is no longer jishuku if the restraint is compulsory rather than voluntary), consider educational seminars, unit
guidelines, and other options for USFO-associated staff to practice more self-restraint following a major incident.
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c. negotiations and other efforts to communicate with and “hear out” individual,
municipal, and prefectural (political) representatives of Okinawa (§5.4.5)
d. noise reduction initiatives taken by the U.S. military (e.g. route changes, night
flight adjustments, etc.) and the GoJ (e.g. ODB disbursement of soundproofing
equipment, etc.) (see §5.4.6)
e. environmental impact information and mitigation efforts (see §5.4)
f. service member cultural education efforts and driving education efforts (see §5.4)
2. Identified USFO benefits, such as:
a. the U.S. military’s, and more broadly the U.S.-Japan Alliance’s, willingness and
capability to defend Okinawa from foreign aggression (see §6.4.1)
b. how the U.S. military connects Okinawa with the international businesses (i.e.,
internationalization; see §6.4.2)
c. U.S. military humanitarian assistance and disaster relief capabilities (see §6.4.3)
d. cross-cultural exchange, volunteering, English language learning, and additional
education programs, activities, and events (see §6.4.4)
e. joint training with JSDF (see §6.4)
3. Other obvious miscommunications, misunderstandings, or misperceptions, such as:
a. progress and efforts related to land returns and personnel redistributions (see
§4.2.2 and §4.4.2)
b. economic impact information and data (e.g. land use, employment, contracts,
service member expenditures, etc.) (see §5.4.7 and §6.4.5)
More active communication also requires the U.S. military to extend its reach into the
Okinawan media. To the extent possible, lines of communication should be expanded beyond
social media, the radio, and the limitedly-circulated newspapers. Broadening channels of
communication will allow PR to reach the majority (and the actually influenceable portion) of
the Okinawan population—neutral and uncertain individuals. 209 If expanding channels of
communication is infeasible, then relationships with local journalists and reporters should be
built. Many local news reporters refuse to cover positive events and tend to sensationalize and
frame negative stories in an even more negative way. This tendency can be reduced by simply
improving relations between local journalists and reporters and U.S.-Japan Alliance
representatives (e.g. no stonewalling, remaining professional, remaining transparent, remaining
cooperative, etc.).

209

The existing channels are specialized, mostly English, and arguably only reach specialists and individuals that
are already interested or involved in base-related activities. The general public, on the other hand, mostly relies on
Okinawan mass-media (i.e. Ryukyu Shimpo and Okinawa Times).
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Recommendation 4: Conduct or commission additional research on Okinawan public opinions
toward the U.S. military in Okinawa (USFO) and the Government of Japan. Fruitful avenues of
future research include, but are certainly not limited to the following:
1. Improve existing public opinion surveys in Okinawa (e.g. the OPG’s OAS series) or
initiate new structured surveys that incorporate the comprehensive list of USFO problems
and benefits identified in this research into survey questions that elucidate specific
program and policy preferences for each problem and benefit.210 Demographic analyses
of program and policy preferences could also aid in targeting relevant groups.
2. A longitudinal study of the existing Okinawan Attitudes Surveys (the 9th OAS analyzed
in this dissertation is the most recent in a series of surveys conducted since 1979) would
aid in understanding how Okinawan public attitudes have changed over time and
associate those changes with historical, societal, political, and other developments. This
could also aid in helping build estimative models of public support for USFO.
3. A study of U.S. service member perceptions and opinions of USFO and the Okinawan
people could shed light onto cognitive and cultural mismatches between the people of
Okinawa and the U.S. military service members in Okinawa, along with insights into
individual service cultures. Such a study may aid in developing programs, policies, and
communications that reduce dissonance and consequently, improve relations.
4. Lastly and more broadly, consider adapting and using this dissertation’ mix-methods
research methodology as a rapidly-deployable and resource-light instrument for better
understanding and engaging foreign cultures in which the U.S. military operates.

210

In other words, now that we have a more comprehensive and reliable list of USFO problems and benefits salient
and important to the Okinawa people, individual organizations can answer the “golden question:” what solutions do
Okinawans want? “Solutions” in this context refers to specific programs and policies associated with mitigating
problems (e.g. crime, noise, perceived discrimination, etc.) and increasing benefits (e.g. cultural exchange, economic
support, etc.) related to the U.S. military. Stakeholders and researchers may “brainstorm” organization-specific,
feasible, and tangible programs and policies addressing each individual problem and benefit and then present those
to Okinawan respondents so as to determine their preferences.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Semi-structured Interview Protocol
Unstructured Initial Grand-tour Discussion (5-10 min)
There are a variety of ongoing discussions about the U.S. military in Okinawa. The purpose of my study
is to more deeply understand the diversity, commonalities and differences, and tendencies of the
perspectives that exist among Okinawans. Just briefly and in general, what do you think of the U.S.
military in Okinawa?
Auxiliary Questions (~5 minutes)
What do you think the mission or purpose of the U.S. military is in Okinawa?
How do you get most of your news in Okinawa? What do you think about the Okinawan and Japanese
media? Do you know any U.S. or U.S. military news sources? Do you follow them?
U.S. Military and Japanese SDF Members, Bases, and Activities (~5-10 min)
Next, I will ask you about U.S. and Japanese service members and bases. First, what do you think
about U.S. military service members?
a) Probe: do you know the different branches of the U.S. military? Do you know their differences and
similarities? Do you differentiate between them (USAF, USN, USMC, USA)?
b) Probe: what kind of image/impression do you have of the different U.S. military service members?
Do your impressions differ based on services or locations?
c) Probe: what kind of image/impression do you have of the different U.S. military bases and their
activities? Do your impressions differ based on services or locations?
Now, how about JSDF service members? What do you think about them?
a) Probe: do you know the different branches of the JSDF? Do you know their differences and
similarities? Do you differentiate between them (JASDF, JMSDF, JGSDF)?
b) Probe: what kind of image/impression do you have of the different JSDF service members? Do
your impressions differ based on services or location?
c) Probe: what kind of image/impression do you have of the different JSDF bases and their activities?
Do your impressions differ based on services or locations?
Let’s compare the U.S. military and the JSDF in Okinawa. How would you compare U.S. military
service members to JSDF service members in Okinawa?
a) Probe: What are the differences between U.S. military and JSDF service members or bases? How
about similarities?
b) Probe: Are there any particular behaviors, thoughts, emotions, or actions that you associate with the
U.S. military? With the JSDF? With both?
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Successive Free-listing (~30-45 minutes)
Next, we will do two free-listing activities.
Provide the respondent with the “problems” free-list page.
Free-lists are simply lists of items on a particular topic. One of the lists will be on all the
problems related to the U.S. military service members, bases, and military force presence
in Okinawa and the other is on all the benefits related to the U.S. service members, bases,
and military force presence in Okinawa. For each list, please list as many items that you
can think of. There are three columns. The first is the actual item, the second is a rating,
and the last is a categorization. After you complete the lists, I will ask some follow-on
questions about the items. Let’s start with the problems list first, and then we’ll move on to
the benefits list.
Successive Free-listing—Problems (5-10 minutes)
In the first column of this list, please write as many disadvantages, problems, and/or
grievances that you can think of in regard to the U.S. service members, bases, or military
force presence in Okinawa. In the second column, please rate the problem on a scale of 110, where 1-3 is a relatively small problem, 4-6 is a neither a small nor a big problem, and
7-10 is a very serious problem; in other words, how “bad” do you think this problem is? In
the 3rd column, please categorize the problem. You can come up with your own categories,
or use some from the list I provided. An item can be labeled using as many categories as
you like. Please feel free to write in kana, English, or romaji. If you need more space, please
write on the back.
Do you have any questions now? If any questions come up, please ask me at any time.
Please gather your thoughts and take as much time as you like. When you are finished,
please let me know.
Give respondent time to complete their list. Answer any clarifying questions they may have.
After collecting the respondent’s lists, quickly review their responses and make sure everything
they wrote is legible and understandable.
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Disadvantages/Problems/Grievances Free-list Follow-on Questions (15-30 minutes)
For each item on the list, ask:
1. Please read me what you wrote and explain what you mean exactly by what you
wrote.
2. Besides simply removing the base(s) and personnel, what actions (policies, laws,
programs, etc.) do you think the stakeholders (U.S. military, USG, GoJ, or OPG)
could take to solve or at least, alleviate, this specific problem? Or what do you think
they should do?
i. Probe: How would this solution solve or alleviate the problem?
ii. Probe: How would this policy/program affect community-base relations?
iii. Probe: Do you think this solution would answer/satisfy Okinawan demands?
iv. Probe: Do you think this solution is realistic or feasible to implement?
3. [if applicable] More specifically, who or what do you think is the primary cause of this
problem (ask for more specifics based on what category they listed [e.g. rule, law,
organization, individual, demographic category, government, culture, history, etc.])? In
other words, who or what is the primary source of this problem?
i. Using the reference map, do you identify/associate this problem with a specific area,
base, or city in Okinawa?
4. [if applicable] More specifically, who or what do you think is primarily affected by this
problem (ask for more specifics based on what category they listed [e.g. demographic
category, region/city, organization, government, culture, history, etc.])? Who or what do
you think suffers most from this problem?
i. Using the reference map, do you identify/associate this problem with a specific area,
base, or city in Okinawa?
[depending on the flow of conversation, what has already been mentioned, what has not been
mentioned, ask about the following programs/policies/laws]
curfews/liberty restriction, alcohol consumption limits, cultural awareness training for service
members, cultural outreach programs (e.g. volunteering, sumo wrestling tournaments, cultural
exchange events, etc.), revising SOFA, pollution limits, flying limits, consolidation of U.S.
bases, combing U.S. and Japanese bases, relocating bases, changing system of how land
payments are made to land owners, base access changes, increased information exchange, U.S.
military/civilian newspaper/media source
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Now, let’s make the second list—all the benefits, advantages, and/or benefits that you can
think of in regard to the U.S. service members, bases, or military force presence in
Okinawa.
Successive Free-listing—Benefits (5-10 minutes)
In the first column of this list, please write as many benefits, advantages, and/or benefits
that you can think of in regard to the U.S. service members, bases, or military force
presence in Okinawa. In the second column, please rate the benefit on a scale of 1-10,
where 1-3 is a relatively small benefit, 4-6 is a neither a small nor a big benefit, and 7-10 is
a very large benefit; in other words, how “good” do you think this benefit is? In the 3rd
column, please categorize the benefit. You can come up with your own categories, or use
some from the list I provided. An item can be labeled using as many categories as you like.
Please feel free to write in kana, English, or romaji. If you need more space, please write on
the back.
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Benefits/Advantages/Merits Free-list Follow-on Questions (10-20 minutes)
For each item on the list, ask:
1. Please read me what you wrote and explain what you mean exactly by what you
wrote.
2. What do you think the stakeholders (e.g. U.S. military, USG, GOJ, or OPG) could
do to increase or propagate this benefit for the Okinawan people? Or what do you
think they should do?
i. Probe: How would this policy/program affect community-base relations?
ii. Probe: Do you think this solution would answer/satisfy Okinawan demands?
iii. Probe: Do you think this solution is realistic or feasible to implement?
3. [if applicable] Who or what do you think primarily creates this advantage (ask for more
specifics based on what category they listed [e.g. rule, law, organization, individual,
demographic category, government, culture, history, etc.])? Who or what is the primary
source of this benefit?
i. Using the reference map, do you identify/associate this benefit/advantage with a
specific area, base, or city in Okinawa?
4. [if applicable] Who or what do you think is the primary beneficiary (ask for more
specifics based on what category they listed [e.g. demographic category, region, city,
country, individual, organization, government, etc.])? Who or what is the primary target
of this benefit? Who do you think benefits most from this item?
i. Using the reference map, do you identify/associate this benefit/advantage with a
specific area, base, or city in Okinawa?

Depending on the flow of conversation, what has already been mentioned, and/or what has not
been mentioned, ask about the following specific programs/policies/laws:
curfews/liberty restriction, alcohol consumption limits, cultural awareness training for service
members, cultural outreach programs (e.g. volunteering, sumo wrestling tournaments, cultural
exchange events, etc.), revising SOFA, pollution limits, flying limits, consolidation of U.S.
bases, combing U.S. and Japanese bases, relocating bases, changing system of how land
payments are made to land owners, base access changes, increased information exchange, U.S.
military/civilian newspaper/media source
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Demographic Information (5 min)
Before I thank you for your time, I would like to ask some background information about
you so that I may interview a wide diversity of people. None of this information will be used
to personally identify you, only to aggregate data and tabulate results. If there are
questions you would prefer not to answer, you do not have to.
1. Gender (M/F)
2. Age
3. Years of education
a. (if >12 years), area of study
4. Marital status (Y/N)
5. Number of children
6. Work status (Y/N)
a. Occupation
i. Do you or your family derive any income from bases such as on-base
employment, contract work, sales to service members, or land rent (Y/N)
7. Region of residence (south, central, north Okinawa Island, or other)
8. Approximate distance from primary residence to nearest base (in kilometers)
9. About how frequently do you directly interact with U.S. military service members?
10. How do you mainly get your news about the U.S. military?
11. Which political party do you support, if any?
12. In public, do you portray yourself as pro-base, anti-base, or relatively neutral?
13. Fundamentally (in private), do you see yourself as pro-base, anti-base, or relatively neutral?

After collecting the demographic information, ask:
Was there anything else that I didn’t ask that you would like to talk about? Or, is there
anything that you would particularly like to communicate to individuals working to
improve community-base relations?
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Disadvantages/Problems/Grievances Free-list Page
In the first column of this list, please write as many disadvantages, problems, and/or grievances
that U.S. service members, bases, and/or military force presence causes for Okinawa. In the
second column, please rate the severity of the problem you listed on a scale of 1-10; scores of 13 represent nuisances and small problems; scores of 4-6 represent serious, but not major
problems; scores of 7-10 represent very severe problems that need to be addressed as soon as
possible. In the 3rd column, please categorize the problem. You can come up with your own
categories, or use some from the list I provided. An item can be labeled using as many categories
as you like. Please feel free to write in hiragana, katakana, or kanji. If need more space, please
write on the back.
Example categories: cultural, legal, education-related, individual, societal, safety-related,
security/defense-related, economic, political, technical, local autonomy-related, technical,
environmental, other (_______).
Disadvantage/Problems/Grievance

Rating (1-10)
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Category

Benefits/Advantages/Merits Free-list Page
In the first column, please write as many benefits, advantages, and/or benefits that U.S. military
service members, bases, and/or force presence bring to Okinawa. In the second column, please
rate the value of the benefit you listed on a scale of 1-10; scores of 1-3 represent fairly small
benefits, convenience, or advantage; scores of 4-6 represent nice to have, but not absolutely
necessary benefits; scores of 7-10 represent major benefits that are necessary and very
advantageous for Okinawa. In the 3rd column, please categorize the benefit. You can come up
with your own categories, or use some from the list I provided. An item can be labeled using as
many categories as you like. Please feel free to write in hiragana, katakana, or kanji. If need
more space, please write on the back.
Example categories: cultural, legal, education-related, individual, societal, safety-related,
security/defense-related, economic, political, technical, local-autonomy related, environmental,
other (_______).
Benefits/Advantages/Merits

Rating (1-10)
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Category

Administering the Interview
Administer the interview in the order in which the questions/tasks are written. Each interview
will always begin with the “grand-tour” question. This question is very general and is intended to
gather informants’ overall impressions and to allow for a brief period of discovery prior to more
specific questioning. This initial question uses non-specific probes in order to maximize depth of
responses and thus, discovery. If topics that correspond to specific questions or tasks further in
protocol arise during the “grand-tour” discussion phase, they will be noted for further probing
during the more specific questions/tasks.
Suggested, Non-Specific Probes
Clarifying
What do you mean by [term or phrase]?
When you say [term or phrase], what do you actually mean?
It sounds like you are saying [paraphrasing], is that a good summary?
Detail
Please tell me more about [term or phrase].
Can you give me an example of [term or phrase]?
If I were there, what would I see/think?
Thoughts
Why is that important to you?
Why does that stand out in your memory?
How do you feel about that?
Variation
Has this changed over time?
Have you always felt this way?
Do you think other people around you feel this way?
What do other people do/think?
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Appendix 2: OPG’s 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey Information
§A2.1 Purpose
“The purpose of the [9th] Okinawan Attitudes Survey is to better understand the will, values,
changing administrative needs, and sufficiency of existing administrative policies for a
structurally changing and diversifying Okinawan citizenship, so as to be able to realize the vision
of the future laid out in the “Okinawa 21st Century Vision” (March 2010), help implement the
“21st Century Vision Basic Plan” (May 2012), and to more widely put it to practical use in
administering the prefecture in the future” (9th OAS 2015, 1).212
§A2.2 Survey Design
§A2.2.1 Survey Implementation

The survey was conducted during August and September of 2015.
§A2.2.2 Target Population

The survey targeted individuals living within the prefecture between 15- and 75-years old.
§A2.2.3 Sampling Strategy

The budget allowed for 2,000 respondents. The six regional strata were each allotted a target
sample size proportional to population in those regions (though due to the relatively small
population of the Miyako and Yaeyama Islands, they were given double their allotted sample and
responses from these regions were consequently half-weighted). Within each stratum, residences
were randomly sampled from an Okinawa Prefectural Government database of addresses.
Surveys were distributed and collected in-person.
§A2.2.4 Response Rate

A total of 1,497 respondents completed the survey. This corresponds to a 74.9% response rate.

212

Translated by the author.
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§A2.3 Survey Questions Analyzed
Below are the questions that are analyzed in Chapter 3 (question 12) and Chapter 6 (question 4
and 13).
Q4: For the same items you evaluated in question 3, please indicate how much each is currently being
satisfied. For each item 1-74, please select one option (a-f) that most closely matches your feelings.
a) it is definitely being satisfied
b) it is being satisfied to some extent
c) I can’t really say either way (neutral)
d) it is not really being satisfied
e) it is not being satisfied at all
f) I don’t know
Item 41: appropriate countermeasures for various problems deriving from U.S. military bases are being
adequately implemented.

Q12: Which of the following items regarding Okinawan policies must be emphasized and must be
addressed? Please rank your top 3 choices from the following list of items.
Rank 1: _________
Rank 2: _________
Rank 3: _________
Item 1. the formation of a charming environment for tourism and resort areas
Item 2: the promotion of the telecommunications industry (e.g. attracting and supporting undertakings in
the telecommunications industry, developing and maintaining talent, etc.)
Item 3: the formation of Okinawa as a hub for trade of foreign goods (e.g. the building up of air and sea
ports for trade, expanding local business internationally, etc.)
Item 4: the promotion of technology (e.g. collaborative research between Okinawan technology
universities and graduate schools, attracting private research organizations and others, developing
cutting-edge medical technologies, etc.)
Item 5: the creation of new industries (e.g. health and biotechnology industry, cultural industry, sportsrelated industry, environment-related industry, finance industry, ocean resource development industry,
etc.)
Item 6: the promotion of agriculture, forestry, and fisheries that leverage unique Okinawan features
Item 7: the promotion of local industry (e.g. invigorating smaller companies, hand-made item industry,
etc.)
Item 8: the development of long-term employment policies and business skills
Item 9: the promotion of international exchange and cooperation (e.g. expanding the Worldwide Uchina
Network, cultural and economic exchange with foreign countries, expanding collaboration in the arts and
technologies, inviting international organizations, etc.)
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Item 10: the conservation of Okinawan natural resources/creation of a reduce, re-use, recycle society
(e.g. preserving natural wild life and coral reefs, preventing red soil run-off, reduction of waste,
promoting recycling, using clean energy, etc.)
Item 11: enriching/strengthening the foundation of the living environment (e.g. guaranteeing the stability
of water resources, improving the sewage system, housing, urban development, stability of the
electricity supply, improving the telecommunications, etc.)
Item 12: the security of prefectural land and disasters (e.g. disaster prevention, creation of strong
prefectural land against disasters, etc.)
Item 13: the creation of a healthy society (e.g. promoting longevity, healthy child-rearing, addressing
and preventing child abuse, promoting self-reliance and participation in society by the handicapped,
etc.)
Item 14: the guarantee of a safe and secure life (e.g. intensifying crime-prevention, accidents/accident
response, etc.)
Item 15: the creation of a gender-equal society
Item 16: education and the cultivation of diverse talent (e.g. enriching school education, promoting the
nurturing of wholesome youths and life-long education, promoting international schooling, etc.)
Item 17: the promotion of sports and culture
Item 18: servicing the land traffic network (e.g. maintenance of every day roads, making public
transportation services like buses and the monorail more convenient, etc.)
Item 19: maintaining air and sea traffic (e.g. maintaining airports and ports, expanding routes, etc.)
Item 20: promoting remote islands and depopulated areas (e.g. reducing the cost burden of
transportation/communication, improving the living environment, promoting local industry, etc.)
Item 21: facilitating resolutions to bases problems (e.g. reduction of bases, conservation of
environment around bases and promoting the use returned land, reviewing and amending SOFA,
etc.)
Item 22: promoting administrative reform (e.g. promoting the release of information to the public,
reconsidering business/bureaucratic practices, etc.)
Item 23: other: _____________

Q13: Which U.S. military base-related items do you want the prefectural and central governments to put
more effort towards? Please select and rank your top 3 choices from the following list of items.
Rank 1: _________
Rank 2: _________
Rank 3: _________
Item 1: returning base lands
Item 2: amending SOFA
Item 3: eliminating U.S. military exercises
Item 4: eliminating noise associated with low-altitude flying exercises and other noisy vehicles in
residential areas
Item 5: working out environmental pollution countermeasures
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Item 6: working out countermeasures to ensure garbage is properly processed inside bases
Item 7: eliminating U.S. military service member and other crimes and accidents
Item 8: ensuring both the U.S. and Japanese governments compensate (pay reparations) damage from
U.S. military service member incidents and accidents
Item 9: stabilizing the long-term employment for individuals working on bases
Item 10: increasing rent payments for land leased by the U.S. military
Item 11: increasing subsidies and assistance payments from countries that are related to the military
bases [i.e., U.S. and Japan]
Item 12: enlarging the areas eligible for noise-reduction equipment/construction
Item 13: making plans to stabilize work for merchants working with bases
Item 14: making it possible for people to easily use various on-base facilities
Item 15: making it possible for people to pass through on-base streets
Item 16: enabling the expedited re-use of returned land
Item 17: Other: _____________
Item 18: I don’t know
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§A2.4 Demographic Data Available

Below is the list of demographic variables that were collected in the OPG’s 9th OAS along
with the variable types and/or descriptions in parentheticals.
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

age [15-19; 20-24; 25-29; 30-34; 35-39; 40-44; 45-49; 50-54; 55-59; 60-64; 65-69; 70+]
gender [male; female]
occupation [administrative/office work (e.g. clerical staff for office, etc.); sales/marketing
work (e.g. shop staff, etc.); management work (e.g. section chief or above at government
org or private business, etc.); technical/professional work (e.g. teacher, doctor, engineer,
artist, etc.); service work (e.g. beautician, waiter, taxi driver, security guard, etc.); field
work (e.g. carpenter, handyman, manufacturing, etc.); agriculture, forestry, or fisheries
worker; stay-at-home spouse (doing part-time work); stay-at-home spouse (not working);
student; unemployed (excluding stay-at-home spouses); other:_______ ]
marital status [unmarried; married; married, but widowed or separated]
number children in pre-school [#]; number children in elementary school [#]; number
children in middle school [#]; number children in high school [#]; number children in
higher education [#]; number children working adults [#]
living experience outside Okinawa Prefecture [never; less than 2 years; 2-5 years; 5-10
years; more than 10 years]
total household income213 [less than ¥1M JPY (~$10k USD); ¥1M-¥2M JPY (~$10k$20k USD); ¥2M-¥3M JPY (~$20k-$30k USD); ¥3M-¥4M JPY (~$30k-$40k USD);
¥4M-¥5M JPY (~$40k-$50k USD); ¥5M-¥6M JPY (~$50k-$60k USD); ¥6M-¥7M JPY
(~$60k-$70k USD); ¥7M-¥8M JPY (~$70k-$80k USD); ¥8M-¥9M JPY (~$80k-$90k
USD); ¥9M-¥10M JPY (~$90k-$100k USD); more than ¥10M JPY (~$100k USD)]
any income associated with military bases [yes; no]

213

For those unaccustomed to the Japanese currency (yen, JPY; ¥), I use a simple conversion rate of 1 USD to 100
JPY exchange rate throughout the monograph. This rate is not exact and obviously varies over time, but it is an
approximation that is sufficient for the purposes of this dissertation.
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Appendix 3: Auxiliary Findings from §3.3.2—Demographics Most
Concerned with Base Problems
§A3.1 Demographic Variable: Gender
The results below show that 36.2% of female and 35.9% of male respondents selected
“resolving U.S. military base problems” as a top three priority. This is very similar to the
population average of 36.1% and suggests that gender is not a significant predictor of the attitude
of interest. Statistical testing leads us to fail to reject the null hypothesis of no association
(design-based F statistic = 0.0091 (1, 1491); p value = 0.9241). In other words, it is likely that
gender and attitude of interest are independent.
Figure 49. Base Problems a Top Three Public Policy Priority Across Genders
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p value = 0.9241
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SOURCE: 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015); adapted from OPG (2015, 181).

When discussing the Okinawan Knot, it is common to hear postulations such as “women care
more about bases because of X” or “men care more about bases because of Y.”214 While this
analysis is insufficient to reveal whether or not different genders “care” for different reasons, the
results presented in Figure 51 are interesting because they provide evidence against the argument
that overall, Okinawans of different genders differ in how much they “care” about U.S. military
base problems. It would appear that at the population level, men and women are equally
concerned, or not concerned, with base problems. This independence should be of interest to
stakeholders considering tailoring communications programs, or policies to genders.

214

X and Y here can be any multitude of grievances that are being postulated as reasons for why men or women
might care more or less about base issues.
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§A3.2 Demographic Variable: Household Income
The data suggests that base problem prioritization does not appear to be associated with
household income. We fail to reject the null hypothesis of no association at the pre-selected 0.05
significance level and conclude that these two variables are likely independent (design-based F
statistic = 0.8907 (5.00, 7154); p value = 0.4862). Indeed, no clear visual trend between the two
variables emerges in Figure 52 below. The proportion of respondents believing item 21 is a
priority (orange) oscillates as we increase in income brackets with no evident trend.215
Figure 50. Base Problems a Top Three Public Policy Priority Across Household Incomes
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SOURCE: 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015).

This finding of no association between household income and base problem prioritization is
interesting in and of itself because it informs the debate on what kind of people are most
concerned about resolving base problems. Simply being in a poor or wealthy family does not
appear to determine an Okinawan’s stance on the urgency or importance of resolving base issues.
It is probable that the source of income, however, would have a significant impact, especially if
the source is somehow related to the U.S. military presence in Okinawa. Additional data on
primary sources of income (more detailed than the general occupation and inc_from_bases
variables I tested) would allow us to test more detailed hypotheses and are a valid avenue for
future research.

215

Due to the sensitive nature of household income, this demographic variable had 60 non-responses, higher than
average, but likely insufficient to drastically change results given the large sample size.
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For example, it would be highly interesting to gather data and test the hypothesis that those
benefitting from the “burden payment” economic incentive structure that Tokyo has set up (i.e.,
landlords, construction workers, government employees, and others), are incentivized to both
highlight the negative effects of the U.S. presence and to support the continuation of the bases all
so that they may extract more economic benefits from the Government of Japan (Cooley and
Marten 2006).216 This paradoxical stance is extremely difficult to tease out from secondary
survey data and even primary data collectors might struggle to design a survey that could
uncover systematic abuse of the incentive structure. Nonetheless, such a study would be policy
relevant because it may be costing Japanese and U.S. tax payers millions of dollars.
§A3.3 Demographic Variable: Marital Status
Figure 53 presents the results of a cross tabulation between base_priority and marital status
of respondents. Marital status is not a significant predictor of base problem prioritization (designbased F statistic = 2.17 (2.00, 2982); p value = 0.1145). This is not of massive practical import,
but it can inform stakeholder’s who may have been planning on targeting their programs,
policies, or communications based on marital status.

Proportion of Respondents

Figure 51. Base Problems a Top Three Public Policy Priority across Marital Status
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SOURCE: 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015).
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Cooley and Marten (2006) eloquently present this hypothesis (which is more or less the conventional view and
prevailing analysis of the situation), but the evidence they provide is selective and they have no mention of
methodology. Their references suggest they relied mostly on a review of existing literature and interviews with a
non-random sample of U.S., Japanese, and Okinawan government and military officials. For example, after a long
narrative of why the relocation of MCAS Futenma has been so delayed, they conclude “All of the actors involved
seem to be either satisfied with the move or powerless to do anything about it. So what is holdings things up? As in
the case of Naha, it appears the Ginowan landlords do not want to give up their rent” (Cooley and Marten 2006,
578). This conclusion is referenced to nondescript “interviews with U.S. diplomatic and military officials and an
Okinawan Academic, Okinawa, Japan, May 2003” (Cooley and Marten 2006, 583). While they put forward an
interesting hypothesis and follow with a compelling argument, more empirical research needs to be done to confirm
their conclusions.
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§A3.4 Demographic Variable: Children
Given the marginal frequency differences between variable categories and the statistically
insignificant tests (have_kids: design-based F statistic = 1.90 (1,1491); p value 0.1683;
num_kids: design-based F statistic = 0.98 (5.00, 7454); p value = 0.4267), neither presence nor
number of children appear to be significantly associated with base_priority. Like the marital
status variable test results, seemingly “uninteresting” or null results such as these can still inform
policy decisions (e.g. policy, program, or communication targeting) and estimative models of
Okinawan public attitudes.

Proportion of Respondents

Figure 52. Base Problems a Top Three Public Policy Priority Based on Child Presence
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SOURCE: 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015).

Proportion of Respondents

Figure 53. Base Problems a Top Three Public Policy Priority Based on Number of Children217
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SOURCE: 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015).
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While having 5+ children may appear to significantly impact a respondent’s focus on U.S. military problems at
first glance, the gap is almost surely due to the small number of respondents in the 5+ children categories (n=26).
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§A3.5 Demographic Variable: Experience Living Outside of Okinawa Prefecture
The last demographic variable I tested is respondent’s experience, measured by time, living
outside of Okinawa Prefecture (to include time living in non-Okinawa Japan). This is an indirect
and imperfect measure of whether experience living outside of Okinawan society and culture
changes how much weight a citizen of Okinawa Prefecture places on problems associated with
the U.S. military presence.218The data suggests that the two variables are independent (designbased F statistic = 0.3160 (4.00, 5935); p value = 0.8674). This is a somewhat surprising finding
because conventional thinking would suggest that time spent abroad would expose residents to
popular media that is less anti-base and cultures with less prevalent antimilitarist/pacifist norms
and identities (and likely even some pro-military attitudes). This in turn might sway their policy
priorities away from base problems and toward more universally prioritized arenas such as
education, employment, and health care. These data imply that this is not the case.
Figure 54. Base Problems a Top Three Public Policy Priority Based on Time Spent Living Outside
of Okinawa Prefecture
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SOURCE: 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015).
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I say indirect and imperfect because there are numerous relevant questions which these data do not answer: if not
Okinawa Prefecture, where did the respondent live; what culture was the respondent immersed in (foreign, Japanese,
or still Okinawan, just outside of the prefecture); at what age did they live outside of Okinawa Prefecture; and so on.
Despite these limitations, these are currently the only data that exist on this interesting and underexplored subject
and so, I analyzed what we have available and at least make some progress toward a deeper understanding.
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As noted in the footnote however, we cannot over-interpret these findings because the survey
data do not provide information on the living circumstances of the respondents’ time outside of
Okinawa Prefecture (e.g. where, with whom, immersed in what culture, etc.). Nonetheless, these
results do seem to suggest that Okinawan antimilitarist/pacifist cultural norms and identities are
strongly entrenched and fairly resistant to outside influence. Despite spending significant time
living outside of Okinawa Prefecture, respondents did not significantly alter how concerned they
were with resolving base problems. What could this mean for U.S. and Japanese COMREL and
MEDREL efforts? To avoid overreaching, I will simply conclude that these results suggest that
Okinawan residents are unlikely to have their attitudes toward U.S. military base problems
swayed by “outside” culture. If their attitudes were to change in some way, it may have to come
from either direct experience, exposure, or from distinctly “Okinawan” sources.
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Appendix 4: Auxiliary Findings from §4.3.2—Demographics Most
(Un)satisfied with Efforts to Address Base Problems
§A4.1 Demographic Variable: Household Income
The variable satisfaction is statistically significantly associated with household income at the
pre-selected 0.05 significance level (design-based F statistic = 3.20 (14.99, 21290); p value <
0.0000). Various interesting trends may be seen in Figure 55 below. For instance, uncertainty
falls and neutrality rises as income levels rise. Dissatisfaction appears to generally rise with
income, but peaks among the middle-income class. Satisfaction follows the opposite trend:
generally decreasing as incomes increases, but reaching a nadir among those with middle
incomes.
Figure 55. Satisfaction with Efforts to Address Base Problems Across Household Incomes
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SOURCE: 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015).
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¥5M-¥7M JPY (n=174)

§A4.2 Demographic Variable: Occupation
Occupation was also a statistically significant predictor of satisfaction with efforts to address
base problems (design-based F statistic = 2.83 (32.91, 48604); p value < 0.0000). The most
satisfied occupational groups were sales or marketing, students, and “other.” The most
dissatisfied were those in technical or professional fields, administrative or office workers, and
the unemployed. The highest levels of neutrality were observed among those working in
manufacturing or manual labor, management, and the service industry. Lastly, those working in
farms, fisheries, or forestry, sales or marketing, and students showed the highest proportions of
self-reported uncertainty.
Figure 56. Satisfaction with Efforts to Address Base Problems Across Occupations
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§A4.3 Demographic Variable: Marital Status
Marital status was another statistically significant predictor of satisfaction with efforts to
address base problems (design-based F statistic = 4.30 (6.00, 8860); p value = 0.0002). Although
statistically significant, the differences across categories is marginal and does not suggest there
are practically significant differences across this demographic variable.
Figure 57. Satisfaction with Efforts to Address Base Problems Across Marital Status
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SOURCE: 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015).
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Divorced/Widowed (n=155)

Pop. Avg.

§A4.4 Demographic Variable: Children
The presence of a child was statistically significantly associated with satisfaction (designbased F statistic = 3.33 (3.00, 4430); p value = 0.0189). Nonetheless, like marital status, the
differences in response patterns are marginal and are not practically significant.
Figure 58. Satisfaction with Efforts to Address Base Problems Based on Child Presence
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SOURCE: 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015).

Statistical testing revealed that number of children, was not significantly associated with
satisfaction (design-based F statistic = 1.22 (14.99, 22134); p value = 0.2420). The results of the
cross tabulation between the two variables may be seen in Figure 61 below.
Figure 59. Satisfaction with Efforts to Address Base Problems Based on Number of Children
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SOURCE: 9th Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015).
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§A4.5 Demographic Variable: Experience Living Outside of Okinawa Prefecture
Lastly, experience living outside of Okinawa Prefecture was found to not be significantly
associated with satisfaction with efforts to address base problems (design-based F statistic = 0.86
(11.99, 17623); p value = 0.5845).
Figure 60. Satisfaction with Efforts to Address Base Problems Based on Time Spent Living
Outside of Okinawa Prefecture
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Appendix 5: Auxiliary Findings from §4.5.2—Demographic Variability of
Specific “Solutions”
§A5.1 Demographic Effects on Prioritizing Elimination of Crimes and Accidents
Table 28. Logistic Model Estimating Demographic Effects on crime_accident (Q13, I7)
Outcome Var: crimes_accidents

Odds
Ratio

Linearized S.E.

t stat.

gender (b.male)

1.33

0.18

2.16

0.031

[1.03, 1.73]

age_5 (b.15-19)

0.85

0.02

-6.46

0.000

[0.81, 0.89]

North

1.59

0.39

1.91

0.056

[0.99, 2.57]

Central

1.25

0.20

1.48

0.140

[0.93, 1.71]

2.47

0.014

[1.10, 2.21]

Predictors:

P>|t|

95% CI

region (b.Naha)

Naha

1

(base level)

South

1.55

0.28

Outlying Isls.

1.02

0.22

0.12

0.901

[0.68, 1.55]

household_inc (b.<1M JPY)

0.97

0.25

-1.11

0.269

[0.92, 1.02]

inc_from_bases (b.no)

0.82

0.18

-0.90

0.366

[0.53, 1.27]

num_kids (b.0 kids)

1.00

0.55

0.99

0.994

[0.90, 1.11]

occupation (b.tech/proff...)
admin/office

0.95

0.22

-0.23

0.816

[0.60, 1.50]

sales/marketing

1.11

0.35

0.34

0.734

[0.60, 2.05]

management

1.54

0.48

1.38

0.169

[0.83, 2.86]

1

(base level)

technical/professional
service

1.63

0.36

2.21

0.027

[1.05, 2.53]

manual labor/manufacturing

1.86

.053

2.18

0.030

[1.07, 3.27]

agriculture/forestry/fishery

2.35

0.90

2.23

0.026

[1.11, 4.98]

home spouse + part-time

1.43

0.37

1.39

0.163

[0.86, 2.38]

home spouse

1.17

0.31

0.61

0.540

[0.70, 1.95]

student

0.68

0.21

-1.25

0.210

[0.38, 1.24]

unemployed

1.27

0.33

0.95

0.340

[0.77, 2.10]

other

0.74

0.31

-0.73

0.465

[0.33, 1.66]

marital_status (b.married)
married

1

(base level)

unmarried

1.21

0.22

1.06

0.290

[0.85, 1.74]

divorced/widowed

0.95

0.23

-0.20

0.844

[0.59, 1.55]

live_out_okw (b.never)
never

intercept

1

(base level)

<2 years

0.77

0.14

-1.44

0.150

[0.55, 1.10]

2-5 years

0.94

0.17

-0.36

0.721

[0.67, 1.33]

5-10 years

0.77

0.16

-1.25

0.213

[0.51, 1.16]

10+ years

1.37

0.25

1.71

0.088

[0.95, 1.96]

1.37

0.40

1.09

0.277

[0.77, 2.44]

SOURCE: Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015).
NOTE: F (26, 1377) = 3.33; Prob > F < 0.0000
Number of Strata = 6; Number of PSUs = 1408; Pop. Size = 1,313; Design DF = 1,402
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§A5.2 Demographic Effects on Prioritizing Land Returns
Table 29. Logistic Model Estimating Demographic Effects on land_return (Q13, I1)
Outcome Var: land_return

Odds
Ratio

Linearized S.E.

t stat.

gender (b.male)

1.03

0.14

0.25

0.804

[0.79, 1.35]

age_5 (b.15-19)

1.25

0.03

8.82

0.000

[1.19, 1.32]

Predictors:

P>|t|

95% CI

region (b.Naha)
North

1.08

0.27

0.3

0.764

[0.66, 1.75]

Central

0.80

0.13

-1.36

0.174

[0.59, 1.10]

Naha

1.00

(base)

South

1.35

0.24

1.67

0.095

[0.95, 1.93]

Outlying Isls.

0.83

0.17

-0.9

0.368

[0.55, 1.25]

household_inc (b.<1M JPY)

1.02

0.03

0.62

0.536

[0.97, 1.07]

inc_from_bases (b.no)

0.81

0.18

-0.96

0.340

[0.53, 1.24]

num_kids (b.0 kids)

1.02

0.06

0.28

0.782

[0.91, 1.13]

occupation (b.tech/proff...)
admin/office

0.97

0.22

-0.14

0.885

[0.61, 1.52]

sales/marketing

0.90

0.28

-0.34

0.733

[0.49, 1.65]

-0.91

0.365

[0.41, 1.39]

management

0.75

0.24

technical/professional

1.00

(base)

service

0.60

0.14

-2.15

0.032

[0.38, 0.96]

manual labor/manufacturing

0.56

0.16

-2.04

0.042

[0.32, 0.98]

agriculture/forestry/fishery

0.60

0.23

-1.34

0.182

[0.28, 1.27]

home spouse + part-time

0.88

0.23

-0.5

0.614

[0.52, 1.47]

home spouse

1.01

0.27

0.05

0.964

[0.60, 1.69]

student

2.13

0.66

2.43

0.015

[1.16, 3.91]

unemployed

0.83

0.21

-0.75

0.454

[0.50, 1.36]

other

0.98

0.41

-0.06

0.954

[0.43, 2.22]

219
marital_status (b.married)
married

1.00

(base)

unmarried

0.65

0.12

-2.29

0.022

[0.45, 0.94

divorced/widowed

0.68

0.16

-1.61

0.108

[0.42, 1.09]

0.59

0.557

[0.78, 1.58]

live_out_okw (b.never)

intercept

never

1.00

(base)

<2 years

1.11

0.20

2-5 years

1.09

0.19

0.49

0.625

[0.77, 1.55]

5-10 years

1.00

0.21

-0.01

0.993

[0.67, 1.50]

10+ years

0.95

0.18

-0.27

0.786

[0.66, 1.37]

0.22

0.07

-5.00

0.000

[0.12,0.40]

SOURCE: Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015).
NOTE: F (26, 1377) = 4.23; Prob > F< 0.0000
Number of Strata = 6; Number of PSUs = 1408; Pop. Size = 1,313; Design DF = 1,402
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Being a student and unmarried are highly correlated; this is likely why marital status appears significant.
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§A5.3 Demographic Effects on Prioritizing SOFA Reform
Table 30. Logistic Model Estimating Demographic Effects on SOFA_reform (Q13, Item 2)
Outcome Var: SOFA_reform

Odds
Ratio

Linearized S.E.

t stat.

gender (b.male)

0.56

0.07

-4.41

0.000

[0.43, 0.72]

age_5 (b.15-19)

1.13

0.03

5.11

0.000

[1.08, 1.19]

Predictors:

P>|t|

95% CI

region (b.Naha)
North

0.65

0.16

-1.69

0.091

[0.40, 1.07]

Central

0.81

0.13

-1.34

0.179

[0.59, 1.10]

Naha

1.00

(base)

South

0.79

0.14

-1.27

0.205

[0.56, 1.13]

Outlying Isls.

0.60

0.13

-2.39

0.017

[0.39, 0.91]

household_inc (b.<1M JPY)

1.09

0.03

3.25

0.001

[1.03, 1.15]

inc_from_bases (b.no)

0.99

0.22

-0.04

0.970

[0.64, 1.53]

num_kids (b.0 kids)

0.98

0.05

-0.34

0.731

[0.88, 1.09]

occupation (b.tech/proff...)
admin/office

0.96

0.22

-0.16

0.875

[0.61, 1.52]

sales/marketing

0.56

0.17

-1.87

0.062

[0.31, 1.03]

-1.98

0.048

[0.29, 0.99]

management

0.54

0.17

technical/professional

1.00

(base)

service

0.84

0.19

-0.76

0.449

[0.54, 1.31]

manual labor/manufacturing

0.55

0.15

-2.17

0.030

[0.32, 0.94]

agriculture/forestry/fishery

0.70

0.27

-0.94

0.347

[0.33, 1.48]

home spouse + part-time

0.69

0.18

-1.39

0.165

[0.41, 1.17]

home spouse

0.83

0.21

-0.73

0.466

[0.50, 1.37]

student

0.79

0.26

-0.7

0.481

[0.42, 1.51]

unemployed

0.70

0.18

-1.4

0.163

[0.43, 1.15]

other

0.86

0.34

-0.37

0.709

[0.40, 1.88]

marital_status (b.married)
married

1.00

(base)

unmarried

1.13

0.21

0.65

0.515

[0.79, 1.62]

divorced/widowed

1.02

0.25

0.07

0.943

[0.63, 1.65]

live_out_okw (b.never)

intercept

never

1.00

(base)

<2 years

1.36

0.23

1.78

0.076

[0.97, 1.91]

2-5 years

1.11

0.20

0.55

0.584

[0.77, 1.58]

5-10 years

1.21

0.25

0.93

0.355

[0.81, 1.82]

10+ years

0.94

0.17

-0.33

0.738

[0.65, 1.35]

0.41

0.12

-3.03

0.003

[0.23, 0.73]

SOURCE: Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015).
NOTE: F (26, 1377) = 3.56; Prob > F < 0.0000
Number of Strata = 6; Number of PSUs = 1408; Pop. Size = 1,313; Design DF = 1,402
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§A5.4 Demographic Effects on Prioritizing Eliminating Noise and Low-Flight Exercises
Table 31. Logistic Model Estimating Demographic Effects on noise (Q13, Item 4)
Outcome Var: noise

Odds
Ratio

Linearized S.E.

t stat.

gender (b.male)

1.76

0.24

4.21

0.000

[1.35, 2.30]

age_5 (b.15-19)

0.96

0.02

-1.77

0.078

[0.91, 1.00]

Predictors:

P>|t|

95% CI

region (b.Naha)
North

1.12

0.27

0.48

0.632

[0.70, 1.81]

Central

1.15

0.19

0.88

0.377

[0.84, 1.58]

Naha

1.00

(base)

South

0.90

0.17

-0.57

0.570

[0.62, 1.30]

Outlying Isls..

1.00

0.22

0.02

0.983

[0.66, 1.54]

household_inc (b.<1M JPY)

1.01

0.03

0.29

0.769

[0.96, 1.06]

inc_from_bases (b.no)

0.74

0.17

-1.29

0.198

[0.47, 1.17]

num_kids (b.0 kids)

0.94

0.05

-1.04

0.297

[0.85, 1.05]

occupation (b.tech/proff...)
admin/office

0.47

0.11

-3.17

0.002

[0.30, 0.75]

sales/marketing

0.86

0.25

-0.52

0.600

[0.49, 1.51]

-1.19

0.234

[0.35, 1.29]

management

0.67

0.22

technical/professional

1.00

(base)

service

0.61

0.14

-2.21

0.027

[0.39, 0.95]

manual labor/manufacturing

0.71

0.20

-1.25

0.211

[0.41, 1.22]

agriculture/forestry/fishery

0.75

0.32

-0.66

0.508

[0.32, 1.75]

home spouse + part-time

0.66

0.17

-1.61

0.107

[0.40, 1.09]

home spouse

1.02

0.26

0.07

0.940

[0.62, 1.67]

student

0.47

0.14

-2.49

0.013

[0.26, 0.85]

unemployed

0.70

0.18

-1.43

0.153

[0.42, 1.15]

other

0.90

0.34

-0.28

0.776

[0.43, 1.89]

marital_status (b.married)
married

1.00

(base)

unmarried

1.11

0.21

0.55

0.579

[0.77, 1.60]

divorced/widowed

1.18

0.29

0.68

0.496

[0.73, 1.92]

live_out_okw (b.never)

intercept

never

1.00

(base)

<2 years

0.88

0.16

-0.69

0.487

[0.62, 1.25]

2-5 years

1.23

0.22

1.12

0.263

[0.86, 1.76]

5-10 years

0.67

0.15

-1.76

0.078

[0.43, 1.05]

10+ years

0.90

0.17

-0.57

0.570

[0.62, 1.30]

0.79

0.23

-0.80

0.423

[0.45, 1.40]

SOURCE: Okinawan Attitudes Survey data (2015).
NOTE: F (26, 1377) = 2.06; Prob > F = 0.0013
Number of Strata = 6; Number of PSUs = 1408; Pop. Size = 1,313; Design DF = 1,402
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